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DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO EARL SPENCER.

In Demy 8vo., beautifully illustrated with Engravings on Steel by
Adlardy Bound in Cloth and Lettered, Price 8#. 6d.

INTERESTING FACTS
CONNECTED WITH THE

A X 1 -Af A f, K I N (i 1 ) 0 A1 :

WITH SOME REMARKS ON

T H E UNI T Y OF O U R S P E C I E S.

BY J. C. HALL, M.l). F.L.S.

(or EAST rettord),

Antkor of" Clinical Runarkt on Dueatta of the Kgt, aud on Mincellaneont Sahjcrlt,

Medical and Surgical,

"

S.C. kc. kc.

OPINIONS OF THE PREs.S
“ Dr. 3. C. lUll, of Krtfrird, Iodr known tn hi*

profeanonil brethren tor the tniltulry finpUyed in

contribiitinft tn many of ttie lenHinft medical publi.

catinna of the day, haa now piibliW)^ a work o« Iho

Aniatal Kieqdem, with the riaw of provioR the

U5ITT or OCR Sprrtrs Tlte paper, fjrpe, aad
tnorarimji are keautif>U,and the prter rery modmie.
It ia well ralrulaletl for a clrwiboi>k->ati air of piety,

j

tad eamrat dewre to Mate the truth, pervadea each !

{MRe. It M a tr«k we foay kdre fooiea /or, that kM
j

feae ieea matUed, ear Ikol aiarf knee m mini ee/ewaiee
’

eitnlahon amoat ad dattet »f aaeiefjr,”— Ciewrf

Joaraal.
“ Like all tlie writinfa of thia autlior "—Hrilaa.

•ia.”
** Such readera aa are deairouaof olitainin|t a pene.

ral eiew of the Animal Kingdom, and acomi>endium
of the Natural and I’htaual Mi*tory iif Man, may

j

Mruae thia rnlumr witli both pleeatire and mofit !

Or. Farhri't Hrihtkaad Forn'fa ttrdicai ftnirir.
|

•’ A rery rnrinua and amuaiog work
j we ran ;

moat aafely recommend llie whole of Dr. J. C, llall'a
|

I'olume to the notice of our readera."— Wr. Jaaut ,

ypAarea'a V^din-Ckitarjical Hrriatr.
** Dr Haifa lerturea arc diatinfpiislied for feeling :

and elegance." —riaari.
" In Uic preaent galloping and all incluaiee age,

'

when the aciencea are made a roonth’a araiiarment,

languagra lenmt in aix werki, and writing maMered
in aa raanv hours, a work which does nrd prafoan tn

,

Tender the reader a proficient in the aiihject of which
it treata, but coutenta itaelf with a aimple claim to

;

the merit of amoolliing Uie atudent'a |>alh to the

proaecution of iU atudy, and atiraulating him to

more rnlargrd enquiry fa a novelty. Hurli a work
ia iMTgRItnTIVKi l-’ACrS COg.egfTliD with THE ,

Animal Kingoon, BY Dr. J. C. Hall. It ran. ;

taiaaa aucclnct and rery clewr arrouiit of aniouted
nature from the polyp* to man. Ur. Hall haa rgi.
bodierl in liia trealiar tlie opinhma of all the leading
naliireliats. He wntea raoreorer willi an euTBrat
demre bi aacertain Irutli ralMer than to rttaUitk m
tkeoty, and thit ttaatp$ the beak uUkiU betl talae.''^
JaAn Hatt.

’* The thoughtful reader will 6nd much matter
for refleaion and apeculatioo in thia uaeful Tolumc,
i^r eapwially in the chapter on the ‘ I’nitjr of our
Specie*,' in which the connexion between mind and
matter ia argued with gnat force and aubtletv.”
Sam.
'Of thia book we caanot apeak too highiv, em.

bracing aa it doea a aertea of Intereating Facts coo.
nrctrd with ttw- Animal Kingdom, with some ad.
mirable rrinarka on the I 'mlv of our Hpeciea, tl>c
whole illnatratrd by a arriea of excrllent platea ". .

litU't Lift I* Londam.
We are indeed diapoaed to regard Dr. lUH'a

prrarnt production at a legacy bequeathed to hit
old frienda

; aa a tablet, the leaves of which we shall
often turn over with pleasuie. In tlie inveatigation
of Iq* aiibjerl, the writer evinces the moat skilful
arrangement and taborioua reaearch, and tlie reader
will denre DO small portion of gralilication from a
careftil and very attentive perusal of its pagea.*'...
Voaeatler Caxrttf.
" Tliia ia indeed a clercr volume, and the aubicct

ia d'lacutacd with a talent which cannot fail to ren.
der it highly popular. We gire a few extracta, and
moat hnartiiy recommend ita periiaal to our rea-
drr* "... \aTtkamptoa Herald.

‘ Dr Hall haa entered into a moat elahorate re.
view of tlie animal kingdom, in order to prnve the
unilv of our aperiea, and in this lie has fully auc.
reeded."— Northampton hlerettrf.

It has also been thought deairable to add to the opiniona of the prtaw, a few from the many unmlicited
and diainterrated testimonies which the Author haa receirrd from iudiriduala, whose statioa aud intelli-
gence are justly eateemed by the world

* " Tlie council of the Royal College of Plivsiciana
in Loniino return their thanks to Dr J. C. Hall, for

his valuable work on the Auinial Kingdom "

" I hare read your recent work on the Animal
Kingdom with very great pleaaure., and am happy
to find my old pupil occupying hia leisure hours
so probUnly.”—From Sit H C Hrodie, Hart.
F. H. A., Sarjnm to her .ttajeitf. Stc. Ac Ac.

.Many thankt, my dear friend, for your rnlumr,
which I flare read with much pleasure!"—From the
Her. K. Vaagban, D.D. autlm of the Life of Wic.
liltc, Icc. iir.

“ I have read your valuable roliiiue on the Animal
Kingdom with pleasure and profit."—From A. Ho.
bertMD, Eaq M D., F.R.8., Senior Pliyaictan to the
Nertbaniplon Infirmary.

'•
I lave read your work with cooaideradle inter.

e»t Vour active mind, mv dear friend, appears to
tie continually at work."—from R. Lee, Eeq M D
F.R.S

,
I’rofaaor of .Midwifery to St tieorge'a Hoe.

pital.

I told you the high opinion I liad formed of
your work during iU paansgr tliraugh tlie press, and
iliat opiiiHin is confirmed now that the whole U be.
fore me. "—From A. Carrick, Kaq

, A M. It N
“ I only iiiduge my own feelinga when 1 hasten

to communicate to you the extreme nelight with
which I liave perused your lucid and couvinring
array of facta anil argumcota in support of the noble
and enlightened views you lave so aucrewirullv es.
atablialied."—From J. S. lluckingliam, Fiaq. author
of America, and late M.P. for Sheffield.

LONDON

:

Nvnirr.kKER, and co.

Ordera rrcrirrd t>g nil Rnokarllerr.





I’ririffi Street, So/m,

May, 1843.
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2 MR. Churchill’s publications.

MR. RUTHERFORD ALCOCK, K.T.S.,

Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals, Stc.

NOTES ON THE MEDICAL TIISTOKY AND STATISTICS OF
THE BUrnSM LEGION OF SPAIN; comprising the Results of Gun-shot
Wounds, in Relation to important Questions in Surgery. 8vo, 5s.

DR. ALLN ATT. F.S.A.

TIC-DOULOUREUX; OR, NEURALGIA FACIALIS, AND OTHER
NERVOUS AFFECTIONS; their Seat, Nature, and Cause. With Cases

illustrating successful Methods of Treatment. Second edition. 8vo, cloth, 5s.

DR. ARNOLD,
Fcllotv of the Royal College of Physicians, Rdinburgli, 4:c., &c.

A PRACTICAL 'TREATISE ON THE BILIOUS REMTITENT
FEVER ; with Remarks on the Connexion of Disetiscs with the Changes of the

Atmosphere upon Epidemics; Medical Topography, &c. 8vo, cloth, lOs.

DR. JAMES ARNOTT,
Member of the Royal College of Surgeons.

PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE TREATMENT OF Ob-
structions IN THE URETHRA, AND OTHER CANALS, BY THE
DILATATION OF FLUID PRESSURE. 8vo, boards, 3.s.

“The work contains numerous illustrations of the application and results of this mode of

treatment, in which the dilating process was not merely confined to tlio urethra, but was also

extended to contractions ot the rectum. . . The volume abounds in sound sense and excellent

practical information, and deserves to be read attentively, as well as to occupy a place in the

library of every practical surgeon.”

—

Lancet,

MR. ATKINSON,
Late Senior Surgeon to the York County Hospital, and Vice-President of the V orkshire

Pliilosophical Society.

MEDICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. Vol I. Royal 8vo. I6s.

“We have never encountered so singular and remarkable a book. It unites the Gennan
research of a Plouquet with the ravings of Uabelais,—the humour of Sterne witli the satire of

Democritus,—the learning of Burton with the wit of Pindar."—Z>r. Johnson's Review*

DR. B I LL A RD.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF INFANTS;
Translated from the Third French Edition, with Notes,by JAMES STEWART,
M.D. 8vo, cloth, 14s.

“ M. Billard held a very important station at the Hdpital des Enfans, and there he laboured

with almost unrivalled industry and talent to shed new light upon the general pathology and

treatment ofinfantile diseases. The work is decidedly a very valuable contribution to our knowledge.

The translator has performed his task in a very correct and creditable manner, and his Appendix

forms a very important addition .**—Bvitish and Foteiyn Medical Review,

MR. DELABERE BLAINE.

OUTLINES OF THE VETERINARY ART; OR, A TREATISE
ON THE ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND CURATIVE TIpAI-
MENT OF THE DISEASES OF THE HORSE, and subordinately of those

of Neat Cattle and Sheep. Illustrated by Plates. The fifth edition, revised

throughout. 8vo, cloth, 21s.



MR. cnrRcnu.i. s pvblications. 3

DR. GOLDIVG BIRD, F.L.8., F.G.S.,
I.e<-turer on .Nktunl Philoinphy, at Uuy'a lloapilal.

EI,EMKNTS OF NATFU.VE PHIEOSOI’IIV : beiugan Experimental
Introduction to the Studjr of the Physical Sciences. Illustrated with Two Hun-
dred and Thirty W'ood-cuts. Second edition, in the prets.

D R. BRAD V.
Fellow and ProfcMOr of Medical JurUeriideBce in the King and Qaren'i Cullcge of rhyaiclans

In Ireland.

FOl^RXET OX AUSCULTATIOX, AND OX THE DIAHXOSIS.
cuk.abiutv and trk.vt.ment of thk fibst stage of
CONSUMPTION. Translated from the French. Part I. 8»o, 7».

DR. C A R P E N T E R,
I.*cturer on Physiology In the RrUted Medical School.

ITilXClPEES OF HUMAX PHVSIOLOGV: with their chief appli-

cations to Patholofry, Themiieutics, Hvgiene.and Foren.iic Medicine. With nu-
meroiis Illustrations on Steel and Wood. One rolume, 8vo, cloth, 20s.

*' Tlic rrinci|>tc« i>f Ocoeral and romparative Pbyiinloty* of l>r. Carpenter, which have junt
entered D|Mni a now rditiim, and which w« have had nocaeton to menth>n with couiiiiendatlon in
otir laet volume, liad already upene<l the path to the extenoirwi of the laboum of that Author into
the more lm)>ortaiit department of hiimiut phy«i‘H'*gy. The able manner in which the Mibjecl of
romparatlve physiology was handled, the enlarged and tlavoted view* entertained by the AuUior,
at once pointed to l*r. Car)<enler as Usy writer l>y whom the obvious want in the Held of human
pliyiiolngy wa* to lie supplied. The volume tiefon- us U the much-desired cneitriliutiun to our
tcieiu'e for which we have Ions liKiked. ... In loncluding ntir notice of this volume, we do eo by
reroniinendins it most stronfiy to our reailers, and rsptvially Pi our yoong friends, who ore pro.

paring a foundation u(iun which to hiiild their riiputation and fiiliirti success to life. Tin* volume
is tnnsutifully got up ; it will form an ornamental addition to the study otid library.”

—

Lancet.
“ \ work admirably calculated not only to guide and direct the student of Physiology, but

from the oitTveable nu>de In whieh okl forts ore preoentod, and new ones opened up, also to afford
plrnsure and Instmctkm to the deeply learned in thi* branch of medical science. , . . The style is

ever,! wiiere easy, iierspiciiuus.and appropriate to the subjecto. Tb* niimcrous wosolcuts and steel
engravings, with which the description* are illustrated, are Jniliciously seiectoil and escellently
executed. The whole work rvHecu the highest honour upon the talenu, knowledge, aud Judgment
of the .kutbor,’’— flmtisA anti ft/rciffn Medical JUvinc.

BY TUB SaMB author,

PIIIXCIPLES OF GENERAL AND rOMPAK.\TJA^E PIIYSIO-
LOGY ; intended lu nn Introduction to the Study of Human Phyiiiology, ami as
n Guide to the I’hiloMiphical Pursuit of Natural llintory. Illiistnitetl with
numerous Fijrurc* on Copper and Wood. The Second Edition, with important
additiong. 8vo, cloth, I Ra.

“ 1 recommend to your |ierus»] a work reeentiy (mMIshed by I>r. Carpenter. It has this ad-
vantage, it is very much up to the po-sent state of knowledge on thi* subject. It is wrriueti in a
clear slvle, and is well llliistniled.”—Priirtwsor ttharjiejpi Intmiuctarf Lecturt.
“ In Mr. Carpenter's work will be found the best e\|in*ition we immscm ,>f all that is furnished

by oom|«ratlve anatomy to our knowledge of the nervous system, a* well as to the more general
principls* of life and organisation."—X»r IhJlanirt ilftl'cat Xote* and Bcdfcliang.

•• Bee lir. Car)ienter't • I'rinciples of (irneral mud Comparative Physiology,'—a work which
makes me proud to think be wa* once my pupil,”—/>r. EUu<Uun’t Phftioiogy.

THE FIRST
aiiMicil na an
Practitioners,

M R. COOP E R,
Professor of Surgery in the L'niverslty of London.

LINES OF THE PRACTICE OF SURGEKY; dc-
introduction for Studenta, and n conciise Book of Reference for
Sixth edition, considerably improved, ilvo, cloth, 18*.

IIV THK RA.MB Aivnioa.

A DK’TIONARY OF PRACTICAL SFRGERY; comiirchcnding all
tlie moat iiitcreatinR improTcmcnts, from tlie earliest times down to the present
period, &.C. Seventh edition. One very thick 8vo vol. £1, lOs.



MR. CHURCHILL S PURLICATIONS.

SIR ASTLEY COOPER, BART., F. R. S.

A TREATISE ON DISLOCATIONS AND FRACTURES OF THE
•JOINTS, ftvo, cloth, 20s.

*,* Sir Astlcy Cooper left very considerable additions in MS. for the express pur-
pose of being introduced into this Edition.

Edited by BRANSBY COOPER, ESQ., F.R.S.

“The present will be fnuml n imicli more cnnvenioiit edition of this invnluahlc work than its

predecessors. Altliongh new matter and new illustrations liave been added, tlie price lias licen

reduced from two luiineas to twenty sliiliings After tlie tiat of tlic profession, it would l>e aiisiird

in us to eulogize Sir A stley Cooper 8 work on Fractures and Kisloeations. It is a national one,
and will prohalily sul>sist as long as i'higlisli surgery.”

—

Mflico-Clmurjiienl Uii'inr.

“A most raluuidc and important addition to surgieal litcniture. In it we tind the last, the
most matured views of its veneratiie autlior, who, witli unexampled zeai, continued to almost tlie

Inst moment of Ids life to ncenmuinte materials for (lerfeetlng Ids works. Kvery practical surgeon
must add the present volume to ids library. Its eommodioiis and portable form—no metin consi-

deration—tlie grn|ddc, the almost speaking force of the unequalled illiistrations, tlie copious addi-
tion of valiialde and instructivecosos, and tlie great improvement in eleamcss and precision whicti

lias been gained by the judicious arrangement of tlie materials, all combine to render tlie present
edition indispensalde. Tlie woodcuts, profusely scattered tliroiigli alinost every i>age, are beyond
praise

; notidng can exceed tlieir faithful accuracy and clearness .”—lirituh aiiit t'oreign Medical
Review.

BY TUB SAMK AOTItOll,

ON THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE TESTIS.
Illustrtited with Twenty-four liighly-finished coloured Plates. Second Edition.

Royal 4to, cloth, ill. 3s., now reduced to 11. lOs.

Edited by BRANSBY B. COOPER, F.R.S., Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital.

SIR ALEXANDER CRICHTON, F.R.S.

K. St. V. and St. Anne,
Pliysician to the Emporor of RuHHla» and to hin Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge.

COMAIliNTARIES ON PATHOTiOHY, AND ON USEFUL AS WELL
AS ON DANGEROUS INNOVATIONS IN PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
8vo, cloth, 9s.

DR. DAVIDSON,
laitcly Senior I’liysician to the Gla.sgow Royal Infirmary, and Lecturer on Materia Mcdica

and Dietetics.

A TREATISE ON DIET; comprising the Natural Ilistorj', Proper-

ties, Comiio.sition, Adulterations, and Uses of the Vegetables, Animals, Fishes,

Nc., used as Food. 18mo. cloth, Os.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

THE THACKERAY PRIZE ESSAY, ON THE SOURCES AND
MODE OF PROPAGATION OF CONTINUED FEVERS. 8vo. cloth, 3s.

MR. DRUITT.

THE SUROEON’S YADE*MECUM; with Fifty Wood Engravings

'Ihird edition, in the press. Fcap. 8vo, cloth.

Lawrence, Liston, liiitnrie, mayo, .>ru«ic, ...o.vo, — .-j,

nuscliet Tyrcll, fircon, Dicffcnbach, Civiale, Leroy, Arnott, Bjirton, Rieord, Colics, btaiilcy,

and most of tlie other distinguislied surgeons wlio have flourished since tlie commencement of

the Hunterian epoch. Without any of tlie adventitious aids to which most publications of the

present day owe tlieir success—the previous lieraldiug, and subsequently puffing which are usually

in requisition at a literary diibut—without the prestige of rank or official distinction on the part

of its author, the ‘ Vadc .Meciim’ has secured an extraordinary popularity in Great Ilritain, and

the most flattering commendations of medical critics."—./fmerfean Journal of the Medieal Sciences.



MR. CHURCHILL S PUBLICATIONS. 5

.SIR ALEXANDER DOWME, M.I).

P>iy>lcfaui to Her Legation at Frankfort, Ac.

.\ rj{;\(JTrCAL TUE.VTISK OX THK KFKKWCV OF MINFUAO
waters in the cure of chronic DISE.VSE. Illustratctl by

With un Analysis of the most reputed Sjjas of Germany. '24mo, cloth, tis.Cases.

-MR. JOHN E. ERICHSEIN,
Fellow of the Royal Medico-Cliirurglcal Society.

A I’UACTICAL TUKATISE OX IMSKASKS OF THE S0AU‘,
being an Attempt to Simplify the Diagnosis and Treutiuont of that Class of
Affections. With Six i*lates,dmwn and coloured from Nature. 8vo, doth, los. (id.

" It is with great confidence that we recemmnid this treatiae h> the (lerusal of the rtiident and
practitioner, as a most ratuatile rontribnlhm to a branch of practical iii^kiiiu which has hiibcrtii

nut been studied with the care and attcutlon that its impurtance denutnds.''—LjntUm Utdical
OazHle.
“ W« cannot ctmcluile our notice writhowt esprtesing our appml«tion of the lieanty and fidelity

of tlie plates, which euusidirmhty cniiance the talu« and utility uf the work
; and we have no lies!

tation In expressing our belief that the publitsuiun of Mr Lrichsen's work will give an iinpulsa
to the study of the cutaneous afTecliuns of the scalp, that was much wanting. We must earnestly
recomiih’iid its [lemsal to all who desire to treat iliuse diseases upon scicntilic, ratlicr than euiidri-
cal principles.''—iinfts* and Furevp" Uaiiail Rec.ne.

D R. E \ A N .S.

A (\EIXi(’AL TKEATISE OX THE ESOEMK’ FEVERS OETIIE
WEST INDIES, intended os a guide for the Young Rnurlitioncr in thouo
Couutriea. »vo, cloth, J*sl

DR. WILLIA.M FARR.

-V AIEDICAE Gl IDE TOXK’E; contniiting every intunnalion iic-

cesaary to the Invalid and Resident Stranger. I’oat 8vo, doth, oe. (id.

DR. J. C. AUGUST FILANZ, M.R.C.S.

THE EVE: a Treatise on the Art of Preserving this Organ in a
liciUthy Condition, and of Iraprtiving the Sight ; to which in prefixed A VIEW
OF THE ANATOMY AND IMIYSIOLOGY OF THE EYE. With plates,
post 8vo, 7». (id.

BV TIIK SAMB Al'Tliua,

OX MlXER.Vli WAFERS; with particular reference to those pre-
pared at the Uor.tL Obk.van Spa, RaiuimiR. l‘2mo. doth, 4s. (id.

MR, FEKOUSSON,
Frufsssor of Surgery in King's College, London.

A SYSTEM OF I’RACTICAE SURGERY; illustrated with -i-io

Wood-Cute. Fcap. 8vo, doth. l'2e. litL

Krtraet/rom Prrfncf." It has bs»n theohlect throngliuut the whtAe of this work to produce a Manual of the details
of l*ractical Surgery, which shall meet the wishes and wants of the student, as well as of the sur-
geon engaged In practice.”

“ I’rufessur Fergusenn's work, we feel persuaded, will be as grtat a favourite as it deserves, fur
It Cfuniiiues the powerful recutninendatiuns of chcapneM sml elesranee with a clear, semnd, and
pravtlral treatment of every subject in surgical science. The illustrathms, hv liagg, are admirable
-in his very l<est style.”— K.fin/nirjy* Jovnuit of MoJiraf ScUnct.
" W hat a mass of valuable infirinatlun res|>ecting s>»mo of the most Important points In surgery,

Mr. l•'ergussuIl has runiriveil to eumpress within very moderate limits, it is scarcely necessarv to
•yt that we deem the work to be very valuahls. and practieally useful, and the prcs<mt treiithie
cannot Imt eiilianoe the reputation of its author as a Jiidiii nu and eiiicriemTd nntetitiuner.''—
brilitk omt Pvrtitjn MntioU fWrUte.



MR. CHURCHILLS PUBLICATIONS.

MR. GRAY.
A SUPPLEMENT TO THE PHAEMACOP(ETA

;
being a Treatise

on Pharmacology in general ; including not only the Drugs and Compounds
which are used by Practitioners in Medicine, but also most of those which are

used in the Chcmiciil Arts, or which undergo Chemical Preparations. Sixth

edition. 8vo, 14s.

DR. GREGORY,
Physician to the Fever Hospital.

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE

;

designed for the Use of Students. Fifth Edition, 8vo, cloth, 16s.

DR. GUY,
I’liysiciaii to King’s College Hospital.

HOOPER’S PHYSICIAN’S VADE MECUM; OR, MANUAL OF
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSIC. Now edition, con-

siderably enlarged, and re-written. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 10s.

DR. GULLY.

THE SBIPLE TREATMENT OF DISEASE; deduced from the

Methods of Expectancy and Revulsion. 18mo, cloth, 4s. 6d.

G. J. GUTHRIE, F.R.S.

Surgeon to the Westminster Hospital.

ON INJURIES OF THE HEAD AFFECTING THE BRAIN.
Quarto, boards, 6s.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

ON THE ANATOMY AND DISEASES OF THE URINARY AND
SEXUAL ORGANS. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. HALL, F.L.S.

CLINICAL REMARKS ON DISEASES OF THE EYE, and on

Miscellaneous Subjects Medical and Surgical. 8vo. cloth, /s.

MR. HARRISON.

DEFORMITIES OF THE SPINE AND CHEST, successfully treated

by Exercise alone ; and without Extension, Pressure, or Division of Muscles.

Illustrated with Twenty-eight Plates, 8vo, cloth, 8s.

DR. HOPE, F.R.S,,

Late Pliysician to St. George’s Hospital.

A TREA'l’ISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE HEART AND GREAT
VESSELS, and on the Affections which maybe mistaken for them. Hurd

edition, with Plates. 8vo, cloth, 18s.

•‘When Ills great work on ‘Diseases of the Heart’ was first the vUioIe
p^^^

united ill fommii.dation of its exeellcnco; and in the enlarged “'»)

author was fortunately cmibled to reproduce It in a third edition, it i» now

kd^-d to be the best book on tlio subject in luiy language."—Bntirt and Iforugn SleduxU Revteui.
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DR. HK.VNEN, F.U.S.,

Inspector of Military HoipiuU.

PRINCIPLES OF M1IJT.\UY SURGERY; Third Edition, Edited
by his Son, DR. .lOlIX IIENNKN. 8 to, boards, 16s.

" The ralue of I>r. ilennen's work U too well appreciated to need any praise of ours. M'e are
only required, then, to brink the tliird edition before the notice of our readers ; and havink done
this, we shall merely add, that no military surgeon might to be without 11.*'— Afeefteof Oatftte.

DR. JOHNSTONE,
IMiysieian to the Oeneral Hospital, and T.ccturer >m Materia .Medica and Thera|>eutics at the

Royal School of Medicine, Hirmiiigluuii.

A l)IS(’0l'RSE ON THE PHENO.MENA OF SENS.\T10N, .\S

CO.VNKfTF.D WITH THE .MENTAL, PHYSICAL, AM) INSTINC-
TIVE FACCLTIF:.S of .M.AN. Bvo, doth, 8«.

!

“This voliinie contains a goml rmme uf the labours of different phttinlogists ; It exhibits
careful ami extensive rending, and a just and candid appreciation of the lahoiirs of other nten.
The student of the nervous system will derive beneSt (rum tbe perusal of this wurk.”— Pubiin
J<mrtuU (i^MttUaU Science.

M R. J V K E S,
Surgeon to the ficneraJ llopitai, Birmingham.

A CASE OF CARi’INOMATOl S STRKTIAIE OF TFIE REC-
TL'M ; in which the Descending Colon wna opened in the Loin. -Ho. with Four
I’lates, ,*18.

DR. HUNTER LANE, F.L.S., F.-^t-S-A,

adaptevi to the London l’hrtmiarop<eia, emliodying all the New Frencli, Ame-
rienn, and Indian Medicine*

; and also comprUing a Suramaxy of Practical
Toxicology. One neat pocket rolume, 5a. cloth.

•• l»r. I.ane's volume i< on tlie same general pUtn as Dr. Thompeon't lung known Conspectus-
but it Is much fuller in iu details, more especially la the cbrinical def«nmeiit. It seems care,
fully compiled. U well suited for Its purpose, and cannot fail to be usefub’’—Bn’fsrt msd Ptfrivjn
Uettkal Krrietc.

DR. L E E, F. R. S.

I.ecturer on .Midwifery at St. George’s UospiuU

CLINICAL ll’LRA : with the Histories of Four Iluiidrefl Cases
of DitHcult Labour. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, Is. Cd.

Exlrart/nim PTf/mt.“ Tlie following Reports comprise the nnwl important practical details of all the case* of difficult
parturition which have come under my observation during the last fifteen years, and of which I
Iwve iirvwerved written histories. They liave now been ooiiected and arrangeil for imMitation, in
the hope that lliey may Iw found to illustrate, confirm, or correct the rules laid down bv svstenuvtle
writers for the treatment of difficult labours, and supply that cvunic of cilnUal instruction in mid-
wifery. tlie want of wlilcli lias boen so often ox|>crieDc«d by practitioners at the cuuimencement of
tlii-ir career.

“Dr law’s work will be eonsnlted liy every accoucheur who practises bis art with the seal whicli
it lueriu."—A/sdirof UazrtU.
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MR. LAWRENCE, F.R,S.,

Burgeon to St. Barlbolnmew's lluspiul.

A TREATISE ON lil'l’TURES. Tltc Fifth EditioB, consulorably
enlarged, 8vo, cloth. His.

” Tile pmullar advantage „f the treatise of Mr. Uwrence is, timt he explain, his view, on theanAlMfnjr uf l^rnU aiidtb« (llffrrvnt rariciie* uf the in a iiuinuer »hith his lMM>k
p<-(u!iariy useful to the student. It must be tu(>crfliii.iu to express our opinion of Its value to tbe

wdfr? "" pf‘’*«>‘>"g * compleui view of tbe Iitcraturo of thesubject, it stands in tbe first rank. —t.dinimryh ilettietU ami Surgical Jeunutl.



MR. CHURCHILL S PUBLICATIONS.

MR. EDWIN LEE. M.R.C.S.,

CorrespuiuUiig Member of the Jledical and Chinirgical Societies of Paris, Berlin, Florence, &c.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM AND HOMEOPATHY, with Notes illus-

trative of the Influence of the Mind on the Body. Third Edition, greatly altered

and enlarged, 4s. cloth.

BY THIS SAMK AUTHOR,

OBSERVATIONS ON THE MKDICAL INSTITUTIONS AND
PRACTICE OF FRANCE, ITALY, AND GERMANY, with notices of

the Universities and Climates ; and a panillel view of English and Foreign Medi-

cine and Surgery. Second Edition, 8vo. cloth, 7s.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

ONSTAmiERING AxND SQUINTING, AND ON THE METHODS
FOR Til EIR REMOVAL. 8vo, hoards, 3s.

MR. LINTOTT.
THE ST’RUCTURE, ECONOI^IY, AND PATHOLOGY OF THE
HUMAN TEETH, with concise Descriptions of the best Modes ofSurgictil

Treatment. With Forty Illustrations. ‘24mo, cloth, 5s.

M R, LISTON, F. R. S.,

Surgeon to the North London Hospital.

PRACTICAL OR OPERATIVE SURGERY.
The Third Edition, 8vo, cloth, 2'2s.

This edition has been carefully revised throughout by the Author, is illustrated

with additional wood-cuts, and contains much important new matter.

IMR. EDWARD F. LONSDALE, M.R.C.S.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON FRACTURES, illustrated with

SiJty Woodcuts, 8vo, boards. Ids.

DR. iM A C R E I G H T.

A MANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY
;

with a Series of Analytical

Tables for the assistance of the Student in the Examination of tho Plants indi-

genous to, or commonly cultivated in. Great Britain. Small 8vo, cloth, 7s. Gd.

“There is a prodigious mass of elementary matter and useful information in this pocket

volume."

—

Mcdico-C'hirurgical Review.

DR. M A C K N E S S,

Physician to tho Hastings Dispensary.

HASTINGS, CONSIDERED AS A RESORT FOR INVALIDS.

with Tables illustrative of its Temperature, Salubrity, and Climate, showing

its suitability in Pulmonary and other Diseases ;
also. Directions for the choice

of a Residence, and Hints as to Diet, Regimen, Bathing, &c. 8vo, cloth, 4s.

DR. M I L L I N G E N,

Late Resident Pliysician of tlio Middlesex Pauper Lunatic Asylum at Hanwell.

Al’IlOltlSMS ON THE TTiEATJlENT & MANAGEMENT OE THE
INSANE. 18mo, cloth, 4s. Cd.

“ Dr Millingcn, in one small pocket volume, lias compressed more real solid matter than could

he gleaned ouUif any dozen of octavos on the same subject. We recommend this vado mtcum

as the best thing of the kind we ever perused.”—Dr. Juhnton’s lieeicw.
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M R. NAS .M Y T H. F. L. S.. F. G. S.,

Member of tbe Koral C'oUene of Soriieone, &c.

KKSEARCHES ON THE DEVEl.OEEMENT, STRUCTURE, AND
DISEASES OF THE TEETH. With Plates, 8ro, doth, lOs. 6d.

** Such Interettiiift aixl important iU*eOT*rie« hare latel; been made on tbe itructure of the
teeth, and lo important have tboee organ* become a* (nildee to tbe anatomist in therla**ltication
of tbe different member* of the animal kingdom, that a new work on tbe subject va* imi>erativety
callod fur, and tbe demand could not have been more efbeientjy responded to than it is by Mr.
Nasmyth in the work before us."

—

Lanat.

BY THB SAUit AnrilOII,

niREE AfEMOlRS ON THE DEVEI.OPEMENT k STRUCTURE
OF THE TEETH AND EPITHELIUM. With Platw. Second EdiUon,
8vo, cloth, (is.

M R. N U -N N E L E Y,

Lecturer on Anatomy and I'hyalolcgy la tbe Leeds Sebooi of Medicine.

A TREATISE ON THE NATURE, CAUSES, k TREATAIENT OF
ERYSIPELAS, 8vo, cloth, 10*. 6d,

MR. LANGSTON PARKER,
Lecturer on Anatomy in the Dinninghain R/yai School of Medicine, and Surgeon to Queen’s

Uuepitsti.

THE MODERN TREATMENT OF SVEHIUmc DISEASES
both Primary and Secondary ; coninrehendinR an account of iniproved Modes
of Practice adopted in the llritish and Ftjrvijjn Hoapitals, with numerous
Formula! for the Administration of many nets Remedies. l'2mo, cloth, 5*.

“ It abounds In useful and Interesting inf. rmation."— £onc<S.

D IL P R O U T, F. R. S.

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF STOMACH AND
URINARY DISEASES; being an Inquiry into the Connexion of Diabetes,
Calculus, and other Aflections of the Kidney and Bladder, with Indigestion.
Fourth edition, with Si* Engraving*, 8vo, cloth, \mrty ready.

P. R A Y E R, D. M. P.

A TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN. Translatctl from
the French, by WILLIAM B. DICKENSON, Esy., M.R.C.8 8vo P2s.

freau..a.anr*ceu«,tco;panlonat

DR. JAMES REID.
A MANUAL OF I>RACT1CAL MIDWIFERY. lutemled chiefly as

a hook of reference for Students and Medical Practitioners. With Engravings on
Wooti. ’’ lino, cloth, 5s. 6d.

P®'' ** *"’* f"*** head, and the different presenutions of the

jiltIciJuriV'w T/“ I?
engravings amung lltc IcIU-r-prcss, and tlisbook U thuspartlcuUriy will cak-utated to effect the objecU of such a work."-Laafrt!

D 11- E V A N S R I A D O R E, F.L S.

ON SPINAL IRIUfAllON, the Source of Nervou.siicss, Imliffe.stion,
and Fuiirtional Derangements of the PrinciiMtl Organs of the Body; with Case*
Illustrating the most successful Mode of Treatment. Post 8vo, cloth, .5*. tid.



DR. RAMSBOTHAM,
Late Lecturer on Midwifery at the London ITuspital; Consulting Physician to the Royal

Maternity Charity, itc. &C.

PEACTICAL OESEEVATIONS IN MIEWIEEEP, with Cases iu
Illustration. Second edition. 8vo. 12s.

DR. FRANCIS II. RAMSBOTHAM.
Pliysician to the Royal Maternity Charily, and Lecturer on Midwifery at the London Hospital, Ate.

THE PEINCIPLES AND PEACTICE OF OBSTETEIO MEDI-
CINE AND SURGERY, IN REFERENCE TO THE PROCESS OF
PAR TURITION, Illustrated with Eighty-four Plates on Steel, and Twenty
on \Vood ; forming one handsome thick octavo volume, cloth, 22s.

“ This is one of the most l>eautiful works which have lately issued from the medical press ; and
is alike creditable to the talents of the Author and the enterprise of the Publisher. It is a good
and thoroughly priictical treatise

;
tlio ditferent subjects are laid down in a clear and ]>erspiciions

form, and whatever is of importance is illustrated by first-rate engravings. A remarkable feature

of this work, which ought to be mentioned, is its extraordinary cheapness. As a work conveying
good, sound, practical precejits, and clearly demonstrating the doctrines of obstetrical science,

we can confidently recommend it eitlier to the student or practitioner.”

—

Edinburgh Journal of
Medical Science.
“ I>r. Ramsbotham has treated the subjeet in a manner worthy of the reputation he posses.ses,

and has succeeded in fanning a book of reference for practitioners, and a solid and easy guide for

Students. Looking at the contents of the volume, and its remarkably low price, we have no
liesitation in saying that it has no parallel in the history of publishing.”

—

Provincial Medical and
Surgical Journal.

“ it is the book on Midwifery for students ; clear, but not too minute in its details, and sound
in its practical instructions. It is so com])lctely illustrated by plates (admirably cliosen and
executed) that the student must be stupid indeed who docs not understand the details of this

branch of the science, so far at least as description can make them intelligible.”

—

lJublin Jourml
of Medical Science.
“ The work has only to be known to make the demand for it very extensive.”

—

Medical Oaxette.
“ "SVe strongly recommend this work.”

—

Lancet.
“ We can speak very favourably botli of the letter-press and of the plates, and as a large sale

can only remunerate the Publisher, we wish liim that large sale which he deserves.”—i>r. John-

ton 8 Review.
“ We strongly recommend the work of Dr. R.amsbotham to all our obstetrical readers, especially

to those who are entering upon practice. It is not only one of the cheapest, but one of the most
boautifiil works in Midwifery.”

—

Britieh and Eorcigtt Medical Review.
“ We feel much pleasure in recommending to the notice of the profession one of the cheapest

and most elegant productions of the medical press of the present day. The text is written in a

clear, concise, and simple style.”— Medical Prees.

MR. ROBINSON.

AN INQUntY INTO THE NAIUHE AND PATHOLOGY OF
GRANULAR DISEASE OF THE KIDNEY, and its Mode of Aclion in

producing Albuminous Urine. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

DR. R O E,

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, and Physician to the Westminster Hospital.

A TREATISE ON THE NATUJ^E AND TEEATMENT OF HOOPING-
COUGH, and its COMPLICATIONS. 8vo, cloth, 8s.

“ Tlic present volume is a well-timed and valuable addition to the literature of Juvenile disease,

and is highly creditable to its autliur as a practical physician.”—3/cdfca/ Gaxelle.

DR. ROWE, M.D, F.S.A.,

Of the Royal College of Pliysicians, tSic.

PEACnCAL OBSERVATIONS ON NERVOUS DISEASES Ori-

ginating FROM MORBID DERANGEMENT OF THE LIVER,
STOMACH, &c., iiiul occiisioning Low Spirits and Indigestion, With Ctuses

illustrating the mo.st successful Mode of Treatment. Fifth edition, 8vo, 5s. Gd.
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I) R. R Y A N,
Mamber of tba Kojrml College of ITiyucian*.

TIIR UXIYEliSAL PUAHMACOPn- lA ;
OR. A PRACTICAL FOR-

MUL.VRY of HOSPITALS, both BRITISH and FOREIGN. Third edition,

considerabljr enlarged. 3-mo. cloth, 5s. 6d.

“ Thl* work i» % conspcctu* of tUa b«»t preacriptkm* of the mo»t celebrated i>liy»ict*n$ and
»urfe<in> thnnighout tha ctriliaed world. It inetndm ertrj raedklua deacrilied In tba Phamia-
copariaa, with the do*ai and u»M, the role* for preaeriblnit, the artioiu of medielne* on the
economy, tba varkitu modes of adininiataring them, and the piineiptea on which tln'y are com-
pounded.”

A Taat maaa of information in thii little work."

—

l>r. JoAnton't Herimr.

M R. SAVOR y.

Member of the S'xdety of Apotliacariea, and Feibtw of tha Medico-Ihxantcat Society of I.ondon.

A COMPANION TO THE MEDICINE CHEST. AND (COMPEN-
DIUM OF DOMESTIC MEDICINE; comprising plain Direction* for the
employment of Medicine*, with their Properties and Do*e* ; and brief Deacrip-

tions of the Symptoms and Treatment of Diseases, and of the Disorder* incidental

to Infant* and Children : with a Selection of the most efficacious Prcscriptitm*.

Intended a* a source of easy Reference for Clergymen, and for Families residing

at a distance from professional assistance. Second Edition, 12mo, cloth, 5s.

PRACTICAL
8vo, doth, 7*.

MR. SilAUi*, F.R.S. F.G S.,

Scblnr Siirgaon tu tha Hrwdford Inflrmiiry.

OBSERVATIONS ON LNMLRIES OF THE HEAD.

M 11. S H A W, M.R.C.S.,
Aiahitsnt- Apothecary to St. Ilarthoiomaw'a iinapital.

THE MEDICAL REMEMBRANCER: OR, PRAi’TICAL POCKET
GUIDE : concisely pointing out the Treatment to be adopted in Uie First .Moments
of Danger from Poisoning, Drowning, Apoplexy, Bums, and other Accident*.
32mo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

This pocket volume will be found a safe practical guide in all eases of sudden
emergency, presenting at a glance the most appropriate remedy.

DR. S H A P T E R,
i’hyklclan to the Kxeter Di«t>eD*arr, Ac.

THE CLIMATE OF THE SOUTH OF DEVON, AND ITS INFLU-
F.NCE UPON HEALTH ; with Short Accounts of Exeter, Torquay,
Teignmouth, Dawlish, Exmouth, Sidmouth, Ac. Illustrated with a Map, geolo-
gically coloured. Post 8vo, cloth, 7a <>d.

M R. S K E Y. F.R.S.,

Cmuulliug Surgeon to the Charter-Homw, and Awistant Surgeon to 8t. Bartholomew*
Hospital, Ac.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE VENEREAL DISEASE.
Vi ith Culouretl Plates. 12mo. cloth, 4a. fid.

” Mr. Hkey’t work it cleverly written, and contains a (tore of lucfUl information upon the *ub-
Jcv't, well cloKrviug ilie attvntive {wnisal of our reader*."— /..awff.

-MR. SNELL, M.H.C.S.

A PRACTK'AL GUIDE TO OPERATIONS ON THE TEETH.
With Plates. Bvo, cloth, I!*.

TiiOee of our rcH<lcr» who practise In the d>'|>artmcnt of surgery on which Mr Hm-iri easav
ireau. will tiud ukIuI luetruetlon* on the m.nic <rf c.ttractlng teeth," &c--JlfX^

^



12 MR, Churchill’s publications.

MR, S T A F F O R D,
Surgeon to the St. Marylebonc Infirmary.

THR TREATMENT OE SOME AFEECTIONS OF THE PEOSTATE
GLAND. With Plate, 8vo, 5s.

“ Wo liavo read Mr. Stafford's work with considerable interest: the great fronuency of sucli
diseases, tlieir difficulty of luanagement, tlieir extreme inconvenience, render every attempt to
improve tlieir trcntiiient wortliy of ciicuiiragenieiit, and entitle tlie practitioner who, with a view
to sucli improvement, ventures out of the beaten road of practice, to our liberal cousidcratlon,
our cordial tliaiiks, and sincere gratubitiuns on his success.”—Medical Qazeltc.

DR. S T E G G A L L,

Licentiate of tlie Royal College of I’liysicians.

FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL EXAMINATION-

A MANUAL FOE THE USE OF STUDENTS FEEPAEING FOE
EXAMINATION AT APOTHECARIES’ HALL. Ninth Edition. P2nio,

cloth, 8s. Gd.

A MANUAL FOE THE COLLEGE OF SUEGEONS : intended
for the Use of Candidates for Examination, and Practitioners, liy JOHN
STEGGALL, M.D., and M. W. HILLtS, Surgeon. One thick volume, l*2mo,

cloth, 12s. Gd.

in.

GEEGOEY’S CONSPECTUS MEDICINES THEOEETICUE. The
First Part, containing the Original Text, with an Ordo Verborum and Literal

Translation. 12mo, cloth, lOs.

IV.

THE FJEST FOUE BOOKS OF CELSUS. Containing the Text,

Ordo Verborum, and Translation. 12mo, cloth, 8s.

The above two works comprise the entire Latin Classics required for Exami-
nation at Apothecaries’ Hall.

V.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTAN’T. Designed for the use of
Medical Students. With Nine coloured Plates. 24mo, cloth, Gs.

MR. SPRAT T,

Surgeon-Accoucheur.

OBSTETEIC TABLES
;

comprising Graphic Illustrations, beautifully

coloured, with Descriptions and Practical Remarks, exhibiting on Dissected

Plates many Important Subjects in the Practice of Midwifery. Third edition.

2 vols. 4to, cloth, £2. 5s.

JOHN STEPHENSON, M.D., & JAMES MORS8 CHURCHILL, F.L.S.

MEDICiU:! BOTANY; OE, ] LLUSTEATIONS & DESCEIPTIONS
OP TUB MEDICINAL PLANTS of the PHARMACOPCEI AS

; compris-

ing a popular and scientific Account ofPoisonous Vegetables indigenous to Great

Britain. New Edition, edited by GILBERT BURNETT, F.L.S., Professor

of Botany in King’s College. In three handsome royal 8vo volumes, illustrated

by I'wo Hundred Engravings, beautifully drawn and coloured from nature, cloth

lettered. Six Guineas.

“So high is our opinion of this work, that wc recommend every student at college, and every

surgeon who goes abroad, to liavo n copy, as one of the essential constituents of his library.”—

Dr. Johnton's Medico-Chirur<iical Reviete.
, , . . . , ...

•• Tlie work forms a complete and valuable system of toxicology and materia medica. It will

prove a valuable addition to the libraries of medical practitioners and general readers.”— Laiicrf.

“ The figures are equal, if not superior, to those of any other botanical periodical.”— toMife/i's

Cardener’t Magazine.
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DR. STEFHKXSOX.

MKDICAL ZOOl.OGY AND MINEIIALOGY; OH. ILLUSTHA-
TIOXS A.X'I) DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ANIMALS AND MINERALS
EMPLOYED IN .MEDICINE, AND OF THE PREPARATIONS DE-
RIVED FROM THEM. Forty-five colourwl Plates, royal 8vo, cloth, £2. 2s.

M R. T V K E.

DH. JAi’OHI ON THE (’ONSTIU’CTION k MANAGEMENT OF
HOSPII ALS FOR THE INSANE. Tronslnied fmm the (.emmn. With
Introductory Olwervntions. by SAMUEL Tl'KE. With Plates. 8vo, cloth, 8s.

••Wf havejiut rwived. wUh very frost plt«Hiro, s trsnsistiim of l»r. .Msvlinllisn Js<-i>M‘«

work, sod we dceire to iwmiinoiid it »tronfljr lo oor rvsders. The whoU; work i< cioupoM-d with
s rare practical knowU-tlite nf the auhject, which ha« 9cld<itn marked the recent putiliraii.xit of Uie
same ctaea. The obaervatUme both of the author attd of Mr. Tube are rtich aa may aufgeat im-
prurenieiita in every ituiitutiun (or lunatica in the country."— .Veiftmf OnjuUe,

MR. TYRRELL,
Hnrfeon to the Royal London Opthalmic Uoapital ; Sarfron to St. Thomaa'i Itoapital, &e

A PHACTK'AL WORK ON THE DISEASES OF THE EVE AND
THEIR TREATMENT, MEDICALLY. TOPICALLY, AND BY OPF.-
RATION. With coloured Plates, 2 vols. 8vo, 1. Itis,

“ Thla work ia wiittan in a penpirunua atyle, and abounds in practical Information ; we add
our earneat rvcommendatlon to our readers, to procure, and rmd ihrnuirh the two volumes,
aasurinf titem that they will be richly repaid h>r their trouble. A aariet of |datM, iUualratIve of
tbe rarioua dtauanw, are fiven ."—Dnblin Juunml »f MidittU 8cU»ft.

THE PRESrUlREH'S PHARMACOPEIA; contnining all the Modi-
cinee in the I^indon Phamuicoptria, arranged in Ciaascs according to their Action,
with their Comptwition and Doses.

BY" A PR.ACTlSINO PHYSICIAN. Second edition, 32mo, cloth, 2s. Cd.
*• Never was half-a-crown better apent than In the purchase of Ihia ‘ T%r*avruj jtfoftmmfwana.’

Thla little work, with oar viaitlag-book and atetlmscope, are our daily companmna in the carriace.*'— />r. Rt'rine.
•• The titie-|isfe of thia little book indicates lu (teneral character. VVe shall be very much mis-

taken if Itie author does not And hla er|>ectallons fulfliled. as we believe tlis class nf dt>ctoes with
bad memories ei>mprehenda many beyond the pale of the (.'ollegs of I'hyaiciaua.*' UrittsA aa<l
Porrij/a itertew.

THREE THOUSAND PRACTICAL RECEIPTS.

THE rY('EOP.F:i)IA OF PRACTICAL RECEIPTS IN ALE THE
I’.SEFUL AND DOMESTIC ARTS; being a complete Book of Reference
for the Manufacturer, Tnuiesman, and Amateur.

By A PRACTICAL CHEMIST. Post 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.
•• This work enibracea all the lateat Improvemcuts In arienee and art

;
no receipt has lH.wn

admitted that U not of actual utility, and the writer has been particuUr lo illurirate the pUn of
produi »n* exact Imtlalioiui of moat Imported articlea.auch aa bmiidles, perfumerv. wines liqueurs
fcc., derived from tlie jovtcesaes of varimia lalw.ranwles, both abnawiand at home', which the author
liaa perwmally Inspected . on an extensive scale, thus placing within the reach of everr one the
roeaot of lootjting tbt incr«!Med com|>etition in tnuie.**

DR. MICHAEL UNDERWOOD.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES (iP CHIEDREN: With Direc-
tions for the Management of Infants from the Birth. Ninth Edition R.-vIsd
with additions, by SAMUEL .MERRIMAN, M.D., F.L.S., and MARSHArLHALL, M.D.. F.R.S. 8vo, boards. 15s.

»nu MAitati ALL
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MR. TUSON, F.R.S., F.L.S.,

Surgeon to tlie Middlesex Hospital.

ANATOMICAL DISSECTED PLATES.

A NEW AND IMPEOYEl) SYSTEM OF MVOTDGY. illustrated

by Plates on a peculiar construction ; containing, and clearly demonstrating, the

whole of the Muscles in the Human Body, in Layers, as they appear on Dissec-

tion. Second Edition, large folio, £3. 12s.

“ Tills is the closest imitation of nature that can possibly ho effected on paper. Each muscle,

coloured and proportioned, can bo raised, ns in dissection, exposing layer after layer, the various

strata, tili wo come to the hone. Tho jilan is exceedingly ingenious, and the execution highly

meritorious.”

—

Medieo-Vhirwtjkal Review.

BY THK 8AMK AUTHOR,

A SUPPLEMENT TO MYOLOGY, illustrated by Coloured Plates

on a peculiar constmetion, containing the Arteries, Veins, Nerves and Lymphatics,

the Abdominal and Thoracic Viscera, the Brain, the Ear, the Eye, &c. &c. £4. 12s.

BY TUB SAME AUTHOIl,

THE ANATOYFY AND SUEGEDY OF INGUJNMi AND FEMO-
RAL HERNIA. Illustrated by Plates Coloured from Nature, and interspersed

with Practical Remarks. Large folio, £2. 2s.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

A POCKET COYfPENDIUM OF ANATOMY. Containing a eor-

rect and accurate Description of the HUMAN BODY. Third edition, 7s. 0‘d.

bound.

BY THK SAME AUTHOR,

THE DISSECTOE’S GUIDE; OE, STUDENT'S COMPANION.
Illustrated by Numerous Wood-cuts, clearly explaining the Dissection of every
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PREFACE.

Tiik title of this volume is selected as the one most expressive

of its contents. The remarks offered in each Chapter, are the

result of experience at the bedside of the patient

;

and I may,

perhaps, be here permitted to repeat the fears of Dr. Graves

—

that the mo<lem attention to the collateral sciences—chymistry,

electricity, magnetism, microscopic investigation, kc., have a

tendency to withdraw the attention of the student too much

from the main object

—

Clinical Observation.

During a period of some years, an outline of many of the

chapters of which this work is composed, has appeared in the

London Medical Gazette
; since they were written I have had

many opportunities of testing the opinions expressed, by the

standard of experience, and now venture to re-publish them in

a separate form, with considerable additions, after the favourable

opinion expressed of some of them, by the leading Medical

Publications of the day (including the Medico-Chirurgical

Review), in the hope that they may be instructive to the stu-

dent, and not without utility to the members of that profession

to which I have the honor to belong.

Grove Street, E<ut Retford,

May nth, 1843 .
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CHAPTER I.

ON CERTAIN DISEASES OF THE EYE.

ixTnonrcTiox,

THE evp exhibits greater variety in structure, more beauty of

arrangement and delicacy of organization, than any other part or

organ of the hotly. The loss of vision being, perhaps, the greatest

affliction to which the human body is liable, the investigation of

diseases of the eye becomes, therefore, at once both interesting

and important. In consetiucnce of the very stiperficial situation

of some of its texttires and the tnmsj>arenoy of otht'rs, an oppor-

tunity is frequently alTorded, of observing the various changes,

produced by disease, in truth of actually seeing the morbid pro-

cess, of witnessing the origin, progress, and termination of dis-

easetl action in the more important structures
;

of learning h(»w

disease is mo<lified in them by internal and external circumstances,

and of watching the effects of the remedies employed.

Thus, by careful observation, an accurate knowledge is ob-

tained of th<' symptoms, nature and termination, as well as ol

thb degrees, and various forms of morbid action, which arise

in each jiarticular structure. But the knowledge thus acejuired is

not limitetl to diseased conditions of the eye, it can be us«l most

advantageously, in assisting the diagnosis of diseases in other

organs, where a like structure exists, but which are concealed

from vi(>w
; and lastly, by seeing the effect of remedies used in

the cure of various morbid conditions of the ej’e, much practical,

and highly important information, relative to the treatment of

diseases in other parts of the body, may be obtained. B»it there

are other diseases of the eye, and indeed some of its most imjMirt-

ant ones, which cannot be thus distinguished, in the investigation

B
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of which, a mere inspection of the diseased organ affords scarcely

any useful information
; for they are not distinctly indicated by

any outward and visible signs of morbid action, but are very

obscure in their symptoms, and at the same time rapidly destruc-

tive in their progress
;
yet, unless early detected, and most prompt-

ly treated, they will attain, in, by far the greater number of cases,

that degree of establishment over which w'e can exert no influence.

It may also be; remarked that they differ not only in degree but

also in their situation, and of course require different modes of

treatment. To find out therefore the amount of disease, as w’ell

as the texture more particularly attacked, at our first examination,

affords in many instances the only chance of preventing the loss

of vision. It is needless to add more in proof of the absolute

necessity of early and most attentive investigation, of accurate diag-

nosis, and prompt and decisive treatment. In the management

of acute inflammation of the eye it must ever be remembered that

it is highly important to arrest its progress at an early stage of its

existence, on account of its tendency to terminate in opaque de-

position and to destroy the transparency of its pellucid textures.

These remarks do not apply to inflammation of the transparent

structures, and internal parts of the eye only; neglected and

chronic inflammations of the conjunctiva are liable to induce

equally injurious effects upon vision
;

for instance, if the equality

of the conjunctive membrane be destroyed
;

if this beautifully

smooth and polished surface l)ecoine rough and covered with gra-

nulations,—thickening, opacity, and vascularity of the surface of

the cornea, or, more precisely of the membrane reflected over

its first layer, is certain to follow. The effects thenTore of in-

flammation which cause little or no injury to other organs, an?

prone to destroy, or seriously impair, the function of the eye.

In a work like this it is quite impossible to enter into a minute

examination of the anatomy of the eye, still I would urge that the

morbid affections of this organ are numerous ;
and that as they

frequently commence, and advance very insidiously, an accurate

diagnosis is of the very highest importance, and this, it is quite

impossible to form, without a perfect knowledge of the anatomy

of the eye.

Nor must this knowledge be limited to the eye only, it must em-

brace the whole body ;
a careful study of diseases of this organ
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makes dear and distinct the influence of other parts upon it, whe-

ther nearly or remotely connected, and proves, moreover, the ne-

cessity of the most patient investigation of the whole system,

before we presume to enter ujion the treatment of disease, however

simple it may appear to be
;
for as Mr. Tvukei.i. well observes (in

his aiJmirable work on the eye) “a disease which seems on suj>er-

ficial view, to be pundy local, is fre<jueutly not so ; but {K'rhaps is

connected with some distant disturb^ince ; very few of theopthal-

mic affections are purely local
;
and by far the most serious and

destructive forms of morbid action in the eye, are depending tij*on.

or influence<l materially by, derangement in other organs, or in

the system generally
; so it is with other parts or organs ol the

body.”

In days gone by the management of diseases of the eye was

in a great measure, left to men who styled themselves Ocfi.isTs,

and who endeavoured to impress upon their patients tlu* idea of

the utility and advantage of a practice so convenient and prutit-

able to themselves. There can he no greater folly than to snpjxjse

that diseases of the eye belong eKclusively to the mere oculint, if

I interpret this title correctly, when 1 suppose it to mean, a jx-rson

conijx'tent to treat the various distMscs of the eye, without any, or

at the utmost, a very imj>erfect acquaintance with general anatonjy,

pathology and thera{>eiitics, then it may Iw said that such a ix'rson

does not exist. Hut I will not cxj>rcss this opinion without sup-

porting it by comjwtent authority
;
my friend Mr. Midulkmoiie

of nirmingham, in his lectures, remarks, that “ he only can he

competent to the treatment of disease, in whatever j>art it may be

situated, who is conversant with the natural structure of parts,

with the laws which regulate the health v functions, and with the

derangement and alterations protluced by the encroachments of

disease—with the sympathies, the influences, and the connections

subsisting between every part of the animated machine. If how -

ever, in ilrfiance ofcommon sense, you do attempt to disconnect

the study of diseases of the eye, from the cultivation of the other

branches of the profession
;
if you isolate, as it were, the jiathology

of the eye, and affect to study its diseases for the purpose of l>e-

coming mere oculists, you must inevitably fail in your attempts
to obtain even an aj)proach to u sound and perfect acquaintance
with them.” Mr. Lawhknce also, referring to the human bodv,

B 2
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observes, “ in such a system then of intricate connexion and mu-
tual influence, each part will be best understood by him who has

the clearest notions of the general economy. Even the practical

treatment is most judiciously conducted by those who are in the

habit of treating disease generally
;
who do not confine their at-

tention to the part. This confinement is prejudicial, by producing

and confirming habits of partial and narrow views, by leading to

neglect of mutual relations and influences, by encouraging local

treatment. Exclusive attention to a sinidl corner of the animal

structure, causes a confinement of mental vision, analogous to the

near-sightedness which mechanics contract by constantly poring

over the minute objects of their attention. All the habits of the

oculist lead to a separation and insulation of the organ. The part

is detached fropi the system, treated by washes, drops, oint~

ments

;

and this inefficient trifling impedes the progress of opthal-

mic surgery. We want, instead of this, general and coinpivhensive

views, the aid of analogy and contrast; the whole field of medicine

awc/ must be laid under contribution, for the priucij les

which are to guide us in learning the nature and treatment of

opthalmic disease.”

It is foolish to attempt to separate the study of diseases of the eye

from that of other organs of the body, for although attempts have

been made to insinuate that a good knowledge of diseases of the

eye and a due acquaintance with the various other branches of the

medical profession were incompatible, and that the former could

only be obtained at the cost of the latter; if this be true, the rule

which apjilies to every other class of knowledge, and which admits

tliat the possession of one kind of information, is a ladder which

enables us to climb to the attainment of another, must here be

reversed and that in fact a good opthalmologist must needs be a

very bad practitioner.
—“ Such statements can only be regarded,

says Mr. Middlejioue, “as the product of ignorance, or the result

of selfishness or ill-nature, or as proceeding from motives of a still

more worthless and questionable character.”

It is a lamentable fact, yet nevertheless a true one, that the

study of diseases of the eye forms a very small portion of the time

devoted to the education of a medical student, the short space in

which too many are compelled to obtain their professional educa-

tion renders it quite impossible that many hours can be dev oted
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Jto diseases of this important organ, and the little knowledge he

. obtains is for the most part that, which is to be gained from the

few lectures devoted to the eye in the usual surgical course. Still

from whatever cause it may arise, ignorance upon this subject

must be acknowledged to be an evil, which in its consequences,

may be ruinous to the medical practitioner, and most fearful as

respects his patients. Once more let me quote the words of Mr.

Middi-emohk, whose valuable work on diseases of the eye proves

that the facts he lias there collected could only have been obtained

by diligent reading, the greatest jHissible labour, and an unusually

ample sj>here of observation.

“ If,” says he, “ ignorance of opthalmic disease on the part of

a surgeon prevent him from averting the injurious effects of acute

deep-seated indamination of the eye, the evil is sufficiently great

and the misfortune painfully severe, even if the subject of the in-

jury happen to be wealthy, yet, in such case, the calamity, dis-

tressingly acute though it be, is generally mainly confined to

the unfortunate patient, but, in the event of some contagious or

epidemic opthalmic disease, becoming extensively prevalent, a want

of knowledge on the part of the practitioner may become a source

of immense injury to society, by securing the loss of vision to

many of its poorer members, who, whatever may be their youth,

and health, and vigour, are thus permanently thrown—absolutely

and entirely cast—upon the benevolence of the community.”

[page 37.]

I must leave it to the records of our profession to prove whether

or not this is an exaggerated account of the evils that now and

then result from an imperfect acquaintance with the management

of diseases of the eye, on the part of medical practitioners, who
have been unexi>ectedly summoned to conduct their management,

when such diseases have been more than usually prevalent.

These remarks have been written in the hope of directing the

attention of the student to a minute examination of diseases of

the eye
; their proper treatment, the varieties they assume, the

complications they exhibit, can only be learnt from the book of

nature, still a very careful perusal of the works, of Wardrop, Law-

rence, Middlemore, Travers, Guthrie, Mackenzie, and Tyrrell, will

much assist him in the prosecution of his study of these important

diseases. If a more attentive study of opthalmic surgery is in-
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tended, the writings of Saunders, Wenzel, Demons, Cooper, liim-

ley, Jaeger, Langenbeck, Prochaska, Weller, Graef, Rust, Walther,

IIosp, Backhausen, Jacobson, Juengken, Baerens, Ammon and
Clemens will convey every information.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE TREATMENT OP INFLAMMATION.

In every case of inflammation, be it of the eye or any other

organ, the first indication is the removal of the exciting cause.

If an attack of phlegmonous inflammation were produced by the

irritation of a splinter, we should of our own accord, at once, pro-

ceed to remove it. Again, if a piece of iron were to penetrate the

cornea and an attack of inflammation followed, the largest possible

extraction of blood would not cure the patient, although it might

mitigate for a time his sufferings. I remember a case in which an

acute attack of iritis was induced by a blow from a stick in passing

through a thorn fence. When this man came to me he had been

treated by purgatives and the application of four leeches
;
he was

ordered to be bled and to take calomel and opium
;

this checked

the disease, but it did not cure it; it went on for several days, and

at length on a very minute examination, the smallest portion of

thorn was found sticking in the cornea
;
this was removed and the

man recovered. This case affords a useful lesson, and teaches the

necessity of the most careful examination, in every disease of the

eye, in order that the exciting cause may be discovered and re-

moved. But although the removal of the exciting cause is a very

important step towards the removal of the disease, something more

is required
;
the exciting cause may only have been applied for a

moment, and yet the most intense inflammation may follow; hence,

in addition to taking away the remote cause, whenever we have

the power of doing so, it is proper to moderate by other means,

the increased action of the larger arteries, and thus to lessen the

rapidity of the blood’s motion towards the inflamed part.

Again, the same disease in all cases does not require similar

treatment. If caUed upon to treat a patient for acute inflammation

of the conjunctiva, the attention must first be directed to the size,

strength, age, occupation, habits of life, and other peculiarities

of the individual. No one would dream of treating a strong pie-
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tthoric black-smith, and a young puny girl in the same manner,

for that active treatment which would be absolutely necessary in

the former, would in all probability destroy the latter, and the

means which would probably be quite suflicient to subdue an at-

tack of inflammation in the latter, would from its mildness scarcely

take any effect upon the former.

The most careful attention will ever be required in the inves-

tigation of these cases, and the detection and removal of some

gastric, uterine or intestinal affection, will often restore the healthy

functions of the inflamed eye without the application of any local

n*medy.

But to return to the black-smith. We will suppose such a man

attack«“<l with acute inflammation of the eye; that he is seen as soon

as possible after the commencement of the attack, and before any

of the more important, and dee|)er-8eate<l parts are affected—we of

course blee<l him largely, and rejieat it in six or eight hours if re-

i
quireil

;
the next day leeches may perhaps be nec*essary, and after

this a blister to the back of the neck. At the same time warm or

cold water must be constantly applied to the eye, the feelings of

I the patient dictating which of the two is most agn-eable. Cold

or warm water is the only local application necea.sary, and the one

found most useful after a considerable exjwricnce in diseases of

the eye. It will also l>e neces.snry to piraluce a free evacuation

I
from the Iwwels, and if there is violent pain some calomel and

opium must be given at betl time, and a little extract of belladonna

j

rubbe<1 upon the eye-brow. If these mea.sures arrest the progress

of the disi'ase, in a few days, a weak solution of nitrate of silver,

or sulphate of zinc, may be used, but these local applications arc

I
not always necessary.

i
It may be said that there is nothing new in this plan of treat-

I

j

ment. this is p«‘rfectly true ; it may be objected that it is very

I simple, but it is not to be despised on that account. The disease

I

is a simple one, let the remedies be simple also, and in by far the

j
greater number of cases this simple treatment will remove it.

I|

It has already been remarked that inflammation of the eye is

^
not always stationary, and that when one part is attacked,

|(
other structures also are liable to liecome affected

;
it is there-

H
fore very necessary to arrest its progress, and when once sub-

i|

duwl, to prevent a recurrence of it. After the employment of the
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active remedies necessary to remove an attack of acute inflamma-

tion of the conjunctiva, particular attention must be paid to the

secretions
;
the diet must he simple, and wine, beer, spirits, and

all stimulating drinks made to give place to water. The eyes

must not be much exercised
;
they may be either protected by

a green shade, or what is perhaps better, by a bit of linen which

can be fastened round the head with a ribband, and moistened

\vith cold water
;
the room must also be partially darkened.

CllEMOSIS.

Inflammation of the conjunctiva is to a certain extent connected

with chemosis, in as much as it frequently produces inflammation

of the cellular membrane beneath, which is forced up by the effu-

sion, such inflammation induces: in addition to this the enlarge-

ment of its vessels, and deposition within its texture assist in

producing the chemotic swelling. *“ Chemosis is of two kinds,

the active inflammatory, and the mild inflammatory, or the lym-

phatic and the cedematous chemosis.” The former is its severest

form and occurs in strong subjects, and may be distinguished by

its unyielding character and the greater degree of uneasiness it pro-

duces. On minute examination it is found to consist chiefly of

enlarged blood-vessels, and eff'nsed lymph. Tlie other form of

the disease attacks feeble persons, or occurs in connexion with

some milder degree of inflammation of the conjunctiva; it is

coarse and flabby in its texture, and extends generally so far over

the cornea as nearly to exclude it altogether. The treatment of

chemosis after the means ah'eady pointed out for the removal of

inflammation, of which it is frequently a sequel, will consist in

the application of leeches just above the eye brow, the employ-

ment of a solution of nitrate of silver, alum, or sulphate of zinc,

and the free scarification of the swollen parts.

The treatment of acute inflammation of the conjunctiva, where

the symptoms are severe, consists therefore,

I. In the removal of the exciting cause.

II. To lessen the general plethora of the system.

* Middlemore, page 60.
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III. To apply such local remedies as have a tendency to re-

move the excessive vascularity of the affected jwrt.

IV. To attend particularly to the state of the alimentary

canal, and to endeavour to rectify any other func-

tional derangement.

V. To employ counter irritation.

VI. To remove the heat of the eye by the application of cold

water.

VII, To promote the contraction of the enlarged vessels by

stimulants, or astringents.

VIII. To protect the we;ikened organ from the influence of

vivid light.

Having now directed our attention to the treatment of acute

1 inflammation of the conjunctiva it may be necessary to examine

I more minutely the various remedial agents employed in the re-

imoval of acute, and chronic inflammation, of the several parts

• entering into the formation of the eye.

SOME OP THE MORE IMPORTANT REMEDIES EMPLOYED IN THE

TREATMENT OF OCII.AR INFLAMMATION.

Bleediny .—This is the most powerful, and important of all

the agents employed for the subduction of oiuilar inflammation.

In proportion to the power of a remedy should be the caution we

exercise in the employment of it, and this can only be acquired

' by careful observation and e.xtensive practice. In fact the art of

medicine is to be perfected I conceive, by improvements in our

knowledge of the nature of diseases, by improvements in diagnosis,

and by improvements in our acquaintance with remedies and their

application.

In the treatment of all acute inflammations of the eye one of

the chief points is, to lessen as soon as possible the vascular ful-

ness of the system
;

there are many reasons why bleeding from

the arm is to be selected as the most desirable mode of extracting

blood, and this more particularly when a considerable quantity is

required. If we open the jugular vein the patient is much annoy-

ed by his constrained jwsture, during the oj>eration; if the tempo-

ral artery is opened, it is not quite certain that a sufficient quantity

c
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can 1)6 obtained, and it frequently happens that when as nnich

blood is taken as you think requisite, the hemorrhage can only be

restrained by very tight bandages, which are both uncomfortable

and heating to the head of the patient. There is also another ob-

jection to this mode of extracting blood
;

it often occurs that

when the temporal artery haffbeen opened in an attack of acute

opthalmic inflammatron, the neighbouring branches become en-

larged and assume hemorrhagic action
;

this is also the case in

other parts of the body, when the current of blood has been sud-

denly stopped from pursuing its usual course. This is a fact

clearly proved and very forcibly illustrated in the surgical lectures

of Mr. Waudrop. But a case may occur where the patient is un-

usiially corpulent ;—the veins of the arm may be very thin and

obscure, or a great dislike manifested to be bled from the arm

;

cupping is the next best means of withdrawing blood, and in a

certain stage of the disease combines not only the influence-

of depletion, but also of counter irritation in the range of its

effects.

The advantages of bleeding from the arm are many—it is con-

venient both to the patient and the surgeon, the hemorrhage can

be restrained in a moment, and if properly performed, this opera-

tion will enable us to obtain any quantity we think proper, and

there is no necessity for a tight and uncomfortable bandage in the

immediate vicinity of the inflamed organ.

The next question necessary to decide, is the quantity of blood

that ought to be taken in an attack of acute inflammation of the

eye. It is quite impossible to fix any general rule
;
my own ex-

perience induces me to advise that the opening should be very

large, and that one very large bleeding should always be resorted

to (regulated by the age, sex, and constitution of the individual)

in every case of acute inflammation of the eye; small bleedings,

daily repeated, are never productive of good, and often do much

harm. Mr. Mackenzie [page 323]' remarks, “^in taking away

blood from the arm in any inftammatoiw disease of the eye, the

opening should be made large so as to ensure, if possible, a con-

siderable effect on the impetus of the circulation. The quantity

removed will vary from ten to thirty or forty ounces, according

to the constitution of the patient, and the circumstances of the

disease.” Mr. Middlemore expresses a similar opinion, and Dr.
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Vetch contends, that, “ the salutary effect of syncope can only be

ascribi-d to the laxity of the vessels rendering them unable to re-

sume tlieir former tone and state of excitement.” Mr. Lawrence

savs, ” the quantity of blood to be drawn from the arm must be

such as will decidedly influence the circulation. We caimot de-

termine the Hduouiit beforeluind ;
we cannot decide that ten, or

sixteen ounces will be suflicicnt. It may be necessary to take

twenty, thirty, or forty ounces, or to produce syncoi>e, if you can-

not otherwise make the requisite impression, on the vascular sys-

tem. It is tlie usual practice in France, Italy, and Germany, to

take a small <piantity of blood at a time, and to repeat the bleeding

frequently : thus venesection is not unfre<iuently j)crfonned niglit

and morning for several successive days. This plan, which is

adopted from the fear of injuring the patient by a large bkt'ding,

drains his circulating system almost to tlie last drop, brings on

excessive debility, and is Jess eflicaciuus in arresting the local dis-

order.” “ I have no hesitation in stating, that the object last

mentioned is effected mucJi more certainly by a large bleeding in

tlie outset, and that this method accomplishes it at less exjiense to

the constitution. I never saw a {ktsoii injured by a single large

bleeding, performed for an active inflammation
;

while generally

the strength is completely restored in twelve or twenty-four hours,

even after bleeding to sj-ncojic. On the contrary, weeks and

months often elapse before {latients who have been drained, liy

rejH*ated bletnlings, recover their strength.” A di^cided impression

having been made upon the system by this large bletnling, a second

•extraction of blood from the arm may not he rwpiired. But if,

ou examination of the affected eye the next day, some traces of

inflammation are discovered, although of a less acute character,

it will nevertheless be necessary to remove this second or dim-

inished degree of inflammation, by the application ofleeches, which

should be placed under the lower eye-lid, but at a greater distance

Irom the inflamed eye than they are usually applied. 1 never ad-

vise the ap{)lication of leecJies to tlie upper lid as tliey often produce

swelling and ecchymosis, it is therefore better to place them u{>on

the forehead, just above tlie eye-hrow, at the side of the nose, or

the external angle of the eye
; there is little cellular membrane in

those situations, and therefore infiltration is not so liable to occur.

Purffatices ,—In some cases purgatives are usebil for tlie pur-

c 2
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pose of correcting the deranged condition of the alimentary canal,

and at others are employed to reduce the plenitude of the system.

Various medicines are used to effect these various intentions, which

it is not necessary to enumerate
;

it may however be as well to

point out their manner of employment in certain inflammatory

conditions of the eye. If the attack has followed an obstructed

state of the bowels, a full dose of calomel followed by a saline

purgative is required; if the disease is mild in its nature, and

appears to be induced by a torpid condition of the bowels, a course

of mild aperients would be useful, and lastly, free liquid motions

should be produced where opthalmia exists in a plethoric subject,

whose secretions are always scanty
;
they will be more particularly

required where there is any hydropic tendency, where the head is

affected, or the organs connected with the system of the vena

porta—or in cases of dropsical effusion produced by disease of

these organs, and where the kidnies refuse to act. They are also

required when the body is disordered by morbid matters collected

and circulated in the blood, the removal of which can only be ob-

tained by a bold and steady persistence in their employment. The

free and adequate use of purgatives is also indicated during the

large and long continued discharge of black grumous matters,

usually called bile, said to come from the liver, but which are in

truth secreted by the glands of the intestines.

However necessary the use of purgatives in certain cases, Uieir

employment in this country is by far too common, and the doses

in which they are given absurdly large; there is a too general

feeling that the bow’els should be constantly acted upon, and we

cannot wonder that quacks take the most fraudulent advantage of

it. One of the greatest abuses undoubtedly consists in the daily

use of purgatives
;
the colon may not be able quickly to evacuate

its contents although the food taken into the stomach has been

well and sufficiently digested. This state of idleness is not long

suffered to continue, and it is goaded on to increased action by a

drastic purgative; what follow’s ? the irritation is renewed, and in

time the secretion of the whole length of the alimentary canal be-

comes altered and impaired. The secretions are disordered, and

a new excuse found for the employment of purgatives of a still

more drastic character which are continued to the injury of

health, and not unfrequently to the destruction of life.
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It may not be foreign to this division of our subject to remark,

tliat a certain distention of part of this canal is necessary to its

healthy condition; this is a point of great importance and one apt

to be overlooked, both by the physician and his patient ; I am

certain that the daily use of purgatives frequently produces fatal

irritation, and that both the rectum and colon often suffer from

the want of equable and sufficient distention ;
the result of this

is, distention by air, which in addition to the irritation already

pointed out, impedes the proper peristaltic motions.

A disonlered action of the heart is often increased by tlie abuse

of purgative medicines, and in dyspeptic cases, where their abuse

is most common, the nutrition of the body generally suffers;

digestion is very imperfectly performed, and the ingesta being

hurried forward without the due amount of change and separation

taking place, there is usually decay of strength and Hesh. This

was a fact known to Celsus who writes: “ purgationes ut inter-

dum necessariae sunt, sic, ubi fretjuentes sunt, periculum afferunt.

Assuescit enim non ali corpus; et ob hoc infirmumerit: cum

omnibus niorbis obnoxia maxima inhrmitas erit.

I will only further remark that the evils arising from the abuse of

aperients are too often overlooked, and feel certain, that many

who have commenced their practice with the idea that large doses

of purgative medicines were required in almost every case, more

or less alter their opinion, as it becomes more matured by time

and exjierience.

Mercury .—In diseases of the eye mercury may be employed in

a variety of ways
;
as a purgative, as an alterative, and also to ex-

cite gradual and slight, or prompt and active ptyalism. It will

not be necessary to say much about mercury at present, nor the

forms in which it ought to be administered, since it will be requi-

site to do tliis, when speaking of the treatment of the various in-

flammatory actions which arise in the different textures of the

organ of vision. I may however remark, that a slight and gradual

mercurial influence, is more generally required for the removal

of many chronic diseases of the iris, the membrane of the aqueous

humor, the hyaloid membrane, the crystalline capsule, the septa

of the vitreous humor, the choroid and the retina; while inflam-

matory conditions of the deeper seated parts, require its more

complete and active influence for their removal. In considering
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tlie use of mercurial medicines, one comment I would make is,

that in the ordinary use of calomel, as a mercurial, its beneficial

effects are often destroyed by mixing it with other purgatives. I

do not say that such a combination is not required, where we wish

to obtain a very copious and speedy evacuation of the liver and

bowels
;

in such cases the combination is doubtless most useful,

but I find that it acts much more beneficially, if given without any

such addition, where the mercurial action is desired, either on the

different secreting organs, on the mucous membrane of the intes-

tines, or to arrest certain states of inflammation. A modem
writer* (whose book will amply repay a very careful examination),

speaking of the advantage of giWng calomel without the addition

of aperients, remarks, “ that its combination with purgatives in

these cases both obscures and impairs its effects
;
introducing at

the same tin^ causes of irritation which disturb the body in other

ways, and thereby check the course of recovery. Even in cases of

obstruction of the bowels, when there is threatening of topical in-

flammation, calomel adequately given without the addition of other

laxatives, will often be more effectual for relief than in any combi-

nation with them. Its single action is much less irritating in parts

thus disposed; while there is generally more distinct and speedy

exercise of its specific effect upon membranes already in an inflamed

state. As an alterative, the bi-chloride, or oxj'muriate of mercury,

though doubtless more frequently prescribed than formerly, is not,

even yet, used so extensively as it ought. It can be given in solution,

which is a considerable advantage, rendering its action much more

certain, more equal, and by readier absorption, probably, more

effectual in producing an alterative influence upon the whole sys-

tem.” “ I have seen,” says Dr. Holland, “ its influence in aug-

menting the secretions, procuring the absorption of morbid

growths, altering the state of the skin in many cutaneous disorders,

and changing the character of morbid actions generally throughout

the system, in cases where I believe no other medicine, or com-

bination of medicines, would have had equal effect. Its combi-

nation with bark, steel, sarsaparilla, &c., afford resources of the

greatest value in the treatment of disease
;
and though otherwise

held by common opinion, I think it on the whole as safe a medi-

* Dr. Holland.—Medical Notes and Reflections, page 242.
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(cine as calomel in the hands of the practitioner; in as much as its

idistribution can be made as equal and determinate, and its effects,

tfrom being given in a state of solution, are leas likely to be inter*

irupted by mechanical hindrances in the stomach and bowels.”

It is also worthy of note that this medicine may be continued,

I in uninterrupted use, for a very con.siderable period, witliout ob-

'vious injury or inconvenience, and in certiin cerebral or spinal

(disorders, a long unbroken conrse of this preparation is of

• singular avail. I am fully satisfied that much advantage might

: be derived from a more extensive emplojTuent of tire bi*chloride

of mercury, to obtain the full benefit of which, we must be both

patient, and decided in its use; f >r in cases where it is of the

,
greatest benefit the changes are often the .slowest, and not testified

by those instant and obvious results, which are sometimes re-

(juired, even to fortify the mind of the physician in the jierseverance

jiroper to the practice, still more, to convince the sufferer and his

friends of the necessity of time for the development of the full

advantages of the means employed. Thus it frequently happims

that the patient alarmed, it may bo by the name of the meilicine,

and by the precautions taken as to its dose and effects, or tired by

the little progress he Bpjx^rs to make, refuses after a time, to go

on with the remedy, sometimes at the moment when becoming

most effective, and when there was every rea.son for thinking

a dangerous or distri'ssing malady wouhl eventually yield by a

further employment of it. 1 have seen the advantages of a long

course, in chronic iritis, and also in several cases of paraplegia,

the slow progress of the disease giving full scope for its effects,

and the great danger in prospect justifying a long trial of the

renuHly.

^y'iiHseants .—Nauseants are employeil in the treatment of op-

thulmic inilammation for the purpose of lowering the force of the

circulation, and superseding the necessity ofremoving that immense
quantity of blood which woidd otherwise be required, in order

to prevent the loss of vision. They should seldom be gh enin the

earli«*r stages of acute inflammation lest vomiting be excited,

which until bleeding has been practiserl, will do much mischief

by causing an increased injection of the already over-distended

vessels of the eye. The best nauseant is the tartarized antimony,

which should be given in very small doses, chiefly to keep down
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the circulation, to effect which, might otherwise require a much
greater loss of blood. On this principle Mr. Saunders employed

nauseants for the cure of acute purulent opthalmia in adults
;

Sir

W. Adams, on the contrary, abandoning the scientific views of

his preceptor employed emetics so as to maintain active vomiting

for eight or ten hours, with the intention of “ changing the action

of the vessels engaged in the inflammatory process for this very

notable discovery he claimed from government a pecuniary re-

compense.* It is needless to add any comment on this plan of

treatment, no man, as yet, having been so insane as to follow it.

Tonics.—Tonics are required more especially in strumous dis-

eases of the eye, and to Mr. Middlemore of Birmingham, the

credit is due, of directing the attention of the profession to “ the

utility of the sulphate of quinine in certain strumous inflam-

matory conditions of the eyef and particularly in inflammation

of the iris and membrane of the aqueous humor, when attended

with constitutional symptoms, which he was the first to point out.

In his lectures is recorded the case of a poor boy, which presents

a very gratifying, and beautiful illustration of the power of this

remedy in removing scrofulous inflammation,—those forms of it

in certain parts of the organ of vision, which used to be most

vigorously attacked by mercury. The name of the boy was R,

Pears, decidedly scrofulous, having light hair, blue eyes, thin fair

skin and tinted cheek, and being marked by great delicacy of or-

ganization. The child was dreadfully emaciated from repeated

salivations, and when under the influence of mercury, the opthal-

mic complaint was in no respect improved. The eyes, says this

gentleman, “ when I first saw him, were as nearly lost as possible,

for there was great inflammation of the cornea, of the membrane

of the aqueous humor and of the iris, yet he eventually recovered

his sight in a sufficient degree to follow his father’s business,

which was that of a brass-founder, although during the treatment

of his case, I gave him no mercury M'hatever, but cured him by

the use of sulphate of quina.”

During the autumn of the past year (1842), the daughter of

a publican residing in Retford was brought to me labouring under

a severe attack of scrofulous inflammation of both eyes. The

child was remarkably fair and very handsome, and had been suf-

* Med. & Phys. Journal, vol. xxix.
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ffering more or less from this disease for the last twelve months

;

ishe was not able to face the light, and could not open the eye-lids

ffreely. The inflammation appeared to have commenced in the

icomea, thence spreading to the membrane of the aqueous humor,

and iris. I could not learn what had been given
;
the mother

(told me however, that she had procured some powders from a chy-

imist, and from the appearance of the gums, there was every rea-

tson to suppose that they contained calomel. In this and many

•similar cases, the sulphate of quinine was eminently sucessful,

?not only in remo\ing the disease of the eye, hut also in improving

I the general state of the system
;

after it has been taken for about

ia month or six weeks, attention being also paid to diet and exer-

icise, so great is the change wrought in the personal appt'arance

(of the patient in these cases, that it is almost imjwssible to recog-

inise the puny, cross, feeble, delicate, little creature that was first

Ibrought to you, in the robust rosy-cheeked child, now standing

iin your consulting room.

Countfr-irritaLion .—Many surgeons are very fond of producing

I irritation of the skin, by ointments or liniments. I have had

llittle practical experience of their effects, but the little I haveseen,

i induces me to think that they are very inferior to blisters. They

!must, in the first place, be used for many days liefore any useful

influence is exerted on the skin, nor is this the only objection to

' their indiscriminate employment. Too much care cannot be exer-

cised in daily watching their effects, when applied to the head

and face, particularly in young persons, and I am much mistaken

if the St. John Long practice, of applying plaisters of tartiirized-

antimony, &c. above the eye-brow, does not often produce, per-

manently mischievous results, in addition to giving rise to a state

of inflammation and sloughing which has even in some cases threat-

ened the loss of life.

During certain stages, of many inflammatory actions, existing

in the eye, seatons and issues can be most advantageously employ-

ed
;

they are easily made, cause little or no pain, can be enlarged

or diminished at pleasure, are perfectly manageable, and combine

the advantage of a moderate degree of counter-irritation with

a most salutary discharge.

The advantages connected with the use of blisters are many

—

such as the convenience of their application
;

the rapidity with

D

I
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which they act, and the quick subsidence of their effects, when no
longer needed. There may, however, be cases in which,—from ex-

treme irritability of the skin,—from the liability of the patient to

attacks of erysipelas,—or from their having produced on former

occasions, a violent effect on the urinary organs,—it will be well

to use some other mode of producing counter-irritation. With

regard to the situation most desirable for applying them ;—it is

usual to place a blister at the back of the neck, or behind both ears,

after bleeding has been practised, and in time to bring them nearer

to the seat of the disease if required one may be put over each

eye-brow, or upon the temples
; or, if the subacute symptoms do

not subside, a more permanent form of counter-irritation, for ex-

ample, an issue in the arm, may be necessary. This is a very

convenient place for the purpose; a small issue leaves little, or no

mark, gives no trouble, and improves not only the affected eye,

but also, the general health so much, that the patient frequently

becomes as unwilling to allow it to be healed, as he was at first

reluctant to permit its formation.

Local applications .—When there is much heat, pain, and in-

flammation of the external parts of the eye, I think no application

so useful as warm water, or goulard water, applied warm after

this, a weak solution of sulphate of zinc (two grains to an ounce)

and towards the conclusion of the disease, the wine of opium or

the nitrate of silver drops (one, or two grains to the ounce of wa-

ter) may be employed. When there is much inflammation of the

conjunctiva, attended with a considerable discharge, a solution of

alum or some other mild astringent must be substituted for warm

water; a long list of the various astringent substances employed

might be given, and I might also dilate largely, upon their indi-

vidual properties, and comparative merits, but I have no intention

of doing so, my object being simply to direct the student to prin-

ciples of treatment ;
and he will do well to view the subject com-

prehensively, as well as in detail,—to study it, as a destined gen-

eral practitioner, rather than as a mere oculist.

Stimulants and Escharotics .—These remedies very often in-

crease internal and deep-seated inflammatory affections of the eye,

when injudiciously employed, however useful under proper man-

agement. The solution of the vinum opii, the sulphate of copper

and the nitrate of silver, are most frequently employed ;—as escha-
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iTotics, the best are, the nitrate of silver and the sulphate of copper

lin substance; the former advantageously used for the purjKtse of

destroying the surface of an irritable ulcer of the cornea, the latter

iin removing a vascular or granular condition of the lids,

j
Having thus concluded the treatment of simple acute inflam-

imation of the conjunctiva, and examined in a general manner the

1 merits of the major part of those remedial agents which are most

'Commonly employed for the subduction of inflammator}’ action in

tthe different textures of the eye, I next propose to consider sepa-

irately, a few of its more important diseases.

11, STRUMOUS I.XVLAMMATIOS or THE CONJUNCTIVA.

In addition to the symptoms present in the affected organ we

iiare much assisted in our diagnosis of this disease by a careful ex-

lamination of other parts of the body. If the glands of the neck

‘become enlarged in a child, without the infliction of a blow, or

aany hxral irritation
; if they slowly continue to increase in size, the

'skin becoming red and shining, if, on an indistinct feeling of

• fluctuation, an ojiening is made in the most central part of the

tumor, and the discharge be of a curdy character, such a succes-

‘sion of events would certainly denote scrofula. Or should the upper

lip of a child become enlarged, under the same circumstances, its

ttegumcnt puckered, and its mucous membrane thickened, and if

it continue to increase without undergoing any other change than

induration and thickening, such a condition of the lip indicates

the existence of scrofula in the system.

Mr. Tyrrell does not consider that there is an inflammation of

the conjunctiva, peculiar to scrofulous persons, but that the ordi-

nary affections are all occasionally, more or less, modified by the

peculiarity of constitution, which is denominated strumous, or

'scrofulous.

j

The parts of the eye most commonly affected in strumous indi-

I

viduals, arc the conjunctira, cornea^ trig, and retina. With the

i
exception of the retina, the affection, in all these parts, is marked

j

by symptoms which clearly point out the nature of the disease,

I

but in the latter appears to he a sjTnpathetic affection unattended

I

by any increased vascularity, or change in the nature of its orga-

i u 2
i

)

J
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nization
;

thus it often happens that the retina of an eye is so

extremely susceptible during the morning of a bright sunny day

that the patient will be found laying upon his stomach, his face

buried in the pillow and avoiding the light as much as possible;

but as soon as the sun declines and twilight commences, the eyes

appear free from disease, and the little patient plays about the

room with his companions. If such a child be taken from a dark-

ened apartment to a well-lighted room, he will be quite unable to

keep his eyes open, but if again conducted to the darkened room,

he will open them in a moment without pain or inconvenience,

proving, that although the susceptibility of the retina to the stim-

ulus of light be much increased, there is no positive change in its

state of vascularity, nor any alteration whatever in its structure.

SYMPTOMS.

In addition to this morbid sensibility of the retina, the patient

complains of great heat
;
we are told that “ the secretion from the

eye is hot and scalding,” as it passes over the face, and if the dis-

ease be of long standing, the surfaces of the eyelids, and face are

frequently red and excoriated. I have at this time a little girl

under my care, named Graves, in which the whole cheek on the

affected side exhibits this appearance, the irritation being much

increased from the friction and pressure of the patient’s hands.

Independent of this excoriation, if there be mischief going on in

the transparent cornea, the lids are generally somewhat swollen

and red
;

the examination of the eye under these circumstances

becomes (more particularly to one inexperienced in such matters)

a task of no ordinary difficulty. Of course it will be necessary

on our first visit, thoroughly to examine the eye, for the purpose

of ascertaining the nature of the disease; having done so, there

can be no necessity daily to repeat this process, it can do no good,

and not only gives pain to the little sufferer, but increases the mis-

chief already going on in the eye.

On exposure of the globe to view, the ocular conjunctiva is

found with its vessels injected with red blood, as in a case of sim-

ple opthalmia
;
the palpebral portion of the membrane has its ves-

sels also more numerously distended with the red fluid. In those
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i instances in which the palpabrae are found tumid and red, ulcer-

. ation of the cornea will also be discovered. Generally, one or two

superficial ulcers exist, but occasionally they extend into the tex-

ture of the cornea. Scrofulous opthalmia is not only modified by

peculiarities of system but rarely, if ever, exists without some im-

portant functional derangement under which the constitutional

idiosyncrasy is elicited. The skin is the part which most fre-

quently has its functions disturbed; it is dry and heated, its secre-

tions are arrested, and in consequence the child becomes restless

. and feverish at night, seldom sleeping until daybreak, when the

febrile attack in a great measure subsides. If the functions

of the skin are properly rendered, those of the mucous surface

of the alimentary canal are generally deficient, and the patient

suffers from constipated bowels, has a foul tongue, and loss

of appetite
;

there are also often proofs of hepatic or gastric de-

rangement; the epigastrium or the right hypochondrium is tender

on pressure, and the countenance sallow. In children, the morbid

state of the abdominal viscera is manifested, by a tense and often

tender condition of this part, and by the nature of the evacuations,

which are either lumpy and slimy, or dark-coloured, greenish, and

particularly fu‘tid.

Other cases however exhibit the opposite conditions as regards

these functions, which instead of being diminished, become much
augmented. Thus, some will suffer from very profuse perspira-

tions, others from the most severe diarrhoea. The languid condi-

tion and pallid aspect of the patients so affected, would almost

lead the suqjeon to suspect some cause of great exhaustion.

Although the attack results, in the majority of cases, from

the same causes as simple and pustular opthalmia, yet, when once

induced, it becomes influenced, promoted, and sustained by some

functional disorder, combined with the peculiarity of constitution.

Like many other local scrofulous diseases, this form of opthalmia

is most frequently found in children, under, or about, the age of

puberty
;

it is now and then met with in the young adult, but

rarely exists after the middle period of life.

This is one of the most frequent of any of the inflammatory

diseases of the eye in children
;
out of fifty patients under my care

with various affections of this organ, no less than thirty-six had

scrofulous opthalmia
; many of the cases occurred either in young
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females, with suppressed or irregular uterine action, or in children

near the period when the generative powers are becoming devel-

oped. In such patients the disease frequently subsides at once

when this function is fully performed, even, after having resisted

for months the ordinary modes of treatment.

TREATMENT OF SCROFULOUS OPTHALMIA.

As the local disease is promoted by peculiarity of constitution,

and generally kept up by important functional disturbances, our first

attention must be directed to the discovery of this error. The only

local means I ever employ is counter-irritation by means of small

blisters behind the ears, or at the back of the neck, never however,

continuing the irritation by stimulating ointments, as I prefer the

repetition of the blister, care being taken, that the first is healed

before the application of a second. The eye may be bathed with

warm water, or with tincture of opium and water, in the proportion

of a table-spoonful to a quart of water, and in some cases a few

leeches are required when the vessels of the conjunctiva are much

distended with red blood
;
but we must indeed be careful how we

extract blood in those cases
;

scrofulous children never bear its

loss well, and arc quickly prostrated by such treatment. I have

seen cases again and again, in which mercury and leeches have

been employed to reduce the inflammatory action; where the disease

has advanced so as to destroy all vision except the perception of

light, which have improved rapidly on this foolish treatment being

abandoned, a better diet allowed, quinine given in large doses,

and a weak solution of the nitrate of silver applied to the eye.

In the general treatment of these cases if the functions of the

skin are diminished and the patient feeble, some very mild prepa-

ration of mercury is required, the dose being regulated by the age

and strength of the patient.

Hydr. c. Creta ij

Pulv. Rhei gr- iij

Pulv. Cinnam. Co gr*
fij

Misce. ft. pulv. Omni nocte.

P> Quins Disulphatis gr. i

Acidi. Sulph. Dil n^ij

Syr. Limonis

Tr. Aurantii jij

Aqus Ross 5*

M. ft. haustus ter in die sumendus.
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Supposing however the constitutional derangement to exist in

! the alimentary canal, the remedies employed must be directed to

I the part which appears most in error. If the complaint be gastric

the diet should consist of light farinaceous food ; very small doses

of some mercurial being administered, combined with henbane,

: and followed by an aperient. If the function of the skin be im-

paired, as in the former case, a warm bath may be usetl, to excite

(Cutaneous action, care being taken that exhaustion is not induced

;

w'ith proper management this will prove a much more effectual

diaphoretic than the usual internal medicines administeriHl, which

; are always tardy and often fail.

When the disease is accompanied by profuse perspiration or di-

larrhoea, blisters must be employed with very' great caution
;

the

slightest counter-irritation freijuently sets up an inflammatory

; action which ends in gangrene and mortification. If used at all

I it must be confined to the application of a mustard plaister, and

I even this must not remain too long. The {lerspi rations are best

(checked by dilute sulphuric acid with sulphate of quinine, atten-

ition being at the same time jMiid to the state of the bowels, and

a nourishing, but not too stimulating diet allowed. Should the

• diarrhcea prove very obstinate, some aromatic absorl>ent must be

(administered, and the diet confined wholly to light farinaceous

substances.

In other cases w here the catamenia is either altogether susjiended,

( or impaired, small doses of aloes and steel will be useful.

li Pit. Aloes c. Myirha .
. (fr- »ij—gr. vi

Fcrri Sulphatis |fr. i

Ol. Canii nii

M. ft. pil. ij o. u.

The diet should be nutritious, and exercise in the open air and

particularly on horse-back will be highly serviceable. It is never-

theless advistible to avoid exposure to cold air, especially if com-

bined with moisture
;

but in dry and mild weather moderate

exercise in the open air much accelerates the cure, although when
walking, or riding the eyes will reqtiire the protection of a shade.

The body should be clothed in flannel, so as to combine the ad-

vantages of a light but warm garment
;
woollen to the feet is quite

as necessary as flannel to the trunk. When the disease is remov-

ed, every means shovdd be taken to prevent a relapse, by improving

the general health
;
sea-bathing will tend much to strengthen the

patient.
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I have only further to remark with regard to exercise, that

scrofulous children cannot bear a great degree of fatigue without

suffering afterwards
; exercise on horse-back is most beneficial,

but nothing can be more absurd than the practice so frequently

insisted upon by parents, which obliges one child to walk so

many hours, and another to ride so many miles, insisting on a cer-

tain diurnal amount of exercise wthout distinct reference to its

individual effects. I have adopted one rule for the regulation of ex-

ercise

—

neverpermit a child to walk, or ride sufficiently long to

producefatigue, never allowfood to he taken immediately after

exercise, and ifpossible, enjoy half an hour's sleep before din-

ner ; although it is impossible to fix the amount of exercise that

ought to be taken, and which of course must be regulated by the

physician in attendance, still in every case where the fatigue is

considerable after taking a certain quantity of exercise, either the

amount be must be abridged, or the mode of taking it altered
;

if

walking produces fatigue, exercise on horse-back must be substi-

tuted, and if this cannot be borne, an airing in an open carriage

must only be allowed.

DIET.

The characters of the diet best suited to strumous patients and

delicate children are very few and simple
;

it should be light that

it may be quickly digested, and nutritious that the system may be

properly supported. It is madness to permit a child to take

a mass of food which when digested yields scarcely any useful

product, and which, when undigested as it generally is, must ne-

cessarily produce derangement of the system. Animal food,

plainly dressed ought to be given once during the day, and in the

evening a little jelly, beef tea, or good veal broth, with rice, may

be taken ; the breakfast should consist of boiled milk wth or

without the addition of arrow-root. Although vegetables are to

be given with caution, a good boiled potato at dinner, need not

be refused. We may therefore from day to day select from the

following articles of diet—mutton and beef, plainly boiled or roast-

ed; poultry, game, animal jellies, milk, sago, rice, arrow-root, and

bread, (which must be kept some days before it is used, and toasted)

,
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I food calculated to maintain the powers of the stomach, and this

(Organ not reduced and enfeebled by over-exertion, will be supplied

' with those substances only which can be converted into nutriment

without producing indigestion; need I add that every case will

{present peculiar features, and that it is foolish to attempt to lay

I down rules of diet and rules of practice as though they were to be

(made use of on every occasion.

Enquiry must always be directed with regard to the residence

'of the patient; if found to be particularly unhealth v, either from

tthe dampness of the situation, its proximity to some river, stag-

nant pool, or deleterious manufactory ; from the bed rooms being

ibadly ventilated, or excessively crowde<l, from being placed near

a wood or surrounded by trees,—such changes must of course be

imade in these particulars, as observation and experience point

iout. If the circumstances of the child's friends j>ermit, a removal

(to a more pure atmosphere will be highly beneficial
;
or supposing

fthis cannot be obtainetl, those improvements must be adopted in

!their present habitation which on general principles appear most

.conducive to health.

;ill. MORBID CONDITIONS OF THE CONJUNCTIVA AND .SCLEROTIC.

rather extensive practice of my own in diseases of the eve, as

well as a careful examination of numerous patients brought to the

'Wards of the opthalmic hospitals of the metropolis, and Hotel

iDieu, Paris, induces me to consider this form of disease very fre-

quent, and I have been consulted in many cases, where it has

assumed a chronic form, and in which the patients have long been

exposeil to great pain and suffering. Mr. Tviirell, in his valu-

able ami tnily practical work, traces this disease, in almost every

case, to a rheumatic diathesis
;
and although in some of my pa-

tients rheumatism has affected other parts of the body, either at the

'Same time or previously, in others the affection of the eye has been

independent of it, so far as I have been enabled to discover. It

may be well to consider : 1.—The appearance of the eye, with the

local and constitutional symptoms
;
2.— the causes; and 3.—the

treatment of this form of inflammatory disease, which appears

(simultaneously to attack both the sclerotic and conjunctiva.



1, Appearance of the eye.—If examined with a powerful
\

glass, the eye will be found to exhibit the compound symptoms,

which clearly point out an affection of the two membranes at the

same time. There is a sensation as though fine grains of sand

were placed between the eye-lids ;—a feeling of heaviness f
and stiffness about the lids

;
and the eye-lashes are generally

gummed together during sleep. This secretion is of a very pecu-

liar viscid nature, and coagulates on the cilia and at the canthi.

The vision may become affected; luminous objects seem to possess

a coloured ring
;
the patient shrinks from the light, complains of

heat and increased lacrymation
;
the tears are hot, and impart a

burning sensation, and not unfrequently flow over the lower eye-

lid upon the cheek.

Such is an outline of a case under ordinary circumstances, f

and such the symptoms a very slight examination will detect
;
but,

in addition to these, we shall find the conjunctiva of a deep-pink rt

colour, and, on very close inspection, the vessels of the sclerotic

may also be seen passing beneath those of the conjunctiva; they
^

are of a dull-red, and pass in straight lines radiating from the * i

outer edge towards the orbit. The vessels of the conjunctiva are i

more tortuous, and frequently anastomose
;

they are also of a dif-
|

ferent colour. The patient experiences a dull aching pain, which

is not confined to the globe, but extends over the forehead, temple, ?

cheek, and even affects the side of the head. The globe is tender
i

and painful, as though it had been bruised, and the patient fre- ^

quently exclaims, “ My eye feels as if it had received a violent |~

blow upon it.” This leads us, in the next place, to an inquiry

into the constitutional symptoms
;
and I may at once remark, that

1

I never remember to have seen one case in which there was not,
|

I

in addition to the local affection, considerable general derange- \

ment of the system. The functions of the uterus are imperfectly ;

performed
;

there is either total suppression of the ihenses, or the
j

k

secretion is scanty and of a pale straw-colour ;
the tongue is

| I

loaded, particularly at the back
;

the hands are cold and clammy
;

there is little or no appetite ;
the bowels are loaded—the abdomen

appearing tense and swollen
;
the secretion of urine is scanty, and

a deposit of red sediment may frequently be detected ;
there is

a general febrile excitement
;
and towards night many of these

symptoms are aggravated.
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2, Causes.—The disease is seldom seen in persons under pu-

d>erty, and for the most part attacks such as are devoid of con-

l^stitutional vigour ;
and of course every thing tending to depress

j’.the powers of the body has a tendency, if not to induce, at any

jTrate to render the eye more liable to attacks of this nature. The

jidisease being most common in the spring and autumn, among the

[miore common exciting causes may be mentioned the influences of

1f

«8udden changes of temperature, cold winds, and damp air. Mr.

TTyrrell was enabled, in some of the more obstinate forms of this

Misease, to trace the source to a gonorrhceal taint in the constitu-

!tion. To this list of direct or exciting causes must be added errors

lin diet, which tend to protluce more or less gastric disturbance.

.3. Treatment of inflammattnn of the eonjunctxta and scle-

\irotie.—The plan to be adopted will depend, in some measure,

juupon the extent of the disease, and the stage at which we are

ailed to attend it. In consultation-practice we seldom see cases

f this kind when in the bud
; some progress is generally made

#bt*fore an opportunity is afforded of seeing them
;
and I am free

Hto confess, that in too many cases the use of the lancet, large

Iqquantities of leeches, and other paraphernalia for reducing the sys-

irtem, have to be lamented : they are never requireil in this form of

Uhe disease
; and so far from doing good, frequently produce

fconsiderable injury.

SupjKise, then, when called, we find the disease confined to the

[T!Onjunctiv'a and sclerotic— the more important ]>arts as yet being free

ffrom the disease—our attention will, in the first place, be directed

fto the derangtnl functions. A sallow complexion, coated tongue,

noffcnsive breath, confined bowels, and bad appetite, point out

(the propriety of administering a full dose of calomel and rhubarb,

Tollowed every three or four hours by a senna draught, until the

bowels are unloaded, and the fulness of the abdomen removed,

iHaving procured this free evacuation of the bowels, it will be

mecessary to endeavour further to improve the condition of the

•secretions, by small doses of mcrcurj', at bed-time
;
and as there

us frequently great pain and restlessness, an opiate may be given

Iwith advantage. I find this the most useful

:

I

Pulv. Doreri gr. nij

Hjrdr. c. Crete gr. ir ft. pair.

! In the morning this may be carried off by a simple saline

E 2
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draught. The feet should be placed in warm water, and the body
warmly clothed

; the patient must also be kept from exposure to

cold air, and allowed, in the first instance, a light farinaceous

diet—milk, whey, soda-water, gruel, and arrow-root. I consider

it also important (and more particularly does this caution apply

to country practice), that no bread should be given that is not at

least a week old
;
and I prefer it toasted : vegetables are decidedly

injurious.

The local treatment is also highly important. A few leeches

may sometimes be applied under the eye-lid with advantage,

and the bleeding promoted by fomentations of warm water, or

opium and water
;
a drachm of tr. opii to a pint of warm water.

A large blister should be applied to the nape of the neck and kept

open. This will be found a much better plan of treatment than

bleeding, either local or general, and it alFords more decided and

continued relief.

If the secretion from the eye is neither thick nor viscid, “ I pre-

fer,” says Mr. Tyrrell, “ the application of dry warmth, either by

portions of new flannel heated on a warming-pan, or by small

flannel bags partly filled with camomile flowers, and heated in the

same manner. Such applications may be used as often as the

patient desires.”

In the majority of cases, however, the secretion is thick and

viscid; and then, in the first instance, warm water and opium

is the best application
;
but according to my experience, the most

useful lotion is a solution of nitrate of silver, in the proportion of

two grains of the argent, nit. to one ounce of distilled water
;

this

should be dropped into the eye twice a day. When there is much

pain and tenderness, a few grains of extract of belladonna may be

added to the last-named application with advantage.

Under this plan of treatment the patient befcomes more com-

fortable, the tongue clean, and the secretions improved
;
the eye,

though still weak and painful, is better, and has lost its bright

pink colour: time the vessels are still injected, but the hue is

duller, and there is no longer a discharge of thick gluey matter.

A more generous diet is now required
;
meat once a day, porter,

or wine and water, should be given : care being taken that the

bowels are kept open. Five grains of blue pill at bed-time, and

an aperient draught in the morning, must once or twice a week
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Ibe exhibited. Tonics are also requisite, such as, quinine with

jan extra (juantity of sulphuric acid, in the infusion of roses : this

i

its more particularly useful when the patient is bathed in jwrspi-

rration during the night, and when there is considerable debility.

(Or five grains of powdered bark, and three of sesquicarbonate of

»8oda, may be given two or three times a day. jCompound decoc-

ttion of sarsaparilla, with li«iuor potassa*, or infusion of gentian

«tnd lime water, will be found very useful. In cases where the

uterus inqK‘rfectly jierforms its functions, preparations of steel,

rwith the comjKJund decoction of aloes, are indicated; and it is

ocurious to observe, in patients suffering from diseases of this na-

tture, how soon the local affection subsides on tlie improvement in

'.the general functions of the body. Turj>entine and colchicum

lhave also been extolled as certain remetlies in affections of this

Ikind. Never having used them, except the latter in some forms

vof this disease, I can, of cour.se, pronounce no opinion as to the

tmcrits of either, but think them inferior to the remedies already

trecommended. The following cases may be mentioned as illus-

trative of the success of the treatment above pointed out.

CASE I.

During the spring of the present year (1841), I was requested to

see the daughter of the coachman of Granville Harcourt Vernon,
Esq., M.P. for East Retford. I found her suffering under a rather

severe attack of inflammation, affecting Imth conjunctiva and scle-

irotic. The palpebrae, at their free margins, were much swollen,

and the vessels of the conjunctiva injected with blood ; the vision

was much impaired; the iris dull and turbid, and perhaps a little

altered in colour
; the pupil was contracted ; the pain in the eye-

!ball considerable
; there was also, on the ocular part of the mem-

^brane, a slight chemosis. She complained of pain in the right
; shoulder, and fancietl she had taken cold some time ago. This
was the third or fourth attack of the disease during the last two
years, and the affecte<l eye had now been bad two months, and
had not improved under the remedies employed. The tongue was
loaded; the abdomen tense; the bowels costive, seldom relieved ex-
cept by medicine, and frequently two or three days passed without
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any evacuation being obtained. A sharp cornea-knife was applied to

the inner side of the lower lid, and the bleeding encouraged by

fomentations of warm water. Some extract of belladonna was

directed to be applied over the eye every night. Two grains of

calomel, and four of extract of colocynth, to be taken directly,

and an aperient draught in three hours.

Hydrarg. c. Greta gr. iij

Pulv. Dover! gr. iij

Pulv. Sodse Ses(juicarb. .gr. vli

ft. pulv. o. n. sutnendus.

Pi Decocti Aloes Co ^iij

Infusi .Senna: 5iv

Tr. Card. Co 5q
ft. haust. mane meridieque sumend.

Four leeches were applied under the eye, and repeated again in

three days
;
and a blister to the back of the neck.

Under this plan of treatment a great improvement took place in

the general health. A nutritious diet was then prescribed, with a

glass of port wine in water once a day, and the following mixture

substituted for the above. (This form of making the infusion of

chirayta was first pointed out to me by Sir James Clark, and is

one of our best vegetable tonics.)

P> Chiraytae 5!

Aqufe Frig Jiij

Infuse per horas quatuor, turn cola.

P^ Hujus Solutionis 3iv

Potass. lodidi gr. iss

Aquae Rosae 3v
Syr. Tolutani 5!

ft. haustus ter in die sumendus.

Tliree grains of Hydrarg. c. Creta and two of extract of Hyoscyamus, at

bed-time.

In cases of this kind the above preparation of iodine, combined

with a mild bitter, is one of the best medicines we can possibly

prescribe. A solution of nitrate of silver (three grains to an ounce

of water) was applied twice a day to the eye
;
and in about six

weeks from the time of my first seeing her, no traces of disease

remained. In all cases of this kind we have to fear an extension

of the disease to the iris, choroid, and deeper textures of the eye.

CASE u.

MaryM— ,
cet. 25, thin and pallid, applied to me with inflamma-
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(tion of the conjunctiva and sclerotic. She had been attacked with

1 rheumatic fever some years ago; had not menstruated for the last

(six months. The hands and feet were cold, and the skin moist. She

(obtained the means of supporting herself by dress-making, and

(was frequently confined for days in her small room without taking

(exercise. On the Sunday she was glad to remain in bed, feeling

I no inclination to move about. Tlie local affection was severe. I

vdirecte<l the application of warmth to the eye, and a weak solution

(of alum. The pil. al. c. myrrh, at bed time, and some decoction

(of aloes and infusion of gentian during the day; a blue pill and

I senna draught once a week. She was placed, through the charity

‘of a clergyman, upon a good light nutritious diet, made to keep

1 herself warmly clothed, to put her feet in wann water, and to take

! moderate exercise when the weather permitted.

In about a month tlie catamenia ap(>eHred, and the disease in

the eye gradually vanished without the application of any local

( remedy.

CASE III.

Mr, C , fPt. 2(), a vcrj- gay and dissipated young man,

applied to me, suffering under the worst possible form of this dis-

ease. He had a discharge from the urethra at the time, and “ could

not tell how many times he had been affected with gonorrhoea.”

Had taken some pills and copaiba for this attack, but had paid no

attention to diet
;
had in fact been frequently up late at night,

indulged in sexual intercourse, and partaken freely of wine and

spirits. He complained of pain in one knee. He was requested

Uj keep at home, to abstain from spirits and wine, and live ui>on

a nutritious diet. His apj>earance was haggard; the countenance

pallid, and care-worn in the extreme; there was very great depres-

sion
; the pulse quick and fi*eble

;
there was also considerable

conjunctivitis, and a viscid secretion from the eye. The only local

application was warm water and tincture of opium, and half

a drachm of blue ointment, with opium, was rubbed over the eye

every night at bed-time.

11 Puk. Doveri
Hydrarg. c. Creta

A. puW, h«ra dtrcubitiu omiii uuctr.

X

V

I
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it Decocti Aloes Co Jss
Infusi Gent. Co

M. ft. haust. mane.

Potass. loclidi gF. ij

*Tr. Sem. Colchici t>vx

Infusi Chiraytee 31V
Aquae

ft. haust. ter die.

ilay Gth.—Under this treatment he appears better this morn-
ing

;
is cheerful, and has passed a good night; the eye still con-

tinues very painful.

A blister to the back of the neck ;—continue the remedies.

8th.—Going on well.

A drop of the solution of nitrate of silver to be put into each eye every
morning.

14th—Better. There is yet some inflammatory action going on
in the sclerotic. He expresses himself as feeling much better in

health. I now ordered him to take a pint of porter every day, and

to leave off his present medicines, and not to use any more mer-

curfal ointment; to continue the nitrate of silver in solution, three

grains to an ounce of water, once a day.

|i> Pulv. Doveri gr. iv

Hydrarg. c. Creta gr. iij

ft. pulv. o. n.

|jt Cinchonse gr. iv

Sodte Sesquicarb gr* iv

M. ft. pulv. ter die.

June 25th.—Quite well.

I have now mentioned the forms assumed by this disease, and

the treatment found most successful. In some few cases change

of air was recommended, and considerable benefit experienced in

consequence.

IV. ON THE inniTABLE OPTIIALMIA OF FEMALES, WHEN

SUCKLING.

There is a form of opthalmia with which women, are some-

times attacked during the period of suckling. I do not say they are

the only persons liable to this disease, but as it occurs more fre-

quently in them than in any other class of patients, and as the

irritable opthalmia from suckling exhibits the best illustration of

the disease I shall entirely confine my remarks to it.

* This preparation used to be called the wine of the seeds
;
in the last edition

of the Pharmacopoeia our College ordered it to be made with spirit.
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The disease attacks women when suckling, particularly if they

tfhave continued to nurse their children too long, and more especi-

|.ally occurs after this plan has been adopted two or three times.

^!It is a very common opinion, that suckling prevents impregna-

Ltion; women, among the lower classes, supposing that conception

licannot again take place until the child is weaned ;
they therefore

j, continue to nurse their infants for a considerable period, and this

jffretjuently induces an attack of amaurosis, or this iiecidiar form

I. of oplhalmia.

You are frequently asked to remove some foreign body from

ithe eye, the patient constantly experiencing a sensation similar to

ithat produced by a fly, or some fine gritty substance beneath the

ilids, and expresses anxiety that the foreign body should be re-

inioved; there is also considerable smarting, and a continued itch-

1 ing of the eye-lids, with a feeling of stiffness, and difficulty of

jiaeparating them, after they have been sometime closed. All these

Jwymptoms are much aggravated towards evening, and more j>ar-

Pticularly if the^mtient has been engaged during the day, in nee«ne-

.work or any other occupation which requires the eye to be con-

stantly fixed on a small object.

On examination, the margins of the eye-lids presents red and

•somewhat angry B8[>ect
;
there is a constant viscid discharge which

.collects at the inner canthus
;
there is also more or less intolerance

of light
;
but this symptom is not so marked as in some other forms

of optholmia. In addition to this, there will be a continued quiv-

ering of the lids, arising from a spasmodic action of the orbicular

muscle, and in some cases slight dimness of vision.

A person unacquainted with this peculiar disease and ignorant

•of the fact, that it is often attended with amaurosis, would be

very apt to pronounce a hasty opinion, supposing the slight ob-

ksc-urity of vision to proceed from the apparently trifliug inflamma-

tory action set up in the eye-lids and conjunctiva; but when there

;is partial loss of sight in these cases, both our treatment and prog-

nosis must be cautious in the extreme; for it not unfrequentlv

8 that the disease, which at first sight appears of no conse-

.SYMPTOMS
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quence, and leads an inexperienced practitioner to suppose that
the partial amaurosis will vanish on the subsidence of the external
inflammation, has gone too far for removal.

In speaking of strumous opthalmia I ventured to remark, on
the authority of Mr. Tyrrell, that the inflammation was not & pe-
culiar one, but that owing to some idiosyncrasy of constitution,

an attack of inflammation of the eye assumed a peculiar form in

scrofulous children
;
the same remark applies to irritable opthal-

mia; for it appears that derangement of health in some individuals

under certain conditions of body is apt to engender diseases of

the eye. Mr. Middlemore traces irritable opthalmia to this cause,

and imagines that “ that the continuance of suckling for a long

period, especially in women who have suckled many children pre-

viously, produces a general derangement of health to which the

origin of the disease may be fairly attributed.”

TREATMENT OP IRRITABLE OPTHALMIA.

In no disease of the eye is the aphorism laid down at the com-

mencement of these observations, that in all inflammatory diseases

of the eye the first indication is the removal if the exciting

cause, more strongly to be enforced, than in irritable opthalmia.

If, on visiting a patient we find she has had several children in

quick succession, and that each has been suckled for a much

longer period than usual
;

if imtable opthalmia accompanied with

quivering of the lids, and some indistinctness of vision be pre-

sent, at once let an extinguisher be put upon the cause of the dis-

ease; from that moment insist upon the weaning of the child.

The imperative necessity of this measure admits of no delay, and

for my own part, if the patient, after a candid explanation of the

dangers incurred by a continuance of the practice, still persisted

in suckling her child, I would at once retire; for I will never incur

the responsibility of any case, the management of which is not en-

tirely left to myself, without any interference on the part of the

patient or her friends.

Having removed the cause, the treatment of these cases becomes

very simple; if the disease has only been present a few days, a

small quantity of the Unguentum Plumhi applied to the tarsal
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miargins night and morning with tlie frequent use of the zinc

wasii, and a blister to the back of the neck, will remove the irri-

itation. The state of the secretions must be attended to, and if

(the pain and irritation are considerable, a dose of calomel and

. Dover’s powder at bed time, and an aperient the next morning,

Imust be taken. The tingling smarting sensation, and s{>asm of

I the lids are best relieved by a drop of the vinum opii introduced

Ibetween the eye-lids two or three times a day. In cases where

itlie disease has made some progress the employment of stimulants

imust be a little delayed
;
a few leeches meantime being applied,

ttlie eye fomented with oj)ium and water, or the decoction of

j|>oppie8, and the bowels freely acted uj>on.

When amaurosis exists in combination with irritable opthalmia,

lit must be lo<ike<l u|X)n and treatc*d as (juite distinct from the

linflammatory affection, there being no connexion between them,

lexcept the exciting cause, which has been the same in both cases.

In the “ Clinique Chirurgicale de T Hdpital de la Piti^,” j«ir J.

ILisfranc, this celebmted surgeon remarks, that in ‘'Aerpous Op.
irhaltnui the antiphlogistic treatment fails; I have often found Uie

tsiuearing a small portion of good extract of belladonna moisUmed
iwith water, ujion the temples and around the base of the orbit

might and morning has effected the cure of these cases in a very

tfew days when they bad most obstinately resisti*d other means.”
The diseast* however frequently reijuiix's no treatment. I know

:at this time a lady always attacked with this irritable, or nervous
1 condition of the eye, when suckling her children, and which,
when I lust saw her, had continued for a considerable jicriod, but
ion my advising her to wean her baby, the eye was quickly restored

to a healthy condition.

ox Hl’Hiri.KST OPTHALMIA.

Our attention must next be directed to one of the most fearful

diseases to which the human eye is liable
; fearful from its results,

and also from the very great rapidity with which it runs its course,
tfor if not speedily checked, in the more severe forms of purulent
• opthalmia, a very few hours suffice to deprive the unfortunate
Indent of sight, and that for ever.

f 2
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The importance of this disease demands a most careful consid-

eration and requires us to examine—

I. The history of purulent opthalmia.

II. Causes.

III. Prevention.

IV, Symptoms.

V. Effects.

VI. General and local treatment.

It will also be necessary to make a further division of our sub*

ject:—1st, into purulent opthalmia attacking the adult, and 2nd,

into that form of the disease which is observed, more particularly

in the infant.

1. HISTORY OP PURULENT OPTHALMIA IN THE ADULT.

Purulent and gonorrhoeal opthalmia are spoken of by some au-

thors as distinct diseases, and a list of symptoms given by which

each may be distinguished—I shall make no such distinction,

being fully convinced that any inflammation of the conjunctiva

attended with a punilent discharge, although described as pre-

senting various aspects, is nevertheless the same, although its

degrees of severity will of course vary, according to the age and

constitution of the individual attacked as well as climate, and

mode of origin, more particularly the latter, for in every case of

purulent opthalmia that has come under my immediate observa-

tion, it has been much more severe in its nature, more rapid in its

progress, and more generally fatal in its consequences, frequently

destroying or very much impairing the eye, when the result of a

specific poison. I speak, of course, more particularly of cases, in

which the disease has been allowed to make some progress,

for even in purulent opthalmia, the result of gonorrhoea (its most

frequent cause in this country,) useful vision may, in the great

majority of cases, be preserved by proper treatment.

About thirty five years ago this disease prevailed to a fearful

extent in the British army. In the 52nd, Battalion, which con-

sisted of seven hundred men, six hundred and thirty six cases of

opthalmia were received into the hospital in one year, and of these,

no less than fifty were dismissed with the loss of both eyes—and
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tfforty with that of one.* It appears also by the reports from the

IHospitals of Chelsea and Kilmainham, that the country had to sup-

;iport, in 1810, two thousand three hundred and seventeen soldiers,

Hjlind from the effects of opthalmia. It must also be remembered

' 'that in the above account those soldiers are not included who had

^tmly lost one eye, as they were sent to their respective regiments

rfTor the purpose of performing garrison duty.

“The contagious opthalmia has crippled many of our best

m^ular regiments to such a degree as, for a time to render them

; unfit for service, and though the regiments that have bwn in

jlEgypt have suffered most, yet it has prevaileil in others which

|Iiave never been in that country.t
”

! Of 1601 cases of acute purulent opthalmia treated by Mueller

^in the Prussian garrison of Mentz only 1341 were restored to iK*r-

Uice perfectly well, as resjwcts the state of their vision.^ M.

1

jlGuillie,g has given us a very interesting account of this disease

^'hich broke out in the French slave ship Pddeur, Captain B

hf 200 tons burden, which left IIAvre on the 24th of Januarj,

h819, for the coast of Africa, and which reached her destination

(off Bonny) on the 14th of March. No trace of opthalmia had

been observed among the inhabitants during their stay at Bonny,

itill April 6th, and it was not until Uie Rodeur had put to sea, and

was nearly at the erjuator that the first symptoms of this frightful

ilisease were jierceived.

“ It was observed that the Negroes who were 160 in numljer

Hnd crowded together in the hold, had contracted a considerable

rreduess of the eyes which spread rapidly from one to another. At

(

first the crew paid no very great attention to this apj)carance

imagining it was occasioned only by want of fresh air in the hold,

ind by the scarcity of water, for they already limited the allow ance

to eight ounces a day, and some time after they could only allow

half a glass daily. It was thought sufficient to use an eye-water

made from an infusion of elder flowers; and following the advice

of the p<?r8on who acted as ship surgeon, to bring up the Negroes

in turn upon deck. This salutary measure they were however

obliged to abandon, for the poor Africans, torn from their native

• Vetch, png? 69.

t 8ir J, Maegregor’* Tranaartions, p. 51.

J Middirmore on the Eye, Vol. I, p. 105.

} Bihliothique Opthalmolugique, p. 74.
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homo, aiul heart-broken by the liorrors of their situation, as well

as the recollections of their lost freedom, embracing each other

threw themselves into the sea.”

It appears from the account before me, that the disease advanced

among the Negroes with fearful rapidity and even extended to the

crew—the first man attacked, belonging to the ship, was a sailor

who slept under deck close to the grated partition which com-

municated with the hold. Next day a boy was affected with

opthalmia, and in three days more, the captain and almost all the

crew were seized. The disease is thus graphically described by

M. Guillie.

“ In the morning on awakening the patient experienced a slight

prickling and itching in the edges of the eye-lids which became

red and swollen. Next day the swelling of the eye-lids was in-

creased and attended with sharp pain, in order to lessen which,

they applied to the eyes poultices of rice as hot as they could bear

them. On the third day of the disease, a discharge of yellowish

matter took place rather thin at first but which afterwards became

viscid and greenish, and was so abundant, that the patients had

only to open their eyes every ejuarter of an hour, when the water

fell in drops. From the commencement of the disease there were

considerable intolerance of light and discharge of tears. When

the rice failed, boiled vermicelli was used for poultices. On the

fifth day blisfers were applied to the nape of the neck of some of

the patients
;
but as the cantharides were soon exhausted, they

endeavoured to supply their place t5y the use of pediluvia con-

taining mustard, and by exposing the swollen eye-lids to the steam

of hot water.”

“ Far from diminishing under this treatment, the pain increased

from day to day, as well as the number of those who lost their sight

;

so that the crew, besides fearing a revolt among the negroes, were

struck with terror lest they should not be able to manage the ves-

sel till they should reach the Caribbee Islands. One sailor only

had escaped the contagion, and upon him their whole hopes de-

pended, The Hodeur had already fallen in with a Spanish ship,

the Leon, whose whole crew were so affected with the same disease,

that they could no longer manage their ship, but begged the aid

of the Eodeur, already almost as helpless as themselves. The

seamen of the Eodeur, however, could not abandon their own
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ship, on account of the ncgrcK's ; nor had they room to rpct'ivc (lie

crew of the Leon. The ditncidty of nursing .so many patients in .so

narrow a space, and the want of fresh jirovisions and of nieilicinrs,

ni.ade the survivors envious of those who died
;

a fate wliicU

schemed fast coming upon all, and the thought of which caused

general consternation.

“ Some of the sailors made use of brandy, which they dropjanl

between their eye-lids, and from which they experienced some

relief; which miglit have suggesU^d to the surgeon the propriety

of a local stimulating treatment.

“On the twelfth day, the sailors who had exjierieneed some

ndief came upon deck to relieve the others. Some wert‘ thrice

attacked with the disease.

“ The tumefaction of the eye-lids having subsideil, some phlyc-

tenula? were observed on the conjunctiva of the eye-ball. These

the surgeon had the imprudence to open ; a step which proved

hurtful in his own case, for he remained blind without any possi-

bility of recovering his sight.

“ On reaching Guadaloujie, on the 21.st of .June, the crew was

in a deplorable state; but, very .soon after, from the use of fresh

provisions, and by simple lotions of spring water ami lemon juice,

recommendetl by a negress, they became sensibly better. 'Hiree

days after coming ashore, the only man who, during the voyage,

had escaj)ed the contagion, was in his turn seized with the same

svTiiptoms
;

the opthalmia running its course as it had done on

board ship.

“ Of the negroes, thirty-nine remainetl totally blind, twelve lost

each one eye, and fourteen had specks, more or less considerable,

of the cornea.

“ Of the crew, twelve men lost their sight ; one of these was the

surgeon. Five lost each one eye, and amongst these was the cap-

tain. Four had considerable sj>eck8, and adhesions ol‘ the iris to

the corn«».”

II, CALSE.S OK PURUEEXT OPTHALMIA.

Purulent opthalmia in the adult, for the most part in this coun-
try, arises from the contact of purulent secretion. It may however
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result from exposure to cold and damp, or local violence
;
it occa-

sionally accompanies small-pox, measles, and scarlatina; one of

the most severe cases I ever saw, occurred in a patient of Mr. G.

Babington’s, at St. George’s Hospital, after an attack of erysipelas

of the head. The fearful disease which spread such devastation

among our troops in Egypt, appears to have been produced by

constant exposure to vicissitudes of climate, combined with some

peculiar atmospheric influence acting on men exposed to every

possible hardship, whose constitutions were completely broken,

by bad food, scarcity of water, irregular living and constant fatigue.

This opinion is supported by a no less authority than Clot Bev,

who traced it to similar causes.

IS THE DISEASE CONTAGIOUS?

Of this there can be no doubt; in the great majority of cases it

is the result of purulent matter either from the urethra or the

vagina, applied directly to the eye; and not as some have sup-

posed by metastasis. I am satisfied that authors are in error, who

believe that the discharge from the urethra ceases, or is much

decreased in quantity when the eye becomes affected. The first

person I ever saw with purulent opthalmia was a patient at the

Lock Hospital
;

the gonorrhoea was as severe as possible, when

the eye was attacked, and it continued nearly a fortnight after-

wards. This opinion appears to have arisen from the fact, that

the disease in the urethra usually lessens, and sometimes altogether

subsides from the treatment necessary to subdue the inflammation

of the conjunctiva. It is also an error to suppose that gonorrhoeal

opthalmia only attacks the male. Mr. Tyrrell (page 63) relates a

case in which purulent opthalmia, of so severe a character as to

destroy both eyes, resulted from a lady unfortunately using a towel

belonging to her son for the purpose of w^ashing her face
;
the

young man had at the time acute gonorrhoea and had used it to

cleanse his urethra. This suggests the necessity of extending our

examination beyond the person suffering from purulent opthalmia,

before we decide upon the cause of the disease. It is quite useless

to ask the individuals attacked, if they are labouring under gon-

orrha’a, as a matter of course this will be denied, and it is fre-
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•jtientlv a task of considerable difficulty to arrive at the truth. A

Vk)V (act. 18) whose case I shall afterwards more particularly relate,

applied to me with a very severe attack of purulent opthalmia in

both eyes. I satisfied myself tliat he had no discharge from tlie

urethra, and was puzzled to account for it, being convinced that

his disease had a specific origin. At length I learnt this boy

slept with a young man
;
he was examined and found labouring

under acute gonorrhcpa.

I have made no division of this disease in the adult, although

Oj)thalm\a purulenta^ gonorrhmil opthalmia^ optluilinut neona-

torum, and Egnplian opthalmia, are terms employed to denote

particular fonus of the disease, being fully satisfunl that they are

> of no practical importance. The leading modifications result from

; the age and constitutional vigor of the party affected
;
and from

the e.xistence of fever, erysijielas, small f>ox, or some other severe

I constitutional disturbance at the same time. The specific form,

4 or that arising from the application of morbid secretion to the con-

junctiva is the most severe, and far more destructive than any of

the others. Further, when the attack accompanies any of the

; acute febrile diseases, as measles, scarlatina or smoll-pox, it is

,

generally formidable and destructive.

CASK IV.

Mr. T a*t. 75, was under my care for cataract in both

eyes. The ojieration was performed in the usual manner, and

every thing went on very favourably for ten or twelve days, by

which time he could see remarkably well. On making my visit

• one morning I found him attacked with severe purulent inflam-

mation of the right eye, which in defiance of the most active treat-

’ ment • very rapidly went on to the destruction of the organ.

Fortunately the other eye was preserved, although it did not

i altogether escajie. The disease arose from the application of mat-

ter, tine patient was suffering from that pecidiar affection of the

prepuce so common in old men, he said “ the parts had been un-

' comfortable and he had scratched them, and afterwards rubbed

’ tlie eye.”

• Active, cou»i(lrrinf{ the age of my (wtieut, the treatment of the diseaac in

old pco|iU; will be couaidcred when we proceed to exaiulne it more minutely.
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Purulent opthalmia has been known to affect a nurse after

syringing tlie eyes of a patient attacked with the disease, a similar

accident has happened to a dresser in the hospital. I once had

rather a severe attack of it myself from this cause. A patient

consulted me for a discharge from the urethra
;

I advised the use

of an injection and on throwing some warm water up the penis

with a syringe a ])ortion went into my right eye; considerable

j)ain was felt immediately, followed by inflammation, and the next

day by a slight purulent discharge. I was much out of health at

the time. Again the secretion has been applied to the eye of a

healthy individual without being followed by any inflammation
;

he has perhaps complained of .smarting at the moment of contact,

which has soon subsided, and not been succeeded by any unplea-

.s,int symptoms.

We may conclude therefore, that in the majority of cases, puru-

lent opthalmia is the result of contagion, although the application

of a specific poison will not in all cases produce this form of puru-

lent inflammation. In additition to the exciting cause there must he

also a constitutional susceptibility—ivunt of cleanliness—dis-

ordered health—exposure to a hurniny sun, or niyht air—to

dust, or a dense moist atmosjdiere.

In the fourth volume of the Edin. Med. and Surg. Journal,

is a valuable paper from the pen of Mr. Peach, from which it will

he found that those men suffered most severely from purulent oj)-

thalmia, whose health had been disordered by continued intem-

])erance, and who had been long exposed to the influence of a

brilliant sun ;
he remarks, “in June and July 1805, many predis-

posing and exciting causes existed at llythe. I need not inform

you what regularity and subordination exist in a corps, whilst

vnlunteeriiig for general service goes on, and every soldier has ten

guineas to get rid of. llecruits and young soldiers at frequent

drills were exposed, for a great part of the day, to the heat of the

sun. I’roin the situation of llythe barracks, the men found the

dust very troublesome, in.the windy weather which we then had.

I heli('ve 1 need not adduce more occasional causes of this disease.”

Mr. Ml ui)i.E>iouK says that a damp, dense condition of the at-

mosphere will not only act as a cause, hut will also materially

favour the extension, and aggravate the symiitoms of purulent

o]>thalmia, even admitting that it is excited by some other agent.
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ami this opinion is also oxpres8<‘»l hy Tym ll, I^awrencc, Larrey,

Assaiini, Guillie, Forbes, Vetch, Siiiitli and others.

I have spoken of the highly contagious nature of this disea.se,

because I am fully satisfied that its most frequent cause is an ap-

plication of matter, either from an inflamed eye, or the urethra ;

but do not intend to confine the term to the mere contact of

matter
;
abundant evidence is before us to warrant the assertion

that when once producetl it may be communicated by atmospheric

influence, the air becoming tainted, or as it were, loaded with the

minute particles of matter, which are caj)able ofgi\ing rise to it

:

that the disease may be thus pro]>agate<i among |>erson8 associated

clo8«;ly together, is clearly proved l)v the Itistory of the m-groes in

the confined hold of the slave shi[) (IloJeur). the spreading of

this terrific ulTection in the army and navy, in some of our large

schools and workhouses,—such facts cannot fail to con\ ince the

most sceptical of its very contagions natim*.

III. TIIK PHKVKNTION OK PIHII.EST OPTim,MI,\,

'I'his is u point of considerable importance, when the disea.se

commences in a workhouse, in a miliUiry or naval hospital, or in

a large school ; the sick-list is daily increa.sed by fresh cases of

purulent opthalmia, and it l>ecome8 a matter of the ver> highest

importance to decide on the l>est means of checking it.

When purulent opthalmia attacks a numlicr of persons confined

in a pri.son, or workhouse, or e.xists among individuals who of ne-

cessity arc crowded together, as in military barracks or a school,

it is most de-sirable at once to commence a series of regulations,

with a view of diminishing, as quickly as possible, the c.xtension

of the malady. The first stej) will consist in separating the sick

from the healthy, and in taking care that too many persons are

not crowded into one apartment. The linen used in cleansing the

eyes should be tjiken care of, washed in a separate tub from the

other clothes, and only used by those affected with opthalmia.

The eyes of all the inmates must be daily examined, and the indi-

vidual separatetl from his companions the moment he is attacked.

On the slightest appearance of discharge, the diet .should be re-

duced, an ajiprient given, and the eyes washed with a weak solu-

(i 2
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tion of sulphate of zinc or alum. During the prevalence of puru-

lent opthalmia, exposure to a bright sun, or a damp atmosphere,

should be rigidly forbid. Thus, by removing those attacked, as

soon as possible
;
by reducing the number of inmates in each ward,

by the strictest attention to cleanliness and diet, the occasional

use of purgatives, and the enforcement of the usiud precautions

for preventing the improper transfer of the contagious matter,

when the disease appears in any public institution, we have it in

our power to prevent in a great measure, its spreading through the

whole building.

I may also remark that the beds, clothing, &c. of all the infected

persons should be well washed with soap and water, and afterwards

exposed to a very high temperature, which appears to have the

j)Ower of destroying any property of infection in such articles.

Of course these suggestions are offered with all humility, since

I have not as yet been called upon to treat the disease under these

circumstances ;
still the mode of prevention now pointed out is

sanctioned by the highest medical authorities in the kingdom, and

certainly appears the most reasonable we can adopt to check the

spreading of this most appalling affection of the eye.

IV. SYMPTOM.S OF PURUEENT OPTHALMIA.

\st Stage .—On going to bed or on awakening in the morning,

the patient experiences a sense of stiffness in the eyelids; on exam-

ination the cilia are found loaded with a slimy secretion, very ad-

hesive, and u-sually collected at the inner canthus, the conjunctiva

is much thickened, and its vessels injected with blood of a brilliant

colour. The thickening and elevation of the conjunctiva is fre-

quently so great, that it protrudes through the lids, and even

occasions ectropion.

2nd Stage .—The ocular or sclerotic portions of the conjunctive

membrane, are next affected, and rapidly assume the deep crimson

tint, the membrane being much thickened, appearing like a piece

of crimson cloth ;
in various parts a peculiar secretion is now ap-

parent, and if washed off with warm water quickly re-appears. The

vessels of the conjunctiva, which at first could be very easily dis-

tinguished now become indistinct, and the thickening of the
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rrt<*nibrane lionriy increases, until it apjH*ars much raise<l around

the cornea ;
the eye-lids are next rendered tense and painful, and

the secretion of pus greatly increased. From the ttominenee-

nient, pain has been felt in the eye, and also more or less over the

whole side of the head; the sufferings of the jjatient advance in

w^verity as the disease marches onwards, the pain being more par-

ticularly severe just above the supra and infra orhitary foramina.

\^rd Stage .—The chemusis is now complete, and the work of

destruction much more evident; the strangulated corm’a ap-

pears hazy, then opacpie, tlien dull (something like the eye of a

di'ad animal) in apiH;aranc.e, and alt»»geth<‘r incapable of rellecting

light

'I'bere is in addition to all this a and futinful stite of the

e-ye-ball, which feels too large for its sm-ket. The cause of this is

sufficiently clear ; as the inllammation extends from the conjunc-

tiva to the deeper seated structures, their secri'tion is augmented,

and the increasisl fluid contents of the eye-lmll, by their continued

pressure on the containing parts prfxluce that dreadful sensation

of tension, from which the unfortunate sufferer so invariably, and

HO imploringly, solicits relief.

I ought to remark that when first the cornea 1mt< m< s hazy, its

brilliancy is not much disturbed; Mr. Tvmdl su| jkiscs “ that the

nebulous aspect results from a dehcu-ncy of the inter-laminar fluid,

the secretion of which becnuH?s arrested under the impeded circu-

lation of the part.”

This change is a very important one, as it always indicates the

destruction of the cornea, which soon afu>rwards loses its vitality,

ami mortifies, either throughout its whole surface, or in parts.

The secretion from the eye, at first thin, colourless, and hardlv

tonacious, soon asmimes a bright yellow hue and is much thicker,

becoming gradually thinner, and more like water as the disease

declines. Ihe rpinntity of pus secreted is smnetinu^ verv great.

Dr. \ etch informs us that in some oast's under his care it amounted

to sevend ounct*s in the twenty-four hours. Hy the quantity,

colour, and other peculiarities of the discharge, the th'gree and

progress of the hiflammatory action are fretjuently well marked.

\th Stage .—The w hole of the cornea is more hazy, more dense

in some parts than in others
; during the state of gangrene the

conjunctiva remains moist and bright, hut the moment rnortili-
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cation commences that which covers the mortified part, become.s

dull, and when the mortification stops, a well marked line divides

the living from the dead, and the cornea in some degree recovers

its transparency. This partial death of the cornea often extends

over one half of its entire texture, in some cases over more, gene-

rally passing through all the lamime, so that when the outer part

is separated the anterior chamber is broken into and prolapsus of

the iris takes jilace.

This condition of the conica is not produced by an extension of

the inflammatory action to it ;
the cause is purely mechanical

;

mortification being the re.sult of strangulation, by which its supply

of nutritious fluid is cut off; and this becomes more apparent

w'hen we call to mind, that the cornea for the most part derives its

supply of blood from vessels passing through its conjunctival

covering; this is clearly seen, in morbid condition of those struc-

tures; on examining a case of corneitis, or strumous opthahnia,

the larger vessels may be observed ramifying in the conjunctival

layer, and sending small branches to the texture of the cornea.

V. EFFECTS OF PURL’I.ENT OPT 11 a’eM I A

.

In examining the symptoms, the effects of the disease have

become app.arent; such as opacity, ulceration, hurstiny, staphy-

loma, and slonglnny of the cornea—prolapse of the iris, sup-

puration and collapse of the eye-hall, ^c.

The cornea is rendered opacpie, cither by inflammation of its

texture, or irritation of its surface:—it may burst from impaired

resisting power, ulceration, or loss of substance, and sloughing.

The cause of sloughing of the cornea has already been pointed

out, viz. interruption to its nutrition
;
staphyloma may result from

the power of the cornea being impaired or from some change pro-

duced in its texture.

Prolapse of the iris from sloughing of the cornea frequently

deprives the patient of sight; when the opening is small, if the

ulwrativc process cease, the protruded part is now and then re-

turned by the application of the nitrate of silver, or extract of

belladonna
;
but in either case it may slough and constitute sy-

nechia anterior by becoming adherent to the sides of the ulcer.
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Sujiptiration of tlio oye-hall is always followed by collapse of

the globe, but after purulent opthalmia in some few cases this

part wastes away without any assignable cause.

These are the inodes in which purulent opthalmia terminates ;

if allowed to run its course, it ends in the death of the organ
;
the

moment this is accomplished the disi-ase subsides; when mortifi-

cation of the cornea has taken place the jmin abates
;
the tension

is removetl from the lids, the discharge be<-omes watery, in fact

the disease apjxnirs e.\hauste«l a.s soon as the destruction of the eye

for visual purposes is acconijilishiil.

VI. TllKATMKNT OF ITIU I.t.NT OI'THAI.MIA.

Enough must already have lx*en written to convince even the

youngest tyro, who never heard of the diseaw before rt'ading the

above remarks, that it is one not to lie trifled with, one that can

only be sulHlued by the most prompt and vigorous treatment.

Much depends on the stage at which we are calleil to attend the

patient, for at first there is nothing either in the aspect of the dis-

ease, or the constitutional symptoms to excite alann in the patient

or his friends. He may go to ImhI feeling somewhat uncomforl-

able; by morning the eye may be all but dead to the stimulus of

light—by evening complete mortification of the cornea may have

taken plaee, and the patient deprived of sight, without the possi-

bility of reeovery.

The progress, to a termination like this, often occupies two or

three days, hut still the danger to the organ is so great when once

the disease is esfahlisinil, that every attention should be paid to

the treatment until the morbid action is completely arrested.

lilcediu/f .—In females during pregnancy, in those of an ad-

vanced age, scrofulous diathesis or very feeble jiowers, severe

bli-eiling must not he resorteil to. We must be content with

leeches, purgativi>s. mercurials, and emetic tartar, for if the patient

is brought much below par, in any case, by large and rejieated

bleedings, the vitality of the cornea will be destroyetl, and blind-

ness inevitably follow. I atn aware in expressing this opinion,

that it i.s contrary to the ml vice of many authors of the greatest

eminence ; .Mr. I’eacli strtmgly advocates large bleedings even od
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drliquium animi, “ I have taken,” says tliis gentleman, “ in one

case, 77i ounces; 60 ounces very frequently, enjoining perfect

rest, avoiding the smallest portion of animal food, and putting in

practice every other pai-t of the antiphlogistic treatment.”

But was the plan sufficiently successful in the hands of this

gentleman to induce us to adopt it ? I think not, for he tells us,

“ that after finding large bleedings useless, I tried stimulants, but

being still more unsuccessful, I reverted to the antiphlogistic plan

in its fullest extent.”

“ I have in many cases of Egyptian opthalmia,” writes Mr.

Farree, “taken from thirty to fifty ounces of blood in the space

of the first twenty-four houre of the disease.”

Out of many thousand cases treated by Baron Laruey, not one

lost his eye-sight. The essential part of his treatment consisted

of general and local bleeding.

Mr. Middlemore, of Birmingham, also, strongly advocates the

propriety of bleeding in this disease, but concludes with this very

usefid caution. “ Let me not forget to remind you that although

this plan of treatment has been recommended for the cure of that

acnte form of the disease, which is occasionally prevalent, you will

be much more commonly called upon to conduct the management

of cases, the symptoms of which are so little severe, that slight

attention to the habits and diet of such patients, the administration

of a few doses of purging medicines, the use of an astringent

lotion, and the application of the unguentum plumbi, to the tarsal

margins, will be comprehended every measure, which may be re-

quired for their cure.”

“ The acute stage will require the lowest scale of diet, somewhat

more judiciously selected than ordinary, and the state of suppura-

tion of the globe, and sloughing of the cornea, will frequently

demand, always indeed where the vital powers are much depressed,

the use of a nutritious and stimulating diet.”

A student examining the different authorities on this subject,

cannot fail to bepuzzled as to the mode of treatment he ought to

adopt in cases of purulent opthalmia, if he opens Mr. Bacot’s

work (page 134) this advice is given
;

“ if ever there was a disease

in which blood ought to be taken away it is this,”—on the con-

trary Dr. SuoRTT, a very high authority, who had hundreds of

cases under his care, both in the military hospitals in Sicily, and
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Kgypt, informs us that he “ carried blce<Hng to a ver>- great ex-

tent—to the extent of removing in some instances two hundred

OUNCES or BLOOD, OTid often rcithout checking the progress, or

miligating t?ie severity of the. disease." Dr. O’Halloran writes,

“ I can safely say that the abstraction of blood will be rarely ne-

cessary in acute purulent opthalmia, if the plan advised, viz.—the

local application of the sulphate of copper be strictly attended to, and

moreover am of opinion that if an enquiry l)e instituted among the

army surgeons, it will be found that those who used the greatest

'depletion were the least successful, and that sloughing, ulcers, &tc.

more frequently succeeded the evacuating plan than when the pa-

tient was partly left to nature.”

I have already expressed, pretty strongly, the conviction, that

the large bleedings recommended by some authors, are not only

unnecessary but even injurious, and this will appear the more

plainly if we admit, that death of the cornea, is not produced by

jun extension of the inflammation to it, but purely from a me-

ichanieal cause, by which its projwr supply of food is prevented.

Will bleeding remove this? I have seen patients bletl again and

(again, until the last drop of the circulating fluid that could l»e

(taken without danger to life has been abstracted, and yet the di.s-

• ease run on to a fatal termination; I have done so myself arme<l

•with the learned authority of books, and fortified by references to

imen in high repute, and have had to regret it most deeply. In all

leases where we have a robust constitution, quick full pulse, and

vigorous circulation, blood must be taken freely, and the quantitv

I drawn sufTicient to make a visible impression
; with this we must

ibe satisfietl, it is no use to go on blee<ling, until the powers of life

are reduced as low as pctssible. those who adopt this practice will

iin the end most deeply lament it.

1 should indeed be guilty of the greatest possible prestimption,

ithus freely to express my opinion did I not support it by compe-

t tent authority. When I mention the name of Mr. Tyrrell (senior

! Surgeon to the Royal I^ondon Opthalmic Hospital, Surgeon to

'St. Thomas’s Hospital, &c. Sec. &c.) and also my much respected

Ifriend, Mr. Middlemore, as strongly sanctioning the opinion

.already e.xpressed, I am certain it will carry conviction to everv

nuind unbias.sed by pre-conceived notions.

“I am satisfie<l,” says Mr. Tyrrell, “that the excessive depletion

It
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I foniierly adopted, and witnessed, lias ofteyi tended to hasten the

unfavourahle termination of the disease. During some years, in

which I had opportunity of seeing these cases, I did not witness a

single instance in which the cornea altogether escaped; but a

partial or entire slough of this texture invariably took place, when

the chemosis was complete, in spite of the most active general and

local depletion, or the local application of strong stimuli or as-

tringents, as recommended by some surgeons. I had reason

therefore to dread such cases, and was annoyed and distressed

whenever one presented itself to my notice” (page 69).

lie then proceeds to relate the case of a poor man named Death,

of good constitution, about forty-five years of age, and without

any morbid diathesis, who applied at the Optlialmic Hospital with

acute purulent opthalmia in both eyes resulting from exposure to

damp and cold. He was immediately bled very largely until he

fainted, during the day thirty leeches were applied—in the eve-

ning although thirty ounces of blood had been taken from the arm,

and several ounces more lost from the leeches he was again bled
;

this relieved his pain, and diminished the deep red colour of the

conjunctiva. Severe pain and sense of fulness returned in two

hours
;
“ the whole of each cornea sloughed off and irrecoverable

blindness ensued.”

In acute purulent opthalmia, in a robust patient, it is advisable

to bleed freely, by which the chemosis will in some degree be di-

minished and the pain and tension of the eye-ball relieved. After

this apply a quantity of leeches close to the margin of the lower

eye-lid, and give five grains of calomel, followed by purgatives.

Tartar emetic, colchicum, ayid digitalis may also be administered

to keep the circulation within bounds.

When the chemosis is considerable, acting like a tight band

around the cornea the chemosed parts must be freely divided, so

as to remove the tension from the conjunctiva, which no doubt

mechanically cuts off the circulation from the cornea. Care must

however be taken, that the incisions are made in a proper man-

ner;—that is, beginning at the circumference of the cornea

towards the edge of the orbit in a direction as rays radiating from

the centre of a circle; the transverse and perpendicular diameters

of the eye must of course be avoided.

If, in ignorance of the organization of the part, deep incisions are
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ulrawn quite round the edge of the cornea, the whole of the ves-

' sols passing to the comeal portion of the conjunctiva are cut off

^ and the very mischief produced that the operation was undertaken

to obviate. As soon as the ojwration is performed the eye must

be freely bathed with warai water
;
it will generally bleed for some

time, by which the patient is much relieved, tlie part losing its

deep carmine colour. After the operation it may be necessary

• even to take more blootl, either from the arm, or by the applica-

of a quantity of leeches; for although very large and repeatetl

bleedings have been objected to, I am fully convinced that deple-

• tion is necessary, and it would indeed be foolish to trust to local

; applications only, in one of the most acute diseases to which the

human eye is subject
;
this applies more particularly to those

' eases of specific origin, which ought always to be more actively

treated than the idiopathic.

Locally .—The head must be supported with pillows and kept

I high above the chest; leeches applied, the angular vein opened, or

i a cupping glass placed on the temple, or behind the car; after

tthe general and local bleeding, a blister behind both ears or to

the nape of the neck, will frequently afford great relief, more par-

ticularly in cases where bleeding cannot be carried to a verj' great

.extent. The eye should be frequently washed with WTirm milk

:and water, the warmth and moisture much abates the pain, by
ndieving the vessels, and in some degree shields the surrounding

parts from the excoriating discharge; during the whole of the

treatment some zinc ointment shoidd be applied to the cilia and
canthi after removing the discharge.

At first the eye may be bathed with this lotion :

—

fit Alumen —3iss

Aq. Ko«« Oi
M. fiat collyrinm, quo conciuso imbntain linteum qnadrupli.

eatum imponstnr oculo ad fecto.

This can be applied warm, or cold to the eye, the feelings of the
patient will of course decide which is most agreeable. After the

first day a solution of sulphate of zinc must be substituted, and
then the nitrate of silver ointment or drops. Some surgeons are

in the habit of applying the most powerful stimulants to the eye
from the first, such as the nitrate of silver or the sulphate of cop-
per

; however useful towards the conclusion of the disease, I am
satisfied, after having seen them used very extensively, that the

II 2
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practice is not a good one; to say tiie least of this plan, it is very

equivocal, both painful and uncertain in the effects produced, and

if solely relied on, the disease frequently makes much progress

before its injurious tendency is discovered, and then it is perhaps

too late to resort to that treatment which experience has pronounced

the most efficient.

CASE V.

Feb. 8
,
1842 .—W. W. aet. 16

,
employed on the farm of the

Right Hon. Earl Spencer, at Wiseton, was brought to me with

purulent opthalmia of the right eye, which had continued for two

days. During the first day he was enabled to attend to his usual

duties, but gradually got worse, and when I saw him, he was in

a most deplorable condition. This case has already been alluded

to, and was evidently the result of gonorrhoea. The disease had

reached the second stage, the secretion was very profuse, and the

eye-lids so swollen that it was with the greatest difficulty a view

of the cornea could be obtained. The cornea was already hazy
;

the boy complained of very great pain in the eye-ball, extending

along the face and head
;
the pulse was strong and full, the bowels

confined, and tongue loaded. He had no discharge from the ure-

thra, but had slept with a man who was suffering from acute gon-

orrhoea. I immediately divided the chemosed membrane very

freely, and gave an active dose of calomel and colocynth, ordering

the eye to be constantly bathed with warm water. As soon as he got

home, sixteen ounces of blood were taken from the arm
;
and one

grain of calomel and one of opium given every six hours. I saw him

again in the evening, the operation appeared to have in some de-

gree relieved the eye, but not sufficiently, the chemosis was there-

fore divided still more freely, and the bleeding encouraged by

warm poppy fomentations. The head was raised, and the eye

ordered to be constantly washed with a very weak solution of

alum and water; thirty leeches were placed upon the lower lid and

around the eye.

9th.—There was much pain in the eye this morning, and some

increased thickening around the cornea, the chemosis was therefore

again divided, and a small portion removed, after which V. S.

5viij.
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lOlli.—Tlie boy is much better this morning, the ciietnosis has

greatly subsided ;
the gums are slightly affected. To leave off the

calomel and opium.

lie Ma^. Sulphatis ,%i

I nfusi Rosanim 3*
Tr. Card. Co 3*j

M. ft. baustus ter in die sumendus.

lit Pulv. Doreri Sr. x h. s.

A blister to the back of tbe neck.

11th.—Decidedly better. The tumefaction of the palpebrae so

much reduced, that he can open the eye, so as to expose the cor-

nea without assistance, the chemosis is much less, ami the colour

of the conjunctiva has faded from a bright crimson to a delicate

pink. .

It .Urgent. Nit gr. i

Ac{. Dist Ji

Sigr. One drop to be pot into the eye three times a day.

The other eye was slightly affected, but not sulficiently so to

occasion any uneasiness
;
the lad perfectly recovered without even

a 8{)Ot u[)on any part of the conn*a, although much reduced, from

the active measures adopted.

The plan of treatment, therefore, that appears most succt'ssful

in purulent opthalmia, consists, 1st, in the general and local ab-

straction of blood, when tlie force of the circulation is greater tlian

natural,—2nd, in the use of purgatives, Stc. for bringing down the

plenitude of the system when necessary,—3rd, in the use of

slightly astringent and afterwards of stimulating lotions,—1th in

regulating tlie extraction of blood, and the administration of cal-

omel, emetic tartar, &c. &c. to the strength, sex, and age of the

patient, care lieing tak<-n not to retluce the {lowers of the consti-

tution too much,—5th, i.n rkuevi.ng the stra.ngulated cokn'ea

AS SOON AS POS.SIBI.E, IN ALI. CA8E.S, BY FREELY DIVIDING THE

CUEMOSED PART.

II. PURULENT OPTHALMIA IN THE INFANT.

The symptoms of this disease in the infant are not materially

different from those in the adult, the nature of it however is ma-
terially modifit>d by the more delicate textures, as well as Ihe

much greater vascularity of the parts affected, and the more inti-
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mate coranection subsisting between the vessels of the conjunctiva

and the sclerotic coat. * Dr. Vetch is of opinion that from this

cause, the sloughing and ulceration of the cornea occur earlier in

infants than adults. When the oedema ceases the inner surface of

thepalpebr® becomes sarcomatous, and this diseased surface, when
the eye-lids are opened, fonns an exterior fleshy circle beyond

which the relaxed conjunctiva of the eye, comes forward as a se-

cond ; and frequently the caruncula lachrymalis adds still further

to the valvular appearance that the part presents. During the

night the eyelids become closely glued together, and so firmly

adherent, that in the morning they cannot be opened until well

washed with warm water. When separated the cornea is com-

pletely concealed by the discharge. If the inflammation is not

checked one or more of the following changes will be produced.

Sloughing or ulceration of the cornea., ulceration of it andpro-
lapse of the iris, and adhesion to the ulcerated cornea. Opacity

of the cornea.

The inflammation commences with a straw coloured discharge

about three days after birth
;
the siiflering of the little creature is

doubtless considerable, but of this we can only judge by its cries

and restlessness. It has been known to appear in a few hours

after birth, and even as late as the sixth or seventh week of infant

life. It arises either from a morbid vaginal secretion in the mo-

ther which becomes applied to the conjunctiva of the child, from

a purulent secretion from the urethra of the mother, or from ex-

posure to damp and cold.

TREATMENT.

In the first stage it can easily be checked and removed by clean-

liness, and the constant use of some astringent
;
the moment any

of the yellow discharge is seen at the corners of the eye, it shosild

at once be removed with warm milk and water, and afterwards

washed with the alum lotion
;
I have often seen cases of this kind

thus treated and never knew the plan to fail in a single instance.

In the second stage when the ocular membrane becomes affected,

the eye-lids are thickened and assume a vivid lustre and shining

* Page 256—258.
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character, the extent of these symptoms being in proportion to the

chemosis. If called in at this stage, although the surgeon can-

not obtain a view of the cornea he may always know when it is

safe by the asj)ect of the palpehrw so long as they remain sw ollen

and tense, and present a shining surface, the cornea is safe, even

though on the very brink of destruction ;
but Uie hour its vitality

ceases the swelling of the lids subsides, Uie bright sdiining aspect

vanishes, and the colour fades into a dull puq.le. la Uns state of

things, that is while the brilliancy yet remains, a leech or two

should be applied to the surface of the eye-lid, and by encourage-

uig the bleeding with warm water the pal{>ebrse will soon be suffi-

ciently reduced to enable us to obtain a view of the cornea. After

a sufficient quantity of blooil has been extracted a wariii solution

of alum should lie constantly ustnl, and some mild oinluveiit

smeared upon the cilia and lids.

1 liave had many infants under my care in various stages of tlic

disease, and this plan of treatuu.'nt has happily preserved many eyes,

If the cornea is hazy in part or all o\t*r, ,Mr. Tyrrell advises the

division of the chemosis, hut if the directions alreinly given are

attended to, this very severe step will seldom he n-quired. I lia\r

never doive this, nor has Mr. Tyrrell, still he “ earnestly recnui-

mends the division of the chemosis as sixm as u fair view can lie

obtained of it should the cornea found hazy in ]>art or all o\ex,

indicating commencing mortification."

I will only add in conclusion that in every case of purulent op-

tliuliiiia either in the adult or infant, the examination of the organ

should be conducted w ith the utmost care and gentleness
; the care

displayeii by Isaac Walton in the preservation of the life of his

frog will he well employed in the management of these cases; all

pressure on tlu* globe of Uie e\e must be carefully avoided, ami if

any—even the minutest molecule of the cornea bt; found alive, it

must be saved
;
at any rate no exertion must be spared to effect

so desirable a piirptise, luid any trouble will be amply repaid if

crowned with success. I have in another part of this chajiter

mentioned a case in which the loss of sight followed the rough

examination of an ignorant practitioner, the delicacy of organiza-

tion exhibited by the eye calls for a corresponding degree of deli-

cacy in an examination of it.

I have not spoken at any length of the treatnient of certain
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terminations of the disease, these remarks being rather directed

to general principles of practice. The management of some
of them, such as opacity of the cornea, &c. &c. &c. has already

been described, and the student will find all the required in-

formation concerning the others in any systematic work on

diseases of the eye.

[On reading over what I have already written on the division of

the chemosed parts in purulent opthalmia, I think I have hardly

done sufficient justice to the claims of Mr. Middlemore, who cer-

tainly was the first to point out the advantages arising from a free

division of the strangulated parts. He informs me in a letter

received this day, that “ after having tried to treat the acute forms

of purulent opthalmia by means of copious depletion and by other

methods I have arrived at the conclusion that the most safe and

certain method is that in which free depletion and various local

applications are both practised at the same time. I say this par-

ticularly in reference to acute purulent and gonorrheeal opthalmia,

and a vast mass of recent authority, both foreign and domestic,

is in favour of this view. You tell me ‘ that the greatest danger to

the cornea is to be apprehended, not from inflammation, but from

the strangulation of its vessels by the chemotic swelling.’ You

will find, by making the annexed references to my Treatise, that

this latter fact was first pointed out by me, and that I was theirs#

to insist upon the importance of the prompt reduction of the che-

motic swelling on the very ground I have now explained. Mr.

Tyrrell was so good as to send me his paper published in the

Medico-Chirurgical Transactions for 1838, and, in my reply of

thanks, I pointed out to him, that his views in reference to the

death of the cornea from the swelling (chemosis) w’ere anticipated

by me in my Jacksonian Prize Essay, for the year 1831—in my
Lectures published in the Medical Gazette for 1832 and 1833

—

and also in my Treatise, (see references and extracts.) My claim

to this advance in an important department of the pathology of

the eye was admitted soon after Mr. T.’s paper appeared, without

one word from me (for I always intended and still intend to pro-

tect myself in the nero edition,) by the Editor of the Med.-Chi.

Ilev.
;
by Mr. T. Wharton Jones in his controversy with Mr.

Tyrrc'll, published in the Med. Gaz.
;
by Mr. Lawrence in the

last edition of his Treatise; by the Editor of the Lancet in his
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rfvirw of Mr. 'PyrrcU's work on the eye; ami subsequently by

Mr. Tyrrell himself, in the controversy with Mr. Wharton Jones.

Mr. fairly lay claim to the radiateti incisions, but whe-

ther they are in all instances safe and practicable, and whether

they are better than the curved or semi-lunar ones which stop

short of the greatest diameter of the eye, are questions I cannot as

a practical man answer in the affirmative."

The references to which Mr. Middlemore alludes will l>e found

in his treatise on the eye, Vol 1, pages 61, 124, 151. .At ]Nige

183, he says, “ If the cornea perish in conse<juence of the existence

of chemosis, its external layers first perish because the circulation

of that part of its outer (conjunctival) covering, through the me-

dium of which it obtains its vascular supply, is destroyed : but this

effect (death of the cornea) may not take place throughout the

whole of its external surface, first because the pressure of the che-

•mosls, and consecjuently the strangulation of the circulation mav
be partial, or its progress arrested, itc.” Again, Vol. 1, page 141,

‘ “ Chemosis sometimes induces gangrene of the cornea," and w hen
! speaking of chemosis, in the course of his remarks on gonorrheeal

• opthalmia, he insists on " the great importance of scarifying the

chemosed surface, and employing all proper available means of

lessening without delay the conjunctival tumefaction (chemosis)"

• on account of its injurious influence upon the cornea, and partic-

ularly upon its external layers. These opinions were held in his

Prize Essay for 1831—whereas, Mr. Tyrrell’s work did not
appear until the year 1838—-Mr. Middlemore therefore unquestion-

ably first pointed out the cause producing death of the cornea, at

the same time Mr. Tyrrell was, I think, the first to draw theatten-
tionof the profession to the best method of removing tlie chemosis.]

INJURIBS OF THE CO.NJUNCTI VA mODUCKD HY ESCnA BOTIC.s.

The most frequent injury of this kind results from the contact
of lime or mortar accidentally thrown into the eye. Now and then
we see a case in which the eye has been severely injured by some
powerful acid, heate<l iron, or lead. The history of the case pre-
vents all risk of mistake, the patient being always aware of the
cause of injury. One of the most severe cases of this kind I al-

most ever saw, was with my friend Mr. Allison; the injury had
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been produoe<l by strong li(juor ammonia. Mr. Allison, before I was

called in, found his patient suffering from severe pain in the head,

and the symptoms were certainly such as justified the opinion he

had formed, viz. that the inflammation had extended backwards

from the orbit to the brain
;

to the judicious treatment employed

by this gentleman in the first instance, and to his care and assid-

uous attention afterwards, the favourable termination of this very

interesting case must undoubtedly be attributed.

The form of escharotic which has occasioned the mischief will

produce some difference in the symptoms. If lime, little rounded

particles will be seen sticking to the eye-lids, and those parts of

the cornea on which they rest will be opaque. If the exciting

cause has been a very powerful acid, the inner surface of the pal-

pebrm exhibits the effects of the escharotic, in all probability ex-

tending more or less over the face. The clothes will also be spotted

with it. Should the injury have been occasioned by a small por-

tion of heated iron, or molten lead, both the eye-lids and cheeks

will often have suffered in the same way as when an acid has been

applied. The effects upon the conjunctiva are the same as from

lime, but the pain is not nearly so severe nor of so long duration.

The parts first coming in direct contact with the heated fluid are

swollen, dull, and surrounded by a zone of imflammation, but it

will require even lead to be applied of considerable heat in order

to destroy the conjunctiva.

THEATMEXT.

This will depend upon the exciting cause. If the mischief result

from lime, wash the eye as quickly as possible with a very watery

solution of vinegar; this at once decomposes the lime, annihilates

its caustic property, and immediately dissolves it, and thus takes

away its power of acting as an irritant. After injury from a

strong acid, apply a solution of sesqui-carbonate of soda, and if

this cannot be obtained soap and water answers very well. If

heated iron or lead has occasioned the injury, remove the particles

at once, if any remain sticking in the cornea or under the eye-lids,

and treat any inflammatory symptoms that may arise in the usual

manner. These cases are always very distressing and often, more
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or lesa, injure the organ notwithstanding the most judicious ma-

nagement. When the sloughs of dead matter are thrown off, the

granulating surfaces both on the eye-ball and j>alpebric, being op-

]K)8ed to each other, there is risk of the two surfaces uniting, unless

the greatest care be taken to prevent it. The granulations must

therefore, from time to time, be broken up with a probe and this

plan repeated until a new mucous membrane is produced. If the

comeal surface has suffered, indelible opacity usually remains, be-

cause the new formation is much thicker and more dense than tlie

original membrane.

OPACITIK.S OF TUK COUNK.V.

It is very iiu{>ortant to distinguish, as nearly as possible, those

0}>acitie8 of the cornea which are likely to be removed by the un-

aided efforts of nature, from those which cannot be dispersed

without the assistance of art, and also to ascertain the pro{>er sea-

son fur commencing the use of remeilies, for, if tliere be any e.\-

ternal inflammation, an irritable state of the eye or of the general

health, or if the opacity be the result of chronic corneitis, it

would be unadvisable to apply local stimulants until these affec-

tions are removed. 1 remember a boy that was brought to me,
in which there was considerable opacity of the cornea from the

application of lime; the boy said “ he had been bled, and leeched

after which he had used some drops.” 'fhe accident took place

about ten days before I saw him, and he had been using the nitrate

of silver drops for a wei*k, this stimulating plan of treatment not
only occasioned great agony, but produced a iwrmanent opacity

which could never be removed. In the Lancet for October 1831,
a case is related in which a very e.\tensivc opacity, of nearly the
whole cornea was removed by the unassisted efforts of nature, and
other instances of the unexpectetl restoration of vision may be
found recorded in Medical Journals; still I cannot but suppose,
that in the majority of these cases, the want of transparency on
the part of the cornea has been the product of continued inflam-
mation, and that the return of trauslucency was produced by the
mere subsidence of the corneitis.

1 LATCHLs observes “ that an odd accident happened in his

I ’2
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r

time, by the surgeon s mistake
; having sprinkled the fine powder

of sugar-candy upon the cornea of a child’s eye in order to remove
the speck thereon, intercepting the sight in a great measure, at

one time took out of the wrong box the powder of sublimate,
whence immediately ensued so great fluxion and inflammation, as

endangered the whole eye
; but straight endeavouring to rectify

his error, and take off the disturbance; the patient, as it happened,
was so far from being injured that the cicatrix being merely de-

terged, the sight was again restored by removal of the said speck,

an argument that the globe of the eye, or its coats are able to bear

strong applications.” Mr. Guthiue has revived the opinion of

Platerus, “ ^/ia^ the eye is able to bear strong applications," and
so fully convinced is tliis gentleman of their importance, that we
find him, in the preface to the first edition of his work on “ Opera-

tive Surgery of the Eye ” thanking his Creator with the most

devotional piety, for rendering the eye-ball nearly insensible.

During the time I was in Paris, I frequently witnessed the

practice at the Hotel Dieu, of applying calomel to remove the

opacity of the cornea, and it was certainly very successful. Du-

PUYTUEX states, “that those opacities of the cornea which are

recent and slight, are completely dissipated in one or two weeks;

specks of a longer standing, thicker and broader, usually disappear

in a month or six weeks
;
and I have seen some, which occupied

nearly the whole cornea, and obstructed the entire pupil, com-

pletely intercepting the light, disappear entirely in the course of a

few months.” A solution of the sulphate of cadmium has been

strongly recommended by Graefe, Ro.senbaum, and Tott, for

this purpose; the opaque spot being touched three or four times

a day with a solution of this substance, in the proportion of half a

grain of the sulphate, to an ounce of distilled water. I have never

used it, and never seen it used, therefore, can offer no opinion of

its merits. It has been used a good deal at the infirmary, Birming-

ham, and the result of repeated trials led to the conclusion that

the effects of this remedy upon the disease are very manifest, but

more slowly manifest than those produced by a solution of

corrosiv'e sublimate.*

0[)acities of the cornea arise from a variety of causes and admit

of division into three classes :

—

* Middleniore, pnge 753.
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1 . Cases in which the disease results from the original struc-

ture being destroyed by sloughing, or ulceration, followed by a

I deposit of ojwque matter, forming a cicatrix.

I
II. Cases in which opacity is producetl by the application of

j
some powerful escharotic.

1 III. Cases in which opaque matter is dejMjsited upon the texture

jtof the cornea, without any previous loss of structure.

TKEATMK.NT OK OPACITIES OK THE COH.NKA.

Simple nrhulii of the cornea njay be easily remove<I by a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver, or in more severe cases by the following

• drops.
Hjrdrarf. Bi-cMuridi Rr. ij

AquK Uiat Ji

It is a curious fact, that after the application of any of the usual

<atimulants employed for this purpose, in a few weeks, they appear

tto lose their effects, the eye as it were, becoming invincible to

Ithem. It is therefore better to use the nitrate of silver drops for

: a few days ;
then a solution of the bi-chloritle of mercury, then

the vinum opii, which plan secures the unimpaired virtues of each.

'The effects jwwiuced by these various stimulants are dilferent in

.almost every case, and it will lie for the surgtnm to regulate the

;
precise strength capable of being employeil without causing in-

tflammation. The worst form of 0{>acity we are called u[>on to

I treat, is leucoma, and I at once admit, that when this arises from

I extensive ulceration, which has altogether changeil the nature of

I the corneal substance; or when extensive ojmeity is the result of

I some powerful escharotic, w hich, although it may not destroy the

'vitality of the part, ap{x»nrs to have produced some chymical

• change in its structure, it is useless to attempt the cure of such an

.affection. Still, although this opacity cannot be destroyed by any

I means at our command, or removed by a surgical operation, this

admission only applies to the central portion of leucoma. In

i time its edges, on examination, will be found less opaque, and a

it halo of hoiM? surrounds this dimness of vision, and although the

I

I more dense central portion does not admit of cure something

'may Ik* effected with the surrounding eilges. I have certainly

•<*en cases where a steady ••ontinuance in the apj'Iication of reme-
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dies has ju-oduced very great benefit, and the results are doubtless

sufficiently favourable to justify their employment in all such uu-

lortunate cases. I advise most strongly the nitrate of silver oint-

ment, of a strength regulated to the peculiar condition of the

affected eye, and also the continued use of counter irritation,

behind the ears or at the nape of the neck. 1 also think that the

regular ajiplieation of this ointment ought to be combined with

the internal use of mercury, and a slight degree of ptyalism kept

up for a considerable period.

it Piilv. Argcnti Nitratis gr. x
Liq. Plumb. Diacetatis .... >nxx
AUepis

ft. ungt.

This ointment should be used every night or every second

night; it always creates more or less opthaJmia, and its applica-

tion must be regulated accordingly.

The preparation of mercury most useful in these cases is the

hydrargyrum bi-chloridum, I have given it for si.v or eight weeks

in the following form without severe affection of the gums, irri-

tation of the bowels, or any symptom which made it necessary

to intermit or reduce the doses.

Liquoris Ilydrarg. Bi-chlori<li 5iss

Tr. Cinchouse jij

Aqu® Dist

M. ft. haustus ter iu die sumendus.

I ought to add that in some cases where neither the drops of

the nitrate of silver, nor the ointment of this substance can be

borne, the ointment of the iodide of potassium may be substi-

tuted
;
but although useful in some cases, it is not nearly so effi-

cacious as the preparations already mentioned.

[Since writing the above Mr. Carmichaee of Dublin has kindly

sent me a number of the Dublin Medical Press, in which he states

that he “published in 1808, a paper on opacities of the cornea,

intimating that from inductive reasoning, I employed a remedy

—

nitrate of silver, in solution, for this disease. I believe this was

its first application, in cases of nebula or leucoma, since, however,

become so general, that Dr. Jacob, whose extensive practice iu

diseases of the eyes is well known, remarks, somewhere, that in

* It is better to commence with a small dose. The form used is that in the

Pharm. Loud. 1836. 1 have the notes of a case in which six drachms of the

Idq. Bi-chlorid. were taken daily for six weeks, and without even affecting the

gums.
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.^almost all cases of opacity of the cornea, for which he is consulU‘tI,

Ihe finds the conjunctiva stained with that j>eciiliar slate colour

(Which the nitrate of silver imparts. Now, if it had not hwn pcne-

rrally found heneficial, it is not likely that it woidd have l>ecn thus

(extensively employed, hut the following passage sufiiciently indi-

cates the motives which first induced me to employ this, as well

»as some other preparations :

—

“The lymph deposited on the cornea, and which create* the opacity, is

'Uiiinilar to the lymph which U dejwsited by the other membranonx parts of the

I body, when they are in a xtate of inflammation
;
but when first de|ioxited it i»

loot organised, and doe* not become so till s'esxels shoot into it, and form a

•netsmrk ; consequently, till thi* event, it is equally obedient to chymical agen**

la* dead animal matter ; but, in order to ducoverthe chymK'al agents most likely

jtto affect it, so as to change the disposition of it* intt^pal particles, and render

: it unfit for the purpose* designed by nature, a bed for the production of vesseli,

iwe must fix our attention on the princii»les of which it is composed, and these

I hare been sufficiently ascertained to be albumen and gelatin.

“ Dr. Boatock, to whom animal chymistry is so much indebted, has given us

tthe most useful chymical tests for the discovery of the different primitive animal

ffluids, and by hi* experiment* demonstrates, that a solution of oxymuriate of

tmercury, or nitrate of silver, is the surest test for albumen, tannin for gelatin,

jiand aqua-lythargyri acetati for mucus ;
the three first of the preparation* 1 have

ibeen in the habit of employing near two years with the happiest effect*. I use

(each of the two former, in the proportion of two grains dissolved in one or two

ounce* of distilled water, and the latter, by making a strong infusion of tanuin,

.or of galls, which contain a considerable portion of that substance. Any of these

(oollyria being dropt into the eye, occasions white flakes immediately to fall like

•a precipitate to the bottom of the orbit, and on its running again from the eye,

•it exhibits a milky appearance, while the sight becomes clearer when the smart,

ling diminishes, a* the patients universally declare. A jKirtion of those flakea

imay proceed from the muriate of soda contained in the tears
; bnt they miut be

chiefly composed of the albumen and gelatin suffused over the cornea, and cre-

(Kting the 0|>acity, or the patient would not be otherwise so immediately sensible

• of the improvement of hi* sight, after the precipitation takes place.

“ The solution of oxy-muriate of mercury, or of the nitrate of silver, pro-

I duces a greater precipitate than the tannin, and this circumstance demonstratra

'that there is more of albumen tlian gelatin in the lymph spread over the cornea

in tbia diaeaae.

“These cuUyria, however, I am in the habit of using nlternately, for by this

'means each of those substances, if present, must come under the influence of

'that body which will act mo»t powerfully upon it. I usually direct one or other

of those fluids to be dropped into the eye, four or five times a.day, if inflam.

> (nation is not produced, and also desire my |>atientsto wash their eye* frequently
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witli an infusion of oak bark, with the view of having the double effect of a

ehymical action on the disease, and of producing a tonic effect on the vessels of

the conjunctiva, which usually, in this complaint, exhibit that state termed pas-

sive opthalmia.

“ By these means I have had numerous instances, not only of the disappear,

ance of the lymph, but (more than I had reason to expect,) of those vessels

which 1 had daily for months endeavoured to remove by the knife.”*

I'TEIlYtilCM.

The name of this affection of the eye is derived from TTTtpw^,

a wing; it is seldom seen by the surgeon in its incipient state and

very frequently acquires a considerable magnitude before the pa-

tient solicits relief
;

it arises without pain, and is of very slow

growth
;
in the end, however,it creeps from the comerof the eyeover

the whole cornea, and the vision becomes impaired, and at length

altogether obscured. U nless affecting the conjunctival covering of

the cornea, the disease only produces a trilling deforrhity and does

not occasion any impediment to vision. It always assumes a tri-

angidar form, which says Scarpa, ‘‘ought to be referred to the ad-

hesion of the lamina; of the conjunctiva becoming stronger as it

advances from the circumference towards the centre of the

cornea.” It is a disease which generally makes its appearance at,

or beyond the middle period of life
;

it has however been noticed

shortly after birth, and I have at this moment two cases of it

imder my care, one in a young lady of seventeen, the other in a

boy of twelve. In the boy, it followed an attack of inflammation

induced by some lime which had been thrown into the eye, and

this certainly strengthens the opinion of Beer who believed that

lime or stone dust produced pterygium, as he most frequently saw

it in masons’ labourers. There are three varieties of pterygium:

—

I. The Adipose.

II. The Fleshy.

III. The Membranous.

The first is a white soft texture, something like dirty fat, the

second resembles muscular fibre, and the third variety exhibits a

* For a minute amt beautiful description of the anatomy of the cornea, the

reader will do well to consult the paper by Mr. T. Wharton Jones in the Cyclo-

paedia of Practical Surgery.—Vol. 1, page 8J1.
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tliickoniii^ of the ocular conjunctiva with two or throe large ves-

«8<*ls meandering upon the diseased mass.

I

These are the only varieties I shall notice. I have never seen a

, carcinomaton 8 or malignant pterygium and in all probability never

• shall. Deer remarks “that Scarpa’s belief in the existence of

cancerous pterygium reejuires confirmation, Mr. Travers does not

{ .even mention this form of the disease, and Mr. Middlemore “is

I
mot inclined to admit the existence of such a variety." Of course

f
no one attempts to deny that this, in common with many other

I

morbid growths, however simple at first, may become malignant

I

: from improper management, &c.

I

TI!E\TMKXT.

In the treatment of this disease astringents and escharotics are

|i of little use, and frequently do more harm than good, much time

|

.is lost by their employment, during which the disease daily ad-

wances, and in the end it is discovere<t that it ought to have been

rremoved at once, instead of wasting weeks, perhaps months, in

• such inefficient trifling. The removal of the diseased part ought at

I once to l>e recommended; this caution is however necessari',

’viz, that the part of the morbid growth extending over the cornea

imust not be incised ; should the surgeon incautiously do this,

I during the healing of the divided parts, an opaque deposit will

itake place, which may prove even worse than the original disease.

CA.SE VI.

Miss L—,
residing nearTuxford, consulted me for a ptervgium,

kgrowing from the outer corner of the right eye, extending over two
! thirds of the cornea. This young lady was requested to sit in a

!• chair, and whilst an assistant separated the lids, I passed a nar-

:row-bladed knife, having its cutting edge towards the cornea,

'between tlje pterygium and the sclerotic coat
;

the pterygium was

then separated from the sclerotic as far as the margin of this tran-

l-sparent structure, and the flap thus formed was raised by a little

j
bcKik and cut ofl’ with a pair of scissors. The eve was washed

K
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with warm water, and after a day or two with mild astringent lo-

tions
;
some ragged portions of the conjunctiva were afterwards

removed with the scissors, which I think a better, and far less

painful plan than attempting to destroy them by powerful caustic

substances.

After the operation, the eye-lids must be closed, but not

tightly fixed upon the globe, with a bandage
;

the granulations

encouraged or repressed as circumstances may point out, and care

taken that the eye-lid does not become adherent to the eye-ball.

There are other modes of performing this operation. Mr. Mid-

dlemore employs both a scalpel and probe-pointed scissors; others

pass a curv^ed needle and ligature beneath it, to obviate the risk of

wounding the eye-ball
;

in this, as in every other operation, many

plans have been proposed
;
knives, concave and convex, blunt and

sharp, spear and probe-pointed, lancets and scissors, needles and

ligatures, have all their respective advocates, but the plan I have

ventured to propose, is very simple, and can be very easily per-

formed if the hand is steady, and if it is not so, the sooner a man

gives up operating the better, both for his own sake, and also

for that of his patient.

Pterj'gia are more frequent in warm climates than in this coun-

try
;

it very often happens that the disease which has been ad-

vancing slowly for years stops at the edge of the cornea, and

spreads no further during the life-time of the patient. Under such

circumstances I strongly advise that no operation should be per-

formed; as the disease gives no trouble it ought to be left to itself,

an operation only being required when it encroaches on the trans-

parent portion of the eye.

CASE OP MALIGNANT DISEASE.

Each stage of existence, each period of life appears to have

certain diseases peculiar to it : thus, one of the well-known cha-

racters of carcinoma in general, is to attack persons advanced in

life, rather than children, and others under the age of puberty. It

follows, therefore, that the remark of Desault, that “ cancer of

the eye is most frequent in children,” appears at first sight a

position inconsistent with the usual nature of that disease. Still,

L
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Ht is a statement difficult to coutradict, supported as it is by the

testimony of Bichat, who affirms, i/tu( in ttrenty-fnur persona

taffected yrilh rchat is called carcinoma of the eye, twenty at

ileast are under twelce years of aye." Here, the truth, as in

Imany other questions relative to disease, would never have been

§iattaine<i without the assistance of morbid anatomy, w hich prevents

(Our confounding distemjwrs, which bear some resemblance to each

t other, but which are in reality altogether different. We are much

I indebted to Mr. Wardrop for his interesting observations,* in

»which he has clearly prove<l that the dis*‘ase which renders a

I severe operation so frequently necessary in children is not true

teancer, but what is now tenued funyus hamaUules. Scarpa f

tremarks, “ this author has afforded a solution of the question, by

(showing from careful observation, founded upon pathological

;anatomy, that the morbid change of structure in tlie eye-ball of a

(child, commonly called carcinoma, is not in reality produced by

(cancer, but by another species of malignant fungus, to which the

(epithet haonatodes is applied—a dist^ase, ind(>ed, equally, and,

'with regard to the eye, more formidable and fatal, than cancer, but

^distinguished from it by peculiar characters, which not being con-

ilined to any |«rt of the body, nor to age or sex, attack the eye-ball

ihoth of the infant and adult."

Before we proceed to consider more particularly the relation

Ibi'tween c««ccr and funyus hwmatodes of the eye, it may be ne-

(cessary to advert briefly to a few very remarkable points of dis-

itinction.

ist. The primary seat oi fungus lutmatodes is for the most
fpart in the retina, generally commencing at the point where the

.optic nerve enters the cavity of the eye.

2d. Cancer, if it commences in the eye, attacks the superficial

iportions of it in the first instance, gradually involving the more
< deeply seated parts, and as far as our present evidence extends,
‘ the surface of the conjunctiva and the lachrymal gland are the only
textures belonging to the eye primarily affected with carcinoma.

3d. It is the opinion of Scarpa that cancer of the eye is much
Hess destructive than funyus hamatodes, because it commences

• ObserTstions on Fungfu* Hirmatodrs: Edinburgh, 1809.
t Traualated by Briggi, 2d Edition, p. 502,

X 2
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on the external portion of the organ
; so that whatever relates to

the formation and progress of the disease is open to observation.*

4th. The last distinction between what is called cancer and

funyus hamalodcs, we sliall notice, is the pnlpy softness of

every portion of the diseased mass in the last of these diseases

—

a character completely opposite to the firm unyielding carcino-

matousfunyus.

The word cancer [ku^kIvo^, literally a crab) has undergone se-

veral changes since its first introduction into medical language.

The Romans applied it to the several conditions of gangrene and

sphacelus, while the Greeks used the term carcinoma only to de-

signate the disease known to us as cancer

:

at a later period, how-

ever, authors used it as a synonym of carcinoma, or carcinos

{^Ka^Kivw/xaj Ka^Kivoa.) It would extend this paper far beyond

its prescribed limits were we to inquire the origin of this term

;

whether it was used in the first instance from a supposed resem-

blance to the body and claws of a crab, or from the idea that an

animal devoured the affected part, or with the intention of con-

veying the notion of something particularly loathsome in the

nature of the complaint. It is not y^iprobable that all the above

considerations influenced the selection of the name. It was, how-

ever, supposed to be a disease, confined only, (or in most cases) to

the breast, and on turning to Paulus ab .tEginii f Me have his

description of cancer in the folloMung M'ords. “ Cancer, a hard

irregular tumor, sometimes with, and sometimes M'ithoutan ulcer,

which may arise iu any part of the body, but most frequently

attacks the breast.” Early observers, remarking the very great

difference betueen the ulcerated and non-ulcerated stages, coi.-

sidered it right to apply different terms to each : the name of cancer

M'as therefore applied to the former state, and that of scirrhus to

the latter. Again, the scirrhous stage was subdivided into tM'o:

viz. the simply scirrhous, and the occult cancerous, the commence-

ment of pain being the barrier between them.

From the great resemblance of some features in the morbid

mass, noM' recognised by the term encephaloid, to those of car-

cinoma, the name of soft cancer Mas very generally made use

* Scarpa is also of opinion that a cancerous fungus on its first appearance is

not malignant, but that it becomes so iu process of time.

t Lib. vi. chap. 45.
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of to «iesi;'i)ate that disease. In Ittl’i, Uayle recognising the

fundamental similarity of hard and soft cancer {of encephaloid

and scirrluis), withotit any wish of underrating the imi»ortance of

their individual peculiarities, maintained the propriety of desig-

nating them by the same general name. 'I'o our countryman

l)r. Young” (remarks Dr. Walshe in his lucid article on cancer),*

** belongs, in reality, the merit of having been the first to unite

Bcirrhus {carc'tHOHUi scirrhonuiii

J

and encephaloid (carcinoma

Mpong'wsum) as s{H*cies of a genius cancer or carcinoma." Hut

his example has been very slowly followetl. Kuglish w riters, w ith

the exception of Mr. Travers, more kifuly ju-rceptive of the dif-

ferences, rather than of the analogies of these products, have

almost to the present day continued to define i-aucer a.s ulceratcil

scirrhus, and to separate eiiccpholoid completely therefrom, under

the title of fungus hicmatodcs. Ne\erthcless opinion had Ineu

silently undergoing a change among us ;
we had been gradually

learning to recognise “ the practical truth and iniporlaiicc of Dr.

Young’s nosological arrang**ment, when Dr. Carswell dcpri\ed us

of all excuse for wavering, by satisfactorily prosing its jirsiucss.”

The re.searches of Lacnnec, Otto, Cruveilhicr, and lastly, of

Muller, have very clearly establi.shiHi the close relalion^h^{^ of

another growth, originally iles<*nbed by l.acniu‘c us coiloai, to

scirrhus and encephaloid; to this tissue also, the gem nc u rm
cancer has l>een proved, by Dr. M alshe, to lx- ecjUuUy aimlicable.

lie remarks, that “the union of these' morbid structures into a

distinct class is not a mere nosological artifice; it is inauifcst that

the foriiiations to which we pmjiose to apply the generic teim

cancer, possess characti rs entitling them to be groiijx'd together,

and separated from all others to which the frame is exposed.”

Ihey agree anatomicallg, for they are all composed of u contain-

ing and contaiiuHl part, forming a combination without its coun-
terpart in the natural structures. They agree chymicaUtj for they

are all distinguished by the vast predominance of nlbumcn in their

comiKisition. They phymologicaliy, for they all possess in

tlicmselves the ])ower of growth, and of extension by continuity of

tissue
; that is, of assimilating to their j'roper substance the most

heterogeneous materials an inher»*nt tendeiicv to destruction, and
the {K)wer of local reproduction. '1 hey agree j a(/ioliyicully, for

* C^clop«rclui of Practical Stirgcrr, |>, .'ilM.
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they all tend to affect simultaneously, or consecutively, various

organs of the body, and produce that depraved state of the con-

stitution known as the cancerous cachexia. “Their title,” con-

tinues this writer, “to be united is quite as strong, in respect of

practical medicine and surgery, as in respect of scientific patho-

logy, a consideration of the very highest importance. As respects

the name to be given to the genus, cancer ox carcinoma, is clearly

the best : to limit these tenns to one particular tissue, when others

possess the very properties on account of which they were origin-

ally employed, is a palpable contradiction.”

GENUS, CANCER OR CARCINOMA.
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VARIETIES. SYNONYMS OF THE SPECIES.

Common vascular

sarcon\a. \Aber-
Mammary sarco- (nethy

ma. J
Solanoid. Recamier, Zang
Nephroid. Idem

1 Napiform. Idem
Carcinoma fasckulatum vel

hyalinum. Mueller

Fungus haimatodes. Hey
Hiematode cancer.

And. Gall.

Spongy, or ossiverous tumour.

Palletta, Ruysch.

Struma fungosa [testis] Callisen.

Spongoid inflammation. Burnt.

Milt-like tumour. Munro.
Medullary sarcoma. Abemeihy.
Cerebriform disease, or cancer.

Laennec.

Pulpy testicle. Baillie.

Carcinus spongiosus. Good.

Carcinoma spongiosum. Young.

Fungoid disease. A. Cooper,

Hodgkin.

Medullary fungms- Maunoir.
Cheliu*.

Acute fungous tumor. C. Bell.

Medullary cancer. Travers.

Cephaloma. Hooper, Carswell.

Carcinoma medullare. Mueller.

Soft cancer. And. Var.

'

Pancreatic Sarcoma.
Abemeihy

\ Recamier
Chondroid. J

1 Lardaceous tissue.

Auct. Gall.

Carcinoma reticulare. Mueller

Carcinomatous sarcoma.

,
Abemeihy.

Carcinoma scirrhosum. Young.

Scirrhous cancer. Travers.

Scirrhoma. Carsu:ell.

Carcinoma simplex vel fi,brosum.

Mueller.

Stone Cancer. Auct. Var.

r Pultaceous '|

J
cancer. 1

Cruveil-

1

Pearly alveolar
|

bier

.

cancer. J

Areolar gelatiniform cancer.

Cruveilhier.

Carcinoma alveolare. Mueller.

Gum cancer. Hodgkin.
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The annexe*! table well illustrates the varieties of cancer, from

which it will be seen, that Dr. Walshe considers cancer is synony-

itnous with adventitious heterologous tissue. I may here remark,

! that the fact of its being a tissue—in other words, that it possesses

.a peculiar structure—unequivocally separates it, as a morbid pro-

iduct, from others belonging to the same class; for example,

itubt'^rcle and pus. The heternlngous material of all carcinomatous

)tV>rmation is organizable, capable of vascular development, and

I

’ therefore undergoes all those changes of increase and decay con-

• •equent on such susceptibility.

From a table now Iw-fore me the mean age of 1200 cancerous

• subjects at death was .OO d years in the male sex, and 5G1 in the

. female.

It is, however, an undoubted fact that the ditl'erent species of

I cancer are far from being common to all ages. Thus, scirrhus is

•the form that attacks the adult, while encephaloid is the form

• usually assumed by the morbid growth in young subjects; the

• colloid appears only to have lM*en notice<l in adult individuals.

The different species of this fonuidahle disease evidently

imake their attack on the human frame at different {Hfriods of life,

• no age, however, is free from it; the Imbe unborn, and the old

small of three-score years and ten, may alike become its victims.

Hillard • mentions a case in which scirrhus had taken place in the

Ihenrt during inter-uterine life. Dr. Walshe has recorde*! two

• instances of meningeal encephaloid which existed at birth. .Mr.

’Travers has figured a very remarkable case of encephaloid disease

of the eye, observed by himself and Sir Astley Cooper. .\t birth,

the eye-ball was about the size of a large walnut.

M. Cruveilhier has, on the other hand, mentioned a ca.se in

'which uterine cancer commenced at the very advanced age of 8f.

1 may remark also, that the three varieties of carcinoma, viz.

w'the encaphaloid, scirrhus, and colloid, have some points of dis-

itinction, by which each may be easily known, viz. colour, shape,

• size, microscopical constituents, supply of vessels, situation, and
ithe age at which the patient is attacked by them. To examine
• these separately would take much time and sjiace; we must there-

ffore hasten, lastly, very briefly to describe a case in which the

-eye was successfully extirpated in a boy of nine years old. Hut

* Trsite del Maladies del Eiifani.
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first it may he added, tliat Mr. Tyrrell observes, “ that he is eoin-

pelled. at present, to place together that Avhich is nsnally consid-

ered as a scrofulous aflection of the retina, and that which proceeds
to the full development of true fungus haematodes, from inability

to point out any signs by which the two diseases can be distin-

guished in the early stages
; and also from the conviction that the

two are sometimes similar in origin, and that that which is at first

simple may subsequently become malignant.”

vn.—o\v;r, or wu.i.iam nAiiTare, .«t. .0.

April, 1841.—The mother brought this boy, then about seven

years of age, to my bouse*, for an affection of the eye, which had

been coming on for some years. The boy presented a very re-

markable appearance. The eye-lashes of the left eye were gone,

and the lower lid partially everted ; the globe of the eye was much

increased in size, and the vitreous body turbid, and of a dirty

brown colour. On a more minute e.\amination, the pupil was

found dilated ; the iris dull, discoloured, and pushed forwards,

and the chambers for the aqueous fluid in part destroyed. The

ves.sels of the conjunctiva and sclerotica contained red blood; and

during the occurrence of the changes above mentioned consider-

able inflammation must have e.xisted. There was also profuse

lachrvmation, .some pain, and a great disinclination to turn the

eye towards the light. The globe was tender and tense to the feel,

and severe ocular and circum-orbitar pains were complained of.

The palpebrae were tumid, and very red, and the superficial veins

much enlarged, and fully distended with blood of a dark colour.

The mother told me, that some months before she had remarked

that the pupil appeared to have “ a yellow cast (appearance), but

the lad did not suffer any pain at first.” I learnt, also, that this

yellow tinge soon increased, at first very slowly, then more quickly,

“ and the eye began to be blood-shot.” The child appeared un-

easy
;
a chymist Avas consulted, and some powders given, and

leeches applied to the affected organ. “But they did no good,

and, continued the mother, “ the more he took the worse he be-

came; so we gave up doctoring till he got so bad we were obliged

to brinff him to vou.”
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The poor little fellow was much depressed, had a distressed

ilook, and seemed to suffer a good deal of local pain: the cornea

was clouded, and only a confused mass could be seen beneath, all

(distinction of lens or iris being in a great measure destroyed.

“ Monstr’ horrend’, inform’, ingens, cui lomen ademptam.”—Viao.

The secretions generally were imjierfectly rendered, and the ab-

I domen a good deal enlargetl : a dose of calomel and rhubarb was

(therefore ordered at bed-time, and some of the compound decoc-

^ tion of aloes in cinnamon water the following morning. This was

irejieated two or three times with advantage. In a week the child

appeared better, and much fif the irritation already mentioned was

(removed. A mild mercurial plan of treatment was now com-

imeuced, and steadily followed for more than six months, during

which period every possible attention was jmid to the diet of the

(child. The fonn in which the mercury was given, was the Ilydr.

tc. cretft, with the Pulv. Cinnam. Co., so as gently to keep the

llitlle patient under its influence, the dose being diminished or

i increased according to circumstances. After taking this medicine

tfor about four months some alight improvement was evident, and

at the end of six months the deceased mass gradually began to

(subside. During this treatment the boy had improved in his

igenend health, was (juite robust ; and much increased in stature

iand in bulk.

I now lost sight of my patient, and saw no more of him for

I twelve months, when he was again brought to me, the disease

’having made considerable advances. The child had, meantime

t being under the care of a Quack, y’clept a water doctor.

I saw this poor little fellow now and then up to tlie nmnth of

(October in the last year, at which time the mercury which hitlierto

!had possessed the power of arresting the disease, appeared quite

inert. The eye-ball increased daily in size. The boy complained

(of no pain
;
and it would appear that the suflering is greatest w hilst

(the deceased growth is confined by the unyielding and firm scle-

irotic tunic, if we may form an opinion from the relief obtained

iwhen this portion of the eye gives way.

The removal of the organ now appeared the only chance of

iiaffording relief, or rather of saving the poor boy's life
;
although

lit the time, I feared that this would afford but little hope.

I was well aware that the result of the removal of the diseased

L
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organ had been very unsatisfactory, bnt still I thought, in this

case, I was bound to propose it to his parents
;
and, with their

consent, the eye-ball was removed in the usual manner.

It is needless to describe the steps of the operation : I had the

valuable assistance of my friend Mr. George Chapman. The dis-

eased mass was removed with a plain straight knife, some little

difficulty being experienced from the very great softness of the

globe. Various instruments are spoken of as required
; cur\’ed

knives and scissors, hooks, blunt and sharp, &c. &c. &c.
;
but I

have long been of opinion that the more we simplify our opera-

tions, and the less we torture the patient with dressing, the better.

The boy, in this case, got well over the operation, and is now

quite recovered. The other eye is much improved, and the mo-

ther told me, a few days ago, that he was “in the best of health.”

We have the valuable authority of Mr. Tyrrell for stating, that

in many cases, in children, the disease has subsided, and the globe

become atrophied, under steady and long-continued mercurial

treatment. It therefore behoves us to endeavour, by every means

in our power, to produce this effect, by the plan already pointed

out, before we propose an operation which, I am fully satisfied, in

the great majority of cases, will fail after a long-continued course

of mercury has been tried without success.

CATARACT.

I shall only offer a very few remarks on cataract in this place,

because I hope at no very distant period to devote a greater space

than the limits of the present volume will permit, to its consider-

ation. The disease may be divided into capsular and lenticular

;

as regards the latter, numerous subdivisions have been adopted,

and we therefore read, of milky, purulent, flocciilent, amber,

black, radiated, ^c. according to the aspect the cataract presents.

A second division is suggested by its consistence, and conse-

quently the cataract may be hard, soft, or fluid; traumatic when

occurring after a wound, and idiopathic when arising without any

obvious cause.

The opacity of the lens may be either imperfect or partial “ as

not extending through the entire substance, or it may be perfect
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• and complete, as when it affects the entire lens.* Capsular cata-

I fact is simply divided into anterior, or posterior, as tlie opacity

I affects both the anterior and posterior portions of the membrane

• which surrounds the lens. This form of cataract like the one

; already described, may either be complete or partial, and the mor-

Ibid change exhibit every possible degree. As r^ards capsular

• cataract, Mr. Tyrrell is of opinion that there is little utility in any

• division, further than as regards the origin or cause of the disease,

' which materially influences the prognosis, and requires a luodifi-

ication in treatment, by oj>eration.

The term cataract (cataractaj has l>een derived from the grwk
tKara^aaoM, to destroy, abolish, or disturb, and was first uschI

Iby the Arabians; the disease was called auffnaio uculi, gutta ob-

tscura, gutta ojxica, raturacta, ^v., by the earlier Latins. The

istate of the disease was not proj>erly understood before the coni-

tmenceinent of the eighteenth century, when it was made known

tto the profession by Antoine Maitre Jeane (1707). As I do not

I
profess in this place to enter into a minute examination of the

• subject, 1 shall confine the few observations I have to offer to a

I consideration of the causes, complications, diagnosis, and treat-

unent of the disease.

I. CAUSK-S OF CATARACT.

Cataract may arise from injury to the crystalline lens and cap-

sule, and is sometimes congenital, but the most common form of

lit, is that which takes place spontaneously. In this form of the

i disease, we have seldom proof, either of inflammation of the eye or

rof an undue determination of blood to the part, although in some
cases, signs of both local and general plethora are present, during

itlie progress of the disease, but I am inclined to think that the

'Catiiract is quite independent of this state of system, although I

ireadily grant that the disease may be increased by inflammatory

action, and in some degree restrained, at least for a time, by atten-

tion to diet, by bleeding, and the use of purgatives. When cata-

iract occurs under these circumstances, the combination is probably

•accidental : Mr. Lawrence remarks, that, “ in many cases of ca-

* Tyrrell, Vol. 11., p. 351.
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taract the direct cause of that particular change in the lens is un-

known, neither do we know that any particular state of constitution

is favourable to its development.”* Among the predisposing

causes of cataract, we may enumerate old age, the lens becoming

of a yellow colour
;
the cataract may also be hereditary, descending

from father to son, and afiecting many members of one family at

the same period of life. By exposure of the eyes to a strong heat,

the disease is sometimes produced, evidenced by the undoubted

feet that glass-blowers, cooks, engineers, and blacksmiths are very

liable to it. Great exertion of the eyes by candle, or gas light is

supposed by Dr. A. Watson to predispose to the disease.

11. COMRLICATION.S.

Cataract may be complicated with opacity, or disease of the other

transparent parts of the eye^ with affections of the iris and retina,

and also with diseases of the other coats and appendages of the eye.

The most unfavourable state of things that can possibly happen is

the existence of glaucoma, or amaurosis [glaucoma is in fact a

kind of amaurosis]. When the cataract is green, and the pupil

irregular and sluggish, or altogether immovable, if the patient

cannot distinguish between day and night, or if so, in the most

imperfect manner;—when these symptoms cannot be explained

by tlie much increased size, or complete opacity of the lens and

its capsule, the presence of amaurosis may be considered almost

certain. This opinion will be strengthened, if previous s3’mptoms

of amaurosis have been present, such as deep-seated pain in the eye

and head, together with seeing bright or dark specks before the

eye
;
or if the organ has at any time been attacked with inflamma-

tion, and is increased or lessened in size, hard or soft to the touch,

in consequence. It is highly necessary to become acquainted with

the different degrees of cataract, which do not prevent patients

from seeing to read, for in obscure and complicated cases, when

the pupil appears to be natural, the diagnosis may often be formed

by the smallness of the cataract present, not being sufficient to ac-

count for the imperfect vision of the patient. Again, a very small

cataract may be present requiring particular treatment, as in the

following cases of partial cataract.

* Page 111
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I

CA.SK VIII.

.\ medical gentleman now no more, consulted me for what he

|t^sup|K)sed was amaurosis of both eyes; he had been to several

1

'imedical men who all told him that the affection was seated in the

inerve or retina, and witli the most gloomy antici{>ation8 looked

tforward to a no distant period when he supposed he should become

‘blind and for ever; he had little perception of minute objects, and

( could hardly guide himself in broad day-light out of doors; his

tmanner of entering a room was very singular ; the head was Ijent

rforwards, and the face continually turned from side to side; his

age was thirty; after a little conversation he told me that he had

ino useful vision in a bright light, and that he could only see small

(objects in a moderate degree of light
;
he constantly shaded his

eyes with his hand, and wore a hat the brims of which were very

Ibroad. I had never seen a case like this before and could make

(nothing of it; he had been bled and blistered, Lc. &c., taken calo-

iinel and strychnin, used the shower bath and sea-bathing all to no

{purpose. 1 was inclined to think tliat this was a case of amauro-

|»sis, but Ixjfore I gave an opinion, wished the op|>ortunity of ex-

>nmining the eye more minutely. 1 therefore reijuestcd him to call

ithe next day and allow me to examine the eye again l>efore I de-

nuded on the nature of the aflection. Accordingly wlien he calletl

tthcnext day, I immediately applun] a strong solution of the extract

-of belladonna to both eyes, drawing the curtains of the room, at

ilho same time requesting him to keep both eyes c!os<‘d. In

lhalfan hour 1 ojH'ned the curtains and to his astonishment as will

as my own he could se«? very well : my friend went dow n stairs,

I llooked into the street, could see every thing that was going on,

|and then returned to me. I was very anxious to examine the

•eyes, which his excitement and joy had hitherto preventeil my
-doing, and in a moment the cause of this sudden restoration to

•flight was evident, each eye containeil a small central cataract

tfUnticularJ. He continued to use belladonna two or three

itinies a day until his death and enjoyed excellent vision. I had

iuiot seen an account of tliis form of the disease at the moment, or

!: if I had, the impression that it made was so slight that it was

r«ltogi*ther effaced
;
since then, however, I have read the cases re-

corded by Mr. Tyrrell, one of a lady, at. 29, who had always had
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very iinperl'ect vision, sliewas treated with a solution of the extract

of belladonna, and continued to enjoy the use of both eyes for

years afterwards; each lens presented a central opacity of a light-

ish grey tint occupying about two-thirds of the extent of the body,

the surrounding part being perfectly clear and transparent. This

gentleman also relates several other cases of a similar kind
; one,

in which the extract of belladonna had been used by a barrister,

five or six timirs a day, for more than eighteen years, the motions

of the iris continuing as rapid and quite as perfect, as if the bella-

donna had never been applied. In all such cases this plan of

treatment is the one we ought to make use of, because they

are very unfavourable for operation, and found to be particu-

larly so at the London Opthalmic Hospital, inflammation being

much more frequent ofter operation in these cases, than in the

ordinary forms of cataract. It ought, however, to be added that

the instances (at any rate the great majority of them) in which

an operation has been productive of the most injurious effects,

have occurred in patients above the age of puberty, whereas in

children little mischief has resulted “under my own obsei’vation.”*

If the operation is decided on, it is better to attack only one eye

at a time, the preparation of the patient must for some weeks be-

fore, enlist the surgeon's most attentive consideration, the state of

the weather must not be overlooked, and a favourable day chosen

;

the operation will also require the utmost care and delicacy in its

performance. Tor my own part I should always be content to use

the belladonna so long as it continued to produce the desired eflfect.

CASE IX.

The mother of a boy, act. !4, brought him to me for great defect

of vision. I'rom the manner in which he entei'ed my room I was

convinced that he was suffering from cataract. I at once said to

her, how long has your son hard cataract? she replied “ the doc-

tors say it is not cataract, but the worst kind of blindness.

Some solution of belladonna was put into both eyes, and a small ca-

taract at once detected in the centre of each, the halo surrounding

which was perfectly clear and transparent. The boy, much to his

* Tyrrell, p. 381.
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dflight, conld see before he left the room, and by the daily use

of the Ijelladonna, was enabled to road his les.wns at schcHd, which

he hatl never done before without the greatest difficulty.

It is in cases like these, where the cataract is entirely lenticular

and the pupil very small that the disease is niistfiken for the first

stage of amaufosis; they point out the absolute ne<*es8ity of di-

lating the eye with belladonna in all cases of susjiected cataract

before a decided opinion is pronounceil.

The solution of lielladonna is frequently very improperly pre-

pareil, the way in which I am in the constant habit of rtM-ommend-

it, is this; a scruple of the extract should be mixed with an

ounce of distilled water, well rubbed in a mortar, and afterwards

carefully filtered through blotting pajH-r.

Ml. niAfiXOSl.S.

I have already said that giaurorna and amaurosis .ire sometimes

mistaken for cataract, and that the latter disease may I»e combined

with either of them; it is therefort* highly im]K>rtant if such com-
bination exist, that it should In* detecteti in as much as it would

materially influence our progno.sis and treatment. The student

will do well at once to make himself thorotighlv ac(|uainted with

the situation of the opacity, and also with its colour, with the

state of vision, and the condition of the pupil.

1. ^ituadon of the Op<tcity .—In lenticular cataract the opacity

is placed just behind the pupil and commences in the centre of the

lens
;
glaucoma is more dt*eply seated, and is situated (juite at the

back part of the eye.

Id. Colour of the Opacity .— In cataract the colour of the opa-
city is white, or white with a bluish shade, (something likeskimme<]
milk) amber and grey, but in glaucoma it has generally a dull

green, or dirty yellow appearance.

3d. State of riskm.—\n cataract the loss of sight will be in

proportion to the degree and extent of Oftacity present, in glau-
coma the dimness of vision will bear no exact corresj>ondence with
the visible amount of dulness or opacity

; the sight may be quite
gone, and the pupil only slightly dull and cloudy, and the patient

• can see best during bright sunshine.
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4th. tS'/aie of the Eye-haU .—In cataract the globe will be

perfectly natural in form and size, but in acute glaucoma it is

tense, and frequently very hard
; and this doubtless is an impor-

tant distinction between the two. Glaucoma is often accompanied

by pain, cataract does not give rise to the slightest suffering.

5th. State of the Pupil.—The motions of the pupil are nearly

as perfect as usual, at the commencement of cataract
;

it will ex-

pand in the absence of light, and contract on its admission
; but

the motions of the pupil are almost altogether destroyed in patients

suffering from glaucoma. When the cataract is in combination

with amaurosis, the history of the patient will generally enable us

to ascertain the true state of things
;
and if this is wanting, we

must then in a great measure rely on the patient’s incapacity to

distinguish the degree of light, always perceived, or at any rate

in ninety-nine cases out of every hundred, when the cataract alone

is jiresent
;
on the mobility or otherwise of the pupil, and on any

other general and local symptoms that may be present. Dr.

To'iinkr, whose work on surgery was published more than one

hundred years ago, quotes this passage from the writings of the

justly celebrated Pitcairn.
—“ Hence it follows that if the begin*

ning of a cataract is accompanied with the representation of visages

floating about (muscoe volitantes? )
then there is also in the eye

a gutta serena
;
and in such a case although the cataract be re-

moved by a surgeon, yet an incurable blindness will ensue, which

often happens, and seems to have been the case of the patient of

Timoeus (in p. 55, book 1,) when the honest man took that for a

simple suffusion {cataract) which was also a gutta (amaurosis).”

Dupuytren and Travers have both known eases where a trans-

parent lens has been extracted, in a case of amaurosis, under an

impression that the dimness of sight was occasioned solely by the

presence of a black cataract.

Dr. Watson remarks, “ in cases of amaurosis there is a peculiar

expression of the eyes, easily recognised by an experienced obser-

ver. This consists in the patient having a vacant unmeaning stare,

without directing his eyes to any particular object
;
and he does

not readily direct his eyes to objects even when they are presented

to him. In cases of cataract however, these circumstances do

not occur.”
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I

I

Catoplrical exploration of the state of the lens a$ regards

jii/* transparency .—The merit of clisoovering this method of ex-

|iamining the eye belongs to Professor Perkinje, of Breslau, but

|lhas come into more general use since the publication of the clini-

[<cal remarks of M. Sanson. Mackenzie remarks that:

—

!
“ Tlie young practitioner ought nerer to pronounce absolutely even on the

‘ existence of cntaract without dilating the pupil by bsiladotma, and examining

tthe eye eato])trieaUy

;

and the most experienced may derive advantage from ex-

^|K>!«ing in this way the whole field of the disease to his view, and testing the state

! of the crystalline." *

'* If a lighted candle be held before the pupil of a sound eye, three rejected

< images of it are seen situated one Ijehind the other. Of these the anterior and

{posterior are erect, the middle one inverted. The anterior is the brightest and

I most distinct, the fmsterior the least to. The middle one is the smallest.

“ If the candle be moved, the two erect images follow it ; but the inverted

limnge moves in the opjKvsite direction, though not so quickly aixl extensively at

I the other two.

"The anterior erect image is produced by tlie cornea; the {Kurterior, by the

iunterior surface of the lens
;
and the middle or inverted image is from the |m>s-

'tcrior surface,

" If the whole crystalline biuly be opaque, no image but the anterior erei-t

•one from the cornea is seen. This is of course the case also if the anterior |>art

>alone be opaque ; but if it is the centre or the posterior part only which is opaque,

tthe two erect images are seen, but the middle or inverted one is not."

To apply this catoptric.sl raclhod to assist the diagnosis of ca-

itnract, when the onlinary mo«le of examination may not have

u'learetl away all <louht. the observer and the patient should be

plaeed in moderate day-light
;
the patient's back is to be turned

towards the window ; he should be seated, so that the observer

:may look rather down into the eye than upwards
; and a eandle is

to Im? used which hurn.s steadily, and does not blaze much.f
" Cataract, even at an early stage, obliterates tiie inverted image, and renders

the deej) erect one very indistinct. Glaucoma, only when much advanced, obli-

terates tlie inverted image, while, in all its stages, it renders the deep erect one

xnore evident than it is in the healthy eye."

Dr. .Mackenzie has found that in glaucoma, at a middle stage,

the inverted image is pretty distinct, when formed near the edge

oi the crystalline; hut if the candle he brought in front of the eye,

-the inverted image is less distinct, and in some cases is altogether

xtinguished. This extinction of the inverted image is owing to

• Msrkciixic, p. C-iy. + Dr. Watson.

XI
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a loss of transparency in the kernel of the lens which, in glaucoma,
Dr. M. has found suffers a peculiar degeneration, characterized by
dryness of substance, and a reddish brown colour.

In incipient lenticular cataract the inverted image, though
changed neither in colour nor in size, is indistinct, and its out-

line as if washed off. It is extinguished long before the cataract

is fully developed—a fact of the greatest importance. Dr. M. re-

marks, in the diagnosis betwixt glaucoma and cataract, because in

lenticular cataract, it is not the kernel of the lens, but the super-

ficial laminae, which are first affected, so that the formation of the

inverted image by any part of the posterior surface of the crystal-

line body is prevented. *

“ In capsulo-lenticular cataract, the inverted image fades much sooner than

in mere lenticular cataract
; and even when the capsule, or the superficial sub-

stance of the lens, seems alone to be opaque, the inverted image disappears

much sooner than we should expect from the apparently small degree of opacity.

« “ In lenticular cataract, there is merely a general reflection, but no distinct

image, from the anterior surface of the crystalline body.

“ If the lens is not in its place, but has been absorbed in consequence of an

injury, been removed by an operation, or fallen down into a dissolved vitreous

humour, neither inverted nor deep erect image is formed.

“ In the diagnosis of incipient cataract and incipient amaurosis, the catoptri-

cal test is perfectly decisive
;
for in amaurosis, uncombined with glaucoma, the

three images are always distinct, while in even the early stage of cataract, the

inverted image is obscure. The diagnosis of incipient cataract and incipient

glaucoma requires the catoptrical test to be familiar to the observer, else he may

not be able to distinguish, that when the candle is held in the axis of the eye,

the inverted image is indistinct in bctfh diseases, but whenever it is moved to

one side, it becomes distinct in glaucoma, and remains obscure in cataract.”t

IV. TREATMENT OP CATARACT.

The only way of treating cataract is by the removal of the

opaque body, various plans of treatment have been adopted but

without success and it may be laid down as an admitted fact that

cataract is quite incurable by any outward application or internal

remedy. Cataract causes blindness by intercepting and prevent-

ing the passage of light to the retina, the other parts of the eye

* Dr. A. Watson,

t Mackenzie, p. 040.
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l)t*iug entire; all operations for cataract are therefore performed

;for the purpose of removing the opaque body whether consisting

.of capsule or lens. There are three ways of removing cataracts

Ifrom the axis of vision. 1st—They must be depressed or removed

iinto the vitreous humour (couch'my). 2d—The cataract may be

i broken up and left to be dissolved in the aqueous humour, this is

termed the operalion by solution. 3d—Cataracts may be entirely

! removed from the eye by the operation of extraction. There are

iinany ways of j)erforming each kind of oj>cration, and each may,

when properly j>erformed effect a cure, but each is not ecjually

• suited to all cases and a judicious operator will not say with some,

I operate by extraction only, with another by couching, and with

, a third by solution, but will adopt that operation which appears

I best suited to the particular circumstances of each case. In a

work published by Mr. Guthrie, he says, “ the operation of cx-

) traction ought only to be performed in cases of hard cataract,

which are easily distinguisherl from all others.” It is, however,

1 rather difficult to distinguish between hard and soft cataract in all

leases, and Mr. Wardrop remarks, “there are scarcely any diag-

inostic marks of hard and soft cataract which can be altogether

• depended on.” The soft cataract may, however, generally be dis-

ttinguished by the large size of the opa.jue body, its near approach

1 towards the plane of the iris, or edge of the pupil, its white colour,

and from having points, streaks, or inequalities, which vary their

appearances at different times. The blindness, too, by which

soft cataract is accompanied is always considerable; for when the

whole lens is opaque the patient can derive no benefit from the

gn.‘at dilation of the pupil which is produced by shading the

• eyes, or by the influence of belladonna, and can seldom see more

tlian differences in the intensity of light. When the cataract is

hard, the opaque body is neither so large nor so close to the edge

of the pupil as wdien it is soft, so that a sufficient number of rays

of light can enter, and the patient is still capable of distinguishing

some objects from the side of the eye. The hard cataract has the

same shade of colour throughout the whole lens, and its natural

smooth surface may be remarked, the motions of the pupil are ex-

tremely lively, and it seldom remains much enlarged. The opacity

! Ix'hind the pupil is, at the commencement of the disease, observed

in the middle and then extends very slowly towards the circum-
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feronce of the lens. The colour of the harii cataract is usually grey,

passing more or less to a bluish hue. It has generally been re-

marked, that the fluid, or milky cataract is the most frequent

form of the disease in children, and that the solid or concrete ca-

taract is most common in the adult. Soft cataracts, are however,

by no means unusually met with in those advanced in life.*

Scarpa and Pott say we cannot determine this matter with cer-

tainty, and !Mr. Middlemore “ that he is quite confident that the

question cannot always he determined correctly—we cannot de-

cide it with invariable precision prior to the performance of an

operation.”
I

In very early life, the lenticular cataract is always

soft unless complicated with osseous or cretaceous deposition,

llefore adult age Mr. Lawrence has not seen one case of hard

cataract.

A[(m7U’r in rchich the operation ouyht to be performed .—

I

have for a considerable time, says Scarpa, “laid aside the method

of treating the cataract by e.vtraction, and have entirely applied

myself to tlie practice of depression, and I see continually great

reason to be satisfied with the choice which I have made.”+ I at

once admit that the ojierations of solution and couching, are pre-

ferable to extraction in the cases to which they are adapted,

but at the same time am not prepared to lay the latter operation

on the shelf even at the command of the celebrated Scarpa, and

agree witli the writer in the first volume of the Quarterly Journal

of Foreign Medicine and Surgery, who, after copying an observa-

tion from Peer, to the effect that many surgeons were in the habit

of employing the same operation for the cure of all the varieties

of cataract, and in whatever subject it might exist; the soft cata-

ract of children being often subjected to precisely the same method

of treatment as the hard cataract occurring in persons in ad-

vanced life, continues—“as professor Peer is no charlatan, and has

no trifling invention of his own to announce, he recommends the

cure of cataract to be attempted, according to the circumstances

of the case, by dqn-cssion, extraction, or division, and expresses

himself with much warmth against those ignorant and unprincipled

men who woidd persuade the public that they had improved any

Vifle Beer, Wardrop, and Guthrie,

t .Middlemore, p. 94, vol. II.

J Scarpa “ on the jirineipal diseases of Itie eye.’’
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one of those oj>erations, so as to oj>erate safely ami suceesslully in

all cases of cataract, by one method exclusively. The depression

of a lan/e cataract, the extraction ofa soft one, the dicision of

a hard one, are three surgical solecisms.”

The late Sir A. P. Cooj)er remarks, and a voice speaks with the

authority of one, who though dead will never be forgotten, ami

whose practical hints and cautions will be valued so long as sur-

gery shall be cultivated as a science, ‘‘that it is extremely import-

ant that the different species of cataract should l>e known, as the

0|>eration necessary to j>erform de{)ends on the kind of cat;»ract

that exists.”* The above quotations an* in themselves sufficient

to prove the folly of attemjiting to cure every kind of cataract by

the same operation ; and without entering further into the contro-

versy shall in the next place endeavour to answer a few prelimi-

nary (juestions before we procee<l to the examination of each kind

of ojierntion, and the cases to which each is applicable.

Is/, iriicre only one eye is affected tcifh cataract ouyhl tee

to adcise an ojicratian?—I think most decidedly not, bwause the

inconvenience is not great, and in my opinion the advantages not

sufficiently evident to conq)el its performance. IU*sides, if the

lens are only removetl from one eye the focus of vision is altered,

ami the remedy creates a worse state of things than the disease.

There are, however, some exceptions to this nde which will here-

after be mentioned. Mr. Guthrie declares he has met with some

cases in which great inconvenience was sustained from the con-

fusion of vision causi*d by a successful Ojieration, and on one

occasion the patient actually wished him to destroy the sight

gained by the operation, lie thinks therefore that the o{>eration

ought not to be performed in one eye while the other remains

sound, f Mr. Lawrence considers the practice a bad one, and

Dr. Mackenzie that if “it were cstablishetl that cataract might be

produced sj-mpathetically, there could be no doubt of the pro-

priety of removing a single cataract, even when not the slightest

appearance of the disease could l>e detected in the opjwsite eye,

hut the fact is not established. The cataract of old people gene-

rally attacks both eyes within the period of a few months
;
but,

lin middle life, we often meet with it in one eye, the other having

• l>rrturc« on Surgery, p. 268.
t Operative Surgery, p. 258.
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continued unallected for many years.”* Mr. Midddleniore j>rove9

that there is no evidence inducing us to conclude that when one

eye is affected with cataract, the other becomes impaired or amau-

rotic. “ Persons” says he, “ who were born with one eye, persons

who, in early life, have had collapse of the eye-ball after an attack

of opthahnia
;
persons who are affected W'ith congenital or trau-

matic amaurosis, or cataract of one eye only, very often retain the

sight of the opposite organ to a late period of life.” f This author

seems to regard an operation for a single cataract as only right on

young females, to whom personal charms is an argument of some

weight. Except in very young persons where the cataract can be

very easily removed, and in females, to remove deformity, it is not

right to perform an operation when only one eye is affected
; in

elderly persons the case is altogether different, and the rule is

therefore a good one, with some exceptions, viz. not to operate

on one eye, until the patient is depriced of useful vision with

both.

2d. lilten should the operation he resorted to ?—The rule here

admits of no exception, the established plan being not to perform

the operation until all useful vision is destroyed. In the hands of

the most dexterous surgeon the operation sometimes fails, and as

by an unsuccessful operation the patient may be deprived of

sight
;
and as any, even the smallest degree of vision is bet-

ter than total darkness, the patient ought not to undergo the

the operation while the eye is at all useful, and more especially if

the other eye is irrecoverably blind. Again, when quite blind, be-

fore the operation is performed, even though it fail, he will not be

in a worse condition than before; and as the actual pain produced

by the operation is not great. Cannot lament having made an

attempt to procure the restoration of his sight : if, however, the

operation is performed too early and should unfortunately prove

unsuccessful, the murmurs of the patient may deter others from

soliciting relief, who find him in a worse condition than before.

2d. If both eyes are affected with cataract ought the opera-

tion to he performed on both at the same time ?—On this ques-

tion great difterence of opinion exists. Some operate on both eyes

at the same time, whatever may be the kind of operation selected,

* On Diseases of tlic Kye, 2nd ed. ji. 700.

t Ditto, vol. II,
i>.

114.
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I
anil otIuTS, more prudently, on one only. A good de.tl ha« been

written on this subject; the principal reason for oi^rating on both

at the same time, appears the saving ot time and trouble to the

patient, and |>reventing the necessity of further weakening the

constitution, by a second application to the necessary antiphlogistic

treatment. It app< ars to me that a middle conrse is the best, and

that while it is exposing a patient to an unnecessary degri>e of

risk to perform the operation of extraction on both eyes at the

tame time, the objection does not so forcibly apply to the use of

the neetlle, although there may be, and often are cases, in which

even then it will he better to perform the ojwration on one eye

.only at a time. If, for example, a surgeon were to o|H*riiU* upon

both eyes at the same time in a patient of an inflammatory dia-

thesis, or on one subject to gout or rheumatism, which fact not

having been known pn?viously, is discovered when too late for

saving even one eye ; but if p«?rformed on only one eye at a time,

i should untoward circumstances arise, from which the operation

1
proves unsuccessful, one eye yet remains, and such measures may

be taken as will prevent an attack of inflammation when operating

.on the second. The suggestion of Mr. .Middlemore, viz. placing

,an issue in the arm of those with a gouty diathesis is certainly an

iim|Kirtant one, and if I operate under such circunjstances shall

imost certainly .adopt it.

It is the practice of several opthalmic surgeons to delay opera-

ttivc measures until the patients have lost all usefid vision with

iboth eyes, and then to extract both cataracts at the same time. I

fknow of no good and sound rea.son for such practice, b«it on tlie

contrary find several strong argument.s against it.*

If the eye be occasionally lost in consequence of inflammation,

jproduced by the operation, or by some suhseipient injiirv, or acci-

dental circumstance, when one eye only has been sidyected to

o[)eration, it will, doubtless, happen when the double operation is

tperfonned; and in my opinion, the risk of such untoward result

is more than doublixl. when both eyes are subjected to operation

*t the same time.t

4th. nhat sea»on of the year ought tre to perform the

operation f—This is of very little importance, but the state of the

* Tyrrell. Vol 1, pige 420.

t IbiJ. paf^42l.
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weather must be particularly attended to. When cold the patient

is apt to sit very near the fire, and in this way the eye is often

injured. The operation is doubtless most hazardous during cold

and damp weather; Mr. Tyrrell says he now operates for e.xtrac-

tion from October to March
;
and that the proportion of unsuc-

cessful cases has been very much lessened since he has discon-

tinued to operate in the damp and cold periods of the year. Du-

puytren paid great attention to the state of the weather, when

about to operate for cataract, and his opinions must ever command

our respect.* “ It is necessary to avoid hot w'eather because pa-

tients are generally obliged to keep in bed afterwards.”f Ban-

nister thought the matter of great importance, and has given us

the benefit of his opinion in poetry, his fiivorite mode of treating

what he considered of consequence. +

5th. In conr/enital cataract, at n-Jiat age ought the operation

to he performed?—It was the opinion of the late Mr. Saunders of

London, that the most favourable time for operating is from eigh-

teen months to four years of age. Mr. Tyrrell thinks the opera-

tion should not be delayed beyond the third month. It is a well-

known fact that the eyes of children thus affected acquire a rolling

or tremulous motion, which is prevented hy an early operation.

The safety and efficacy of Mr. Saunder’s plan of operation are now

so satisfactorily established, that I see no good reason for waiting

for the occurrence of the involuntary action, and shoidd consider

the surgeon to be highly culpable, who permitted a delay in the

operation, when the child begins to roll the eye-balls in an unusual

manner.’"^

6th. What are the particidar cases best adapted to the dif-

ferent operationsfor cataract? 1st

—

Extraction. This is with-

out doubt, one of the most beautiful and complete operations in

surgery, but still not applicable to all cases. I may also add that

there are two principal objections to it. 1st—the greater danger

* Lecoius Orales.

t Ware’s Translation of Wenzel.

J This may serve as a specimen :

—

“ Couch cataracts upon a day so faire,

That neither wind nor clouds disturbe the ayre ;

When spring with smiles fills the earth’s rich lap.

Or autumn makes the tree put off his cap :

Tlie moon i’the full, or in conjunction sly.

Or tracing Aries, or in Gemini,”

§ Tyrrell, p. 71.
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to the eye in this than in any other operation. 2d—the much

greater difficulty of performing it. “Extraction”’ says Mr. Lis-

I

ton, “ in favourable circumstances, and in dexterous hands, is a

I.
beautiful operation, and most satisfactory, but ought not to be

'f

undertaken unless the surgeon has perfect confidence in himself.’’*

j
The operation of extraction is particularly applicable to firm cata-

r met, especially in persons advanced in years, f when no particular

[
contra indications exist we have recourse to extraction. J M. Roux

almost invariably oj>erates by extraction, and states, that four

I hundre<l out of six hundred and sixty-five oi>erations performed

' by him, at the Hotel Dieu, were successful.^’ I have many titnes

I witnessed his manner of performing this operation, with delight,

and am happy, not only to bear testimony to the successful ter-

: mination of the majority of his cases, but also to have this oppor-

tunity of thanking him for his kind attention to myself, when last

i in Paris. What, then, are the circumstances rendering an opera-

• ition by extraction impro}>er? 1st—when the f»atienl is Aery feeble.

Ilf the operation be performetl in such a case, it is highly probable

Ithat the corneal flap will never unite. 2d—when the cornea is

I small in proportion to the eye-ball. 3tl—when tlie eye-ball is

i| placed very deeply in the orbit. 4th—an opaque state of the

fi<cornen. 5th—a«lhesions between the iris and cornea, or capsule

It of the lens. 6th—when the patient is very far advanced in life,

or when very irritable. Under such circumatancos it would be

jl highly improper to attempt the ojH'ration of extraction, at the

|tsame lime, when none of the above circumstances forbid the ope-

j ! ration, I think the dangers attending it, belong, in part, to the

I surgeon. It is hardly necessary to add that no attempt must be

i

m.'ule to extract a cataract, if any important disease of the globe

or its appendages exist. In speaking of the different kinds of cata-

ract. and their complications, it was observed that when the for-

I

mation of the cataract has been attended with pain, or if of a green

colour, the prognosis is unfavourable; I should certainly not ope-

rrate in such a case by extraction ; or when the globe is soft and

I
^flaccid : such a state of things indicates an altered condition of

i the vitreous fluid, and the eye would in all probability be lost.

^ * Elements of Sunjery, p. 131.

? t I.Awrrnoe, p. A'iH— 130.

j I .Mackensie, p. 721.

i f Royal Acad. SH. Paris, 181t).
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2cl, Depression .—This operation like the last, is applicable

to cases of hard cataract, and must be performed when the former
operation would be improper, from the circumstances alteady men-
tioned, or when the anterior chamber is very small, the patient

particularly feeble, or affected with chronic cough or asthma, &c.

3. Solution .—The removal of cataract by division and absorp-

tion is founded on the fact of the crystalline lens being removed

from the eye in cases where its capsule has been laid open, by

which the lens is subjected to the action of the aqueous humour.

To accomplish this, it is necessary that the lens should be freely

exposed to the influence of the aqueous humour, by its capsule

being laid open. The process will be much accelerated by the

lens being broken into fragments and part of them placed in the

anterior chamber (a procedure not altogether without risk, in some

cases,) the length of time necessary for the complete absorption

of the cataract will depend upon its degree of hardness, the softer

the lens the quicker the process. It takes place much more

quickly in young persons. The intention of this plan at

first, is simply to lacerate the anterior portion of the capsule

without displacing the lens. When this is done, if the lens be

very fluid or soft, it passes into the anterior chamber, rendering

the aqueous humour turbid, but it is very soon dissolved. This

operation causes so little injury to the eye, that it may be repeated

once, or oftener, at intervals of two or three weeks, when inflam-

mation follows the operation for solution and absorption of the

lens, the curative process will be a little retarded, for absorption

does not go on until the inflammation has quite subsided. What is

called drilling a cataract is simply a modification of this operation.

The operation for the solution of a cataract is divided. 1st, into the

anterior operation Keratonixis as being performed through the

cornea, and 2d, i\iQ posterior operation Hyadonixis, because the

instrument opens the hyaloid membrane. The second operation

(Hyalonixis) is principally applicable to cases of congenital len-

ticular cataract, provided it is performed before the child is three

years old. In performing this operation on an infant, care must

be taken to have it secured in a proper manner, and for this pur-

pose two or more assistants are required. The child should be

encircled by a sheet, so as to confine the arms to the side; the head

roust also be secured and placed on a pillow in such a position as
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1
tto throw the light obliquely upon the child's face

;
the operator

iuniust be so seated that the child s head rests against his breast,

jithe superior lid must be raised and fixed by the speculum.

“ It is impossible,” says Mr. Travers, “to conceive a more sim-

i;iple, sufficient, or gratifying operation than that of Mr. Saunders,

iif the intention is perfectly executed. 1 have now enjoyed ex-

I

itcnsive opportunities of ascertaining its value, having operated

( (during a period of ten years upon children of all ages, from four

I
nnonths upwards, and I do not hesitate to affirm tliut it ranks in

i imy estimation as one of the finest discoveries of modern science.”*

hi cannot better conclude these very brief observations, resj>ecting

,!the kind of operation, suited for the three cla.sses of cataract than

Ilby quoting the words of .Mr. Guthrie, and the late Sir A. P.

RCoo|)er, “ the hard admits only of extraction or displacement; the

\»gv/t seldom of displacement or of extraction, but usually of divi-

««ion ; the captufar neither of displacement, extraction, nor divi-

i««ion, purely considered as such, but by laceration and removal of

irthe oj»que body from the axis of vision, by different operations,

i'which although they may jwirtake of the nature of all, are yet not

precisely either
;

all intermeiliate states of disease, such for in-

aitance, as the caseous and Huid cataracts, admit of some slight

'.deviations from these rules, but are still regulated by the same

([principles” f “ No judicious surgeon will indiscriminately prefer

iione mode of operation to another, his opinion must l>e decided

{thy the nature of each particular case. In general, where the

{(nature of the cataract admits of it, the operation for solution is

i

i; preferable. In cases where the operation for extraction is not

ivcontra-indicated, it will be prefiTable if the. surgeon has had suffi-

Kuent oj)portunities of acquiring dexterity, but if he has not been

much in tlie habit of performing the operation, 1 should recom-

I'mend as the safer, though less effectual course, the operation for

depression.’

' Gth. If'hen thr Cataract has cjnstedfor many years ought

to perform an nj>erationf—It is a well known, and univer-

sally admitted fact, that all parts which are not exercised, lose

rniore or less of power, and conseq\iently the retina from not being

• Sjrnopnu, p. 321.

+ Operatire Surgery of the Eye, p. 305.
Sir A. P. Cooper's Lectures ou Surgery, p. 2B4.
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accustomed to receive the impressions of light, loses a considerable

portion of its power. When the disease has existed for a great length

of time, the operation must not be performed, without taking all

the circumstances of the case into consideration
; the form of the

cataract, its colour, &c. &c. If the patient can discover day from

night, it had better be performed, in doubtful cases, although

persons may have not only cataract but also amaurosis and yet

be able to distinguisli day from night. Before performing this

operation, when the result is uncertain, every honest man will fairly

state the true nature of things to the patient and tell him that it is

quite impossible to say exactly, how it will terminate, and that

the case is not a very favourable one. At the same time it should

be stated also, that an operation sometimes has succeeded, under

very adverse circumstances, that it is not at all painful, and even

in the event of its not succeeding, the eye will not be in a worse

condition than before the operation. It would be very culpable to

operate where it was quite apparent that no relief could be afford-

ed
;
and yet, says Sir A. P. Cooper “ I am sorry to say, that I have

known individuals operate when there was no more chance of

doing good than if the eye had been scooped out of the head

—

such men are unprincipled, and would undertake any thing for

the purpose of gain”* The above remark is a very true one, and

yet the triumph of such men is of very short duration, for the

path of honour and of duty is the only one that can afford that

peace of mind so necessary to the medical practitioner, the very

crutch of support, amid all his trying duties—truly did one of

old say

—

Magua est veritas, et prevalebit.

Instances however may be adduced in which operations, for

cataract, have succeeded when least expected; I am hapj)y to ha\e

it in my power to record tw'o very singular cases of this kind; the

parties are both living at this moment, and have given me per-

mission to publish their names. The value of every medical

work consists, in a great measure, in the number of well authenti-

cated facts it contains, and however useful the aid of organic

chymistry, the use of the microscope, and the different theories ot

modern physiologists, something more is yet re(iuired, ere a man

* Lectures on Surgery, p. 271.
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can be of use to society, and this svmethivg* is only to be learnt

at the betlside of the patient.

CASK X.—RKSTORATIO.N TO SIGHT AFTER BEING BLIND MORE

THAN FOURTEEN YEARS.

K. Grice, the wife of a carter residing at ^\ iseton, consulted me

for blindness. April 6th, 18-40. She was this morning led into iny

room by her daughter, quite blind. 1 asked her how long she hail

bt*en in darkness,—the reply of the jK>or woman was as follows :

“ It is many years, sir, since my eyes began to fail me— I cannot

ti ll you how long they have btvn bad, but 1 have bee'ii stone blind

more tlian fourteen years, and 1 11 tell you how I know it. It is

fifteen years since my mother died, and I could not then see her

face. I could only just sliine it as she lay in her coffin ;
after that

1 soon got worse, and have been all these years in darkness.” I

asked her if she could tell day from night, and she said when the

sun was very bright, she fancied she had a ray now and then.

Her age was forty—the pupil of each eye contracted, and the eye-

balls deep in the orbit. She liad been to several medical men, who

told her this was not a case for o{.H>ration. On dilating the pupil

with belladonna, a large cataract could easily be distinguished in

each eye. There was also pri*sent, that |>eculiar tremulous quiv-

ering, and wavering motion of the iris (vacillation), which occurs

sometimes after the oj>eration for cataract, after a blow ujion, or

concussion of the eye-ball, and in connection with certain diseased

conditions of the eye, and derangements of the system. This un-

dulatory motion is said by Mr. W'ardrop, to be like “ a piece of

cloth exposiNi to a tluctuating wind ;”t Mr. I^wrence remarks,

“ when the natural supjKjrt, which the iris receives from the parts

behind, is lost, it shakes backwards and forwards like a rag in a

bottle of water.' ^ I am however iuclineil to think that this opinion

is not quite correct; it cannot be said the affection arises from the

loss of the lens, for it is not often present after the operation for

extraction. It arises more probably from some nervous irritation

or injury, either of the lenticular ganglion, or the ciliary ner\es.

'1 he poor woman was a good deal out of health when first under

* See Preface. t p. 49. J p. 394.
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my care, the operation was therefore delayed for a few weeks, the

system strengthened by alteratives, and full doses of the sulphate

of quina. The operation was now performed with the needle, and

both eyes couched at the same time. The patient was kept in a

darkened room for a few days, and confined to bed
;
the eyes kept

cool with water, and the bowels freely opened. In a week she

could see her friends, and in three weeks was enabled to guide

herself along the road
;
I have seen her this day (three years after

the operation), and found her seated by the fire, reading the Bible,

she told me, that with the assistance of glasses she could read the

smallest print.

CASE XI.

Bobert Cook, residing at Gringley-on-the-Hill, was brought to

me, after having been blind more than four years. He could

hardly distinguish light from darkness; an operation had been

performed upon one eye two years before I saw him, and the eye

completely lost. The operation (couching) was performed a day

or two afterwards, and was followed by severe inflammation, to

subdue which he was bled twice, a quantity of leeches applied,

and treatment of a similar nature, and carried to the same extent,

as in the subduction of inflammation, of the same degree, of sim-

ilar parts, arising from any other cause. In six w'eeks he could

see very well, and in ten weeks a pair of glasses were given him;

I passed him on the road, a year after the operation, he was alone,

and gathering manure for his garden. He said he could see as

well as ever he did at any period of his life.

The last two cases, more particularly the former, prove that

vision may sometimes be restored under very unfavourable cir-

cumstances. We are not, however, always so successful. I was

induced to perform the opt'ration at the earnest request of the

friends of a young woman, who had been under the care of Mr.

Morgan. He had operated on the right eye, an attack of inflam-

mation followed, and the organ was destroyed
;
he wished to ope-

rate on the other eye, but the girl refused, and left London. When

1 saw her, she could not tell light from dark; from the history of

the case, and the appearance of the eye, I was certain that the
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cataract was complicated with amaurosis. The eye was coiichetl at

her earnest reijuest, the cataract removed, but the pupil remained

dull and dilateil; and the poor girl is, and I fear ever will be, quite

blind. It is, however, pleasing to feel that she is not now in a

worse condition, than before the operation, and the appearance of

the eye is much improved.

ITSK op glasses after TUB OPERATION.

When am I to use glasses, sir? is one of the first questions

asked after a successful ojwration for cataract. It is very neces-

sary to caution the {Mitient against using them too soon ;
the eye

after a long {leriod of inaction, must not all at once, commence

hard work : it must be gradually accustomed to look at minute

objects, and not e.vposed to a bright light. As a general rule,

glasses must never be used, so long as any important degree of

inflammation remains, nor for any length of time at first, nor of

any great |>ower, except now ami then, when reading or writing.

If fatigue or pain (aching of the eye-ball) succeeil the use of glasses

either they are not properly adapted, or employed for too long a

period. Some patients are apt to use very powerful convex glasses,

and tell you they can see most delightfully in them. Very true,

but it is the duty of the surgeon at once to inform them, that their

continue*! use will either altogether destroy, or much injure the

power of vision. Many have regretted, when too late, the folly

of such injudicious conduct. Mr. Morgan has just introduced to

the notice of the profession a modification of the operation for de-

pression of the cataract, recommended to him by Mr. Eigerton. of

the Eye Infinnarv at Calcutta. The operation ap|>ear8 to have

been very successful. A description of the operation may l>e found

in the Med. Chi. Hev. No. To, p. 269,

STRABI.SMCS.

A pt*rson is said to squint, if in looking at any particular object,

one or both come e are turned either more outwards or inwards

than they ought to be. Strabismus may arise from a great variety
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of cause's. If a small naevus or mark exists upon the nose, the

eye of the child will be constantly directed towards it, and by ma-
king long and repeated efforts to direct—or rather twist the eye

towards the object of attention, the relative power of the muscles

is lost. The same result often follows the continued direction of

the eye as the child lies in the cradle, towards some ornamental

})ortion of the cap, and sometimes from mocking a play-fellow.

2(1—if both eyes are not of the same strength, the retina of one,

being much less sensible to the influence of light than the other,

the weak eye generally squints. 3d—squinting arises from a vari-

ation in the power of the muscles
;
thus, in divergent strabismus,

the external rectus of the affected eye will often be found increased

in size, and much larger, relatively, than the other muscles of the

same eye. 4th—Mr. Mackenzie says, that “ strabismus may be

induced by various fonns of injury “ I knew a case, in which

squinting was caused by squirting the juice of fresh orange peel

against the surface of the eye, which at the same time produced

considerable pain.” It is also a frequent symptom of amaurosis,

and various diseases of tbe third pair of nerves will often be fol-

lowed by divergent strabismus
;
convergent strabismus on the

other hand often arises from diseases of the sixth pair. I have not

as yet mentioned those cases of strabismus, which arise from irri-

tation of the alimentary canal, or from dentition, as they must be

known to every man making diseases of the eye his study. They

are generally, of trifling extent, short duration, and very easily

removed by lancing the gums, and a few doses of calomel and

rhubarb.

TREATMENT.

This will depend on the cause of the disease; and here, I cannot

refrain from entering my protest against that system so very preva-

lent a few months ago, of brandishing knives and hooks, blunt and

sharp, of all shapes and sizes, and poking them into the eyes of

every unfortunate individual who squinted. Without experience,

w'ithout reflection, without a day’s examination of the merits or

results of the operation, hundreds in this country took the title of

SQUINT REMOVER, and positively employed their piipils and others
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to kidnap patients into their operating room. Week after week this

system went on, and publication after publication, letter after let-

ter written to shew that Mr. A’s knife, was better than Mr. B's

hook. I have seen a surgeon oj)erate on at least a dozen individ-

uals, one after the other, and as one went out of the room, washing

the eye with warm water, in came another. Come to the light,

my dear—there ! Keep one eye shut—a decided case of squint

gentlemen, sit down love—^an assistant secured the eye-lid, in

went the knife, and the muscle was divided in a moment. After

a time the supply was e.vhausted, and then it was discovered that

some of the jyatients first submitted to the improved process, were

now as bad as ever, and that others turnetl the eye outwards,

which wag even more disagreeable than the original squint. What
was to be done npw ? Oh! said Mr. A. “ the ojx*ration has been

badly performed, my plan will succeed in every case, and the eye

was of course doomed a second time to be cut. But now that

the mania for dividing 01113014*8 and tendons, is on the decline, in

this country, we may sit down calmly and patiently to an exami-

nation of the subject in which we are, and have been, much assisted

by a careful perusid of M. Velixau’s work on squinting. He is fur

from being an indiscriminate ailmirer of the operation, and at once

admits, “ that not only great indiscretion, but }K)sitive and very

wilful falsehood, has been displayed by some of its advocates, in

regard to the marvellous success that attended its performance in

their hands.” It is almost im{K)ssible to determine with accuracy

the real and ultimate success of the operation on a large scale.

According to the author’s exjxrienee out of three hundred cases,

the operation proved successful in about one half. I have per-

formed the ojieration eighty-four times, and succeeded in fifty

case.s. It should be remembered that almost all squinting persons

set' badly with the affecttHl eye, and in some it is complicated with

a confusion of v ision, or a degree of amaurosis. On looking over

M. VtljK-au’s pages I find no less than nineteen different methods
of [xrforming the ojieration. Well might the talented editor of
the Medico-chirurgical Review exclaim “ is this the case with any
genuinely-established operation in surgery?” I am inclined to

tliink that the neci*ssity of covering the sound eye after the opera-

tion, and obliging the patient to exercise the one in which the
'muscle has been divideil, tends much to promote the recovery’ in

0
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some instances I have succeeded by this plan without dividing the I

muscle at all. The plan of Dr, Jurin is not generally known and I

is entitled to careful examination, he says that when strabismus 1

existed only in one eye, he directed the healthy organ to be closed, I

when the cornea of the diseased eye immediately assumed its
|

central position, he then requested the patient to fix his attention 1

upon some person who stood immediately before him at a conve- j

nient distance, and after the eye had been sufficiently fixed in this I

position, he recommended that the previously closed organ should
|

be very carefully opened. The cornea of the weak eye soon turns 1

aside when this experiment is first tried, but by judicious repeti- i

tion, and due perseverance, it is sometimes enabled to maintain its 1

proper position for several minutes, and the defect is eventually a

removed. By selecting one out of the many contrivances advised 1

for the removal of squinting, that will bring into play those mus-
|

cles that have long remained inactive, the disease will often be re-
J

moved, even without an operation. In some cases however the i

muscle may be divided with very great advantage, the operation is
|

very simple, and not at all difficult. I have no intention of saying
j

how I perform it, the surgeon can select out of the numerous me-
j

thods that which he likes the best, and will only further observe, 1

that the favourable results have been much exaggerated, and the
|

headstrong manner in which the operation was first performed any
j

thing but creditable. In confirmation of this opinion I extract
|

the following remarks from M. Velpeau’s work. “Forced,” says i

he, “ to examine for myself the facts published by some surgeons,
]

and to ascertain what they considered to be cures, I can safely affirm ]

that I have seen several of the operes acquire a squint outwards,
]

after having lost their squint inwards : not a few retain their squint
\

after a second operation, and others affected with exopthalmia, ex-

cessive denudation of the eye-ball, or some other most unpleasant .

deformity. One effect of such dishonest practices has been to

throw a general discredit on the operation altogether; after having

enjoyed an almost unheard-of reputation, it has become, in Paris

as elsewhere the object of very marked distrust. Little wonder; i

the public find they have been grossly imposed upon, and hence
,

it is, that not a few who might be remedied by an operation prefer

their squint to the risk of being made worse.”* As a general rule,
^

,

* Supplement to the New Elements of Operative Medicine.
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the princi[)leof treatment is first to remove the cause affecting the

muscles, and then to restore their power, by continued exertion.

OPERATION >X)R PISTULA LACBVMAUS. ;

When this disease has existed for some time the canal must be

restored by the introduction of an instrument. A narrow bladed

knife run in a proper direction, that is, from behind the nasal pro-

cess of the 8U|M!rior maxillary bone downwards and backwards,

and a nail headed style slid along the blade as it is drawn ouL

The style must be sufficiently long to rest on the nasal fossa, and

is to be removed and cleaned from time to time; the eye fo-

mented with warm water, and an aperient given. In a few weeks

the style may be taken away, the passage being cleared with a

probe from below, or it may be worn during the night only
;
when

the parts have become very (juiet, there will in general be no diffi-

culty in introducing a very small style through the all but imper-

ceptible fistulous optming that remains, 'fhis is, I think, a

sujierior way of treating the disease to the introduction of probes

and scatons, or of a tube through which the parts are injected.

The introduction of a tube will at first do good, but after a time

inflammatory symptoms may oblige its removal, and this is often

attended with no little difficulty. This once happened to myself,

and the lesson was very useful, I have never employed a tube

since, and never shall again. The case is also much hastened by

at once opening the passage, much pain and annoyance are avoided

;

for although the repeated introduction of a probe, may for a time

be useful, severe inflammation not unfrequently occurs, and in the

end an operation has to be performed. It is therefore better to

resort to it at once in all cases.

IRITIS.

I next propose to direct attention to diseases of the iris. Al-

though it would be foreign to our purpose to enter into a

minute examination of the anatomy of this membrane, yet

it may be necessary to remind the student that it is placed within

tlie anterior imrtion of the globe, behind the cornea, and before

the crystalline lens. It will also be important to remember, tliat

o 2
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the anterior surface is covered by a part of the aqueous membrane

;

at its outer margin it is nearly in contact with the cornea
; in the

centre they arc removed to some distance from each other : this

will become more evident when we consider that the iris is a flat

membrane, and that the cornea projects. The iris is highly orga-

nized. It receives its supply of blood from the two long ciliary

arteries, and also from the anterior ciliary vessels
;

the former,

entering from behind, pass through the sclerotic, and are continued

between it and the choroid, one being on the temporal, the other

on the nasal side of the globe: piercing the ciliary ligament they

divide into branches which, embracing the outer margin of the

iris, anastomose, so as to form a large vascular halo, from the in-

terior of which branches run towards the pupil, and from these in

like manner, is formed a third circle at the margin of the pupillary

opening. There is a very free communication between the vessels

of the iris and those of the choroid and ciliary processes, and also

with the minute vessels of the aqueous membrane.

The nerves of the iris, which are very numerous, spring for the

most part from the lenticular ganglion. Two sets are formed, an

inferior and a superior, perforating the sclerotic coat at its poste-

rior part. An additional supply is also given to the iris from the

nasal division of the fifth.

It will at once be seen that the above is only a mere outline of

the anatomy of this membrane; and yet it is sufficiently minute

to enable the younger student to trace the connexion of the seve-

ral parts. This membrane has a highly important duty to perform

in the function of vision, regulating the quantity of light admitted

to the retina. I think the best anatomists are of opinion that the

structure of the iris is muscular, and am certain that I have, with

a powerful microscope, detected certain fibres distinct from those

formed by the interlacing of blood vessels. Two muscles exist,

one an orbicular muscle, surrounding the pupillary opening, and

another radiating from the outer circumference of the former to

the outer attachment of the membrane: by the action of the for-

mer the pupil is contracted, and by the action of the latter the

pupil is dilated. Mr. Tyrrell remarks, that “ Mr. Dalrymple was

kind enough to show him the muscular fibres of the iris under a

powerful microscope, and,” continues this writer, “has enabled

me to compare it with other muserdar fibres, so as to satisfy me
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jH-'rfectly of the structures being similar.” Bauer, Monro, and

also Maunoir, have described these muscular bands as seen by

them, with the assistance of the microscope, and the latter has

publishe<i a series of interesting exjieriments, which tend much to

convince me of the truth of what he has written.

The student, in the present advanced state of this branch of

surgery, will be surprise<l to learn that little was known of iritis

in this country until the year 1800 or 1801. The attention of the

profession was, if my memory serves me, first drawn to it by

I’rofessor Schmidt, who published some remarks “ on secondary

cataract and inflammation of the iris after the o|>eration for cata-

ract.” The disease, however, is now well known, and, thanks to

l>r. Farre, who first demonstrated the advantage of mercury, com-

bined with opium, exhibited to the engendering of ptyalism, in

every case of acute iritis, unless contra-indicated by the presence

of some sjiecific constitutional disease.* Let us now consider

iritis—the symptoms of the ilist'ase, its causes, efl'ects, and treat-

ment. I projiose, 1st—to divide iritis into acute, chronic, and

sjiecific
;
2nd—to offer some remarks on the treatment ap|>licable

to each
;
and, lastly, to illustntte the advantage of a certain class

of remetlies, by a brief tletail of one or two cases.

1. Acute Iritis .—The symptoms of acute inflammation of the

iris are too well known to require a very minute examination

;

nevertheless, I am perfectly satisfied that diseases of the eye are,

by many practioners, even in the present day, very imj>erfectly

understoixl, and that many young medical men enter the field,

armed with a diploma, wlio know little of the disea.'ses of this iin-

jxirtant organ. Not long ago I was called to a case of acute iritis,

in which nothing had been done, save the application of a blister

to the temple, and the exhibition of a jmrgativc. In this case the

man was told “ the loss of his eye was inevitable;” and so I

thought, at the moment I saw him. The iris was contracted and
discoloured, the pupil filled with lymph, hy|)opion existed to

* The limits of this work forbid s more extended examination of the anatomy
and physiology of the iris. The stndent will, howerer, find every information
in the writings of Vesalius, Merry, Haller, Rnysch, Winslow, Petit, Monro,
Joardan, Hovhis Soemmering, Bichat, Bell, Young, Morgagni, Wrisberg, Law-
rence, Dalrymple. If the anatomy of the eye be a favourite study, 1 may also
mention ^e magnificent work of Zinn, * Desciiptio anatoroica oculi humani
icuniboa iUuitrata.’’ In the London Medical Gazette, vol. xiii, some valuable
papeni, by Mr. Tliurnam of London, and Mr. Walker of Manchester, on the
physiology of the iris, will be found.
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some extent, and yet this man recovered sufficiently to see, not only

to guide himself, but also to work at his trade, and in three months

was comparatively well. After all that has been said and written

about the operation for strabismus, what I am going to relate will

hardly be credited. I was asked, a few weeks ago, by a surgeon

in good practice, if “ I had performed the ojieration for squinting?”

Upon my saying nearly one hundred times, and that I found it to

answer in many cases, although in some few out of that number

it had failed altogether. He said, “ Indeed ! I have not done it

yet : but I suppose you divide the nerve.” Thinking tliis might

be an error of the tongue—a lapsus linguae—I asked what nerve?

The reply was, “ The nerve running along the inside of the eye-

ball.” After this I think we cannot better employ our time than

in directing the attention of the student to an examination of cer-

tain diseases of the eye, and no young man of honourable feeling

will be content to acquire that degree of knowledge that shall just,

and only just, suffice to obtain for him his diploma
;
but will

go on in his interesting series of investigations until he has so

studied the diseases to which man is liable, that he may be en-

abled, in every case, to employ the proper remedy. Permit me to

make one other remark, which cannot be foreign to this investi-

gation. Great care must be taken in the examination of an infla-

med eye
;
the examination must be conducted with the utmost care

and gentleness, and in all affections of the deeper-seated structures

of the eye, examinations should not be made too frequently, or the

organ exposed to tlie irritations produced by a strong light beam-

ing upon it, and this, too, after a previous exclusion for the last

twenty-four hours. I have too often seen the evils of a rough

e.xamination of the eye
;
but I will prove my position by a much

greater authority than myself. My friend, Mr. Middlemore, of

Birmingham, in his truly valuable work on “ Diseases of the Eye,”

mentions a case in which he had operated for cataract by extrac-

tion: the section had healed, and every thing was going on very

well. Ten days after this the case was shown to a surgeon, who

handed it so roughly, that the patient cried out with pain, and

Mr. Middlemore requested him again and again to desist, but not

in time to prevent a most severe attack of inflammation, which

immediately came on. Such things as these may appear unim-

portant to men who have paid but a trifling degree of attention to
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tlic'se siilypcts; nevertheless, each year convinces me of the neces-

sity of attending to them. They are like the marks in the forest

hy which an American Indian discovers the passage of friends or

foes. A broken branch, a tom leaf, a flattened blade of grass, are

signs, which an ordinary traveller would pass over without obser-

vation
;
but to the jnractised eye of a deniien of the woods, they

are alike certain and conclusive.

I trust I have sufficient love of science to lead me to desire no-

thing so much as the attainment of tmth, and that I am not so

vain as to suppose that none ofmy views erroneous, but I feel it a

duty thus to bring before my professional friends the result of my
expi^rience, that by comparing notes with each other, we nmy in

the end come to fixetl and certain rules for the treatment of dis«‘ase.

1. SYMPTOMS OF IRITIS.

The symptoms of iritis will vary, of course, in proj>orlion to

the extent of the inflammation. More or less jmin, with slight

reilness of the eye, announce the attack, and imliice the pnti< ut

to procure professional itssislanct*. Tlie ilegrct* of {win varie.H, and

is at times so slight, that the tlisease is allowed to make consider-

able inroads bid'ort! we ,are consulU*d
; vision may have IxM-ome

inijiaired, and objtH'ts seen as though surrounded bv a ttiick

mist. At other times the |win is drea<lful, and tin? forehead, side

of the head and face suffer also
;

the globe is exquisitely tender,

and the sclerotic coat somi takes on a diseased action. After din-

ner, or when in the recumbent pr>sture, these sym{)toms increase
;

in fact, anything tending to augment the flow t>f blotKl to the |>art,

tends to increase the disease.

As the disease advances, dimness gradually steals over the eye,

and at last {wreeption of light i.s altogether lost. The {win now-

increases; there is frei{uently an increawd flow of tears, and a

change in the colour of the iris.

Ihe first change which Uikes place in the iris is a loss of its

transparency, it I may so describe it; the brightness {)resent in

its healthy condition has disa{>peared, it apyx?ars almost without

vitality, and, insteatl of reflecting, absorbs the rays of light.

The pupil Ijccomes contracted, and if the iris were originally of a
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bright blue or grey colour, turns to a dirty muddy green, and
this arises from the formation of fibrin, which is deposited on its

surface. There is less change of colour in brown or hazel eyes.

In such, Mr. Tyrrell says, “the iris acquires in the last stage of

the disease, a reddish brown tinge.” I wish to remark, that in

speaking of true iritis, I consider that the iris becomes affected in

the first instance, and that the other organs, afterwards deceased,

become so secondarily. In addition to the symptoms already

pointed out, as marking the colour in the alteration of the iris,

another appearance is mentioned by Mr. Middlemore, which I

have not seen, but which he has twice detected. It is also pointed

out by Beer, Conradi, and Robertson. “ I have twice seen,” says

Mr. Middlemore, “the iris acquire a red colour during the exist-

ence of iritis; it has appeared as though rendered beautifully and

uniformly red by the aid of some subtle injection
;
in each of these

cases the opposite eye was of a blue colour.” I imagine this is

not a very frequent occurrence. I never saw it; and Mr. Mid-

dlemore, in his very extensive practice, only twice.

The best diagnostic mark of iritis is the zone of blood-vessels

running near the circumference of the cornea, and placing round

it what appears at first sight a belt of one uniform dull red colour.

If this is examined a little more closely, the colour will be seen

to vary, and found of a deeper hue as it approaches the cornea,

gradually growing fainter and fainter as it radiates from the cen-

tre towards the circumference. It appears made up of many fas-

ciculi of little minute vessels, filled with red blood, in the sclerotic

tunic. Of course this halo of vessels will vary in colour in pro-

portion to the severity of the disease and the particular stage of it.

It may, in the next place, be requisite to point out the marks

by which inflammation of the crystalline capsule is distinguished

from iritis. In the first place, the peculiar zone of vessels, al-

ready pointed out as the characteristic of iritis, is much less

distinct, and the peculiar brightness of the iris little affected

:

the pupil is not altered in form, and there is no intolerance of

light. “ If,” says Mr. Middlemore, “ the inflamed capsule is

examined, it will be found slightly opaque in various parts; it

will be irregularly dotted or marbled
;
veins or streaks of opaque

matter in various degrees of distinctness will be present.” If,

then, we compare the symptoms of iritis with those of capsulitis.
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:th«- former will be fouml much more severe. The patient exi)e-

'rienccs more pain, the iris is altered in form and in colour, there

is a greater tension of the globe, and much more intolerance of

light. We may remark in addition, that the attack of inflamma-

ttion of the capsule comes on gradually, and that it is not so easily

rremedied as iritis, by the exhibition of calomel. As it advances

!towards its second and third stage, the iris will participate in the

klisease, and it is, therefore, only to be distinguished from iritis in

!the first commencement of the attack. Guillie, in the Dictionnaire

ides Sciences MtMicales, tome 26, page 89, mentions this complaint,

land draws a distinction between infiammation of the iris and in-

-flammation of the capsule.

II. KFFECT.S OF IKITIS.

We have now considered, at some length, the symptoms of iritis;

rits elTects are well mnrki*d, and will require but a very brief recital.

II have pointed out the dull appearance of the iris, as the disease

! »advancc8, the loss of its circular fonn, and also the alteration of

icolour in the iris, as well as the deposition of small flakes of mat-

'ter (tubercles of fibrin) upon the surface of the iris, near the

i|)Upillary margin. This matter is at first of a light yellow colour,

but subscfjuently acquires an orange or reddish brown asjiect.

The deposition of fibrin is sometimes so great that the anterior

.chamber is completely blocketl up by it. In the worst cases some
(if the fibrin takes on a suppurative process, and pus is discharged

into the anterior chandler ; thus onyx is produced.

HI. CAU.SES OF IRITIS.

The cau.ses of iritis are various
; idiopathic, traumatic, or spe-

cific. In the two former, the constitution is not primarily affected.

<rhe idiopathic form of iritis is the result of those errors of the
'•system which produce inflammation in other parts of the body, or
in other textures of tlie eye. As a simple affection, it will be seen
n persons under the age of pubi^rty. The other causes of this

oniplaint an* local injuries—a blow ujion the eve, injury to the
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eye in the various operations for cataract, a cut from the lash of a
whip, from a wheat-ear in reaping, or a blow from the small branch
of a tree. The worst case I ever saw was induced from a small
piece of iron entering the cornea. In such cases a considerable

degree of corneitis comes on, rendering the organ so cloudy that

it is very difficult to ascertain the precise nature of the attack in

the iris. In speaking of the specific forms of the iritis, we must
consider syphilitic inflammation of the iris, arthritic inflammation
of the iris, inflammation of the iris in scrofulous children, and for

want of a better name, the last form of the disease must be e.\-

amined as chronic iritis.

TREATMENT OF ACUTE IRITIS.

In a young and healthy subject suffering from an attack of

acute iritis, the result of local injury, it is absolutely necessary to

bleed, and bleed largely, guided more by the effects produced

upon the system than the quantity withdrawn. I always order the

patient to be bled, either standing or sitting up in bed, from a

large orifice, and in ten or twelve hours, if the disease is still ad-

vancing, the bleeding must be repeated. I think it worse than

useless to apply leeches in the first instance, unless the attack be

of a chronic nature
;
they may, perhaps, give ease to the pa-

tient for a few hours
;
but, as if to mock your efforts, and to laugh

at the feeble resistance opposed to it, the disease returns with re-

doubled severity. After the abstraction of blood it will be prudent

to give a purgative; five or ten grains of calomel, followed by a

mixture containing Epsom salts and emetic tartar in peppermint

water. I am satisfied of the prudence of this plan of treatment;

the bowels are thus unloaded, and we have no hindrance to the

subsequent measures which become necessary. After you have

taken as much blood from the arm as you think advisable, leeches

will not only be useful but necessary. The pain will also be les-

sened by fomentations with warm water, or opium and water. I

find this lotion very useful.

Ext. Belladonnw, Di ; Tr. Opii., 5ij. ; Aquae fervent. 5viii. ft. lotio.

The extract of belladonna must, from the first, be placed upon

the eye-brow, or under the eye, for not only does it possess the
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!|H>wer of preveiuing the contraction of the pupil, hut even causes

lit to enlarge, in some cases, after adhesions have taken place. It

•must, however, be remembered, that the application of eye- waters

are of no use in the treatment of this disease, and are only em-

:
ployed as a means of affording the patient temporary relief. I

I
consider this one of the best for that purpose.

^
Mor|ib. sulphatit, gr. ij. ; AtjUK, > tt. iotio.

? This lotion was first recommended by Dr. Charles Lee, of New

I
'York, and certainly relieves the hot and burning sensations

I cof the diseased organ. The bowels freely 0{>ened, we must

I .’next proceed to employ that most valuable remedy, calomel ;
and

j|
•.this must be combined with opium, to prevent its acting violently

^
ion the bowels. It is very important that an effect should be pro-

i
duced on the system as (juickly as {wssible. We may, therefoie,

I
order three grains of calomel and a quarter of a grain of opium,

i every three hours. And the effect may be increased by a portion

l iof mercurial ointment being rubbed in every night. In \ery

issevere cases I have ordered a solution of emetic tartar everv six
< •'

I
Ihours, and consider the effect of the calomel has been increaset!

I
iby it. As soon as the system has become affected by the mer-

I
icury, a rapid improvement takes place in the eye; an extinguisher

j
is placed, as it were, iq>on the disease

;
in a day or two the absorp-

ition of the lymph commences and is rapidly taken up. lire

[power of vision slowly returns, and the irides, in time, assume the

: brilliancy of [M*rfect health.

Although I have insisted on the necessity of bleeding in the

. f^arly stages of iritis, the student must rememlwr, that bleeding

«Ione, will not cure the disease, and if he relies solely on an anti-

I phlogistic plan of treatment, will have to n*gret the loss of vision

t in many of the cases he may be called upon to attend. The sheet-

-anchor of the surgeon is calomel
;
and this must be given until

i the system is thoroughly affected. But can we always employ this

^ ’^remedy i No; constitutional symptoms often point out the impro-

priety of using it' at first: the patient must be carefully attended to,

:tlie general health improved, and mercury afterwards given. I

ssni, of course, now' s{)eaking of the chronic, rather than the acute,

forms of the disease. When we cannot, in acute iritis, for reasons

^already stated, give calomel inU*mally, the blue ointment, com-
I* 2
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billed with opium, must be rubbed in every night and morning,

and_the following medicine given regularly, as directed :

—

P. Potass. lodidi, gr. ij. ad gr. iv. ; Syr. Aurantii, 5!. ; Aquse Roste, 5ii.
M. ft. haustus ter in die sumendus.

This is a very valuable remedy, and, next to mercury, the best

we can employ. In every case I am called upon to attend, I give

small doses of the above, in addition to the calomel and opium,

and with the greatest possible success.

The cases I have seen, (and they certainly amount to several

hundreds) of acute iritis, not only in private practice but also in

the hospitals of London and Paris, warrant me in thus strongly

urging the employment of mercury in the treatment of this disease.

If used properly, and the disease taken in time, I am fully per-

suaded, nay, even certain, that in by far the greater number of

cases, useful vision may be preserved; and therefore the mercurial

plan being certain, ought always to be used. The antiphlogistic

plan is uncertain, and ought never to be altogether depended

upon. Bleeding largely, and then rapidly affecting the system

with mercuiy, is a plan of treatment that holds out every prospect

of success in favourable cases—I mean cases in which we see the

disease in its first stage; and even when some progress has been

made, veiy useful vision is frequently obtained by steadily going

on in the use of calomel and opium, and the preparation of iodine

already mentioned.

Strongly as the use of mercury has been insisted upon, some cau-

tion is, nevertheless, required, and the case must be carefully

watched if the desired end is to be accomplished. If the disease

advances, the dose must be increased
;
if checked, and the system has

become affected, it must be diminished. The abuse of good remedial

agents has brought them into disuse, and the advocates of them

come in for no small share of censure, through the ignorance of

those who mis-employ them. In certain injuries, bleeding is

doubtless useful, to prevent, or if present, to subdue, inflammatory

action; but, if carried too far, the powers of nature may be ex-

hausted, and the curative process altogether prevented. So, in

the exhibition of mercury for the cure of iritis, it often fails to

afford relief, because carried too far, and thus begets, or, at any

rate, .suj)j)orts, a peculiar state of the system, under which it is
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tojuile impossible a healthy local action can exist. It will, there-

|lfore, be necessary to examine the condition of all the imjK>rtant

jrargans of the body, and the way in which they |>erfonn their se-

^veral functions, before commencing a course of mercury ;
the form

<of its exhibition, and the strength of the dose, must be regulated

Mccordingly. Here I feel my inability to give plain directions to

tthe student
;

the necessary information cannot be given in these

|^}pages. The disease must be studied at the l>edside of the {«tient,

I
tin the wards of our hospitals

;
the volume of nature must be read;

&its jMJges are oj>en to the humblest inquirer, and amply will his

#rresearche8 be repaid. Could the candidate for the diploma of the

i itCollege of Suigeons, and the College of Physicians, be examined,

i i{]»artly in the wards ofan hospital, and made to point out the nature

’ »of the disease, its cause, symptoms, [irobable result, and the treat-

. ffOKMit necessary, the trade of the grinder would soon cease, his

i Swheel emit none of its brilliant sparks, and in the place of men

;< crammed for the occasion, we should have practitioners alike oma-

‘iments to the profession and useful to the public.

n. CHRONIC IRITI.S.

In .sjveaking of chronic iritis, I do not allude to that disease

^
‘ which is sometimes found after the more severe symptoms of iritis

;dmve passed away. In addition to this, a form of the complaint is

{

mow and then present, which, from the slowness of its growth,

»the mildness of its symptoms, and the length of time it continues,

imust be termetl chronic iritis. It will be well to distinguish be-

3 Mtwt*en the two forms of this malady ; all the train of symptoms

already pointed out, are much less acute, and far more slow in

their development. In acute iritis the disease may be fidly estab-

Uishinl in twelve or twenty-four hours. In this form of it as many
hours may have jiasstd away, and no progress made. The red

• zone of vesst'ls is far less marked, and appears broken in many
iiplaces fan interrujited belt); and although the symptoms de-

‘ scribed as denoting an attack of acute iritis arc present, they are

not so distinct, and the power of vision less impaired; but, if

suffereil to run its course, by degrees the organ will Iwcomc im-

|j
perfect; and so slowly, so insidiously, dot's the disease creeji on,
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that the eye may be all hut lost, before the patient has discovered 1
it. In many cases the other eye, at this stage of the attack, becomes 1

dim, and then the patient applies to his medical attendant, and the I

mischief is discovered. Little pain is experienced; at first there |

is little or no intolerance of light, and no increase of lachrymaiion,
j

or, if it exists at all, is too slight to arrest attention. s

It will be necessary further to remark, that in chronic inflain- 1

mation of the iris (not the result of the subsidence of an attack of ]

acute inflammation), no change takes place in the colour of this 4

membrane. I have seen lymph deposited, the pupil closed, and
]

vision destroyed, from long-continued and repeated attacks of in- 1

flammation of the iris, without its having lost either its colour or
J

peculiar polish.
|

It not unfrequently happens that some patients are repeatedly 4

afi'ccted with slight attacks of iritis, which, in the end, either alto-
j

gether destroy vision, or seriously injure it, by rendering the ]

transparent structure of the eye opaque and muddy. In these
j

cases it is absolutely necessary at once to subdue the attack of in- i

flammation
; secondly, to ascertain, and if possible to remove, the J

constitutional derangement on which it depends, and to prevent 1

the patient using the eye in any way that may tend to injure
|

vision
;
and, lastly, by establishing some permanent counter-irrita-

|

tion, as a blister behind the neck, or a seton, to preserve the eye f

from additional attacks of inflammation. It will also be necessary
|

to pay particular attention to prophylactic measures, for when once J

this form of inflammation has set in, it is very liable to return I

again. It is a singidar fact, nevertheless one that is well authen-
|

tieated, that this disease runs in families. Mr. Middlemore remarks,
|

“ I am acquainted with several families, the brothers and sisters of 1

which are blind from relapses of chronic iritis : three brothers and i

two sisters in one family have lost all useful vision from relapses of I

this disease, and the eldest of them is not more than 50 years old.” I

This disease must be looked upon as a less acute form of iritis I

(of simple acute iritis)
,
but, as already seen, frequently leads to loss

J

of vision. I have at this time the son of a farmer under my care 1

(Mr. Roberts, of Everton) who has repeatedly suffered from attacks j

of chronic iritis. On the present occasion the disease had advanced
|

slowly, and too insidiously to create uneasiness; a month passed 1

auay before any one examined it, and, when 1 saw him, had 1
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jvna-1e considerable progn*s8. Regarding? tliis as a veiy .severe case.*

!I treated it accordingly, and with the best rej^iilts. In truth, the

(disease is inflammation, and has a tendency to priMluce the effusion

of lymph and the ib'struction of the pupil, and must cnnseijuently

ihe attacked by the same remedies as acute iritis. It will not l;e

wiecessary to bleed to the same extent; but in all cases where the

ipatient is young, and the pulse sufficiently full, I prefer bleeding

ffrom the arm to the ap()lication of leeches in the first instance.

\After this, mercury, in some form or other, must l>e given : it will

i'fiot, however, be necessary to give it in the same doses as in acute

i-iritis; it is much better, in fact, gradually to atf.'ct the system with

|>idoses of blue pill, combineil with opium, hydrarg. c. creta and

I [Dover's powder, or any other preparation of mercury that may be

^ifound suita!)Ie to the peculiarities of the patient’s constitution.

I Some will not bear mercury in any form—others are so fwlde

i;that it is impossible to administer it; but we have happily a |xjw-

|* -rful remedy in turpentine, which I shall more particularly conside r

I avhen s|x*aking of syphilitic iritis.

I
.Mr, 1 yrrell remarks, in considering the causes of chronic iritis,

; ‘That the disease sometimes commences in this form, from the

**ame ciuises as protluce the acute stage; but very freipientlv it

induced by reducing the acute disease % wrong,
PH'tlhoHi the aid of mercury

;

the redness and pain being relievisl,

i md the vision in a degree improved, the |.atients are con.si«lered
' IS cured ; whilst this insidious but dtsiructive stage stdl exists.

Hind g<v8 on to occasion the mi.schief," which 1 have descrilad.

Now and then a patient is brought to me in whom the anti-

i ( phlogistic plan of treatment has been carried as far as |K>ssible,

iiiid yet the ilisease has still gone onwards, and the power of vision
»'S all but lost. I have seim such cases many times, and the blanch-
•ed lips, feeble pulse, pallid countenance, and cold extremities,
dearly provetl the extent to which depletion bad been carried.

I How are we to treat a patient applying for relief under such dis-
Uressing circumstances y If the eyes are examined the irides w ill be

! Tound dull, the |.upils small, lozenge-shaped, and fixed, from
dhesious of the pupillary margin to the anterior capsule of the

t

ens; the zone of vessels round the cornea will be distinct, broad,

• T^i* pa|>«:r appeared in the lp>ndon Mertiral Gazette, 1842. This eentle.«aan got quite will, and ha* hud uo rituMj ol the couiplaiiit.
^

I
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and of a dirty dull-red colour: this is occasioned by the disten-

sion of the sclerotic vessels with red blood.

It is clear we cannot give mercury here; and yet we cannot

cure the disease without it. The patient will, perhaps, complain

of great depression, loss of strength and appetite
; the hands are

tremulous, the gait feeble and unsteady : night-sweats and other

symptoms indicate a great want of general power. He will very

likely experience, also, much pain in the eye and over the eye-

brow. This may be removed, by rubbing in night and morning,

some blue ointment, combined with opium and belladonna. Un-

der any circumstances, belladonna must be rubbed upon the eye-

brow two or three times a day.

Our first efforts must be directed to improve the state of the

system, and a generous diet allowed, the bowels kept open

with colocynth and henbane, and some mild tonic administered.

I generally give the iodide of iron, or the pot. iodid. with infusion

of chirayta, or sulphate of quina and infusion of roses.

In a short time, the general health, under ordinary circum-

stances, will improve. We must then give, in addition to this,

small doses of mercury with chalk, and they must be gradually

increased, and a blister applied to the back of the neck. This

plan of treatment holds out the most reasonable prospect of suc-

cess
;
but in such cases, complete recovery, in the majority of

patients, is not to be hoped for.

After an attack of either acute, or chronic iritis, should the eye

appear weak, particularly if there remains any degree of chronic

conjunctivis, the superficial vessels being in an enlarged and atonic

condition, the eye may be bathed with the vinum opii and water,

or a weak solution of nitrate of silver ai)plied, which will remove

“ the weakness of the eye ” the patient complains of, and restore

it to its normal state.

CASE xri.

Durino' the month of November 18-12, Mr. L a maltster
O

called at my house, suffering from an attack of acute iritis in the

right eye. The disease had then e.xisted for some days ;
he com-

plained of a great pain in the eye, and said “ that the whole of that
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'sUe of th«“ face appeared to be aflected ;
the disease had come on

.without any apjmrent cause; and he had not taken anything for

lit but an aperient; finding that he was deprived of sight, and

.ithat it did not return, he had thought it right to obtain advice.”

;tOn examination, I found very extensive mischief existing in the

liris, more than I had seen in any other case; this structure was

1 580 altered in appearance that it could hardly be recognised ; the

isgreater portion of its surface was covered with tubercles, in diflfer-

li-ent stages of maturity
;
some small and of a yellow colour, tinged

ilhere and there with pink, others hirge, and of a reddish brown

9thue; one had suppurated and discharged its contents into the un-

luerior chamber, producing onyx; the pupil was contracted and

I irregular, and nearly filled by an oi>a<jue deposit, and the margin

;of the iris was adherent to the anterior capsule of the crystalline

liens. Hound the cornea was a deep red zone, produced by the

jsclerotic vessels filled with red blootl.

lie was at once bled largely, and tliree grains of calomel and

l^oue of opium given every three hours. The bowels had been

lii'reely oj)oneil by a purgative taken before I was consulted. Some

1 strong mercurial ointment with opium, was rubln'd upon the fore-

: ihead every night, and the extract of belladonna applied all

fround the«-ye, night and morning ; in addition to this he took the

: 'following draught three times a day:

—

Ji Potass. lodidi, gr. ij. ; Syr. .Vurant. jij. ; Aqaw 51. Miaoe.

This treatment produced the most happy effects : ui Uirce or

i ifour days we had proof of the disease being checked; in a week
' 'he had lost all pain, and much of the redness was gone, the pus

-was comjiletely absorbed, and in from fiftt^n to twenty days the

AlejKjsits of fibrin were nearly removed. He could now see the

•window and other large objects, and daily continued to improve;

when I last saw him tlie sight was in a great measure restored, the

aris having resume*! its natural brilliancy. Business obliged him

,

MO leave the house of Mr, B— of Clarbro’ where 1 attended him,

(.and he was to return, if the eye did not go on well
; he has not

rcalled upon me since, and I find on enquiry he is now quite well,

^
i-and the eye as perfect and useful as it was before this attack came
' 311. It may be necessary to staU*, that when it apjjeared clear the

>iystcin was brought sufficiently under the influence of calomel

;

?

;fthe gums lK‘coming spongy and tender, the dose of the mercurial

i i
• 9

j

:

! ;

f
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was much diminished though not altogether laid aside. As he ap- 1
peared a good deal out of health, and complained of depression of |

spirits and loss of muscular power, a better diet was substituted j
for the strictly antiphologistic one he had previously been kept ]

upon, and he was ordered to take.
i

Hydntrg. Bi-chloridi, gr. J; Aquae, 5is8.
j

Hujus Solutionis, 51 ; Decocti Sarzae. Co. 3iss. 1

M. ft. haustus ter in die sumendus.

The result of this case was certainly far more successful than

I had ventured to anticipate, more particularly as to the time of i

recovery, which was much more rapid than I had thought 1

possible, from the severity of the symptoms, and the length of ]

time the inflammatory action had been suffered to go on, before J

effectual means were employed to subdue it. The result of this
j

and many other cases, induces me most strongly to advise the
j

employment of mercury in the treatment of acute iritis, for al-
j

though, if used without discrimination, it often does more harm
j

than good, yet if properly employed, with careful management, it 1

seldom fails to effect tlie desired end. ’

111. IRITIS FROM WOUNDS. i

The symptoms and results of iritis from injury are the same as 1

in the forms already considered, with the addition of the evidence i

of some injury. J

It will be necessary to remove, if possible, the foreign body
; J

but this plan of procedure will depend in a great measure upon its
|

size, situation, and nature. If very small it had better be allowed
|

to remain, unless its removal can be effected very easily, as it will I

in all probability become encysted. If large, it will be better to I

remove it, unless of a composition which the aqueous fluid can
j

dissolve.
j

The treatment of this form of iritis will not differ from that \

already pointed out, when speaking of acute iritis. In addition to
|

bleeding, I wish strongly to advise the use of calomel, for although
j

it does not entirely destroy the inflammatory action during the
J

presence of the extraneous body, nevertheless the judicious employ-
^

ment of mercury has the power of considerably retarding the in-
|

jurious results of iritis. The treatment of this form of iritis may,
j

perhaps, be best illustrated by the following very interesting case 1
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CASK XIII.

Mr. W ,
of Retford, applied to me in the summer of the

;

jpast year (1811), in consequence of an injury he had sustained in

I one of his eyes. He stated that some time ago he liad injured

:lhis eye with a small and very sharp piece of iron—that he had

1 taken some opening medicine, aad applied a blister to the fore-

• thead over the suffering member. It is needless to point out to

:lthe veriest tyro the folly of placing a blister in such a situation

! during an acute attack of inflammation of any of the textures of

Itheeye.

On examination, a small wound of the outer margin of the cornea

Tfxuild easily be discovered, but no part of the foreign body re-

imained : four or five days had passed since the accident. He

'(Complained of great pain—could hardly look at the light for a

iimoment; the tears flowed from the eye
; the whole of the cornea

I’was clouded ; the iris, as well as I could see, from the circum-

j.‘ stances already alluded to, was contracted and discoloured
;

it had

;Iiost its peculiar brightness, and appeared dead
; a portion of the

qpupil was filled with an opaque dejujsit, and hypopion also existed;

ithe red zone of vessels and other distinctive marks of iritis were

! : also present. He was larg(*ly bled
;

leeches were applied afu*r-

wards, and the system rapidly affected with calomel: bella-

:< donna to the eye-brow, and three grains of potass, iodid. three

it times a day. Under this treatment the case gradually improved,

nand the poor fellow recovered his sight perfectly: the only thing

;'to regret was a slight opacity caused by the wound in the cornea;

dbut this was not sufficiently large to interfere, very materially with

u useful vision.

HI. spKcmc FORMS of iritis.

W ithout entering into a very minute examination of sy^jhilitic

! iritis, I will, however, venture to express the opinion that in the

' .great majority of cases, in which an attack of syphilitic iritis comes
on, no mercury has been taken for the cure of the primary disease.

!It has }>een remarked that, in addition to pure syphilitic iritis,

tthere is another disease which very closely resembles it, and which

2
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has been termed pseudo-syphilitic, being compounded of two I
states of the system (as regards its cause), viz., the syphilitic and 9
the mercurial. Mr, Travers here observ^es that, although “ iritis I
is frequently met with where no mercury has been taken, it issel- 9
dom or never seen as a sequela of syphilis, where the system has 9
been brought under the influence of mercury.” Mr. Hewson, who 9
has devoted much attention to an examination of the diseases of 9
the eye, writes—“ iritis, the result of syphilis, is rarely observed 9
except where mercury has been inefficiently or inadequately ad- 9
ministered.” Mr. Middlemore observes, with his usual force and 9
accurac}', “from a careful review of all the cases which have fallen 9
under my observation, it appears to me that iritis occurs much 9
more frequently after a venereal sore has been healed without 9
mercury, than when this medicine has been used for its ctire, and 9
also that it occurs with the greatest severity, as well as with the 9
greatest frequency, as one of the secondary symptoms of syphilis, 9
when the original disease (the chancre) has been allowed to heal 9
without the administration of hydrargyrus. It is said that inflam- 9
mation of the iris may occur as a consequence of those anomalous 9
ulcerations about the genitals, which are presumed to arise inde- 9
dependently of venereal affections; just in the same way as pure 9
syphilitic iritis results from genuine chancre. This may be the ^
case. I am not prepared to disprove the opinion

;
but I certainly

|

do not believe it to be correct.” ^
A very careful examination of this subject has fully convinced M

me that iritis comes on much more frequently after chancre where

no mercury has been given, and also that it is much more severe.

If the reader examines the cases of syphilis reported by Dr. John I

Thompson, and also by Mr. Hose, treated with mercury, iritis is 9
mentioned as a not very unfrequent secondary affection. I have J

seen cases in which w'omen have been attacked with iritis, having I

contracted the venereal disease from their husbands, and through 9
delicacy, or ignorance of its nature, failed to mention it to their 9
medical attendant. Mr. Middlemore quotes a case originally re- 9
corded in the Medico-Chirurgical Review, where iritis occurred in 9
a nurse from syphilitic ulceration around the nipple, produced by 9
suckling a child whose mother had the venereal diseaseprior to its 9
birth, and this nurse had taken no mercury for the sore around the 9

nipple. This writer quotes another case exactly similar. 9
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Mr, Lawrence ha« iioteii one {>ecuUarity in syphilitic iritis, viz.

tthat the inflammation is always of the adhesive kind, for “ he has

) never observed it to terminate in the effusion of pus:” ami this

(fact was proved in the case of a lady, who had inflammation of

ithe deeper-seated tunic, from the extension of the inflammatory

I
taction, which originally constitutetl syphilitic iritis, and which

ended in the bulging of the sclerotica, which appeared distendetl

iwith pus. An opening was made, but none was discharged, and

'Mr. Lawrence concluded that it was lymph, and not pus.

In the treatment of syphilitic iritis it will be advisable to bleisl

sgenerally, or locally, according to the condition of the patient, and

^afterwards freely to evacuate the bowels. By the fonner plan the

circulation will l>e lowered, by the latter tlie system prepared for

!thc exhibition of mercury, which must be administered in such

< doses as the peculiar nature of the case points out.

Mr. II. Carmichael, of Dublin, has advised in certain cases the

aadministration of turpentine (that is. in cases where mercury can-

• not l>e given) as a valuable substitute for calomel: he advises it

tto be administered in this form.

Olei Terebinth. R«ct. ,\j ; Vitellum unitu ovi, trre •ininl. et adde ara-
datini emulgionw amyirilalarum, Jir ; }<yrupi corticis Auruttii, yij ;

Spir. Ljiranduiw rompoetti,
; Olet Cinniunonji (futtm* tre* vcl qua-

tuor. Mifce. Sumat cochicaria Urge duo ter in diie.

It is neetlless to remark that belladonna must be applieil to the

.eye-brow as in the other forms of iritis, and blisters may l>e trietl in

lits more chronic form; but in no kind of inflammation of the iris

aare they productive of so little good.

IV. SCROFULOl'S INFL.tMMATION OK TIIK IK18.

The very great difficulty we have in obtaining a view of the

‘eyes of childrtm, frequently causes this disease to be overhxiketl,

»and considerable progress is often made before its true nature is

wufiiciently ascertaineil. Mr. I.^wrence remarks, “ in strumous

•ehildren inflammation commencing in the external parts of the

‘-eye extemls to the iris. Thus strumous iritis is usually attended

Iby some change in the structure of the cornea. The opaque state

tof the cx)mea prevents you from observing the changes taking
' Iplace in the iris, so that the very existence of iritis is not known
i ««ntil it has gone through its course, and come to an end.”
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But from the frequency of its occurrence it ought always to he

suspected, and the most careful examination made, and iritis will,

in the great majority of cases, be found combined with inflamma-

tion of the cornea, and also of the membrane covering the aqueous

humour in strumous children. Its effects are similar to those

produced by the other kinds of iritis, and may lead to a change in

the colotir of the iris, to contraction and closure of the pupil, ad-

hesion of the iris to the surrounding parts, or staphyloma.

But how are we to treat such cases? Bleeding and mercury,

to the extent already advocated, would make matters worse. In

the early stages, in a moderately strong child, a few leeches may
be applied to the lower lid, and the bowels must be freely opened

with a full dose of calomel and rhubarb. I think the best way of

administering mercury in these cases is in the form of the blue

powder—three grains of hydr. c. cret&, five of sesquicarbonate of

soda, and two of Dover’s powder, may be given every night at

bed- time. If we give calomel, push it to ptyalism, and still go on

with it, under the idea that it is the proper remedy, I apprehend

the patient’s constitution will, in nine cases out of ten, be seriously

injured, and vision either altogether lost or very seriously impaired.

In such cases the exhibition of the sulphate of quinine is followed

by the happiest effects. As the constitution improves under its

influence, vision improves also, and the improvement of the gene-

ral health of the patient appears simultaneous with the improved

condition of the eye. The salicine is also a valuable medicine,

and may be given where quinine disagrees. I knew a lady suffer-

ing from a disease of this nature in which quinine could not be

taken, but where the salicine was administered with the happiest

effects. It appears that it does not possess any alkaline principle,

similar to quina or cinchona, and is altogether inferior to them.

M. Magendie remarks, “ it is a powerful febrifuge, as I have veri-

fied in numerous cases of intermittent fevers at the Hotel Dieu.

I have frequently found it succeeded when the sulphate of quina

has failed, and vice versfi.”

The hydrochlorate of baryta has been highly spoken of, both by

Mr. Phillips, in his Lectures on Surgery, and also by Dr. Payan,

as a valuable remedy in strumous ophthalmia. Lisfranc also

speaks in high terms of its excellent effects. I have only as yet

tried it in one or two cases, and cannot therefore speak from ex-
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pt*nence of the advantages attending the administration of it, and

I am less inclined to do so from having repeatedly witnessed the

advantages derived from the remedies above mentioned, more es-

pecially the sulphate of quinine.

The local remedies are the same as in the other forms of iritis ;

and only useful where you have spasm of the lids; the opium

and warm water, as hot as can be borne, will frequently afford re-

lief, and give great comfort to the sufferer. In the latter stages of

the disease great irritability of the organ is often complained of,

and this may easily be removed by the daily use of the vinum opii,

alone, or combined with a weak solution of the nitrate of silver;

half a grain to an ounce of water.

In speaking of syphilitic iritis, blisters were considered of little

use: in this form (strumous) of inflammation of the iris, counter-

irritation must always be employed. As soon, therefore, as the

inflammation is somewhat checked by the application of leeches,

and the administration of a brisk purgative, blisters should be ap-

plied behind each ear, or to the back of the neck, and kept oj>en ;

or, what is l»etter, a small seton may be placed in the neck or arm :

this of course w ill leave a mark, and must not be at tempted, if the

patient is a young lady, or at any rate must be plaml where it will

be covered by the dress.

Air and exercise, under proper regulations, must l>e indulgwl

in
; the f(X)d should be light, and easy of digestion

;
the bo*ly

must be sponged with vinegar and water, and rubbed dry with

a rough cloth, and every means taken to improve the general

health, and to remove that peculiar state of the constitution on

which the local disease is evidently tlej>endent.

v. ARTHRITIC IXn.VMMATIOS OV TIIK IRIS.

This peculiar kind of inflammation of tlie iris, as its name im-

plies, arises in persons who are constitutionally predisposed to

gout. It may occur during an attack of gout in some other part

of the bfxly, but this is not very usual
;

it may alternate with

gouty inflammation in some other situation, or it may take place

from its own proper exciting cause.

The first symptoms of arthritic iritis are very mild, and often
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not sufTic-iently severe to decide the nature of the disease, unless

regarded in connection with the constitutional condition, and his-

tory of the patient. There is generally a slight creeping, tingling,

uneasy sensation about the face and eye-lids, the eye being some-

what vascular and intolerant of light
;
as the disease advances

these symptoms are aggravated and others not at first existing are

added to them. The vascularity of the sclerotic is, at this stage,

somewhat increased, some of its vessels being evidently enlarged;

a slight zomdar arrangement around the cornea may also be dis-

tinguished. It will not be necessary to say much about the causes

of arthritic iritis
;
they may be divided into predisposing and ex-

citing
; the fonner arising from what may l>e termed the gouty

diathesis, the latter are many and various; such as inducing an

attack of dyspepsia by intemperance; exposure to a moist atmos-

phere without proper clothing or active exercise; the retrocession

of gouty inflammation in some other part; traumatic opthalmia or

a severe blow upon the eye may also be classed among the exciting

causes of gouty iritis. The last, however, is by far the most com-

mon cause; I have known several instances where a gouty indi-

vidual has received a blow upon the eye, producing only in the

first instance inflammation of the conjunctiva, but which after

two or three days, has degenerated into iritis of a very severe

character.

In the great majority of cases, our prognosis will be favourable

on the first attack of arthritic inflammation of the iris, but when

any one attack has been preceded by several others, in a constitu-

tion thoroughly gouty, and in a patient addicted to habits of in-

temperance and free living, the opinion will of course be less

favourable; for, changes in the colour of the iris, and in the form'

and transparency of parts will frequently be present. However,

persons may have many relapses of arthritic iritis, without experi-

encing, as a necessary result, any material impairment of vision.

It appears that the iris is the only texture of the eye which is

particularly prone to gouty inflammation, from which we may

conclude that there is something, either in its formation, or struc-

ture, or of both combined, in consequence of w'hich its proper

texture is more particularly liable to inflammation than any other

portion of the eye. This fact may also be observed in other parts

of the body, particular textures being especially liable to certain
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forms of Jiseasi*, and the same rule obtains with regard to the

eye.

TREATMKNT OF ARTHRITIC IRITIS.

We shall be better prepared to examine the treatment of this

form of iritis after otir examination of the nature and causes of

gout (m^e gotit) ;
the necessity for severe antiphlogistic measures,

will depend on the existing symptoms, and on the strength of the

patient's constitution. If there be much pain, great exciUmient,

and a full strong pulse, bleeding will of course be requirtnl
;
but

it must be regulated by the peculiarities of constitution, always

more or less present in gouty individuals ;
as a general rule it is

not rejpured, on the contrary, in the great majority of cases, it

must not lx- employed. The next remedy we must employ is a

brisk purgative, such as :

—

Tr. Sem. CoUh. ; Masu. Carb. gj. x ;
Ma*n. Sulphatis, ^ij ; Tr.

Card. Co. jij ; Aqua: Cinnam., 5*. ft. bauatus.

This may be repeated in six hours, and also in diminished

doses the next day.* When there is much pain, whether in the

eve brow, nose, or eye-ball, advantage will be derivetl from fric-

tion over the eye-brow with mercurial ointment and opium; if the

pupil is contracted belladonna must of course lie uswl as directed

in the other forms of iritis ; the [tain will also be much relieved

bv giving five grains of Dover's Powder, and two of calomel,

twice a day. When the [>ain is intermittent, and the patient suf-

fering from severe frontal [tains, with hemicrania, the snl[)hate of

([uina may !»e given w ilh [terfect propriety.

Counter irritation is very useful and should be maintained in

some active form throughout the duration of the disease. Fomen-

tations may he required in some of these cases, and as they are

only used for the purpose of relieving pain, warm water is pcrha[is

the l^st we can [xtssibly employ. It is necessary to urge as

strongly as possible the adoption of prophylatic measures, as soon

as the gouty intlammation is removed, and it is the duty of the

medical atn-ndant to inform his [>atient, that this peculiar disease

of the iris has a tendency to return, and that repeated attacks may

• MMrn- Carb., gr. x ; Tr. Sem. Colrh,, inv
; ,\q. Menth. Jig*.

M. ft. liau<>tus tvr iii die sumendus.

K
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seriously injure the eye; and it will be for him to point out also

the necessity of temperance, and the probability of indulgences at

the table, and excess of wine, causing a return of the disease.

What has been said in speaking of the prevention of gout, applies

to arthritic iritis and need not be repeated.

In conclusion it is only necessary further to remark, that, in the

more severe forms of iritis, the room must be darkened
;
and when

it is necessary to examine the eye, it must be done as gently as

possible : nor must a full stream of light be allowed to beam sud-

denly upon it, nor is it right that the weakened organ should be

long exposed to its influence.

Of course, during the active inflammatory stage, the strictest

attention must be paid to the diet of the patient; little or no solid

food must be taken
;
in fact, the most rigid fever diet of our hos-

pital should be enforced : this, in private practice, will be difficult

to accomplish, and, if not attended to, will render, in a great

measure, useless the best possible treatment. It is, therefore,

necessary that the importance of attending to this diet should be

enforced, in the strongest possible manner, and if told that the

restoration to sight, or loss of vision, will entirely depend upon the

strictest attention to the orders given, few will be so foolish as not

to obey them
;
if they do, the surgeon will have the satisfaction of

knowing that he has done his duty, and the patient may one day

have to lament most bitterly his extreme folly.

MYOPIA.*

Short-sightedness, is not unfrequently a congenital defect,

many members of the same family being myopic. Short-sighted

persons can read very small print w’ith the greatest facility, and

their power of vision is much increased by looking through a small

opening in a card. It is a very general opinion that the eyes of

near-sighted persons are stronger than others not having that de-

fect; this is not however true, and the idea probably arises from

the fact, that as the cornea becomes flattened by age, the increased

refraction of light, is, to a certain extent, removed by those changes

taking place which belong to old age. Myopia usually appears, at

* (J.VU, occluJo, oculus.
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or about, the peiiod of puberty, and it is said that the defect arises

from the too rapid increase of certain parts of the eye, to remedy

which Mr. GutJirie has advised the application of leeches to the

lower eye-lid. This is no new idea
; Bannister recommended them

in 1GG2, and Mr. Middlemore “has tried the plan, but it has

most unequivocally failed.” Myopia evidently depends on an al-

teration in the structure and form of the eye, and can only be

relieved by the proper use of concave glasses, which must not,

however, be too incautiously and indiscriminately adopted. It is

very desirable that a myopic person should be a good deal in the

oi>en air, directing the eyes to distant objects, rather than employ-

ing them in fine needle work, reading, and writing which have a

tendency to increase the defect. In the next page I shall have to

speak of the evils arising from the use of a single glass, but will

here observe that the patient sufl'ers lees injury by using a pro-

jwr pair of spectacles than by straining the eye with one glass

—

thus making one eye do all the work, instead of equally dividing

the labour. W hen proper glasses are selected they do no harm.

“1 have use<l,” says Mr. Lawrence, “near-sighted spectacles for

twenty-five years, but my eyes are not more Tiear-sighted than at

first.” If spectacles are used from the first, a short-sighted per-

son has seldom occasion to increase their power, but this is not

the case, whexe one glass only is employed,

PHKSUVOPIA.*

Lo»t^‘«ight .—This defect arises in j>erson8 between fifty and
sixty, who in attempting to read a newspaper or very small print

cannot do so, unless it is held nearly a yard from the eye.

This change in the powers of the ey'e slowly creeps on w'ith our
years, and is very often not discovered until pointed out by those

around us. The cornea is less prominent in elderly’ persons, and
it is possible, the lens also loses some little of its convexity. This
state of the eye may be pre.sent in young persons, and now and
then is congenital. The sight can only Im? improved by' the use
of convex glasses, which must be procured as soon as the affection

arises, and selected of a power that will render minute objects
distinct without adding to their size.

* rrpi'j^vs, senex, ojrTO/xai, video.

H 2
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SELECTION OF SPECTACLES.

If glasses are used too soon, after an operation for cataract, the

jiatient will very shortly require others of increased power. After

proper ones have been selected, they are at first to be used with

great caution, and only for a short time.

Cataract Glasses .—A cataract glass should be small, and of a

diameter not e.xceeding three-quarters of an inch, and placed in a

broad dark rim, by which means a limited quantity of light is

admitted, and much confusion of vision prevented. They have

also the advantage of being much lighter than the ordinary kind

of spectacles.

Glassesfor Defective Vision .—Whenever a natural defect can

be relieved or obviated by artificial lenses, let them be obtained

as soon as possible, for in addition to the comfort afforded, the eyes

are saved from congestion
;
two kinds of spectacles must be pro-

vided, one pair for looking at distant objects, the other for read-

ing. I may state, on the authority of Mr. Tyrrell, that when it

was the fashion to wear a single eye-glass many persons lost

useful vision in one eye, in consequence of the almost exclusive

employment of the other for minute purposes.* If ordinary

spectacles are objected to, the patient must procure such as can

be suspended round the neck, but which must contain two glasses.

SirE. Blagden, Dr. Kitchener, Mr. Middlemore, Mr. Lawrence,

and Mr. Tyrrell, have all pointed out the evils of employing

glasses of a very high magnifying power, and quote instances of

severe suffering being produced, from a too great anxiety to im-

prove the sight, by rapidly increasing the power of the spectacles

employed to assist it. “Seeing,” says Dr. K., “ that I could not

see what persons with common eyes frequently pointed out to us,

as well deserving my attention, I paid a visit to an optician and

purchased a concave eye-glass No. 2. After using this for a little

time I accidently looked through a concave No. 3, and finding my

sight much sharper with this, than with No. 2, had my spectacles

glassed with No. 3, which apjieared to afford my eye as much as-

sistance as it could receive. After using No. 3, for a few months,

I chanced to look through No. '1, and again found the same in-

* Vol. Ih p r;24.
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crease of sliarpncss, &.C., which I perceived before when I hail been

using No. 2, and first saw through No. 3, therefore concluditi that

1 had not yet got glasses sufficiently concave, and accordijjgly

procured No. 4; however this soon became no more stimulus to

the optic nerve than its predecessors, No. 2 and 3 had I)een. I

then began to think that the sight was subject to the same laws

which govern the other parts of our system, i. e. an iucreasi'tl

stimulus by repetition sooix loses its {Kjwer to proiluce an increased

effect. Therefore 1 refused my eye any mon? assistance than it

received from spectacles glassed witli No. 2, which I have worn

for thirty-one years, and it is very nearly, if not quite, as suffici-

ent help to me now, as it was when I first cmploywl it.” It is

Ixettcr altogether to dispense with glasses, but if absolutely rc-

ijuired, to n.se them as little as p<i8sihle, and only occasionally,

employing those glasses which neitlxer increase nor diminish

objects; assisting vision without giving rise to pain. These

rules ought to regulate the selection of sf>ectacles at all age.s

whatever the defect requiring their employment. When it is

desirable to protect the eyes from much light, then glasses with

a dark tinge ought in my opinion to be selected, as they simply

modify the light, without changing the colour of surrounding ob-

jects. nine and green glasses are delightful during the time they

are used, but when taken off every thing appears tinged witli red ;

and if very dark, and worn too long, the eyes cannot sustain even

a very moderate degret* of light.

l.aistly, let me urge the importance of having ghisses of goiaJ

material and accurately ground, in order that the refraction may
be as perfect as possible, and the power of both glasses the same.

Much knowleilge is required to accomplish this
; and if good

glasses are reijuired, some respectable optician must be cnn.siilted.

Advertising opticians, of every grade and class, from the highest

to the lowest, are not to be de{>ended on, and 1 advise both my
readers and patients, requiring sp<*ctacles, as they value the bless-

ing of sight, to avoid them.

" Nun est tibi fiilvmliim, ut «jui totics frffllcris.’’



PART II.

CHAPTER II.

ON THE TREATMENT OF FISTULA.

l'Ni)Kfi the term Anal Fistula may be included every species

of fistulous track situated around or near to the verge of the anus,

whether it communicates with the cavity of the intestine or not;

occupying the cellular tissue, the opening may be formed in the

skin, or on the mucous surface of the intestine alone
;
or both

these surfaces may be perforated, so that pus and gaseous or ster-

coraceous matter issue from the external opening. Hence they

may be placed in two divisions, the complete, and the incomplete,

the latter presenting two varieties, the internal incomplete or

blind fistula when the abscess external to the rectum communi-

cates only with its cavity, and the external incomptlete, when the

pus is voided from a suppurating cavity which as yet does not

communicate wdth the rectum. It may however be remarked,

that each kind in time becomes complete, the rectal abscess pro-

gressing towards the skin, and the anal burrowing along the sides

of the rectum. Other varieties of this affection are met with in

practice, as in the case where we have several openings to contend

with, or where the malady is complicated with disease of other

organs, or where, depending on some remote source of suppura-

tion, the matter has to pass a considerable distance before it can

reach the opening by which it passes either into the rectum, or

escapes externally
;
these will of course be noticed in their proper

jjlacc.

1 have no intention to lay claim to any thing that is new, in the

treatment of this very frequent disease. After the number of
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works that have appeaml from the earliest times to the present

day
;

after the talents of so many surgeons have been devoted to

the task
;
and after the able remarks of Sir B. C. Brodie, in the

Medical Gazette (vol. for 1835-6) much additional information

could scarcely be exi>ected ;
and yet, some epitomised account of

the treatment advocated, with some remarks on the plan, I have

found to be most successful in numerous cases, may not, perhaps,

be useless to the student, nor uninteresting to my professional

brethren. My attention was more particularly directetl to this

disease when in Paris, both from the great number of cases that

came under my notic’e, and the difference in the mode of }>erform-

ing the operation
;

for no English surgeon, entering the Hotel-Dieu

for the first time, can fail to draw a comparison lietween the o{>er-

tion there {x*rfonue<l, and that he has constantly been in the habit

of seeing in his own country. 1 have just rtmiarked, that the number

of cases admitted for operation, into the wanls, under the care of

M. Roux, apfieared to be very great
;
but I could not learn whether

this arose from the complaint being more frequent in Paris than in

I^indon, or from the celebrity this splendid ojienitor has obtainetl,

inducing all, who {Mjssibly could, to place themselves under his care;

for during my sojourn there, he certainly had more cases of fistula

than any other of the surgeons. 1 know of nothing in the diet,

or mode of life, of our continental neighbours, more likely to pro-

duce this malady than in England. Thi.s, however, leads us to

consider,

1. THE CAUSK-S OF FLsTlLA IN AXO.

We have long lieen too apt to call every formation of pus,

situate near this part, a fistula, and this wrong appellation has, not
very unfrequently, given rise to a plan of treatment certainly not
calculated to produce the desired effect. Our ancestors supjiosed

any small opening, leading from a large and deep cavity, contain-

ing matter, to he a fistulous opening
; and with this term they also

coupled an idea of induration, and supposing this hardness to be
a cause, and not an effect, of the disease, and having no idea that

it could be removed, not thinking that when the cause was re-

moved, this hardness, as a matter of course, would disappear also;
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iiiul concluding the proper treatment to consist in the removal of a
such callosity, they vigorously attacked it, with the view of either «
at once removing it with a cutting instrument, or destroying it by V
the application of some powerful escharotic. In speEiking of the 9
causes of fistula, we shall do well, perhaps, as we go on, to de- «
scribe the symptoms attendant upon each form of the disease. 9
Among the most common causes of fistula in the anus, are

injuries caused by the pressure of foreign bodies passing with the a
ficces, upon the mucous membrane at the end of the rectum, the 9
rupture, inllammation, and ulceration of the small valve-like la- 3
cunae of this membrane, and the suppuration of hacmorrhoidal 3
tumours. The tumour, if internal, bursts into the bowel, and, 3
on the other hand, if it arises from an external pile, the opening is 3

not sufficiently large for the complete evacuation of the matter 1

and the sides of the cavity continue to supply the discharge. 1

Mr. Cooper remarks that collections of matter, from inflamma- S

tion, wherever formed, if they be not opened in time, and in a 3

proper manner, do often burst. The hole through which the a

matter finds vent is generally small, and not often situated in the 3

most convenient, or most dependent part of the tumor
;

it, there- 5

fore, is unfit for the discharge of all the contents of the tumor, J

and instead of closing, contracts itself to a smaller size, and becom- 1

ing hard at its edges, continues to drain off what is furnished by

the sides of the cavity.

All abscesses near the rectum, may, without some little care and .

attention in their examination, be mistaken for a fistula ;
when

suffered to burst, the little opening with its indurated edges, lead-

ing to a large hollow cavity; the daily discolouration of the linen,

by a slight discharge from its sides of matter, and the general

hardness of the surrounding parts, all tend to confirm the suppo-

sition that there is a fistula; nor is the difficulty lessened by the
|

varity of forms such abscesses assume. Sometimes the patient is

attacked with rigors, followed by pain in the part, and hardness

of the buttock, which assumes a bright red tinge
;

in a few days '

a portion of the swelling becomes of a deeper red, the integtiment

covering it grows gradually thinner, and a sense of fluctuation is

communicated to the finger. However great may have been the

pain—however tender the part—much as the general system may

have sympathised—may have sufi’ered—all the unfavourable symp-
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tom* subside with the evacuation of the matter. The redness,

sometimes, is more diffused, the hardness being less circumscribed ;

the skin assuming an erysipelatous appearance. The inflamma-

tion here is evidently more superficial, and the disease subsides

without the formation of any considerable quantity of matter.

Again, neither of the above states may be the condition of our

patient : instead of the bright red on the surface of the skin, with

considerable pain, and a large, hard, and circumscribed tumor, or

an erysipt'latous blush over the surface of the skin, we may have

a destniction of the cellular membrane, and a carbuncular kind of

inflammation. The skin is of a dirty red colour, something like

the broken surfaces of an ohl brick, or even may assume a purple

tinge : the surrounding parts, it is true, are something harder than

usual, but they do not communicate the peculiar feel which we

have cither in phlegmon or ervsij>elas. The sufferer has, at first,

a full, hard, whipcord-like pulse, and great thirst
;
complains of

hcad-achc, and is very restless. The tongue is dry and coated,

and the motions unhealthy; there is some feeling of tenderness

over the region of the liver, with a peculiar sallow countenance,

if the disease he not checked by projH*r treatment, the pulse be-

comes faint, fltittering, and unequal
;
the strength gradually de-

creases. The matter is small in quantity, and of a peculiar

unhealthy character, and the adipose membrane is sloughy throtigh-

out the whole extent of this discoloured surface.

It has been remarked by Mr. Pott that the disease now and

then commences in the induration of the skin, near to the verge

of the anus, but without any pain
;

the hardened surface gradually

softening, at length breaks, and the matter is discharged. For
the most part it is healthy and small in quantity, and the wound
being superficial soon heals

;
it now and then, however, happens

that the cavity is of very consitlerable size, and the matter dis-

charged, large in quantity and particularly offensive. I remember
the case of a poor woman suffering from softened tubercles of the

lungs, who was not aware of the existence of a fistula before the

abscess broke one night, when in bed, and discharged a consider-

able (plan tit)’ of matter. Sir B. C. Brodie has related the case of

a gentleman who was not aware of the existence of any local dis-

ease. He had for some time past been subject to head-ache, w’as

languid, and obliged to go home and lie down for a few' hours in

8
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the middle of the day. One morning, as he was walking in the

street, the ahscess hurst, and discharged its contents, which was
the first intimation he had of its existence.

In cases like this, it is quite evident that to prevent suppuration

is out of the question; the sooner matter forms the better; nature

is therefore to be assisted by fomentations with warm water and

linseed meal poultices. Mr. Pott used to allow the skin to be-

come very thin before he made an opening, but in the present day

it is thought (and doubtless is) better to freely evacuate the con-

tents of the abscess as soon as matter is formed
; leeches and cold

lotions are worse than useless, and in some cases I have even seen

them continued long after the matter had formed. This kind of

tumour is generally found in persons of very full habit, as butchers

and farmers
;
in men who consider it necessary to partake of ani-

mal food three or four times in twenty-four hours, and therefore,

in some cases it may be necessary, if the pain be great, and the

constitutional symptoms run high, to bleed, and to moderate

the inflammation by gentle cathartics
;
or one or two doses of

calomel, followed by saline aperients, and very small doses of

emetic tartar. If the inflammation be of the erysipelatous cha-

racter, it is of no use to remain until matter forms; the quantity

is very small in comparison with the size of the swelling, w’hich

is, in truth, not a separate cavity containing pus, but a dead,

sloughy, foetid condition of the cellular membrane; it is, there-

fore, evident that the sooner we lay this open with the knife the

better : if we remain till the matter comes to a point we may re-

main long enough
;
we are waiting for that which will never take

place, and all the time that we are looking on with our hands in

our pockets, doing nothing, the disease is extending itself into the

surrounding parts.

But I have mentioned a tliird form in which the skin puts on

a dirty brick-dust or purple colour, and has a doughy feel, and is

possessed of little sensibility : when conjoined to such appear-

ances we have a weak, small pulse, a declining appetite, a continual

drowsiness, a failure of strength, and lowness of spirits, the

case becomes truly fearful : for experience teaches us that death

will sooner or later terminate the case. It is needless to point out

the subjects of such attacks
;
there is evidently some want of tone

in the system—some want of nervous energy ; this may be consti-
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tutiulial, but more frequently we find it produced by intemperance

and dissipation. Strangury, dysury, and sometimes complete re-

tention of urine, may be produced by abscesses near tlie rectum

and neck of the bladder, of course more frequently when the ab-

scess has formed
; in the latter situation, the retention may con-

tinue until the evacuation of the pent up matter; or commencing

with tlie first blush of inflammation, subside in tenor twelve hours,

long before suppuration takes place.

It has often been attempted by designing quacks to throw a

cloud of mystery over diseases of the rectum, endeavouring to se-

parate them from the principles of general surgery
;
and it would

be well if the public mind were disabused from this foolish notion:

it would be well for them to know that the human frame can only

be regarded as one; to be aware that the stomach, brain, lungs,

heart and intestines, are not to be acted upon as mere mechanical

contrivances for the transmission of certain extraneous substances;

on the contrary they are highly organized, highly sensific parts,

giving and receiving acute sympathies to and from the other por-

tions of the economy
;
and this knowletlgc alone will enable them

to avoid the non-cutting ojwrations of designing charlatans, the

following, whose creed is either the besetting fashion or beset-

ting ignorance of the present day. It is u|>on the public at large,

that the knaves fatten, while the terrifietl and poisoned victims

quail under their grimaces, and totter to an untimely grave under

their ligatures and drugs. “ But, ’ says Mr. Liston, “ there is no

such difficulty as has been supposed in understanding the nature

of diseases of the rectum : the principles which should guide their

management are simple and the means operative, and otherwise

easily enough applieii.”

The cause being removed, the local treatment is very simple,

and remedies may be applied to the part with every prospect of

success, and the hope of speedy relief, with every certainty of that

ho|>e being realised, honestly held out to the patient. But to

what are we to trace congestion of the lower bowel, hasraorrhoids,

protrusion of the lining membrane, every kind of inflammatory
swelling, acute and chronic abscess, and almost their invariable

result I'iatula in Anof In my opinion, to a disordered condi-
tion of chylopoietic \isceru, and to some irritation or enlargement
of the genito-urinary organs. The evacuation of the contents of the

s2
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alimentary canal, and a prevention of their accumulation for the

future, an improvement of the condition of its lining membrane,
and the secretion from it by injections and a well-regulated diet,

must therefore be enjoined
;
nor must it be forgotten that such a

state of things is frequently produced by a derangement of the

liver; hepatic diseases must not therefore be overlooked. The
best medicine to effect this will be small doses of blue, and com-
pound rhubarb pill at bed time, with a warm aperient draught

morning and mid-day.

Again, some cases will require attention to be paid to the viscera

of the pelvis
;
in fact, anything which tends to produce or keep

up irritation must as soon as possible be removed.

Some persons are habitually costive, which is almost always ac-

companied with a painful distension and enlargement of the hac-

morrhoidal vessels, both internal and external
;

if a considerable

load of hardened faeces be detained in the large intestines, the

system generally becomes disordered
;
and the symptomatic fever,

accompanying the formation of matter, is considerably increased

by this state of things ;
if then, the vessels surrounding the rec-

tum are distended, as they are both large, and very numerous, it

necessarily follows that all the evils of inflammation and irritation

are augmented. Hence we must employ a mild laxative, and

cooling diet; clysters of warm water should be frequently thrown

up the rectum
;

this will not only soften the swollen and indurated

piles, but also tend to prevent the formation of matter. 1 have

spoken of habitual costiveness as a frequent attendant upon this

kind of inflammatory swelling. Persons so afflicted will do well

to study the rules laid down by Dr. Burne, in his late valuable

work. This condition of the body may, I am certain, be removed

by making it a rule to endeavour always to evacuate the contents

of the bowels at one stated period,—say after breakfast; by never

resisting the calls of nature, and by the frequent use of lavements

:

no patient can object to so simple a remedy; and if relief can be

obtained in a few minutes by the injection of a few ounces of

warm water, surely so simple a plan must be far preferable to the

daily exhibition of drastic pills and violent purges. The evil ends

not here : by the constant use of purgative medicines, it is diffi-

cult to obtain any evacuation of the contents of the bowel without

their use
;
and I have been consulted in numerous cases where

i
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tills costive state of the body was induced by the folly just alluded

to, and in which I have succeeded at once in effecting a cure by

the simple plan above mentioned.

We find in many patients who consult us for dise.'ises of the rec-

tum, tliat this is not the only complaint under which they are

suffering; and before we decide upon an oiieration it will be

necessary to discover whether any symptoms are present denoting

the impossibility of effecting a cure by the usual means
;
for it

would be unpardonable only to discover this when we find that

the divided sinus will not heal. Abscesses near the rectum are

frequently present in patients labouring under diseases of the

lung: it will, tlierefore, says Sir B. C. Brodie, be very prudent to

ascertain if they exist. “ Persons," he continues, “ with diseastnl

livers and other visceral diseases, are liable to the formation of

such abscesses." Two reasons, tlierefore, will prevent our oper-

ating in such cases : first, because we should not get the parts to

heal
;
and secondly, because if we did so, in all probability the

disease of the internal organ would then proceed w’ith increased

speed : and for the reason first stated no surgeon would be justi-

fied in perfonning any operation if stricture or carcinoma be pre-

sent; it is useless to do so— the parts will never heal, however

frequently we may lay them open. All we can do in such cases

is but little
;
we may endeavour by air and proper exercise to

render a miserable life as tolerable as possible, under existing

circumstances; by opiates or injections of starch and opium, to

relieve the poor creatures’ most acute sufferings
; and by fmjuently

changing the linen, and washing the parts with warm water, and

a solution of chloride of lime and water, to render them as com-

fortable as we can.

II. THE TREATMENT OF FISTULA IN ANO.

From what has already been said in speaking of the causes of

this disease, it will at once appear evident that before any operation

be attempted lor the relief of the local affection, the general state

of the patient's health must be attended to. If the fistula has been
the result of constijiated bowels, that must be obviated, and, in

fact, whatever may have been the predisposing cause, it must be
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removed. The great fault of the hospital practice in Paris is non-
attendance to the state of the system. French surgery consists in
the dexterous performance of difficult operations; they combine
not the office of the physician with that of the surgeon

; and no
man can be a good surgeon who is not at the same time fully com-
petent to attend to the medical as well as surgical treatment of his
patient

;
in truth, all the best surgeons of the past and present

day have been and are good physicians also. To quote the words
of a very high living authority, “ surgery in France is nothing but
operations, and the after treatment in cases of operation is little

attended to.” The treatment of these cases as far as the knife is

concerned, consists in laying open and dividing the sinus or si-

nuses in such a way that matter cannot by any possibility be re-

tained
;
such cavities should be opened into the rectum. The

dressing should consist of a bit of thin lint, covered with some
simple ointment, as dry lint is very apt to produce irritation and
uneasiness.

When the intestine is found to be separated from the surrounding

parts by the matter, the operation of dividing it should be per-

formed at the time the abscess is first opened, and not deferred.

If it be done properly, little additional pain will be experienced,

so little in fact that the patient will be unable to distinguish the

opening of the abscess from the cutting of the rectum
;
but if left

for a time, another operation has to be performed, and the patient

is kept in a feverish state of anxiety by the continued dread of a

second cutting. Mr. Liston, however, is opinion that this ought

not be done; he observes, that “ it has been recommended that in

abscesses extending along the gut, the cavities of the bowel and

abscess should at once be laid open, and into each other, by the

same incision
;

I have done so, but always found the cure to be

tedious. It is better that the matter should first be evacuated

through an external opening, that the painful symptoms and con-

stitutional disturbance should be allowed to subside
;
and after

the cavity has contracted, and the extent of the sinus been ascer-

tained, the operation should be performed.”

It must ever be remembered that after an abscess near the rec-

tum has been opened by a simple incision, and its contents evac-

uated, a cavity is left, which cavity has to be filled up
;

this will

be best effected by the dressing being as simple as possible, and
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tmall ia quantity ;
nature must be in a great measure allowetl,

unassisted, to do her own work. By such treatment a large ab-

scess will sometimes be cured without any necessity of meddling

with the bowel ;
but in the njajority of cases, although there may

l>e no communication between the abscess and the intestine, still

its coats are so injured that the abscess will never heal until both

are laid into one. The aim of this operation is to divide the gut

from the anus as high up as the top of the cavity in which the pus

has been formed ;
for, by thus laying the cavity of the intestine

and the cavity of the abscess into each other, we proiluce an open

wound in the place of a fistulous sinus
;
we prevent the lodgnumt

of matter, which is enabletl to escape as soon as formed, and by

frequent ablutions with tepid water and proper dressings, the pa-

tient soon recovers.

But the operation is performed on another principle, well des-

crilHHl by Sir B. C. Brodie, whose words I shall take the liberty

of quoting. “ ^\’hen the abscess is laid open, the fibres between it

and the bowel must be divided, and the sphincter muscle being

thus 8t*t at liberty, not only is there a free and ready escape for the

matter, but the action of the muscle which j. revents the hi'aling

of the abscess, is put an end U>. 'I’his then is the mode of curing

the abscess; lay it open into the bowel, dividing at the same time

the fibres of the sphincter muscle w hich lie over it.
”

Tor this operation the probe-pointed knife, with .a long and

strong narrow blade, will be the instrument .selected. The finger

must be intnxluced in the bowel till the point of the knife is felt,

which being taken hold of by the finger, is prevented from devia-

ting, and the parts are thus freely laid open. If there be no open-

ing between the abscess and the rectum, very little force will he

required to make one
;
the knife is, in either case, received by the

finger, and the operation very easily performed.

The operation over, the wound must not be cnimmed full of all

kinds of dressings; nothing should be applied that is at all irrita-

ting. One very troublesome symptom following the operation for

fistula is a diarrho'a, attended with tenesmus. I do not coiiteiul

that such symptoms may not be produced by the mere division of

the sinuses, but in the castes I have seen it could be traced to im-

proper dressing
; for every application not of the simplest nature,

particularly if forced to the very bottom of the wound, is certain
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to produce a painful irritation in the extremity of the gut; and at

tliis irritation is almost always attended with frequent discharge

of faeces, it proves not only debilitating to the system, but also

tends very considerably to interrupt the completion of the cure.

The night before the operation is performed, it will be advisable

to give a dose of blue pill, colocynth, and henbane, followed

early in the morning by a senna draught, so that the bowels may

be freely opened and the large intestines emptied of their con-

tents; for this purpose clysters are particularly useful. As soon

as the operation is performed the wound should be lightly dressed

with lint covered with theungt. cetaceum, or an ointment composed

of olive oil and wax
;
the sores first being well cleansed mth water

;

this completed, and a compress, secured by a T bandage, applied

over the whole, the patient shoxdd be carried to bed, and a dose

of liquor opii given, not so much for the purpose of allaying pain

as to produce costiveness. Nor must we allow our patient much

food
;
a little toasted bread, and a small quantity of rice pudding

will be all he will require ;
the object being to keep the parts in

a state of rest, the giving a large quantity of food therefore is

worse than useless. The dressings must be removed after every

stool, if these are frequent
;
the parts being each time w'ell cleansed

with warm water : thus treated, the sore will heal exactly as if in

any other part of the body, for in spite of every effort made to in-

tluce us to suppose something peculiar or mysterious to exist in

sores about the anus, the fact is undoubted that they are of the

same nature, and heal in exaetly the same manner as any other

sore in any other part of the body. They must therefore be treat-

ed in exactly the same manner—be lightly dressed, and kept per-

fectly clean
;
care being taken to remove any faeces that may lodge

in the lips of the wound, as gently and with as little force as pos-

sible. We have already remarked that by steadily persevering in

this simple plan of treatment, the end in view will generally be

obtained. This is not however always the case : instead of laud-

able pus, with fresh, red granulations, with which the wound,

when healthy, will always be covered, it may acquire an unhealthy,

soft, flabby appearance, the matter discharged from it being then

fcetid, and in some cases highly offensive, and mixed with blood;

this may arise from two causes: Ist-from some morbid condition

of the system, or from some derangement of the chylopoietic func-
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tions, which must at once be attended to ; their healthy condition

restored, the wound changes its aspect, and heals kindly. But we

may not always have it in our power to remove this condition of

the system w hich may be produced by organic disease, by some

affection of the lungs or liver, and therefore we must (as before

remarked) be ever careful to discover that no such disease exists

before the operation is commenced ;
for even if we could remove

the fistula, and dr}’ up the discharge, it would not be prudent to

do 90, as in all probability the internal disease would advance

much more rapidly.

2nd—this unhealthy condition of the parts may be induced by

a sinus, perhaps situated at some distance from the verge of the

anus, I’pon examination, the matter is found to lodge in it; it

must therefore be at once freely laid open, and instantaneous relief

will in all probability be exp<*rienced.

“ Sometimes,” says Sir Benjamin Brodie, “ in attempting to

cure what seems to be a common fistula, we find that it does not get

well, and in the end a copious abscess is discovered high up, which

prevents the smaller ones from healing.” He relates the case of

a lady on whom he operate<l for several sinuses near the rectum,

but she continued unciired for a considerable time, during which

she complained of uneasy sensations, that could not be accounted

for. After repeate<l e.vaminations, a sinus was detected high up
;

not more than an inch in length, and seemingly involving the le-

vator ani. This having been laid open, a cure soon followed.

Now and then we may meet with a case where an abscess near the

rectum having discharged its contents heals up ; but for the most
part it continues discharging more or less. The surgeon just

quoted, who, perhaps, has had more e.xperience than any other

man, remembers the case of a gentleman who had suffered from
an abscess near the rectum for twenty years, sometimes discharg-

ing a little, then stopping, then discharging again. Three or four

months before he was consulted, the orifice closed, and did not

open again as usual
; after this, the patient began to suffer much

pain, and became exceeding ill. The rectum was e.xamined, and
a large abscess discovered

; a lancet was introduced by the side of

the rectum, and it passeil qiiite up to the handle before the mat-
ter was reached, \\ hen a little matter had escaped, a director

wa« introduced, and about a pint of highly offensive matter es-

T
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caped. The wound required to be again dilated, and the patient

recovered.

“ In all cases in which there is a communication between the '

cavity of the abscess and the bowel, the discharge is doubtless

kept up by the escape into it of flatus and fluid faeces
;
a fistula

may consist of one sinus, more or less narrow and extensive,

running from an opening between the verge of the anus and the

point of the hip towards and along the coats of the bowel—the

blind external form
;
or there may be a communication established

with the rectum somewhere above the sphincter—the complete

form : more openings than one may exist in the integument, and

there may be a good deal of hardness around. Several tracks may
;

communicate with the principal one from the buttock, perineum,
|

&c., the result either of the large original abscess, or of consecu- i

tive ones.”—(Vide Liston’s Operative Surgery, page 387.) J

With the view, then, of favouring the contraction of the suppu-
j

rating tracks, and of causing sores about the anus to become
^

healthy, an operation is to be undertaken; and in order to remove
j

the irritability and painful contraction of the orifice of the bowel, ;

the surgeon must widen the outlet, and destroy for a time the ac-

tion of the sphincter. 1

The mere steps of the operation I shall not dwell upon; they j

are described in every work on surgery, particularly in the valua-
\

ble Avork of Mr. Liston, “ on Operative Surgery.” After the
^

operation has been performed, it is highly advantageous to keep *

the parts in as quiescent a state as possible for two or three days,
J

particular attention being paid to the simple plan of dressing 1

already pointed out: be it also remembered, that the division of
|

the sphincter is of the utmost importance, inasmuch as it affords
|

that quiet to the parts which alone enables them to heal. I never,
^

except in one case, saw any haemorrhage arise that could not be
j

stopped by a little bit of lint, and the continued pressure of the
(

finger ;
and this arose in operating on an abscess, high up, without

tegarding the highly prudent advice of Sir Benjamin Brodie
;

“ when the abscess is high up by the side of the rectum, and above

the sphincter, the lancet is to be carried through the skin by the

side of the anus until the matter flows
;
a probe-pointed bistoury

must then be introduced, and the rectum divided at the lower part

of the abscess, and the incision carried through the sphincter.”
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Like all other operations, that for fistula in ano may be followed

by erysipelas ;
and some instances are recorded in which it has

been followed by traumatic tetanus. Sir B. C. Brodie mentions

a form of erysipelas not described, that I remember, by any other

surgeon, in which it extends along the mucous membrane of the

rectum into other parts of the intestinal canal. The pulse be-

comes rapid, weak, irregular, and intermitting. The abdomen

tympanitic
;
there is great prostration of strength ;

and the patient

expires in three or four days, sometimes sooner. In the case of

a lady, the attack bt'gan when the incisions had nearly healed up,

and died in forty-eight hours. I have, however, not as yet met

with such a case, which doubtless is uncommon.

.Manner in lehich the ojteration is performed in Paris .

—

M. Roux, of the Hotel -Dien, Paris, performs this operation in

a different manner to that j)crformed by Pott, and followed by

Knglish surgeons. He introduces a long piece of boxwood into

the rectum, having its concavity towards the fistula. A silver

director is then introduced along the fistulous track, and its end

made to come in contact with the wootlen gorget in the bowel.

A long, strong, narrow sharp-pointed knife is then introduced

along it, till it comes in contact with the piece of l>oxwood. The

director is then withdrawn, and by keeping the point of the knife

fixeil upon the gorget, and withdrawing both together, all the

parts between the fistula and the rectum are divided. This part

of the operation completed, the bistoury is exchanged for a scal-

pel, and all the hardened base is carefully dissected out, A thick

long probe is then procured, having a button at one end
; this is

covered with charpie, smeared over with some yellow-looking

ointment, and the wound crammed full of it to the bottom.

This ojieration I have ever regarde<l as o|>en to three objections.

1st. The boxwood gorget can only be of use in saving the finger

of the surgeon, which is not very likely to be injured; and if the

finger be not employed, the sense of touch cannot be available,

and we are operating in the dark with nothing to guide us. Nor
is it a very easy matter to introduce the point of a director at

once through the opening into the rectum : this is admitted by

M. Richerand, who adds, “ that in this circumstance, the jjoint of

the director may be introtluced into the rectum without lessening

the chance of the success of the operation." 2nd. I object to the

T 2
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dissecting out of the hardened integument at the edges of the fis-

tula, which is done by two incisions crossing each other at right an-

gles, the flaps being each lifted up with a pair of forceps, and cut out

with the knife. What end is sought by this part of the operation?

what object is there in view ? what good can possibly result from

it? what advantage attends this increase of suffering to the pa-

tient? The old surgeons supposed that there was something ma-

lignant in the hardness and callosity attending this disease, and

were not content with opening the cavities, but endeavoured to

dissect out the whole of the parts, and if unable to do this, they

finished the work with the red-hot iron. Such practice may

be worthy of a day gone by, but certainly not of the nineteenth

century. 3rd. I must beg leave to enter my most earnest protest

against filling the wound daily with large quantities of charpie.

This plan is attended with great pain, produces considerable un-

easiness, and most certainly impedes the cure. The wound can-

not be dressed too lightly, and the less it is disturbed the better.

But if the surgeon crams it every day with lint or charpie, the

sides of the cavity cannot contract; they become hard and callous,

nor is there anything in my opinion so likely to re-produce the

disease as this system of filling it with dressings. Mr. Cooper,

of University College, well remarks, “a sore so filled will not

permit the matter to escape. A patient who has been so treated,

has generally some degree of fever
;
has a pulse which is too hard

and too quick; is thirsty; and does not get his due quantity of

natural rest.”

When a sore has been so treated, there is always a very consi-

derable degree of inflammation about the verge of the anus, the

lips of the wound are tumid and everted, red, and painful in a

high degree, and all the lower portion of the bowel partakes of

this state of things, producing frequent desire to go to stool, and

considerable irritation ;
nor is anything more calculated to pro-

duce that fatal erysipelas before described than this mis-manage-

ment of the wound. If we were called upon to treat such a case,

the first thing would be to remove the dressings and to foment the

wound with warm water. At the same time attention must be

paid to the state of the system, and treatment directed to calm

any general disturbance that may have arisen, made use of.

M. Roux, whose talents and great experience entitle any opinions
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he may express to the greatest possible attention and respect, in

a critique published some years ago, upon the manner of perform-

ing this operation in England, censures our plan of not filling the

wound with charpie
;
but, says Sir 11. C. Brodie, it is chietly in

consequence of the use of too much lint in dressing that further

operations are so frequently required Iwfore the cure is com-

pleted;” this opinion also coincides with the experience of Mr.

Liston, who strongly reprobates the plan of filling the wound w ith

lint or charpie.

TllE Ol'XaATIOX BY LMiATCRK.

The mode of removing this disease (already pointeil out) by a

simple incision, which prevents the lu<]giuent of pus and faeces,

by throwing the fistulous track and the rectum into one cavity, is

the plan almost universally adopted in England. There are, how-

ever, some persons who have such an unconciuerable aversion to

the knife, that we are under the necessity of yielding to their

wishes, and employing a ligature. 1 have o{>erated many times

for fistula, and always with the knife, which inflicts very little jmiu

in comiiarison with the ligature. The silk in fact effects exactly

the same thing as the knife, and by a very slow and painful pro-

cess, divides the parts between the fistula and rectum; not, with-

out, in many instances, giving rise to severe and dangerous inflam-

mation. This is the plan resorted to by advertising <|uacks— those

would be humanity-mongers, who delude their unfortunate victims

into the idea that “ the Jistula can he cured by a juiinless and
bloodless operation,'' when in truth a simple incision with a knife

cffecU in twenty seconds, with little pain (a hundred times less

than that occasioned by the extraction of a tooth), that which it

takes four or five weeks to accomplish by a ligature of silk or lead

wire, which must daily be drawn tighter and tighter, lint or linen

compresses being employed to prevent the opposite side of the

anus from being chafed.

There are cases, however, in which ligatures must be employed,

where they must be substituted for the far less painful, and much
more speedy operation with the knife. 1 allude to patients in

whom no operation can be performed without danger from severe
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hajinorrhage. Sir B. C. Brodie relates a case, where death, IVom

this cause, followed the extraction of a tooth : Mr. Lane nearly

lost a patient from continued bleeding after the simple operation

for squinting—and I knew the member of a haemorrhagic family

who died in consequence of a cut on the finger. In similar cases,

or when the internal orifice of the fistula is situated a long way up

the rectum, or when the hacmorrhoidal vessels are unusually large,

the operation by ligature is to be preferred. The manner of per-

forming it is very simple : a needle-probe of flexible silver is passed

along the fistula into the rectum, carrying with it a lead wire or

piece of strong silk
;
the end is then drawn out through the anus,

and tied upon a small linen cylinder, or the ends of the lead wire are

twisted on each other. Care must be taken to prevent the ligature

from chafing the opposite sides of the anus. In a few days the

surgeon begins to draw the ends tighter and tighter, and in this

way, in the space of three or four weeks the ligature makes its

way through all the parts it has embraced. If the ligature be-

comes rotten before the parts are sufficiently divided it must be

removed by tying another piece of silk to one of its ends, and

then drawing it through the fistula in the same way as the cord

of a seton
;
this done the ligature is tightened as before.

Compression has also been emjdoyed of late in cases of anal

fistula, and M. Bermond has invented a very curious instrument

for this purpose. Experience has not yet pronounced on the

value of the plan.

I have thus endeavoured to group together the most important

and interesting facts connected with the causes and treatment of
O

fistula in ano
;
the study of this disease is of considerable interest

and highly important, from the frequency with which it occurs,

and it would be well for such as are yet students, carefully to ex-

amine every case of fistula they may meet with in the wards of

the hospital, and to attend the post mortem examination of such

patients as mav die from other diseases, but who may have fistula

also. We are all of us too apt to neglect, when students, “ those

simple cases,” as we term them, forgetting that, in the majority of

patients, such “ simple cases ” are those we shall be called upon

to treat. On the successful treatment of such simple cases,

the foundation for future fame is laid ;
and wise is that man who

not only attends, when at the hospital, to cases of hernia and stone.
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and the operations for them, but who also devotes some |>ortion

of his time to the study of the treatment of simple wounds and

ulcerated legs. Nor will any class of cases he can select be more

worthy his most careful attention, than diseases of the lower

bowel; for when in practice, no disease will more frequently re-

qxiire the e.\ercise of his professional skill than fistula in ano.

CHAFFER III.

CASES OF COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE CRANIUM
WITH DEPRESSION.

Case xiv.—George Ridley, assistant groom in the stable of

Fjirl Spencer, in removing some dung from one of the horses was

kicked upon the head. I saw the poor fellow shortly after the

injury had been sustaimnl. There was a small wound upon the

side of the head about the size of a shilling, from whicli there was

a considerable flow of blood. It was evident the wound had been

made by the heel of the shoe, which, upon examination, was found

to lie raised (what the blacksmith terms “turned up"). This

portion of iron had been driven through the scalp with suflirient

force to fracture the frontal and parietal bones on the right side of

the head, and on introducing the finger the depressetl portion of

bone could be very easily detected. The man was a little stupid,

and complained of Iteing sick ; the pulse was weak; the hands and

feet cold. The wound was very carefully brought together with

adhesive plaster, and .sup{>orted by a bandage ;
the hair was re-

moved from the head, and the man sent to his bed. Two hours after

the accident 1 saw' him again : pain in the head; skin hot and

dry; pupils slightly dilated
; has been very sick

;
pulse 100.

V, S. 5viij. Cold water to the bea«l. Two grains of Calomel every six hours.
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7th—Sliglit pain in the head
; skin hot and dry. Saline aperients

;

cold water to the head. The bowels have been freely opened.
respere .—Still complains of pain

;
pulse 120.

Pulv. Scam. gr. iv
j llydrarg. Chloridi, gr. iii. hac nocte, V. S. Jx.

To take nothing but a little tea and toast-water, which has
been his only food since the accident. Ice to the head.

8ih.—Pupils more dilated; more pain in the head; intolerance

of light
;
pulse 120, hard and full.

V. S. 3xvj. Saline aperients with antimony.

Evening.—Blood drawn away a good deal “ buffed says he is

much relieved by bleeding; bowels freely opened. Continue the

saline mixture with emetic tartar. Two grains of calomel at bed-

time.

9th.—Less pain in the head; wound looks healthy; slight puffi-

ness of the scalp, into which a lancet was plunged
;
pupils still

dilated. To have a little mutton broth.

10th.—Pain in the right ear
;
puffmess of the integuments en-

tirely removed; mouth slightly affected by the calomel; pulse 100,

full, and rather hard.

*i

I
V*:

•ii

1
ti

!

1

i

I

I

V. S. Jxii. A blister to the hack of the head
; to be dressed with mercurial i

ointment. "j

1 1 th.—Much better
;
blood taken yesterday buffed

;
pulse 90 ;

skin moist.

Liq. Ammon. Acet., jij ; Spir. ^Eth. Nit., jss
; Aq. Menth. Vir., 5x.

sexta qnaque bora. Pidv. Jacobi, gr. iv
; Hydrarg. c. Greta, gr. vi.

hac nocte.

12th.—Still improving; has now little pain in the part, and

appears anxious to leave his bed. He was, how’ever, still confined

to his room, the bowels kept well open, and his diet mutton broth

and tea. He gradually recovered under this treatment, and is

now' as w'ell as before the accident.

Case xv.—[For the particulars of this case I am indebted to

my old friend Mr. Lane, the Lecturer on Anatomy.] A little boy

of the name of Lee, between four and five years of age, was playing

in a stable yard, when the shafts of a phaeton fell upon his head,

and the iron
2
>rojection on the under surface of the shaft for the

purpose of fixing the harness made an indentation into the child’s

head, into which you might place the end of your finger. The

scalp was divided, and the bone depressed to the depth of quarter

of an inch. The little fellow was stunned for a short period only.
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vomited, and iti a few hours appeared in his ordinary state of

liealth. Nothing worthy of mention was done for the child

;

symptoms were watched for, but none appeared
;
a piece of bone

larger than a sixpence exfoliated, and after the wound healed a

considerable depression remained.

Cask xvi.—A man employed in building some houses was

standing under a ladder, when a piece of iron, the end of which

was about the size of a shilling, fell upon his head, passing through

the integuments, and beating in a portion of the skull. The man

said, “ That nothing was the matter with him, that he felt stunne«l

for the moment, but was then quite well, and that if his wound

was done up he could go to work again.” This opinion was over-

ruled, and it was decided that the trephine should be used, for the

purpose of raising the depressetl portion of the hone. The man

said nothing, not knowing what a trephine was, but when it was

brought, declare<l “ he would take \ cry good care that no one should

make a hole into his head.” The wound was carefully closed, the

man sent to his be<l, and largely bled : symptoms were looked for,

but none arose, and in a short time he was quite well.

Ca.se XVII.—Mr. P
, at the age of 16, whilst riding down

a steep hill, was thrown off his horse, and fell with very great vio-

lence on his head. M hen takeu up he was quite insensible, and

a severe wound of the head was found to have been received. The
surgeons calUnl in, on examining the injury, found that the scalp

had been dividetl over the right parietid eminence, and the bone

below fracturt'd with considerable depression. According to the

admitted principles of surgery in those days, the scalp was divided

on either side of the wound, and the fracture traced out to its ulti-

mate terminations with scrupulous and laboured care. What was

to be done ? Compound fracture of the skull, with depression and

symptoms of pressure upon the brain. The trephine must be

used, and preparations were accordingly made for performing the

ojM-ration, which, however, was suddenly put a stop to by the gen-

tleman recovering his senses, and by the removal of all symptoms
ol concussion and compression. The question now arose whether

it was safe to allow the case to go on without elevating the de-

pressed portion of bone
; this part of the business was, liowevcr,

decided by the patient, who declared that no operation should be
performed ; he was, therefore, removetl home, and the wound

i
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allowed to heal, and notwithstanding the additional scalping of
the surgeon, it did so without any untoward symptom. Forty
years have now rolled away since the accident : the gentleman is

still alive, with a depression of the right parietal bone, of about
a quarter of an inch deep, and an inch and a half long ; he has
never suffered any pain or inconvenience from it, is the father

of a numerous healthy family, one of them in good practice as a

surgeon, and to him I have to return my thanks for the outline of

this truly interesting case.

Ca.se XVIII.—A man was brought into the hospital in Paris,

under the care of M. Roux. He had received a blow upon the

head, wounding the scalp, and fracturing the frontal bone, which
was considerably depressed. He was quite insensible for some
time, but recovered sufficiently to walk to the hospital ; he com-
plained of pain in the head, which he wished to have dressed, in

order that he might return to his employment. He was however,

advised to remain in the Hotel Dieu, which he did for three weeks.

He was only bled once, and kept upon a very low diet. The man
never had a bad symptom, and perfectly recovered.

Case xix.—A little boy was admitted into the Hospital of

University College, London, under the care of Mr. S. Cooper, for

an injury of the head received five weeks before. There was a

fracture with considerable depression, and a wound leading down

to it. The seat of injury was the frontal bone, the accident being

occasioned by a blow from the handle of a pump. As the lad was

sensible, he was only bled and purged, a cold lotion applied to the

head, and an antiphlogistic diet strictly enjoined. No serious

indisposition came on, and the lad soon got well, although a con-

siderable depression remained
;

and, adds Mr. Cooper, “ I have

seen many cases of depressed bone with a wound of the scalp do

well without the use of the trephine.”

Case xx.—Master W., a little boy, let. 10, in passing through

the streets of Kensington, near some men playing at quoits, re-

ceived a blow upon the left temple from one of the quoits, which

struck him with considerable force. He was carried home sense-

less. "When I saw him, about half an hour after the infliction of

the injury, he was cold and shivering and complained of sickness.

Shortly afterwards the contents of the stomach were ejected, and

the vomiting continued during the night. There was a large open
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wound of the scalp, about two inches in length ; and on removing

the coagulated blood, a fracture with depression could easily be

distinguished. The boy described the pain in the head as con-

siderable. The wound in the integuments being carefully brought

together, he was put to bed, and cold water ordered to be applied

constantly to the part.

Jti Hydrarg. Chloridi, gr. it. hac nocte.

18th, 8 a.m.—Has passed a very restless night; complains of

great thirst
;
constant sickness

;
pain in the head

;
skin hot

;

tongiie dry and coated; pulse 120.

Apply ice to the head. V.S. ad. 5’uj-

Soda: Seaqnicarb. 3j. ; Syr. Aarantii, Jj. ; .\qur M. ft. haustiu
c. coch. med. socri timonis qua<ius 3tia hora auraeudua.

Vespere .—Sickness less constant than in the morning.

Four grain* of ealomel at bed time.

19th.—No change.

20th.—Complains of {min in tlie bead; skin hot and dry; has

been restless, talked in his sleep, and is constantly asking for

something to drink. Bowels open
;
tongue white and coated.

Continue the ice to the head. To take an aperient every four hours.

21st.—The tongue still continues white and coated; pulse slow

and laboured; complains of jmin in the head; skin hot and dry;

bowels open.

Continue the aiierieut miiture, and ice to the head.

22nd.— More {>ain in the head.

V.S. 3vj.

The wound which has been closed with adhesive plaster, looks

puffy round the edges; there is also considerable tenderness of
the scalp, and great intolerance of light. A few punctures were
made with a lancet, and a poultice was applied over the seat of
injury.

23rd.—Skin still hot and dry
; tongue coated

; pulse 100.
Apply six leches over the part originally injured ; to take six grains of

calomel at bed-Ume, and a draught, composed of senna, sulphate of mag-
nesia, and infusion of gentian in the morning.

21lh. .Much better. The boy from this day continued to im-
prove, and is at this moment as well as belore the acciilcnt.

I have seldom seen a more severe injury than this. The
fracture extended from the edge of the frontal to the squamous
portion of the temporal, and thence to the left parietal bone.
The wound in the integuments was two inches in length, the

V 2
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sculp much bruised, and the periosteum iii several parts torn from

the cranium. The depressed portion of bone was at least one

inch and a half in length, and driven down below the level of the

cranium more than the eighth of an inch. So apparent was it,

that a woman who was standing by remarked “ that his head was

driven in.” The treatment, as above stated, consisted in cleansing

the scalp, and carefully closing the wound with sticking-plaster,

and applying very slight pressure with a bandage
;
also ice and

evaporating lotions. It is necessary to be very careful in closing

the wound. Every particle of air should be excluded, and every

means employed to cause the parts to heal, if possible, by the first

intention. In this case the boy was not bled the first day, because

he had lost much blood from a branch of the temporal artery,

which was divided by the accident, and my friend Mr, Garrick

thought with me that a sufficient quantity of blood had been lost.

Case xxi.—A girl about fourteen years of age, had a fracture,

with depression of part of the temporal and parietal bones. The

girl was kept quiet; bled, placed in bed, cold applied to the head,

and aperients administered. She got well without any bad symp-

toms.

Case xxii.—A Frenchman, set. 54, was brought to the Hotel

Dieu, having received a blow upon the frontal bone, which was

fractured. The scalp was much bruised
;
the skin around the

wound puffy and discoloured, and the wound in the integuments

ragged, as though the injury had been inflicted by the rough edge

of a brick-bat. I could not, however, learn how the injury was

sustained. He complained of soreness in the wounded scalp,

which was “all he caredfor” He was bled, much against his

inclination, and kept upon a low diet
;
an aperient being given

every morning. When I left Paris the wound had healed
;
and I

have no doubt in a day or two the man would be sufficiently re-

covered to leave the hospital.

Case xxiii.—This case will shew the necessity of strict atten-

tion to diet after injuries of this nature. Every thing tending in

any way to derange the system must, for months after fractures

of the bones of the head, be avoided, or the most fatal results may

take place.

Mary Burton, a little girl, mt. 13, the daughter of a small

farmer, fell down in her father’s yard upon the edge of a stone
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trougli, out of which the cattle were supplied with water. The

integuments over the right temporal bone were wounded
;
and on

introducing tlie finger, a fracture, with some degree of depression

was detected. My friend, under whose care she was placed,

adopted the plan of treatment already recommended, and in a few

weeks she had apparently completely recovered, with the excep-

tion of some little tenderness of the scalp. At this period (about

five or six weeks after the infliction of the injurv’), in company

with some young friends, she partook of a quantity of unripe

fruit, sweet-cake, and “made wine.” Two days after this she

was seized with rigors, followed by great pain in the head
; the

scalp over the original seat of injury being so tender that the

slightest examination caused considerable pain. .\t this j>eriod I

was called to attend in consultation with the family surgeon.

After a very careful examination of the bone under that portion of

the scalp where the skull had been fractured, we could discover

nothing that inducetl us to supj>ose that the symptoms present

altogether depended upon the local afiection, and therefore our

attention w'as «lirecied to the system generally. The bowels were

distended, the skin hot and dry, the tongue furred, and the slight-

est noise appeared to cause an increase of pain. She dozetl a good

deal, remaining in a half-comatose state
; now and then asking

for water. Six leeches were apph'd to the temples, and six grains

of calomel and four of rhubarb given immediately, followed by a

draught of infusion of senna and manna. This plan of treatment

was continued until the bowels were thoroughly empti«>d of a quan-

tity of undigested food, mixed with dark fuaid fmees. Under
these remedies a manifest improvement took place. The only

local treatment, in addition to the leeches, was an eva|»orating

lotion, which was constantly applied to the head. The little [>a-

tieut gradually recovered. M'heu the bowels were unloaded, the

tenderness vanished not only from the epigastric region, but also

from the head. The skin, however, remained yellow, the hands
moist, and the system was evidently still suffering. Some hy-

drarg. c. cretfi, and rhubarb, at bed-time, with the infusion of

chirayta and soda during the day; exercise, and a strict attention

to diet, gradually worked a change, and we had the pleasure of
seeing our little patient quite restored to health.

I have not recorded the above cases from any supposed noveltv
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they may possess; on the contrary, the student in any of our

London hospitals may probably witness similar accidents every

week, and he will not be long in practice before he is called to

injuries of this nature. No class of cases are more important

:

last, from the frequency with which they occur
;
and secondly,

from the fatal results with which they are too often attended. But

are such cases to be disregarded because they are common ? Not

at all. I am well aware that students run to see the yreat opera-

tions^ and read all the curious cases in the medical publications

of the day. Cuihono'} Let me here repeat the remark of one

of the most distinguished surgeons of the present day. Sir B. C.

Brodie. When I began my professional studies I became a pupil

under this surgeon at St. George’s Hospital. Before doing so I

called upon him, having a letter of introduction from a friend.

“ Let me advise you, sir, {said he) to attend regularly at the hos-

pital. Never mind cases of hernia and stone, at first, but look at

the cut finyers, ulcerated leys, and broken heads

;

they are of

the most importance; you will be called in early life to attend

them, and they are the foundation on which to build your future

reputation.”

Looking at cases of fractured bones of the head, and carefully

watching the treatment of them, I soon found that many cases

died in which the trephine was applied, and that many recovered

in which this operation was not performed. It therefore was

necessary, in the next place, to enquire if we are justified in per-

forming this operation in the absence of symptoms denoting pres-

sure upon the brain. The result of an experience of some years

induces me now to conclude, that in the great majority of cases

of compound fracture of the skull with depression, we ought not

to trephine unless it appears clear that the brain is suffering from

pressure. Here, of course, the operation ought at once to be per-

formed. In all cases, for example, where the injury is extensive,

the wound in the integuments large, and the bone broken into

several pieces, even in the absence of symptoms, some interference

may be necessary ;
some of the pieces may be picked from the

brain, and others elevated, the several splinters sticking in the

dura mater removed, and this without additional injury to the

scalp.

Case XXIV.—James Betts, mt. 10, was endeavouring, during
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the month of July, 1841, to get upon a cart belonging to Earl

Spencer. lie fell with his head between the cart and the wheel,

and was drawn onwards some distance, his head acting as a wetlge,

and causing the wheel to be locked for some yards. The bone

Avas not fractured, but the parts were bruised and discoloured.

I saw him shortly after the accident, and although every care was

taken, a rather sharp attack of fever came on. In truth the symp-

toms were much more severe than in some of the cases of com-

pound fracture already mentioned.

If, then, injury done to the scalp and bone, although there is

no fracture, produces, not unfrequcntly, exfoliation of the bone,

inflammation of the brain, effusion betw een the arachnoidea and

dura mater, abscess, &c., it does appear that the operation of

trephining is more likely to proiiuce, than to prevent, inflamma-

tion of the brain
;
and all the inflammatory symptoms which are

expecte<l to succeed to all violent blows on the head are doubtless

aggravated by the additional injury inflicted by the 0{)cration; to

say nothing of the danger of the operation itself. As my friend

Mr. I^ne, the lecturtT on anatomy, well remarks, “ if you were

to trephine twenty men, in a state of health, how many would sur-

vive the oj)eration ? I apprehentl not many."

The above cases, in addition to numerous others that have been

publishe<l, prove that many i)crsons recover after their skulls have

been fractured, and a portion of bone driven uj>on the brain.

The degree of pressure the brain can sustain doubtless varies in

different individuals
;
lor in some, slight pressure produces great

inconvenience; in others, the greatest depression is observed to

cause little or no uneasiness. It will Im* well also, in everv case,

carefully to distinguish liefween the symptoms arising from con-

cussion and compression. .\nd this may easily be done, if some
little time is given in onler to recover from the stupefaction a

severe blow is almost certain to produce. Now. as the effects of

concussion gradually abate, a very litth* delay will, in every case,

enable the surgeon correctly to ascertain the precise nature of the

mischief and to a<*t accordingly.

\\ here the patient retains firs faculties, nothing is necessary ex-

cept to carefully close the wound, keeping the head cool. Kest,

confinement to bed, purgatives, bleeding, and a verv strict ad-
herence to the antiphlogistic plan, will of course be required. If.
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however, the torpor continues, the patient must not be allowed to
die without an effort to save him. The trephine must be used,
and the bone raised.

It appears clear that the ancients trephined much too fre-

quently; while some, in the present day, witnessing the fatal

results attending this operation, too generally condemn the prac-

tice. The above cases, however, clearly show that it would have
been useless to have trephined in them, and that the brain will

bear a considerable degree of depression without injury. The
cases mentioned by Abernethy, Bell, Lawrence, Hill, Latta, and
others prove this opinion to be correct.

In all cases of injury of the head, it will be very important to

inquire whether the patient has remained insensible from the first

infliction of the injury. If he has done this we have in the first

instance every reason to hope that the symptoms are the result of

concussion. In the case of the little boy Lee, (Case 15) though

stunned by the blow, the brain gradually recovered its proper

functions. Mr. P (Case 17) remained insensible for a con-

siderable time, until the side of his head was half scalped by the

surgeon, and yet he awoke in time to prevent the operation, and

remains alive to the present day. The shock the brain has re-

ceived by the concussion will continue to diminish, and after a

time cease altogether, for if the force applied, when the blow is

received, be not sufficient to produce alarming symptoms, it will

not do so afterwards, for it is not reasonable to suppose that a

cause insufficient to produce them in the first instance will do so

when its power is considerably diminished. If, immediately after

the infliction of the injury the man gets up and walks away, it is

clear that the brain has not suffered from concussion
;

still the pa-

tient requires to be well watched, for in an hour he may become

drowsy, perhaps insensible, and then the case must be regarded as

one of compression. This cannot, however, be of use on all occa-

sions, for we may have concussion and compression combined.

Still the rule is a good one, and ought never to be lost sight of.

In many cases of concussion of the brain, I have seen much in-

jiu-y produced by the abstraction of large quantities of blood. A
man falls from the top of a house : he is taken up insensible, with

cold hands and feet, and a feeble pulse. The pulse rises a little,

and some blood is immediately taken away. It rises again, be-
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comes a little fuller, and some more blood is added to the first, and

this is again and again repeated, and in time the pulse Ijecomes

weaker, and the patient sinks and never recovers. I am aware

that the opinion now expressed differs from that of many surgeons,

and yet repeated observations have induced me to conclude that

concussion of the lirain acts upon the general system in nearly

the same manner as syncope arising from irritation, fever, grief,

or any other cause, and in the treatment of which blood-letting is

known to be injurious. .-\gain, many lives have been saved by

active bleeding, the juste milieu cannot be defined, and I only

make the remark to show that great discrimination is required.

“ Immediate dissolution, like syncope, probably depends upon

an affection of the brain, induced by gn'at loss of blood, or the

loss of even a very small quantity in a constitution enfeebled by

disease.*’ Xow if the opinion of Dr. Marshall Hall lie correct

(of which tliere can be no doubt) it will appear very clear that the

abstraction of even a very small (piantity of blood, when the func-

tions of the brain are as it were suspended, and its energies consi-

derably weakened, is likely to be jwoductive of the most serious

conse(| lienees.

We arc at a loss to account for the way in which a person five

minutes before in the posscs-sion of health, and capable of sup-

porting the evacuation of a large quantity of blood, becomes bv a

blow upon the head, which does not fracture the bone, unable to

bear the loss of a wineglass-full, yet, nevertheless, attentive ob-

servation has convinced us of the fact, and all who take the trou-

ble to read this page of nature's book will come to the same
conclusion. Be it, however, remembered that although we may
have a very correct knowledge of the structure of the brain and
of its several parts, yet it must also he confessed that we have
much to learn before we can state the exact manner in which its

several functions are performed.

In some cases of concussion, I am induced to think with Sir B.

Brodie that death is produced by some alteration in the action of
the heart. When the blow is very violent, the patient at first lies

motionless, “ teas taken up for dead,” says the witness before the
coroner; the respiration was all but annihilated, the hands became
very cold, and the pulse was irregular and intermittent. The wit-
ness then goes on to tell us, that a surgeon was sent for, who at

X
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once opened ft vein, but not more than a teacup-full of blood could
be got, and the man died immediately—verdict, accidental death ;

nor does a month, a week pass without some newspaper containing

a similar paragraph, assuring us that every thing had been done,
and yet, that very teacup-full of blood held the balance of the

scales in favour of life, its loss occasioned inevitable death. In

some cases even without bleeding, even after re-action has come
on, nature appears unequal to the effort

; and life, like the flame

of an expiring candle, blazes brightly for a moment, and then ex-

pires. There is another practice equally common, and equally

deserving censure : I allude to giving brandy and water imme-
diately after injuries of the head. I think the moment after con-

cussion, when all the powers of hfe are depressed, that stimulants

can never bo employed with advantage, and when slight re-action

comes on, the practice becomes much more pernicious and inde-

fensible. The fact that the brain is sufficiently recovered to carry

on the animal functions proves that the administration of wine and

brandy is not required, and the making an unfortunate fellow-

creature drink wlien in this conditiou, appears very likely to des-

troy life, even if he is not killed in the act of swallowing. Again,

the same blow which produced concussion of the brain frequently

ruptures some smidl vessel in the cranium
;
now, that condition of

the system on which the feeble action of the heart depends, is

calculated to prevent the bleeding of the ruptured vessel, and the

longer it continues the less will be the danger. At first little can

be done, the state of the pulse and circulation is to be carefully

watched, and the surgeon must take away blood in sufficient

quantity to prevent that immoderate frequency and hardness which

the pulse has, in these instances, a tendency to assume, soon after q

the first shock of the accident begins to abate. The system of

bleeding and giving brandy and water after injuries of the head,

while the patient is in a state of insensibility, is far too common,

and the sooner an extinguisher is put upon this practice the bet-

ter. We are all of us at times called for from home, and all liable

to severe injuries of the head. If I am ever insensible from this

cause, I beg to take the opportunity of entering my protest against

the plan of pouring brandy and water down my throat by which

I may be choked, and of bleeding me the moment a pulsation can

be felt at the wrist, by which all chance of recovery is apt to be

taken away.
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Cask xxv.—R. T., this man was knocked down by the Dart

coach, in the streets of Kensington. When called to attend him,

I found his arm bound up, and a chyniist about to open a vein.

The man was cold
;
his lips bloodless

;
nor could either the pulse

at the wrist or the berating of the heart be felt, lie was put into

a warm bed
;

the head shaved, and covered with cloths dipped

in cold water. It was twenty-four hours before he spoke at all,

and many days ere we could get him to do more than answer

“ yes” or ” no," or “leave me alone.” It was three days before

it was thought necessary to take away any blood. Eight ounces

abstracted relieved a fixed pain in the head, and tlie man perfectly

recovered.*

ITie question now more particularly before us is, ought the

trephine to be used in all cases of compound fracture of the cra-

nium, in the absence of sjTnptoms indicative of pressure upon the

brain ?

It is, no doubt, a matter for serious thought, a subject in which

no man would venture to give an opinion, without first devoting

to it the most attentive consideration. If the bone coidd be

raised without additional injury to the soft parts—if the jwrtion of

skull could be lifted from the brain without violence, without

o|Hmiog the cavity of the cranium, and exposing the brain and its

membranes to additional injury—then we shonhi have no doubt

upon the matter
;

but can we do so ? Experience answers, no.

If, however, after wailing a reasonable time, the symptoms of

compression remain, the patient must not be left to die. We have

numerous cases on record in which the oj)eration has succeeded

in snatching individuals from the jaws of death
;

{>erhaps the

most interesting is tliat related by Mr. S. Cooper, of a man be-

longing to the 4 1th regiment, who was struck by a rausket-ball on
the right parietal bone, which had been exposed, but without any
appearance of fracture. The poor fellow being all but dead, the

trephine was applied
;
the external table came away, show’ing the

internal table driven into the brain : this was removed
;
the man

at once got up, dressed himself, and perfectly regained his health,

without a single bad symptom. But in the absence of symptoms
denoting pressure upon the brain, are we justified in leaving the

case without the performance of this operation? The cases al-

• Thii case wss »een with tnjr friend Mr. Pollock.

X 2
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ready quoted, the numerous ones on record, prove that the brain

may bear a slight degree of pressure without injury. “ But you

do not trephine for symptoms that are present
;
you do so to pre-

vent others which may possibly arise.” If, however, the brain

accommodates itself to the pressure in the first instance, we are at

a loss to conceive why it will not continue to do so
;
if it performs

its proper functions soon after the infliction of the injury, neither

reason nor experience teaches that it will not do so throughout

the patient's life, as in Case 14, Case 17, and the cases related by

Mr, Abernethy and others
;
and it is notorious that the experienced

Desault, in the last years of his practice, abandoned the operation

altogether, owing to the dreadful fatality which attended it in the

Hotel Dieu
;
and even now, both in France and England, the

opinion of its most strenous supporters begins to wave.

Mr. Liston, in his work on Operative Surgery, remarks that

the upper part of the brain often bears from the first a great deal

of pressure with impunity, or it becomes accustomed to it, or the

symptoms abate, the patient recovering, with a great portion of

the bone completely under its natural level. He, however, con-

tends that the use of tlie trephine is necessary in punctured frac-

tures ;
—“ the presence of the numerous sharp spiculae from the

internal table, for even a short period, is frequently followed by

intense inflammatory action, propagated to the brain and its more

immediate investments. At all events, even if he escape this dan-

ger, he is apt to sufl’er at a later period from abscess under the

bone, occasioned and kept up by the dead portions.” This opinion,

coming as it does from this experienced surgeon, demands our

most serious examination. The case of Ridley
;

the boy Lee

;

that of the man struck with the iron bar
;
the case of the woman

struck by a brass candlestick, and the boy kicked by a horse in

Smithfield (the two latter related by Mr. Abernethy), would almost

cause us to pause ere we resorted to the operation, even in punc-

tured fracture. Is it too late to have recourse to it at a later

period, when we have symptoms proving such injury to exist ?

On the proper time for trephining great diversity of opinions

exists. Mr. Guthrie thinks there is less danger on the first day

;

Sir P, Crampton and Mr. Colles, that the operation on the first

day only increases the irritation of the already severely injured

parts. If the operation is to be performed, I think the sooner it

is done the better.
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The case of the nephew of I^rd Brougham, relatetl by Mr.

Crainpton, bears upon this point, and proves that even fragments

may be driven into the substance of the brain, without their im-

mediate abstraction being required or warranted, although we

should endeavour to remove them as a general rule ;
nevertheless

it will be sure to have exceptions. In the case just mentioned,

the moment Mr. Crampton touched a large portion of bone with

the intention of removing it (for the fragment was buried in the

brain), the body became convulsed, and the patient moaned deeply

;

all further elTorts were desisted from—the case was left to nature

—

strict antiphlogistic measures resorted to, and at the end of twenty-

two days the small pitves of bone were discharged by the process

of nature. And what says theexiwrience of an old army-surgeon

—

of Mr. S. Cooper? “ If the depressed portion of bone be denuded

by a wound of the scalp, a trial to raise it with the elevator may
sometimes be proj>er, c\en though urgent symptoms of pressure

do not exist; in such cases Sir A. Coojwr sanctions the use of the

trephine; yet my own experience and reflections would induce me
to abstain from the o{H>ration.”

Cake xxvi.—Since the above portion of this chapter was written,

in looking over an old note book, I find the case of a man attended

by me about eight years ago. In that colony of Irish, Kensington

Buildings, a policeman informed me that a fight had taken j>lace,

and on following him to the spot, we found a |>oor fellow upon
the ground senseless. Upon cleansing his head from the mass of

clotted hair and blood which was upon it, three very severe wounds
were discovered. The scalp was much injured, owing to the

wretch who inflictwl the injury having first beaten his victim with

a stone, and then jumped on him with his nailed boots. One of

the wounds extended from the temporal to the parietal bones, and
on introducing the finger, a fracture with very considerable de-

pression presented itself. While debating what should be done,

the man began to turn in his btxl, was sick, and shortly after

BjKjke, asking “ if they had got Black Ned,” which it appeared

was the name of the man who had injured him. lie was bled,

the bowels well opened, and a poultice applied to the head, for it

was vain to attempt to heal the wound by the first intention
;

yet,

notwithstanding the depression of the bone, the age of the patient

(forty-six), the contusion of the integuments, and a constitution
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enfeebled by want of food and intemperance, the man recovered

without a bad symptom.

It appears then that we have before us a sufficient number of

facts to warrant the conclusion that, in numerous cases in which
the skull has been fractured, and the bone driven down upon the

brain, no inconvenience has been experienced by the patient.

That some degree of pressure can be sustained by the brain is

clear in the first instance from the absence of pain or headache

immediately after the injury; that such inconvenience does not

arise long afterwards is obvious by an examination of numerous
cases; that of Mr. V , (Case 17) is confirmatory of the fact,

as are also the cases related by Mr. Abernethy and Mr. Hill.*

It is granted that severe indisposition frequently continues

before the patient returns to a state of health—that after severe

fracture, with depression, the issue is often doubtful, and the

scale poised equi-distant between life and death
; but while

this is admitted, we must admit also, that these symptoms are

often present in cases in which the bone has been elevated, and in

cases where you have no fracture, but simply a wound in the in-

teguments. Had the trephine been used in the case of the groom

of Earl Spencer the man might have got well
;
no bad symptoms

might have arisen had the same antiphlogistic treatment been

resorted to, and had the result been the same, the advocate for the

trephine would have quoted it as an instance of the necessity of

elevating the bone in all cases, to prevent symptoms which were

kept down by the lancet and purgatives, without running the risk

of exposing the brain.

We are, therefore, justified in coming to the conclusion that the

brain can bear considerable pressure without injury; nor can we

see wdiat arguments can be brought to bear against the opinion of

Abernethy, “ that the brain accommodates itself to the pressure,

and that which can be sustained at first is not likely to be pro-

ductive of injury at some future period.” Even, if in cases of

fracture the internal table is supposed to be starred,—fragments

to be driven upon the brain, I think we are not justified in per-

* There is one symptom as yet unnoticed, and a very serious one it is, I

allude to a vsratery discharge from the ear, which in all probability comes from

the sac of the arachnoid membrane, and is indicative of great danger. In such

ca-ses the direction of the fracture is towards the body of the sphenoid, and over

the petrous portion of the temporal bone.
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forming the operation in the absence of symptoms denoting such a

state of things to be present. Mr. Birch relates the case of a

negro, who received a blow upon his head, fracturing the skull.

Shortly afterwards he was seized with epileptic fits, which con-

tinued for many years. He was admitted into the hospital, and

a j)ortion of the bone found still depresst'd. It was removed w itli

a trephine with considerable difticulty, owing to a little spicula of

bone which had entered the dura mater, and j>enctrated the brain.

The man perfectly recovered.

If the operation were in itself unattended with danger, that

would be an unanswerable argument for its employment in all

cases of compound fracture with depression ;
but this unfortu-

nately is not the case.

We come not then to this conviction without a due examittation

of the subject; but with numerous facts before us we cun come

to no other conclusion—we can lay down no other rule than this,

viz. Tliat the trephine ought not to be useil, even in cases of

compound fracture of the bones of the head with depression,

without symptoms denoting pressure upon the brain.

Doctor Reese, of .\merica, informs us “that in the United States

the trephine is now much more seldom us<*d than formerly : in

France and England it is daily growing into disxise : it is an oper-

ation not to be p.erformcd without the most urgent necessity

—

“gravis tamen s.itis est operatio, ut numiuam nisi indicationes

adsint institui debet.”

[Since the above remarks were written and published, three or four years ago,

in the London Medical Gazette, much practical information has been supplied

on this interesting class of injuries, and the opinions of most surgeons have

changcil with respect to the operation of trephining—and If I mistake not the

opinion of the great majority, is the same as that expressed by the very able

writer of the .Medico Chirargical Review, who in his reviewj of Mr. Guthrie’s

work remarks, “ in a case of compound fracture of the cranium with depression

but withotit symptoms we fancy we should pause before we used the knife.’’

On turning to Mr. Guthrie’s very valuable work, 1 find he has expressed

the same opinion, and in nearly the same words as myself three years ago. I

then said— ** if tht operation by the trephine teas in ittelf unattended with

danger, that would be an unantwerable argument for it$ employment, in all

eaten gf compound fracture with deprettion, but thit unfortunately ii not

the cate. If you were to trephine twenty men in a state of health how many
would tttrrtre the operation t ” Mr. Guthrie now says, page 105 " If the
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operation by the trephine, or that of sawing a piece of bone out of the heail,

trff* not in itself dangerous there could be no hesitation about its use,

but it is a dangerous operation.” I am happy to have my views thas

strongly confirmed by such valuable authority. I have perhaps not sufficiently

pointed out the advantages of calomel after injuries of the head. It is fashion-

able to combine it with opium. I have a very great objection to its adminis-

tration, and think under any circumstances that opium is a dangerous remedy.

After inflammation of the brain and its membranes has continued for some time,

a blister applied to the scalp, and afterwards dressed with the ungt. hydrarg.

often affords considerable relief. The remedy of course must only be made use

of after bleeding and the internal administration of calomel. In cases of mania

subsequent to injuries of the head, opium in some form—more particularly

morphia, is occasionally given and we are told with great success
;

I am

still inclined to think this, at best, a very questionable remedy, and I advise the

the student to pause ere he employs it in practice. Mr. Guthrie has done good

service in setting at rest that favourite crotchet with some surgeons, that the

inner table is often broken without fracture of the outer one, he says, “ he has

never known the inner table to be separated from the outer, without positive

marks of an injury having been inflicted on the bone or pericranium.’’

The last case of severe injury of the head under my care was in December

last. The patient, Henry Barker, tet. 45, an engineer residing at Everton, was

drawn into the machinery, his head wedged between two pieces of iron, one of

which entered the back part of the head, completely tearing the scalp from the

bone, for more than four inches
;
there was a fracture more than two inches

square with considerable depression,—that portion of the occipital bone, ap-

pearing quite driven in by the iron. 'Tlie man was dull and stupid, but I

learnt from my brother, who had seen him from the first, that he was more sen-

sible than he was half an hour before, and that he seemed gradually coming to

himself. He was cold, and covered- with a damp sweat, no pulse at the wrist.

The wound was carefully washed, brought together with adhesive plaster, and

the man put to bed. In the evening he complained of much pain in the neck

and scalp, which was bruised and discoloured. Thirty leeches were applied, the

head shaved and kept cool by ice, a dose of calomel given followed by a purgative.

The next day twenty ounces of blood were taken, the next day he was bled

again, and two days afterwards, a further abstraction of blood was reqmred to

check the inflammation which had evidently set in. The quantity of blood this

man lost was enormous, but I apprehend he owed his life to this treatment.

Barker was a strong, healthy, and very powerful man, in the prime of life, and

remarkably temperate in his habits. He has now perfectly recovered, although

a large portion of the bone remains depressed. In such cases we must consider

the effects rather than the quantity of blood taken, and bleeding affords the

only chance of saving life ;
for my own j>art I look upon it as the sheet-anchor

of our practice, and I should indeed be sorry to trust solely to the application

of a blister, or a dose of calomel and colocynth. But there are limits to th*
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em)>lujrment of the lancet ; rules for the proper abstraction of blood, however,

cannot be precieeljr laid down so as to suit every case without exception, still the

Keneral rule is a good one which directs a small quantity of blood to be taken in

the first instance, and the quantity increased as urgent symptoms arise. I have

already said that there is danger in taking too mnch blood as well as in taking too

little, the condition of the patient and the state of the pulse will be the guides of

the surgeon, he must form his own opinion and act accordingly. It is an un-

doubted fact, that the majority of favourable cases of compound fracture of the

cranium with depression, not trephined, are children and young (wrsons, and

this arises from the inner table not breaking so soon as in the adult ; the brain

also sustains pressure better and the level of the bone is gradually restored. It

may perhaps be argued, that my objections to the nse of the trephine, have been

carried a little too far
; I can only add that the conviction has been forced upon

me by the result of a great number of rases that have been witnessed in the

hospitals of London and the Continent, and attended in private practice ; at any

rate if an error be committed it is on the safe side, for I am satisfied that so

dangerous an operation ought never to be performed without the most urgent

necessity, and that 1 have seen it followed by fatal results, in cases where in all

probability recovery would have taken place bad it not been retorted to.]

CIIAFrER IV.

OPKR.VTION IX CASK OF VERY LARGE STRANGU-
LATED HERNIA.

1

1

I

On Tuesday, Jtine 30th, I was requested by Robert Cook, Esq.,

Surgeon, of Gainsborough, to visit Mr. B. C s, a gentleman

of eighty-five, who had been his patient for some years, and who,

for a considerable period, had been the subject of a very large ir-

reducible hernia. The day before he had been to a village feast

and partaken, perhaps, a little more freely than was his custom of
the good things of the table; and, at dinner, of some cherries and
rather old and slightly aeid ale. Upon his return, he complained
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of great pain, referred to the pit of the stomach ; headache
; and

sickness, with frequent vomiting. Upon examination, we found

that the hernial sac, which nearly reached down to the knees, was

more than usually distended, and that there was a feeling of great

tenderness upon even gently handling it. The tongue was much

coated
;
the pulse 120. Before I came, the surgeon had very pro-

perly taken away some blood, which was covered with a particu-

larly thick yellow crust, and very much cupped. lie had also

thrown up several clisters, and given repeated doses of calomel,

followed by sulphate and carbonate of magnesia in mint water.

This was the state of our patient at the moment when I first was

called upon to see him. Here was a case of strangulated hernia

in an old man upwards of eighty-five; that hernia was irreducible,

and had been so for years
;
that hernia was so large, that the ab-

domen was shrunk to one quarter its natural size
;
the sac, which,

as I before said, reached nearly to his knees, evidently holding the

greater portion of the intestines : an operation, however, appeared

to ofier the only chance of safety, and it became a question how,

and when, it was to be performed ?

Mr. Cook fully coincided with me that an operation was indis-

pensible; and, that the sooner it was performed the better. I

have had occasion to operate several times in cases of strangulated

hernia, and am fully satisfied that, in the great majority of cases,

the patient does not die from the operation, but from the operation

being delayed too long. It is no kindness to sit by the bed-side

of a man until he dies of strangulated hernia, and then to claim

from his friends credit for more than ordinary kindness and atten-

tion. After every reasonable means have been tried to return the

strangulated bowel in vain, an operation must at once be performed,

for

“ Gratia ab officio quod mora tardat abest.’’

Let me, however, again and again repeat, that in no case are de-

lays more dangerous than in strangulated hernia.*

As soon as the patient could be induced to submit, I performed

the operation in the following manner:—an incision three inches

in length was made in the integuments covering the tumor, com-

* If I have ever the misfortune to be afflicted with this dreadful complaint,

I should not like six hours to pass without the division of the stricture, so fully

am 1 satisfied of the danger of delay.
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nienciug a little above the external ring; perhaps the incision

might extend for two inches and a halfhelow, and one inch and a

half above, the external abdominal ring; for I concluded, from

the very large size of the hernia, that we should find the seat of

stricture either at, or very near to, the external ring. After cut-

ting through a very thick covering of fat, the tendon of the ex-

ternal oblique muscle, and the fascia of the cord, which the reader

will remember is derived from tlie tendon of the external oblique

muscle, a little below the ring, was exposed. This fascia was very

carefully divided, upon a director, as was also the cremaster mus-

cle, 1 then passed my finger upwards, and introduced a common
hernia knife upon it, dividing the ring to the extent of an inch,

Some little difficulty was experienced in dividing the stricture. I

had met witli a similar difficulty btTore. I was operating with

a common hernia knife, the f»rol»e-|>oint of which was much too

long. In this case it was no easy task to get the end of the knife

under the stricture, and that difficulty w'as considerably increased

by the length of the probe-point, ^'oti have to push this along

under the stricture l>efore you can turn the cutting etlge upwards,

and thus bring it to cut the ptirt. I was not, on this occasion,

operating with my own knife; hut 1 have had one made by Mr.

I’epys, with which 1 have twice performed the operation, and, from

tl«? blunt point being shorter this difficulty was avoidctl. I have

mentioned this to one or two surgeons who complain that they

have also experienced much trouble from the cause just alluded to.

Shortly after the operation the jK>orold gentleman said, “he was

much letter, and that the pain of cutting was nothing to the agony

he had ex{)erienced btdbre.” The pain was gone, the hiccough no

longer present, and he enjoyed several hours of calm and refresh-

ing slwp.

I met Mr. Cook every day in consultation until the time of his

death, which took place four days after the operation : it was,

however, satisfactory to feel that the operation had relieved our

patient from the stricture under which the bowel was labouring;

and had it not been for his advanced age (upwards of 85) there can

be little doubt hut that it would have been successful. We were

sorry that no post-mortem examination was allowed
; and I am

sorry to add that this is but too generally the case in the country :

there ts a feeling against it that cannot be got over—a feeling

T ‘2
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we would fain hope did not exist in this nineteenth century. The

present case was one of great interest
;

it was one of importance to

the public
;
and I do say that when an e.xamination of the body,

(conducted, as it always is, in a way that tends not in any degree

to disfigure the mortal remains of those who have been dear to us)^

can be made of use to mankind at large, by the light it throws on

the treatment of disease, the relations and friends of the deceased

do a positive injury, a direct act of injustice to society, by saying

“no examination after death shall take place.” Moreover it is an

act of cruelty also to the surgeon or physician who has attended

the poor man during life. I always like the satisfaction of knowing

that all has been done that could be done for my patient, and such

I am certain is the feeling of the whole of my professional brethren.

Permit me now to make a few remarks upon cases of very large

hernia, and the plan of treating them.

The case in which 1 last week operated was unusually large;

the testicles were wasted, and the penis buried in the tumor. In

truth, the skin of the penis and lower part of the abdomen were

stretched over it
;

the cavity of the abdomen was also consider-

ably diminished
;
in fact it adapts itself to its contents—a circum-

stance which must never be lost sight of. The case of Mr. R.

C s was an old obli<iue inguinal hernia
;

the neck of the tumor

was shortened, and the openings of the canal approximated, and

more in a direct line, the epigastric artery being a little behind,

and to the inside of the neck. It is always more or less displaced

in such cases. The direct hernia passing at once through the

parietes of the abdomen opposite to the external ring, does not,

until it has reached that point, come in contact with the spermatic

cord, having on the outer side of its short neck the epigastric

artery.

In the case more particularly before us the strangulation had

arisen from two causes: first, from the accumulation of its solid,

fluid, and gaseous contents, its volume was much increased, and

the circulation of necessity retarded; and secondly, from another

portion of intestine having been forced down ;
for though the

opening through which the bowel had originally passed was large

enough to admit it, it was not sufficiently so to contain the addi-

tonal portion that had been forced down. Among the causes of

hernia in the first instance, and strangulation afterwards, from the
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forcing down of an additional portion of intestine, 1 have found,

from repeated empnry, that the violent exertions of patients ha-

bitually costive, to expel the hardened faeces, are the most frequent.

I have no doubt that violent straining at stool, in this instance had

forced down additional portions of the viscera, and thus induced

the serious distress and the alarming danger, the operation was

undertaken to relie\e. Hut tlie hernia was also irnnlucible, and

had long lieen so. This arose from tlie very great contraction of

the abdomen owing to the long continued expulsion of its contents

;

from the very small ojiening through which the viscera had passed

causing the parts protruded to become engorged
;
and lastly, from

the nature of the contents of the tumor; for 1 have little doubt

but that the hernial sac contained either tlie sigmoid flexure or tlie

caput coh; we might also add, by an accumulation of fat in the

appendiculte of the large intestines, which were [irotruded, or from

some induration of tlie omentum.

In the operation above mentioneil the stricture was divided ex-

ternal to the sac. Sir A. Cooj>er, in his valuable work on heniia,

says “ I know of no situation in which a man is placed under

greater difficulty, tfian in which a surgeon has to operate on a

hernia of very considerable size, and finds a great «{uantity of in-

testine on the lap of the patient, and the parts so diminished, from

the length of time the hernia has existed, that there is no room
to return the intestine which has descended. He tries to push

back the intestine, it eludes his efforts, and after rept?atetl at-

tempts, when he has at length succeeded in returning a consider-

able portion of it into the alnlomen, the whole rus!u>s out again

into the scrotum. So much handling of the intestine necessarily

leads to such a degree of inflammation ns to endanger the life of

the patient." (Lectures on Surgery, p. 221)

Hut this is not the only danger; however carefully we luav

handle the intestines, however gentle our manipulations in at-

tempting to return them, they nevertheless burst, scattering the

ia*ces over the hands of the operator, and the patient either sinks

in a few hours or dies at the end of some days, from want of nu-
trition

;
for the part which gives way will generally be some portion

of the small intestines, and the poor patient must sink from con-
stitutional irritation and inanition

;
for that degree of lacteal ab-

sorption necessary to the support of life, cannot lake place.
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It must ap|)ear evident to every practical surgeon that after'a

bowel has become strangulated for even a very few hours, it is in

an incipient state of inflammation
;

in all cases that inflammatory

action is increased by roughly handling the parts, and therefore

the employment of the taxis, if continued too long, or used with

too much force, no doubt tends to increase the danger of the pa-

tient, and adds not a little to the causes tending to make any ope- i

ration that may be performed unsuccessful. This reasoning applies '

to all cases
;
but what must be the consequence in sucli as we are more

particularly examining in the present paper—what the consequence

ofendeavouring to return any additional portion of intestine that may

have come down into an old hernial sac—the hernia having existed

for years, and for years being irreducible? I think that in all

eases such practice is likely to be productive of the greatest danger,

but more particularly in cases of old and very large hernia: by

such long and continued attempts at reduction, the bowels become
j

bruised and seriously injured, and, like any other contused tissue, I

will inevitably, most seriously sufier. Am I exaggerating the
]

dangers attendant upon such a system? By no means; but what

must be the danger, what the result, if the deration be performed

in the old way ? if the hernial sac be divided, and the protruded

intestines received into the hands of the operator ? if they re-

main there for the space of half an hour, continually pushed up,

as often to fall down again ? Before the operation they have been

perhaps much injured by fruitless attempts at reduction, and, like

any other part of the body, will stand a much better chance of

recovery if their surface be not exposed
;
will stand a much better

chance of recovery if not obliged to undergo, for a long period of

time, the attempts made to return them.

Again, even if the bowels had never been injured at all, even if

a patient were in a state of perfect health, under the most favour-

able circumstances, what would be the effect of opening so large

a tumor, and exposing the intestines ? The most hazardous in-

llammatiou, increased by breaking down adhesions which had been

present for years. And if the abdomen were able to contain

the contents of the tumor (which in this old gentleman was quite

out of the question), what surgeon would have the temerity to

return them? for there is every probability', every reason for

supposing, tlial the return of parts, which had so long been
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protruileil, into the abdomen, would bring on the most idarmiiig

symptoms.

But, for the reason.s already stated, tljey cannot he returned,

and, what is more serious still, they cannot be retained in the sac

which has been improperly opened. In the Journal of Foreign

Medicine (No. 1.), page 400) a curiou-s case is mentioned in which

the sac was divided in a very large scrotal hernia, and about one

foot of the colon which was contained in it could not be returned.

The integuments were not sufliciently lai^e to cover it; still its

surface granulated, the skin, as the cicatri.x contnu ted, extending

itself over the swelling, which also diminished in size, and in a few

weeks the man was discharged curt*d.

In such cases, then, we must avoid pulling the parts about, and

perform the operation as soon as possible ; we must not dream of

opening the hernial sac, breaking dow n the adhesions, and attempt

to return into the abdomen that which it is too contracted now to

hold
;

nor must we run the risk of e.vciting inflammatory action

by the exposure of the bowels. The rule of >Sir A. CrrojK-r here

holds good, viz., “That when the tumor is of long standing, ex-

ceedingly lai^e, perhaps extending more than half way down to

the patient’s km*es, and its contents have never admitted of being

completely reduced, the indication is to divide the stricture, pro-

vided a strangulation take place, but without laying o(>on the

hernial sac, or attempting to reduce the part."

In perfonning the operation great care must be taken that the

stricture is not only divided, but divideil fully. Dupuytren in-

forms us that in eight out of ever)' ten cases of strangulated bubo-

nocele, the stricture is seated at the neck of the sac, and he

supposed that this took place from some alteration in the struc-

ture or nature of the peritoneum at this part. But Mr. Cooper

well remarks, that, in a recent protrusion, strangulation cannot

depend upon any thickening of the neck of the tumor (vide

Cooper's Surgical Dictionary, 7th edition, page 724), and he

admits that large external swellings were not very liable to he

strangulated in this way. The justly celebrated Dupuytren, (Clin.

Chir., vol. 1.) has also made some valuable remarks upon the

form of the tumor, and directs us to the seat of the stricture by

remarking, that “ when it is situated at the external ring the tu-

mor formed by the hernia does not reach above this point
;
the
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inguinal canal, llieiefore, is imdistended, soft, and indolent to tlie

touch, while the ring itself is hard and tense; on the other hand,

when the stricture is at the neck of the sac, that is to say as far

up as the superior orifice of the inguinal canal, this is always full,

hard, and tense.”

In some the stricture extends the whole distance of the inguinal

canal, and here we must lay its upper surface open its whole length.

Without examining all the varieties of stricture that are met

with, I may remark, that two strictures sometimes exist, a slight

one at the abdominal ring, and a second and more serious one at

the neck of the sac. This very important fact must ever be kept

in mind, for if the surgeon supposes that the stricture exists at the

abdominal ring, and divides i( only, the bowel is pushed into the

inguinal canal, and not into the abdomen : should another stric-

ture exist higher up, in this case the symptoms continue, and

death must inevitably follow, sooner or later.

Dupuytren remarks, that when the strangulation takes place at

the upper portion of the inguinal canal, the danger is much

greater, and the parts sooner become gangrenous, because the

edges of this opening are very sharp, and make very great pres-

sure on the neck of the sac ; the abdominal ring is wider and has

blunter sides
;
strangulation in this situation is therefore slower.

Little need here be said upon the treatment of the bowel, should

it in any instance bn found mortified. Mr. Lawrence recommends

it to be freely opened, to obtain at once that relief (viz. evacuation

of its contents), which nature seeks by the process of gangrene.

(On Ruptures, p. 299.) Nor must we forget that by this plan Sir

A. Cooper snatched from the brink of the tomb a female who was

pregnant at the time of the operation, and was afterwards delivered

of a child.

Treatment after the operation .—In the first place, the patient

must be kept in bed, a pillow placed under the knees, and every

means taken to relax the muscles of the abdomen, by placing him

in as ea.sy a position as possible. In large cases the hernia must

be supported. A large pad or small pillow will answer very well.

If the sickness frequently present continues, perhaps the following

draught will relieve it sooner than any other:

—

p. Liq. Opii Sed., nviij; Acidi Hydrocyanici (Scheels) niv ;
Potass. Bi-

rarbonatis, 51 ;
Aqure, Jvj ;

Misce. Capiat quartam partem, quaque

;?tia bora, si opus fuerit.
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Evacuations from the bowels must at once be promoted by

clysters and small doses of sulphate of magnesia—a dram dis-

solved in peppermint water every two or three hours; the recum-

bent position must also be maintained, as any exertion will cause

the bowels again to come down. Inllammalion of tlie bowels and

peritoneum must be attacked by bleeding, calomel and opium,

fomentation to the part and leeches; castor oil will be the best

aperient. Should diarrho?a come on, a mixture long used by

iny worthy friend, Mr. Garrick, R. N.. surgeon, Kensington, is

very useful, and often affords relief.

^ Confrct. Aronaat,, 5). ; Soibe Sesqui-csrbotutii, ; Aquee Menth*
Pip., 5vss. ; Tr. Card. Co., Jss. M. Coch. ij. mag;, pro re uaU.

Opium can of course be added if required. After the operation,

the diet must at first be kept low; but when all danger of perito-

neal inflammation is past, this plan must be changed, and wine,

ijuinine, cordials, and a generous diet allowed. We must remem-

ber, however, that though we have succeeded in curing the patient,

we have not prevented, by the division of the stricture, other por-

tions of the bowel coining down; and, therefore, we must by

proper means guard against such an unfortunate occurrence.

In all cases of large irreducible scrotal hernia, the tumor must

be very carefully supported by a projier bandage, and injury to

the part avoided, as a severe blow might occasion rupture of the

bowel, and death. We shall do well also to caution our patients

as to their diet and mode of life; excesses of every kind must be

most studiously refrained from. In the case of Mr. R. C—s, now
before us, strangulation of the bowel w-as to be traced to this

cause. Warm aperient medicines must, therefore, frequently be
taken; as the compound rhubarb pill at bed-time, with some
aperient during the day. Clysters of warm water will be of great

use
; in fact, the bowels must not be overloaded, either by a too

free indulgence at the table, or an accumulation of hardened
fieces. When it can be taken, a dose of ca.stor oil now and then,

at bed-time, will answer every purpose; when it cannot, the fol-

lowing mixture may be used

—

jt Msan. Sulphatis, 5iv.
j Infus. Senn*. Jv. ; Tr. Card. Co. Jj. ; Em.

Menth. Pip. n\*xx. tta par* hora decubitiu.

Cases of so large a nature as the one now recordeil are certainly

not very common. Sir A. C^ooiier ha.s operated in three cases

z
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(Lectures on Surgery, page 225). He has, however, left in his

valuable work abundant information as to their treatment
; and

he most eloquently urges the attainment of that knowledge of

anatomy which alone enables a man to operate with advantage to

his patient. We may look on, and think it very easy to divide

part after part; and so it is to the man who has gained that

information which this surgeon urges all to acquire. An exam-

ination of his writings, and the works of Dupuytren, Cloquet,

Lawrence, Guthrie, Key, and others too numerous to mention,

will afford every facility to the study of this interesting and im-

portant disease; they will, in fact, induce the student to examine

the subject for himself, in the dissecting room
;
induce him there

to read the book of nature—a volume ever open
;
and amply will

it repay the most attentive and diligent research.

CHAFLER V.

ON THE TREATMENT OF BRONCHOCELE.

Thk first questions a student asks when the name of any disease

arrests his attention, are (or ought to be), what is this complaint;

where situate
;
on what does it depend ? Possessed of this in-

formation, it behoves him, in the second place, to inquire what

are the most successful means of ti'eating it.

The term bronchocele is derived from the Greek words, /S^ov^or,

the wind-pipe, and a tu7)ior ; it is named by the Swiss gotre,

or goitre; you frequently see it among the inhabitants of the hills

of Derbyshire, where it is commonly known as Derbyshire-neck.

Bronchocele may be either simple or compound: the tliyro-

phraxia of Alibert is the most common form of the disease, and

is nothing more than an enlargement of the thyroid gland, the
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skm covering the part being unaltered in structure, and not in-

volved in the disease. For the most part it is free from danger,

unless it becomes so large as to impe<le respiration. It is free from

danger, simply because the duties of this gland in the economy of

our nature are not so important as to be essential to the continu-

ance of life. One case, however, is mentionetl, in which the disease

assumed a cancerous form, and the woman afllicted with it j>e-

rished in consequence. The seat of bronchocele, therefore, is

generally found to be the thyroid gland, although cysts are

sometimes formed in the cellular membrane surrounding it : this

leads us to speak

—

2dly, Of compound bronchocele.—Here we have the disease in

the greatest possible severity : sometimes calcareous and other

heterogeneous substances are connected with it; at others the

gland itself is attacked with true sarcoma. The term bronchocele,

in Kngland, always signifies simply an enlargement of the thyroid

gland, which not unfrequently occupies a space extending from

one angle of the jaw to the other
; and also forms a swelling on

the front part of the neck. This swelling is more or less irregular

in form. .At first it is generally of a soft sj>ongy feel
;
the skin

retaining its usual hue. If the disease, however, remains for a

considerate time, the veins of the neck frequently become varicose.

Pros-ser remarks—‘‘ The tumor generally Wgins between the

eighth and twelfth years
;

it enlarges slowly during a few years,

but at last augments very rapidly, and forms a bulky pendulous

tumor. Women are far more subject to the disease than men
;

and the tumor rapidly increases during their confinement in child-

bed.” Sometimes bronchocele aifects the whole of the thyroid

gland, that is to say, the two lateral lobes and the middle portion,

so that you may observe throe tumors of unequal size. Sometimes

after death the gland has been found perfectly free from disease,

the tumor having formed among the surrounding lymphatic glands

and cellular substance.

Hums, in his .Anatomy of the Head and Neck, remarks, “ that

when one lobe of the thyroid gland is afi'ected, it may extend in

front to the carotid artery, and be lifted up by each diastole of

this vessel, so as to have the pulsatory vibrations of an aneurism.”

Some authors have observed, also, that tlie right lobe is more fre-

quently enlarged than the left; this fact, 1 believe, was first men-

z 2
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'tioned by Alibert; and Mr. Rickwood tells us “that he has

witnessed the same thing in every case that came under his notice

in the neighbourhood of Horsham, Sussex.*

This disease is common in most of the valleys of the Pyrenees,

Appenines, and Alps. In fact, there are certain localities where

it is so frequent, that you can scarcely find a single individual

altogether free from it. In the Tyrol and Corinthia there are to

be found whole villages in which, without exception, all the in-

habitants have these swellings, and they are considered indicative

of additional personal charms. In many cases the swellings are so

large, as not to be concealed by any kind of clothing. A state of

idiotism is another affliction not unfrequently attendant upon

bronchoccle, particularly in countries where it abounds
;
yet all

who are attacked with bronchocele are not idiots, or cretins as

they have been called. In Italy and elsewhere it is met with in

persons whose mental endowments are of the highest possible

order. A patient whose case I shall sliortly mention was a young

lady of considerable talent, shewing an aptitude to acquire what-

ever she attempted to learn. Several writers, and among them

Fodere, have ascribed the state of the mind to the affection of the

thyroid gland. This opinion, however, seems to have been ar-

rived at without any reason
;

for in idiots the mental faculties are

weak from their earliest years. In many, also idiotism is complete

where we find no enlargement of this gland, or even a tendency to

enlargement, and in cases where the tumor is too small to impede

the current of blood to the head. It would consequently appear

that the cases in which weakness of intellect and goitre have been

observed co-existing, must have been accidental; and this con-

clusion appears strengthened, when I remember that I have of

late frecpiently observed bronchocele in particular districts, and at

the same time seldom or ever observed any of the inhabitants to

be idiots. Mr. Cooper, in his last edition of his Surgical Dic-

tionary, remarks, “that bronchocele is not confined to Europe;

it is met with in almost every part of the globe. Professor Bar-

ton in his travels amongst the Indians, settled at Oneida, in the

state of New York, saw the complaint in an old woman, the wife

of the chief of their tribe. From this woman he learned that

Bronchoceles were by no means uncommon amongst the Oneida

* Vide Med. and Phys. Journal, 1823.
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IndiauB, the complaint existing in sevenil of their villages. He

found, also, that the varieties were the same as in Euroj>e.”

The great danger of bronchocele in this country, appears to be,

as above stated, the difficulty of respiration produced by the

pressure upon the wind-pipe by the tumor, and other glands,

which become enlarged
;

for by disordering the pidmonary circu-

lation the pulse becomes ijuickened, irregular, and very frequent-

ly intermittent. A strong throbbing is excited in the region of

the chest, followed, as some writers remark they have observed,

“ by even fatal disease of the lungs
;
consequences frequently not

supposed to have any connexion with this disease, though, in

truth, the bronchocele has been the primary cause of them.”

Cannes oj' Uronchocele .— It would apjiear from what we have

stated—from the observations of all writers ujion this subject

—

that certain districts tend to produce this affection of the thyroid

gland. Some have gone so far as to assert that change of air is

more efficacious than any remedy that can be useil. Again, it has

been attributed (and apparently with some degree of reason) to

certain chymical properties in the water; anil Dr. Odier gives

credit to this theory, because he observed that distilled water

not only prevented the increase of the swelling, but also tended

to lessen its bulk. However, every explanation is very unsatis-

factory, particularly when we call to mind tliis passage in the

writings of that justly celebrated physiologist, Humboldt. ” Per-

sons afflicted with bronchocele (he observes) arc met with from

Honda to the conflux of theCauca, in the upper part of the course

of the Magdalen River; and on the high flat country of Bigota,

6000 feet above the bed of the river. Now the first of these three

regions is a thick forest, while the second and third have a soil

destitute of vegetation; the first and third are particularly damp;
the second is peculiarly dry. In the second and third region the

winds are very tempestuous
;
in the first the air is stagnant.

TempertUure. Centignule degrees.
First and second region 22 and 33
In the third 4 and 17

Again the waters drunk by the inhabitants of Mariquita, Honda,
Santa Fe de Bogota, where bronchoceles occur, are not those of

snow, and issue from rocks of granite, freestone, and lime. The
temperature of the waters of Santa Fc and Mompor, drunk by
such as have this disease, varies from nine to ten degrees. Bron-
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choceles are more hoiTid at Mariquita, where the springs which
How over granite are, according to my experiments, chymically

more pure.’’

So much, then, for the influence of local causes in producing

this disease, at the same time we must admit that certain districts

are more subject to goitre, although there are few parts of England

altogether free from it. This leads me to speak, lastly, of the

Treatment of Bronchocele.—I have divided Bronchocele into

two kinds— 1st, simple; and 2dly, compound; to the treatment

of the former, however, I shall confine my remarks in the present

paper. Without entering into a critical examination of the fa-

vourite plans of different surgeons, I shall extract a few cases from

my note-book, illustrative of the method of treatment that I found

to be the most successful.

Case xxvii.—Miss Mary II aet. 17, somewhat below the

middle height, thin, and of rather a sallow complexion, came

with an enlargement of the thyroid gland, which she said she had

been suffering under for the last six months, during three of which

she had been under the care of a surgeon who had given her Tr.

lodinae in large doses. The catamenial discharge, though not

altogether wanting, was pale and scanty, the periods being very

irregular
;
the tongue was furred, with red edges ; the bowels

costive; frequent headache
;
and a disinclination to walk about;

fancies she is thinner since she took the iodine.

I thought it would be useless to attend to the enlarged gland

until her general health was improved
;

I therefore ordered her to

live upon

New milk with meat once a day ; the meat to be dressed in the plainest man-
ner ;

to avoid pastry and vegetables, and to take as much exercise as her

strength would pennit.

I likewise ordered her to take the following pills three times a

week, at bed-time.

p, Pil. Hydrarg. gr. ij. ; Pil. Rhei co. (E. P.) gr. viij. Misce ft. pil. ij.

She also took the following mixture :

—

Inf. Gent. co. Jiij. ;
Sodee Sesqui-carbonatis, 5j. ; Tr. Aurantii, ^ss.

;

Aq Cinnain Jiiss, Capiat coch. iij, mag. ter quotidie.

Under this plan of treatment she gradually recovered her health;

the yellow appearance of the conjunctiva was exchanged for the

hue of health, and the sallowness of the skin removed
;
the bowels

were in a more healthy condition, to use her own words, “ if it were
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not for my neck I should be quite well, but it hurts me when 1

sing.”

The Bronchocele during this time (about one month) remained

much the same: if anything, it rather diminished than grew larger;

it was, however, still very large, the whole gland being affected.

The tincture of iodine having failed, as well as the local applica-

tion of it, I determined to adopt a plan that I had before found to

be successful, and which I have every reason to think w ill succeed

in the great majority of cases. I first ordered the application of

six let?ches to the part ;
these were repeater! tlm*c times during the

first ten days, the part being well fomenU'd three times a day w ith

warm water.

(I Liq. PotaMtf, Jj. ; Tr. Csnt. CO 5ij. Misce. Sumst mxv. ter quotidic.

ex, i»f. ZiagiLM;ris.

The liq. potassje was graduadly increased to »ixxiv. three times

a day. 1 then thought it advisable that some local application

should be made use of, and the following ointment was ordered to

be applied (rubbed in with the hand) twice a day, the part being

first well washed with warm water for at least a quarter of an hour.

^ FuUak. lodidi, \j. ; Ung. CeUcei, ;\j. Miace. ft. xiug.

This plan of treatment was steadily followed during the mouths

of June. July, and August, the patient taking once a week a pill

composinl of pil. hydrarg. et ex. colocynih, with a rhubarb draught

the follow ing morning. The last week in .\ugust she came to me
without the slightest remains of the bronchocele.

Cask xxviii.— Mary Padley, a‘t. I I. Her mother has a large

bronchocele, which has not increased for some years past. “ Her

daughter had some difficulty in swallowing, and at length they

found a small tumor.” It is now about the size of an orange,

situated on the right side of the gland, and gradually increasing

towards the other side of the neck. She is very much out of

health
;
complains frecpiently of pain in the head, and a great disin-

clination to take food. Has menstruated once, about two years

ago, but never since. The mother, who lived formerly in iJerby-

sbire, says that all her own laniily ore subject to goitre. The girl

is of ratiier light complexion, blue eyes, thin and tall.

To live upon a milk diet, with meat once a day ; to avoid fruit pics, (upon
which ihe says ahe haa alniust lived for the last two years,) and vegetables.

it Pil. Hydrarg. gr. j. ; Pil. .Vlocs. c. Myrrh., gr. iv, j Ft. Pil. alternia

uuctihuH, smnecul.
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|i Vin. Ferri. 5ij.
; Aq. Jiss. M. ft. haust. ter quotidie sumendus.

For some time subsequently I treated this case with the tincture

of iodine, but the tumor increased gradually, till I substituted the

liq. potassse in the same doses as in the former case. The gland

w'as leeched twice, and rubbed with the same ointment. In three

months the swelling had altogether vanished, after which the girl

was directed to attend particularly to her health, to keep her bowels

open, and to avoid improper food. I heard from her a few days

ago; the bronchocele has not returned.

Case xxix.—John J
, a boy, aet. 13. Left lobe affected

;

but small, not larger than a walnut. A blister was applied
; after

it had healed, leeches, alterative medicines, and liq. potassae. This

case was cured in si.v weeks. No local application after the blister

and leeches, except friction with the hand.

Case xxx.—Mrs. K
,
(the aunt of Case 27) observed about

three years ago, that shortly after her last accouchement, a swel-

ling appeared in the front of her wind-pipe; it has gradually in-

creased in size, and is now very large, extending down the neck.

She complains of “ her health being very bad.” Her hair is of a

light colour, rather inclining to a sandy tinge
;

the eye-lashes are

light
;
the eyes blue

;
the complexion pale

;
the whole appearance

enemic. She was ordered blue pill and colocynth, with some

bitter infusion and soda; after which leeches were applied to the

tumor
;
a blister afterwards. The gland to be well fomented with

warm water, and the following ointment used once or twice a

day :

—

p. Pota.ss. lodiili, gr. xxx
;
Pulv. lodince, gr. x ; Ung. Ceta., Jj- M. ft. ung.

Case xxxi.—Miss J
,
residing at Bottomsall, applied to

me, January, 1843, with a bronchocele of very considerable size.

She first observed a tumor in the centre of the wind-pipe, about

ten months before, it had much increased, particularly at the sides.

“ Had been to a surgeon who had given her some dark drops

(Iodine), but they had not been of use.” She was treated precisely

the same as the cases already mentioned, and in three months all

remains of the tumor had disappeared.

I could multiply these cases, w-ere it necessary
;
but will only

remark that I think we may conclude from what has been stated,

1st, that although it abounds in certain localities, that we know

not on what it depends; or why it should abound more in Switz-
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rrland or Derbyshire than other places
;

2n<lly, that we have no

reason for concluding that goitre should produce cretinism, al-

though the two are frequently combined
;

[Dr. Wilson remarks,

that “ he has observed epilepsy and bronchocele to exist in the

same person.”] 3dly, that it is highly important to attend to the

general state of the secretions before attempting to make use of

specific remedies ;
and also that considerable advantage appears

(in the cases I have seen) to result from fomenting the part af-

fected with warm water (previous to using the iodine ointment)

;

the apjdication of blisters, and the local abstraction of blood by

leeches; the exhibition of liquor pqtasste, and alterative medicines.

(’UAPrER VI.

CWNCEH OF THE IIREAST.

At page 66, I have already offered some observations on the an-

atomy, physiology, and i>athology of this disease, and shall, there-

fore confine my present remarks to a few practical hints on the

treatment of cancer. The student taking up a work on cancer in

the French language will at once be struck with the immense

success which attends their operations, and on again examining

the disease in sober English, beat a loss to account for the want of

success, on this side the water. The truth is, that the word

scirrhus is used much too indiscriminately by them; every indu-

rate<l mass is called a cancer, and the list of successful operations

swelled in projiorlion. My own experience, and that of every

practical surgeon, furnishes a dark list of fatal cases, and however

much men may write or talk of their success in curing cancer,

either by the use of internal remedies, local applications, or the

knife, I must still continue to take a very gloomy view of every

A A
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case of cancer of the breast that is placed under my care. Every
man who says he can, by some means, known only to himself,

cure cancer, is a designing empiric entirely lost to all sense of
shame, honour, and honesty. We have no medicine that will

cure the disease, and it is our duty at once to say so, in order to

put an extinguisher on the wretched quacks who are daily adver-

tising their nostrums for the removal and complete cure of cancer.

But although we have no medicine that will cure, and no applica-

tion that will remove, a scirrhous tubercle when it has formed, yet

the progress of the disease may be retarded, and the constitution

much improved by the administration of alterative medicines, and

if an operation has been performed, the exhibition of Plummer’s

pill and the compound decoction of sarsaparilla, with small doses

of the potass, iodidi will lessen the chances of the return of the

disease. I think too much attention cannot be paid to the state

of the system, both before and after the operation, and that the

disease returns in some instances from a want of these precau-

tions. Sir A. Cooper is of opinion that “ full three-fourths of

these cases arise from grief and anxiety of mind
;
it is the state of

the mind and body that predisposes disease. The mind acts on

the body, the secretions are arrested and the result is the forma-

tion of scirrhus. Look then to this complaint, not only in alter-

ing the state of the constitution, but relieve the mind, and remove

the anxiety, if possible, under which the patient labours.”* It is

generally thought that this disease of the breast is connected with

a suppression of the menses
;

it usually makes its appearance before

the change of life, but if a tumor has existed in the breast for

many years it not uncommonly takes on a malignant action, at,

or about, the time when the menses cease, an argument for its

early removal, even before any malignant disease sets in. Some-

times the disease commences at a very advanced period of life.

Sir A. Cooper saw it in a woman of eighty-six, the disease in such

cases advances very slowly and when occurring in advanced age

does not shorten life ;
at least such was the opinion of this very

distinguished surgeon, who removed a scirrhous breast for a lady

seventy-three years of age which had begun to ulcerate
;
the

disease did not return and the patient did very well. Again, in

some, the progress of cancer is very slow. Sir A. Cooper met with

* Lectures on Surgery, page 337.
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one lady, who had had the disease twenty-two, and another seven-

teen years. These cases may be related to patients who come to

ns in such a state as to render an ojwration quite useless ; we must

tell them that an operation cannot be perfomietl, that the disease

cannot be cured, but that it may yet remain ten or fifteen years

without advancing
;

this will at any rate cause a beam of sunshine

to dart, even from their tearful countenance, and these words of

comfort prove the rainbow of hope to the storms of existence.

There is hope even for me, she e.Yclaims—hope, that life may yet

be preserved some years—death, disguise the feeling as you may,

to the best of us is but a very unwelcome visitor, and seems di-

vested of half his terrors when viewed afar off. The disease is

most common from thirty to fifty, seldom occurring before thirty.

I have in my possession a breast that I removed some years ago

from a patient at Everton, aet. 29, she died two years after the

oj>eration, of rheumatism attacking the heart
;
up to the time of

her death she had felt no pain in the part, although it was very

violent before the operation, and the disease well marked, and of

some extent. I examined the body, there was no return of the

^Usease. Mr. II. Hell who was present at many of the ojjerations

performed by Hill,* is of opinion “ that cancer is a local complaint

not originally connected with any disorder of the system, and that

a geniTal cancerous taint seldom or never occurs but in conse-

quence of the cancerous virus being absorbed into the system from

some local affection.” M. Lisframc also denies that cancer is con-

tagious, and that there is any general infection of the system in

this disease. With respect to the opinion that cancer is at first a

local complaint and that the system becomes secondarily affected

by the absorption of a certain virus from the local disease, 1 think

it unsu{)ported, by facts, or at any rate a theory requiring con-

firmation. The practical deduction from it is, however, import-
ant, viz. to operate in all cases as soon as |K)s8ible. M. Lisfranc

has recently proposed a very interesting question, viz.

—

in a
ca$e of cancer, teith, or rcithout, ulceration, are ire to consider
tliC whole substance of the tumor as being occupied by scirrhusf
He thinks not, and in cases where the cancer is of too large an ex-

i-tn^L****^
iurgeon could gire the mdio result* as Mr. Hill. In

1/ <0, the (turn of hi* cases stood thu* :—of 88 cancer* extirpated, at least two
year* before. Not cured, 2—broke out, 9—threatened with a relapse 1—in
all, 12; little more than a seventh of the whole number.

’

A A 2
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tent to admit of complete removal, “ for the patient would succumb

during the healing of the large wound,” leeches are to be applied

around the base of the tumor in proportion to the strength of the

patient, and the parts covered by a large poultice. “ By such

means, carefully adopted, and extended over a sufficient space of

time, cancerous tumors have been frequently reduced at La Pitie

from a size represented by 10 to 1, to one of 6 to 4, and not only

has the operation then become practicable, but no more than an

ordinary wound remained after its performance.” It appears to

me that an operation under such circumstances would be almost

hopeless, and the local means employed previous to its performance

very likely to mask the state of parts, and prevent our removal of

the entire disease : to hold out the smallest hope of success, the

incisions must be made very wide of the tumor and every par-

ticle of the diseased mass, together with those long white bands,

(which Sir A. Cooper terms “ roots of the disease ”) which fre-

quently run from it in all directions, most carefully removed.

The only means of curing the disease is by an operation for its

removal, and the chances of success are in proportion to the

length of time it has existed. The sooner we perform an opera-

tion the better, delays are dangerous, and I would rather run

the risk in very rare instances of removing a non-cancerous breast

than by not removing it, expose my patient to the chance of be-

coming a victim to this relentless disease. I have already insisted

on the importance of an alterative course of medicine, both before

and after the operation, and on the necessity of removing the dis-

eased mass as early as possible—of course no prudent surgeon

would operate in cases where it is impossible to remove the whole

of the disease or when it is rapidly spreading
;
where the cancerous

cachexia is fully established, and there is reason to suppose the

existence of internal carcinoma
;
when the disease has existed for

a great number of years and appears rather an inconvenience than

a malady, remaining in an almost stationary condition and giving

rise to no serious derangement of health. Desault, Araussat, Lis-

franc, and others appear to think enlargement of the glands hardly

any hinderance to ablation when recent. Extreme debility al-

though it much diminishes the chances of success, does not, when

arising from pain, and repeated haemorrhage altogether ensure

failure, and the presence of extensive ulceration did not in several
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cases prevent a fortunate issue to the o{>eration. M. Lisfranc

operates even when the cancer has arrived at an advanced stage,

and says “ when the viscera is in a healthy condition, and the

whole disease can be removetl without leaving a wound of too

dangerous an extent, sound surgery demands an operation of

which I have liad proofs both in Dupuytren s practice and m»j

own" Mr. Liston holds a different opinion to our friends on the

continent, and remarks, “ when enlarged glands are perceptible

above the clavicle, or in the intercostal sj>ace8, the practitioner

who would advise interference with the original tumor must hr

grossly ignorant^ atrociously unprincipled, or of unsound mind.” *

I ought to mention,” says Sir P. Cooper, “that you should

never operate in this complaint when dyspna*a is present for I have

known patients who have come to our hospital, and have been

operated on for this disease when they have had this symptom,

and who liave died in two or three days after the operation; on

examination, water has been found in the chest, and tubercles on

the pleura.” On the whole 1 am obliged to sf>eak unfavourably

of the success of this ojieration, and think that in the great ma-

jority of cases the disi-ase sooner or later ap(H*ars. And yet, it is

our duty to ojwrate, even under unfavourable circumstances. If

a patient comes to me suffering from cancer of the breast, and
there is nothing to forbid the o|>erHtion, 1 at once advise her to

submit, telling her that the removal of the part, affords tlie only

chance, and that every day she delays, the disease is advancing

and the operation consequently less likely to succeed. The steps

of the 0|K»ration need not lie described, it is a sinqile jiiece of

dissection, ami does not occupy many minutes—perhaps one or

two
;
but rrmember, (and should this meet the eye of a student

or young surgeon who has never yet removetl the breast, the cau-

tion may not be thrown away) the length of time occupied in per-

forming the o[]eration is but a secondary consideration to the

effectual removal of every particle of the disease. The foolish

remarks of lo<;kers on, of would be critics with stop-watches, the
cries and struggles of the patient must be altogether disregarded.

No half measures will do here
; a fellow-creature—a woman, has

placed her life in our hands; resolve<l to submit to a dreadful
operation in the hope of saving herself from suffering and preserv-

• Elements of Surgery, p, 333.
~~ ~ "
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ing life. No chance must therefore be thown away, and from the

moment the knife is taken up, to the termination of the dissection,

we must be fully resolved to remove every particle of the disease.

The first incisions should be made very wide of the tumor and the

knife turned rather from than towards it, in order that the in-

cisions may not encroach upon the disease. After the mass has

been taken away, the whole wound must be sponged and every

molecule if possible removed
;
parts at all suspected must not be

left, it is far better to take too much than too little. After the

vessels have been tied the cut surfaces may be brought together

by a few points of suture, the most simple dressing applied, and

the arm supported by a sling. The immense mass of plasters,

compresses, bandages, and ointments so often applied, do much

harm and cause great annoyance
; cold water at first, and after

the removal of the stitches, warm water, are the only applications

required, with the exception of some little support below the in-

cision.

This is the treatment under favourable circumstances
;
but what

are w’e to do where the disease has made considerable progress ?

are we to say to this patient I can do nothing for you, die you

must, and that in a few months
;
and what a fearful death ! not

at all I in the former case 1 advise an operation, not because

the disease does not frequently return, but because it affords

the only chance ; and even in the more advanced stages, where

the internal organs are healthy, and the glands in the axilla

sound, I operate also, although the disease is almost certain to

return ;
it is the only hope, a forlorn one it is true ; a radical

cure is here quite out of the question
;
we can only propose a

palliative, and I honestly believe the knife is the best we can

offer

;

although before performing an operation under such cir-

cumstances, it is our duty to tell the patient how very faint our

prospect of success ;
and yet there are cases recorded, even on the

authority of Sir A. P. Cooper, which had they been permitted to

run their course, must in all probability, have terminated fatally

in a few weeks, where an operation had restored the patients to

comparative health, and even added some years to their existence.

If then by an operation I can remove the foetid discliarge, horrid

pains, and check the haemorrhage ;
revive hope, give comparative

ease, and perhaps add some months—it may be years, to the life
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of the sufferer, doubtless we are bound to make the effort, to give

a fellow creature, inevitably doomed to death—a death I even

shudder to contemplate—a chance of life, however slight it may

be : at the same time I repeat that the true nature of things ought

to be fairly stated, and the operation only undertaken with the

consent and at the solicitation of the patient, willing to purchase

even a few more months, at so great an amount of suffering, and

hoping to obtain even a longer reprieve.*

So much for the removal of the diseased mass by operation
;

in

our general treatment of subjects labouring under cancer, our ob-

object, says Dr. Copeland, must be to support “ the energies of the

digestive functions and the abdominal secretions and e.vcretions,

and to impart vigour to the frame by suitable diet and regimen.”

For these purposes he recommends tonic infusions with liquor atn-

* “ Obserration proves,” says Lisfranc, ” that cancer is liable to relapse, in

proportion a« it* proftrws has been active, or it has been complicated with acute

inflammation. This last is to be met by local depletion, continued for some

days prior to the operation, RelayMes will l>e loss likely to ocenr, alao, if haK

an inch of sound skin be included in the incision—leaving, however, enough

integument, when it ia sound, to procure union by the first intention, thereby

diminishing the extent of irritation of the wound and subsequent cicatrix. Tlic

surgeon's care of his patient must not terminate with the prodnetion of cicatri-

.sation, but also be directed to the prevention of a relapse, which, when patients

are dotnle enough to obey the directions given them, may usually be accom-

plished. They must be told, that, even when the wound has healed, the cure

is only in part completed. All causes likely, whether mentally or physically, to

interfere with the health must be sought for and removed.

In itersuns of a sanguine temi>erament, or when suffering from the obstruc-

tion of some flux, let bleeding be practised ; and, if the parts in the vicinity of

the cicatrix become congested, a revulsive bleeding of three or four ounces must

be employed. The vitality of the susceptible organs must be modified by the

use of powdered hemlock (the extract usually being very bad,) for many months.

Beginning with a grain every morning, the dose may be gradnally augmented to

four. Lisfranc has a very high opinion of this remedy, as a solvent and anti-

uarvine—-and its utility is also well seen as the latter, in the gastralgise of women
suffering from uterine affections. Occasional mild aperients, exntories, in case

of retrocession, and, after omitting the hemlock, the external or internal use of

iodine, are other useful means. Much good also results from compression, em-
ployed by means of agaric and a bandage, and extending beyond the cicatrix.

The cicatrix must not be irritated, es{>ecially by too early a movement of the

parts. The mildest diet, and if debility be not present, even alMtemionsness,

should be enjoined.” [Vide Med. -Chi. Rev. No. 7r>.]
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mo7ii(B acctatis^ or with the alkaline carbonates, and conium oi*

hyoscyamus ; bi-chloride of mercury, in the compound tincture

of cinchona, or of the infusion of sarsaparilla ; * or small doses

of blue pill, or hydrargyrum c. cret^ with camphor and hyoscya-

inus. Some preparation of opium, more particularly the salts of

morphia, will be required when the pain is very severe, hut the

longer we can delay the exhibition of opium the better. The

diet must be regulated by the powers of the stomach
;
the system

of starvation so common among the disciples of the Bronssaisian

school is highly injurious, and although, at the present day, star-

vation is frequently enforced, as an adjunct to local antiphlogistic

treatment, and patients rapidly reduced to a state of marasmus,

nevertheless their cancers flourish as before. Such treatment only

produces, in my opinion, the greatest debility, and renders the

constitution incapable of combating the disease. Stimulants are

decidedly improper, but what says Sir A. P. Cooper.—“ The pa-

tient sometimes remarks she has been told ‘ to live on vegetable

food only :
’ my reply is, that ‘ I should like to know why you

have been told so
;

for the man who has done it knows nothing

of the nature of the complaint.’ I assure you, gentlemen, that if

you weaken the strength by low diet, you will immediately quicken

the pulse
;
you will perceive it in a person with the pulse at 80

increase in a short time to 110 and 120, and become small. Rest

assured that, in proportion as you weaken the constitution you

quicken the pulse. Do not debilitate it then on the one hand,

nor stimulate it on the other; for if you do, it will be the sure

way to hasten the progress of the disease.’'t

I could much increase the length of this chapter by a long detail

of cases, but after what has already been written on the subject of

the operation it is needless to do this. I will however in addition

to those already recorded, mention two or three.

Case xxxii.—I removed the whole of the breast, April, 1842,

from Mrs. C— ,
mt. 44, in the presence of Mr. Jackson, of Bawtry,

and another gentleman. A scirrhous tumor had been removed

from the same breast seven years before, by the late Mr. Brewer-

ton, and she had no return of the disease until six months ago.

the patient did remarkably well, and at this moment, more than

* 1 consider the infusion superior to the decoction.

t Lectures on Surgery, p. 343.
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twelve months after the operation, there has l>oen no return

of it.

Case xxxiii.—Mrs. R
,

aet. 42. In this case ulceration

had taken place. The whole breast was removed. The patient

quite recovere<l, and enjoyed the most perfect health for nearly

two years
;

the disease then returned in the other breast. I do

not know the result of the case, she refused to submit to another

operation, and in all probability died. At the time the operation

was performed, she was told the disease would probably return,

but that the removal of the breast might prolong life; under these

circumstances it was performed, and certainly she was free from

pain and suffering for nearly two years, nor did the disease again

arise in the same part. The second operation was not proposed

by myself, and I certainly advised her not to submit to it, the

glands in the arm-pit being already much enlarged.

Case xxxiv.—September 1st. 1842. I removed the right

breast this day, from Mrs. N . eet. 35. Dr. .John Bcavor was

present. The disease had existeil more than a year, and had made
some progress. The whole mass was completely removed, to-

gether with a portion of the pectoral muscle. The patient has

since l>een married, and now feels quite well
; she has no feeling

of pain or uneasiness in the part, and on a very careful e.xamina-

tion "of the cicatrix, a few weeks ago, there was no indication of

a return of the disease. Mrs. N. was much improved in health,

had gained flesh, and saiil she never felt better in her life.

C\.sE XXXV.—Mrs. C
,

set. 29. This was the only case in

which I ever saw true scirrhus developed at so earlv a period
;

the disease had existed some time before I saw it. The whple
breast was removed, and when death unfortunately took place

from disease of the heart, two years after the operation I had an
opportunity of examining the body

; there was no return of it.

The woman had been free from pain and cnjoye<l good health.

'I’hese cases are not recorded to induce a performance of the oper-

ation w ithout due consideration, but simply to confirm the opinion
alrcadv expresseil, viz. that in the earlier stages of cancer of the
breast, an oi>eraiion properly performed, may prevent a return of
it for many years, and even in unfavourable cases, remove j>ain and
sufl’ermg, and prolong life. I will only add, further, that the hy-
geienic condition of the |>atient generally should be most particu-

B B
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larly attended to, and cheerfulness of mind promoted as much as

possible, and a participation in public and private amusements

continued so long as circumstances will permit. Change of

scene, a drive in the carriage, or a walk daily, when the weather is

fine, but not prolonged to induce fatigue, with the attention to

diet and medicine already pointed out, will do much to increase

the happiness, and lengthen the existence of the sufferer.

Change of climate has been recommended, and supposed to

exert some influence on the progress of carcinoma. I fear there

is little truth in this, and question whether we are justified, except

at the very commencement of the disease, in removing a mother

from her family and friends, with the idea that change of country

will arrest the disease. How often has this been tried—^liow often

it has failed—how often has the unfortunate woman, after enduring

a sea voyage, a long uncomfortable journey, and all the many

inconveniences of travelling on the continent; finding her strength

declining daily, and the cancer rapidly increasing, worn out by

suffering and fatigue, sighed to return, and has just lived long

enough to reach her home, bless her children, and die. I have

long thought that there is a cruelty in all this, and that it is far

better, except perhaps, at the very onset of the disease, and only

as a prophylactic measure, after an operation has been performed,

to remain at home, enjoying the society of relatives and friends,

rather than to wear out the system in a distant country, perhaps

to expire among strangers, and be buried on a foreign shore.

CHAPTER VII.

ON THE CAUSES, SYMPTOMS, AND TREATMENT OF

SUPPRESSION OF URINE.

Aliter vitium vivitque tsgendo.

Mason Good, in his Practice of Medicine, designates this

disease paruria inops. Dr. ElUotson, in his lectures, (Medical

Gazette, vol xii.) speaks of it under the title of ischuria; and

Dr. Willis has well described it by the name of anuria, or anuria
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apyreticu : in truth, «o many are the titles given to it, so obscure

the symptoms marking its approach in the first instance—aye,

even its existence, in the earlier stages—that we may not inaptly

observe, with Virgil, that “ the disease lives by being concealed.”

The disease is not one of very frequent occurrence. Dr. Elliotson

remarLs, “ he has only seen one case,” and that occurred after

the patient had taken a quantity of corrosive sublimate by mistake

;

by proper treatment the man recovered, but, after some days, was

attacked with anuria, attended by hemiplegia, and that ilrowsiness

which is always present after suppression of urine has con-

tinued for some time. From this we may infer—that is to sav,

from the apoplectic symptoms ushering in death—the urine is re-

secreted into the ventricles of the brain : but in the case at present

under consideration, nothing of this kind was discovered; " there

was not only no urine in the head, but no excess of fluid either in or

upon the brain a result for which the doctor was evidently unpre-

pared. Dr. Bright, in his valuable Resi*arches into Diseases of the

Urinary Organs, remarks, ” that in cases of granular degeneration

of the kidneys, total suppression of urine but seldom occurs.”

There is, however, no doubt but that various staU's of the system,

both in health and also in disease, have an effect upon the secre-

tion of this fluid, which 1 regard as comiwised of certain elements,

the longer continuance of which in the blood thau natural, is

always attended by dist*ase, and the total suppression of their

elimination, by death
; the last stages of the patient’s life being

marked by symptoms w hich denote an affection of the brain. Res-

piratory and intestinal exalations, as well as cutaneous transpira-

tion, more or less influence the functions of the kidneys. Copious
dejections from one or more of these surfaces diminish the quan-
tity of urine, and the opposite states never fail to produce a con-
trary effect. In fever, in small-pox, after accidenU and surgical

operations, we have (more or less, as the case may be) a diminution

of the secretion of urine. Again, after injuries of the spine in

the region of the kidneys (or tubercular disease of the cord), we
have freiiuently retention of urine, with considerable febrile ex-
citement. But besides an inability of voiding the urine. Sir B,

Brodie has frequently pointed out a marked diminution of the
quantity secreted. In some cases the urine first secreted, al-

though of an acid quality and free from mucus, has a very offen-

u B 2
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•ive odour; in other cases I have remarked its peculiar acid nature,

its opaque appearance, and yellow amorphous sediment. I regard,

however, the most common change to consist in the peculiar am-

moniacal smell, and the deposit of a large quantity of adhesive

mucus : the urine when tested with reddened litmus or turmeric

paper, is found to be very alkaline. After some time, phosphate of

lime, secreted by the inner, coat of the bladder, is blended with the

mucus, which is tinged with blood. Such a state of things may

be produced in three or four days after the accident, or they may

not come on for a week : in one case, I remember, it was nine or

ten days after the injxiry had been received, that they were ap-

parent. I am not aware that one part of the spine, when injured,

is more liable to produce them than another. In fatal cases they

remain to the last
;
in others which recover, they perhaps go on

for three or four weeks. There is another peculiarity, also, to

which my attention was first directed by that justly celebrated

surgeon (during the time I was his pupil, at St. George’s Hospital)

Sir B. Brodie, which consists in the variation which takes place in

the state of the urine
;

to day it may be alkaline, depositing ad-

hesive matter
;
the next, we may find it clear and acid

;
and the

day after alkaline again. Suppose, however, that the spine be-

comes injured, and that very little disturbance at the time takes

place—so little, in fact, that it may be overlooked
;

after some

days, the patient is attacked with paraplegia, followed by gan-

grene of the nates and retention of urine
;
but perhaps after a

week, or even a longer period, the quantity secreted is diminished,

and at length ceases altogether, when fatal coma terminates the

existence of the sufierer—terminates an existence deplorable in

the extreme. The peculiar suppression of urine in cases of malig-

nant cholera is well known to all who have attended cases of that

singular and fatal disease. But independent of acute disease—in-

dependent of any derangement that is apparent in the structure

of the kidneys-—their secreting office is completely suspended.

This morbid condition constitutes the disease w'hich Dr. Willis has

named anuria
;

said by him to terminate in coma in four or five

days, and in death in a few days more. I am of opinion, how-

ever, that in complete suppression of urine, death takes place in

a much shorter period
;

in some cases, in less than forty-eight

hours. All cases end in coma; some with, others without, con-
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vulsionk, but all have evident sjiuptoms of apoplexy. Notwith-

standing this disease is said to be of “ rare occurrence,” I am

inclined to think that such is not the case; the symptoms are so

masked that the patient may die without the true nature of the

complaint being discovered ; nor am I aware that, until late years,

the profession have very particularly directed their atumtion to it.

Suppression of urine may l>e di\ided into two stages :— 1st, when

the suppression is partial, and ‘idly, when it is complete.

1st. Cases in ichich tve hace a Partial t>t(ppressiun of

Urine .—Such cases are fur from unfre^uent. .\ imtient exposes

himself to a cold atmosphere—remains loitering about in his gar-

den, for example, on a cold November day. In the evening he

complains of having taken cold, creeps to the tire, and has fre-

<}uent rigors, lie retires to bed; his skin is hot and dry; his

urine scanty and high-coloured
;
his tongue, the next morning, is

coated
;
perhaps tlie Imwels are confined. This scanty secretion

of urine not unfrequently continues for some days, although the

patient feels better, having lH*en relievetl by copious evacuations

from the bosvels and continued |>erspiration. Dr. Parr relates a

case in his own practice in which no urine was secreted for six or

seven weeks; and the case of a boy of seventeen is mentioned by

Dr. Richardson, who had never made water from his birth, nor had

felt the least uneasiness on this account, being healthy, vigorous,

and particularly active. Haller also has given us some account

of a case (Bibl. Med. Pr. ii. p. ‘200,) that lasted for twenty-two

weeks. He does not, however, give it upon his own authority ; it

was probably related to him by another, and, I think, is little to

be depended on : it is folly to suppose that the constituent prin-

ciples of so inn>ortimt a secretion as the urine can long continue

in the blood—can long lloat in the system, and load the blood

without the greatest danger. “ The outlet,” says Dr. Mason Good,
“ at which these are separated and discharged is not alway.s mani-

fest, and hence they appear not to be separated at all.” If how-
ever, a minute observer—a practical and accurate pathologist,

makes the examination, the vicarious channel will always be de-

tected. The two great outlets which serve instead of the kidneys

are the bowels and the skin. Dr. Parr informs us that in the case

just quoted there was a profuse sweat; he does not, however, give

any account of the state of the bowels. In Dr. Richardson’s case,
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lie admits that the youug lad laboured under constant diarrhoja.

Dr. Samuel Arnold, in the “New England Journal of Medicine

and Surgery,” mentions the case of a young woman who had a

retention of urine for two years, and through the integuments of

whose lumbar region a fluid like urine escaped. On one occasion

she was not relieved by the catheter for seventy-two hours, when
a fluid, like urine, was discharged, first in drops, and then in a

larger quantity from the right ear. This patient vomited a fluid

like urine, and, on one occasion, a fluid oozed from the navel.

The fluid was on all occasions found to contain urea. During a

jieriod of several years, whenever the discharge diminished (that

is, when the kidneys refused to secrete), the patient was attacked

with delirium, and occasionally with violent spasms like those of

opisthotonos. M. Andral infers that the blood “contains, in va-

riable proportions, the elements of all the secretions; that, under

ordinary circumstances, these elements are separated from the cir-

culation only by those organs whose special structure is adapted

to bring about sucb separation; but, under particular states, these

elements may be separated from the circulation by other channels

than those regularly intended for the purpose; not, indeed, in the

condition of perfect secretions, but in a more simple form, con-

taining the elements of such secretions.”*

1 shall not here speak of the treatment necessary in cases where

we have only a partial suppression of urine, as that will be best

considered when we examine

—

‘Id. The Symptoms and Treatment of complete Suppression

* When this paper was published in the Medical Gazette, some years ago, I

was favored with the following note from Sir B. Brodie, which contains some

valuable information.—“ 1 have rend your paper on suppression of the secretion

of urine, in the Medical Gazette, with much interest. In the great majority of

cases of this kind that I have seen, there has been some obstruetion to the flow

of urine
j
and it is carious that a calculus blocking up one ureter, or a tumor

pressing on one ureter, will sometimes stop the secretion of urine in both kid-

ncys. In one case there was a very enlarged prostrate, which probably closed

tlie orifices of the ureters, but the body was not examined after death. In an-

other case there was a medullary fungus of the mucous membrane of the bladder

I'roducing this effect. I had a patient with enlarged prostate which prevented

him emptying the bladder. For some time he had not secreted more than half

a pint of urine daily. But the secretion immediately was trebled on the ca-

theter being used 2 or 3 times daily. * * Yours very truly, B. C. Bkodie.
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of this Fluid.—The great ami urgent danger of this coin(>1aint

was first made known by Sir H. Halford, who has communicated

some valuable observations upon the subject.

Cask xxxvi.—“ A corpulent and robust farmer, of about fifty-

five Years of age, was seized with a rigor which induced him to

send for his apothecarv*. lie had not made water it apjieared for

twenty-four hours; but there was no pain, no sense of weight in

the loins, no distension of the abdomen, and, therefore no alarm

was taken till the following morning, when it was thought proper

to iutrotluce the catheter and none was found. 1 was then called,

and another examination made in the afternoon by one of the

most experienced surgeons in London, whether the bladder con-

tained any urine or not, when it appenretl clearly that there was

none. The patient sat up in heil and conversed as usu.’il, com-

plaining of nausea, but of nothing material in his own view ; and

I remember his friends expresseil their surprise that so much im-

portance should be attached to so little apparent illness. The

patient's pulse was, at times slower than usual; at others, the

patient was heavy and oppressed. I ventured to say, that if we

did not make the kidneys act, he would soon become comatose,

and would probably die in the following night, this l>eing the

course of the malady in e\N«ry other instance which I had seen.

It happened so: he died in thirty hours after this, in a state of

stupefaction.'’—(Vide Med. Tnj7is. vol. vi.)

Since the above was written. I have read Dr. Baillie's valuable

work, who appears to l>ear me out in the division here made be-

tw’een cast’s where the discharge is altogether wanting, and others

in which it is evident that a small quantity is secreted ; for he

observes, " here there is a great difference in the hazard of a pa-

tient 8 situation, whether the kiilneys separate a verv little urine,

or none at all : in the first case he gradually recovers: in the se-

cond, very rarely.”

The symptoms of a total suppre.ssion of urine arc frequently

very- obscure. The disease is often far advanced before the sur-

geon is aware of it
; the patient often may be going about his work

in the morning, and, in a short period afterwards, be dead. Mr,
Campbell has recorded three very interesting cases in the I..ancet.

The first, ot a stout man, somewhat above sixty. He found him
feeding his cattle out of doors, thinking little was the matter. On
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introducing a catheter, no water was found in the bladder. On
I>eing more closely questioned, he complained of some pain about

his back. The next day he died comatose.

From the fatal character of this disease, it is of great importance

to detect its approach in the first instance. It may be inflamma-

tory, and then we have symptoms of nephritis. But the case is

seldom so clear as this. You find a man following his usual occu-

pation : he sends for you to draw off his water
;
and you discover

none in the bladder on the introduction of the catheter. There is

a dull uneasy sensation about the loins
;
a feeling of oppression at

the pit of the stomach; a disinclination to move from place to

}>lace; a loathing of food. These symptoms are followed by rigors,

pain in the head, and drowsiness, ending in coma and death.

The effects then of a suppression of urine consist in a declining

energy and a growing torpitude in every function, clearly showing

that the brain is directly weakened and rendered incapable of sup-

plying nervous energy. Again, says the writer before quoted, “ it

is not difficult to account for these effects, since they naturally

follow from the blood being overcharged with that excess of azote

which it is the office of the urine to carry oft':” the destructive

power of this agent is known to every one, as is also its further

power of increasing the “ coagulability of the blood.” M. C.

Cho8.sat has made some highly interesting experiments (to which

I must refer the reader), to decide whether the blood of persons

afflicted with anuria be loaded with azote
;
but this is a question on

which I cannot take upon myself to give an opinion
;
we can regard

nothing concerning it as certain until proved by chymical experi-

ment. Suppression of urine may of course be either functional or

arise from some organic disease of the gland itself
;
the symptoms,

however, do not vary in either case, and death takes place, ac-

cording to ray experience, in exactly the same manner. I remem-

ber attending a case of organic disease of the kidneys, with Messrs.

Carrick and Pollock, of Kensington, in which for the last week

no urine was secreted.

Case xxxvii.—Mrs. D , of Newland Street, Kensington,

was attacked about six months ago with pain in the hip and loins

;

pidse quick; urine scanty and high coloured. Notwithstanding

the treatment adopted she got gradually worse. October 1st,

1837.—I again saw her: the urine was now foetid and of a dark
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colour, often containing long strings of blood : she complained of

great pain in the loins, which would not allow her any rest night

or day. These symptoms continued until the last five or six days

of her existence
;
her headache then increased ;

the urine ceased

to be secreted ; none was pMsed, nor did the catheter detect any

in the bladder; she now became comatose, and died on the 14th

of October. Twelve hours after death, I assisted Mr. Pollock in

making a post-mortem examination : we found both kidneys dis-

eased, parti<’ularly the right, which was one fungoid mass.

My attention, however, has been more particularly directed to

this complaint, by the following interesting case, in which there

was for many hours a total suppression of urine, yet the man

recovere<J : and is now enabled to attend to the duties of his station.

Cask xxxviii.— I was summoned to attend Joseph Lambert,

let. 27. He is rather below the middle height, thick set and

stout
;
his neck is short, his complexion florid

;
he is under-game-

keejier to Karl Sjiencer, and often exposed to cold and wet.

March IWth, 1840.—He called upon me this morning, and com-

plained of pain at the pit of the stomach
; his bowels were relaxed ;

which he supposed to arise from eating a quantity of new bread

last night, and drinking for the last wet'k past more ale than usual

;

tongue moist; pulsi- 90; urine high coloured (but does not make
less than usual) ; no headache

;
has not been of late exposed to

cold or raiu ;
“ would be quite well if it were not for the dull

heavy pain in his stomach.”

Ol. RicLui, Ji : Tr. Opii, nxx. statim.

He came to me again in the evening, saying, “ he was no bet-

ter ;” the bowels had only acted once slightly, since the oil was

exhibited : does not think the pain and uneasiness quite so severe

as in the morning.

R Eit. Cotocynthidu, gr. viij ; lljdrarg. Chloridi, gr. ij. M. ft. pil. y,
sUtim BiiiupndK.

lO o’clock, p.M.—Has sent to say that he is much better.

19th.— I called to see him this morning at nine o’clock, and

fuund him walking about in great pain; his face much flushed;

tongue coati^d
;

pulse 120, quick and full. He had felt better till

this morning : about seven o’clock, feeling uneasy, he got up to

make water, and could only void a few drops: has not passed any
urine for the last eighteen or twenty hours : upon placing the hand

c c
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above the pubes, it was at once evident that the bladder was not

distended
;

a teaspoonful of very acid urine (all he had passed)

was shewn to me. The true nature of the formidable disease we
had to contend against, was now apparent, and the introduction

of the catheter confirmed my worst fears
;
not one drop of water

came away. Upon examining him more closely, he said the pain

in the loins was at times very severe
; this was succeeded by a

dull, heavy, continued, uneasy sensation, not amounting to actual

pain—to use his own words, “ as though the small of his back

was half broken
;
the eye was dull and heavy, the pupils consider-

ably dilated
;
he complained also of slight drowsiness and pain in

the head :
“ would go and get some sleep, as he thought bed the

best place for him."

V.S. ad Jxvj.

The blood drawn was dark, thick, and tar-like
;
since the bleed-

ing, has had a motion, which is pale and watery, the secretion of

bile being evidently diminished. He was ordered to drink freely

of linseed tea, to put his feet into warm water, to have a warm

bath as soon as possible, and not to think of leaving his bed
;
the

feet being cold, mustard poultices were applied to them.

5t Hydrarg. Chloridi, gr. viij ; Pulv. Lyttae, gr. j ;
01. Tiglii, niv ; Ext.

Hyoscyami, gr. iv. Misce et divide in pil. iv. Sumat 1, quaque

tertia bora.

ft Sodce Sesqui-carbonatis, jj ;
Pulv. Potass. Nitratis, 3j ;

Tr. Hyoscyami,

3ij ; Tr. Scyllse, 5j ;
Tr. Lytt», ; Mist. Camphone, Jvss. M,

Capiat coch. larga duo quaque quarta bora.

ft 01. TerebintbiniE, 3ss ;
Spir. Camphorse, Jj ;

Lint. Saponis, Jiss. M.
Fiat embrocatio, lumbis applicenda.

This was rubbed upon the loins frequently during the afternoon-

3 o’clock, P.M.—The medicine has produced two watery evacu -

ations ;
complains of much pain in the head, and a dull heavy

pain in the loins
;
pupils slightly dilated.

A large blister to the loins.

6, P.M.—Pupils much dilated
;
complains of more pain in the

head ;
answers questions in a sharp quick manner, and is evidently

becoming delirious. Wonders why I come to see him so often.

12 o’clock.—No better; has had two more evacuations, but has

not passed any water. I now left him for the night, with direc-

tions to be called if any change for the worse took place.

20th, 9, A.M.—Has passed a bad night. Face flushed ;
pupils

•till dilated
;
complains of great thirst ;

the skin is still hot and
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dry
;
pulse 90, slow and labouring. I introduced the catheter, and

drew off about two ounces of water—all that had been voided for

forty-two hours,

PuW. Jacobi, gr. iv ; Hydrarg. Chloridi, gr. ij. M. ft. pulv. atatim

aumendus.

^ Spir. Jump., 5ij ;
Muc. Trag. co., Jiv ; Tr. Humuli, 3ij ; Magn. Sul-

phatis, Ji; Aqutc, Jviiaa. M. Capiat oocb. y ampla qoaque 4U bora.

12 o’clock.—Repet. Pulv. Jacobi, gr. vi. To drink freely of

warm linseed tea; to put the feet into warm water; to keep the

head cool. Tlie bowels have been very freely opened.

S o’clock, P.M.—Decidedly better
;
skin moist; pulse 72. Had

made about three ounces of water since morning.

it PuIt. Ant. Potass. Tart., gr. i ; Magn. .SuJphatia, 3ij ; Tr. LytUe, 3j ;

Syr. ToluUni, jsa ; Aqux, jTaa. M. Sumat coeb. ij ampla quaqne
secunda bora.

2 1 st.—I’he only food he has taken since I was called to attend

him has been linseed tea. This morning he is much better
;

less

pain in the head
;
no pain in the loins

;
skin moist

;
pulse 82.

Bowels well openetl during the night
;
the secretion of bile evi-

dently increased. To continue the mixture containing the anti-

mony, He had passed since my last visit about ten ounces of

urine.

22nd.—Improving. Still complains of a dull heavy pain in the

loins
;
urine scanty, and high coloured.

23rd—Much better. No pain in the loins; the urine gradually

increasing in quantity. Has taken to-day a small bit of toast, the

first solid food since he became ill. The pain in the head has quite

left him.

8. M«gn. Saipbatw,
; PoUm. Bi-Urtrstii, Jw; Spir. Etb. Nit,, 5ij

;

Infusi SeimR, Jvi. Capiat coeb. jj ampla nucte maneque.

9, Hydrarg. Bicbloridi, gr. f ; Ext. Conii, gr. x ; Campbone, gr. riij.

M. ft. pil. Tiij. Samat ij bora aomai omni nocte.

2.5th—Much better. To take one ounce of castor oil when the

bowels become confined.

1 know of no other sj-mptoms that need be recorded. He got
daily better

;
is now able, as before stated, to attend to his duties,

and to support a wife and young &mily.

Cask xxxix.—Mr. W, H
,
a;t. 40, a farmer, of rather full

habit and large stature, but a very temperate man, called some
time ago upon a surgeon, having walked a distance of nearly five

miles. He complains of being “ generally unwell
;
” the bowels

are confined
; has not passed any urine yesterday, or during the

c c 2
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night ;
the pulse is slow and full. On passing the catheter, the

bladder was found to contain only about two tea-spoon-fuls of

urine.

V.S. ^xx . ; calomel and saline aperients
; an embrocation to the loins.

May 5th.—Bowels freely opened
;
pulse the same as yesterday

;

has passed a small quantity of urine.

7th.—Better in every respect. He got gradually well, but

never was able to void a natural quantity of urine until he re-

mained some time at Buxton, making frequent use of warm baths.

He never had any of the pain, or sense of weight in the loins,

that I have described
;
in truth, so little did his malady appear

to affect him, that his friends generally laughed at the fears of his

medical attendant. The case, however, I regard as one belonging

to the first division of my subject.

Lastly, we have to examine

—

The Treatment of Suppression of Urine .—In our treatment

of disease, we ever learn a lesson from the efforts made by nature

to repair the injuries that disease or accident has made. Here,

too, we may take a valuable hint from her
;
for as the excretories

of the skin and kidneys are continually assisting each other in

almost every possible way, we must endeavour, first, to excite the

former by active diaphoretics, to take upon themselves (for a time

at least) the office of the latter, and thus carry off the urine that

should be discharged by the kidneys
;
secondly, we must endea-

vour to restore the kidneys to their usual natural action by diu-

retics and saline purgatives. The most useful I have already

endeavoured to detail in the treatment of Lambert’s case. Digi-

talis has been recommended, but I am inclined to think that it is

of little use
;
and if at all so, only when combined with cantharides,

or some other diuretic. A large blister should always be applied

to the loins, and cantharides given internally. It is better to give

this medicine in the solid form, as the tincture is frequently use-

less. A large dose is required, as in cases of this nature, no time

must be lost.



CHAPl'ER VIII.

CASE OF UTERINE H.tMORRHAGE,
IN WHICH THS PLACENTA WAS SITL'ATED 0%’ER THE OS UTERI.

‘‘ H«c menorrhagiK specios e*t periculoauauiMi nuUo rcmedio, tola ea-

tractumr f«tas curmnda.”—

On Monday, October 18th, I received a note from Mr. Jackson,

a surgeon residing at Bawtry, requesting me to see Mrs. F ,

of Stone Hill, a patient of hi.s, at that time suffering from ute-

rine hfemorrhage. I found her weak, from continued flooding,

which she said had commenced, for the first time, about a fort-

night ago. On stooping down she discovered a small discharge,

which appeared to be blood, coming from the vagina : this had

continued more or less since that [>eriod. She supposed she was

in her seventh month of pregnancy. She was the mother of six

healthy children. The loss of blood had evidently been very

great
;
and it appeared clear to me that if she was not speedily

delivered, nothing could prolong life. On introducing the finger,

I found the os uteri, notwithstanding this great loss of blood,

rigid, and not sufficiently dilated to admit the point of the finger.

I did not, however consider this (and my friend agreetl with me)

a case in which it would be prudent to trust to plugging the vagina

with sponge or a silk handkerchief
;

for, although we might have

commanded the flooding externally, we could not have prevented

the flooding internally. Dr. Burns remarks, “ there are instances

on record, and these instances ought to be constantly remembered,

where the blood has collected within the uterus, which, having

lost all power, has become relaxed, and, being slowly enlarged

with coagula, the strength has decreased, the bowels become in-

flated, the belly swelled beyond its size in the ninth month,
although the patient may not have been near that period, and,

under these circumstances, when an inattentive practitioner has,
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perhaps, concluded that all was well with regard to tlie hajiuor-

rhage, the patient has expired, or only lived long enough to have

the cliild extracted.”

I am not prepared to fix a rule, which the experience of the

best men of the past and present age have agreed to adopt, in cases

like the present, in which, although much blood has been lost,

the parts are still rigid. Plenck directs the child to be delivered

by turn,ing : “ quamprimum uteri orificium adeo hiat, ut duo di-

giti inferri possint.” We must, however, duly and carefully

consider the case in all its bearings, the quantity of blood lost,

the strength of the patient, and the actual state of the part

:

these things must be fully taken into review, and we must act ac-

cordingly. The advice of Dr. Burns is highly important. He
remarks, “ although I have said that we may wait safely until the

os uteri begins to open, and asserted that no woman can die from

mere hiemorrhage before the state of the os uteri admits of de-

livery, I must yet add on this important subject, that this state

does not consist merely in dilatation
;
for it may be very little

dilated, and yet in a state of dilatability.”

After some little time, Mrs. F again complained of a fresh

attack of flooding, and a second exaTuination was instituted.

With some little difficulty the finger was made to pass within the

os uteri. From the removal of the coagulated blood the haemor-

rhage became a little more profuse, and I was enabled to detect

the placenta. When the placenta presents, it can easily be dis-

tinguished from the clotted blood by its firm, fibrous structure,

and by its being attached at one part of the uterus, and separated

at another. My old friend and teacher. Dr. R. Lee, of St.

George’s Hospital—whose pupil it was my good fortune to be for

some years—in his valuable work on “ Some of the most Import-

ant Diseases of AVomen,” page 207, remarks, “it may be laid

down as a rule admitting of no exception, that where haemorrhage

occurs from the placenta being situated over the os uteri, artificial

delivery must be performed.” Remembering this advice, I pro-

posed to my friend, Mr. Jackson, that we should at once proceed

to the delivery of our patient. This I efiected in the following

manner

I

gently dilated the os uteri, until my hand could be

admitted, in a conical form, between the uterus and the placenta,

and passed it very gently upwards at the part where the separa-
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tion had already taken place. I then ruptured the membraneK,

and had the mortification to find that the hand presented. This,

however, Was retume<l, the inferior extremity of the child brought

down, and the fcetus and placenta slowly extracted. I would

here ventureto add that the plug ought never to be employed when

the os uteri is soft and yielding ;
for if the uterus is in a condition

to be emptied of its contents, the sooner it is done the better

;

and 1 am fully convinced that more cases are lost by delaying too

long, than resorting to this operation as soon as possible.

I am happy to add, in the present case, that the unfortunate

sufferer, though weak and exhausted from the grt>at loss of blood,

ultimately recovered.

Cask xi..—Mrs. Loveday of Earl's Court, Kensington, a*t. 35,

mother of six children, was suddenly attacked with considerable

hremorrhage during the seventh month of pregnancy. .\t the

time she was first seen the hemorrhage had continued four hours.

The os uteri was soft and dilated to the size of a shilling
;
the

placenta presented. In about half an hour the flooding increased,

and the os uteri yielded sufficiently to allow the careful introduc-

tion of the hand. The breach presenting, the feet were easily

brought down, and the patient delivered of a dead child. This

lady completely recovered.

C’ask XI.I.—This case, abridged from the valuable work of Dr.

Merriman, well illustrates the danger of delay in cases of “ un-

avoidable uterine haemorrhage.” Mrs. J— , when l>etween seven

and eight months advanced in pregnancy (her ninth) had a slight

degree of haemorrhage, which did not return until after she had

complett>d her eighth month. It then became so profuse that she

sent for her accoucheur, who concluded, from the fulness and

thickness of the parts interposed between his finger and the head

of the child, that the placenta was attached to the cervix uteri.

Everv' possible means were taken to prevent an increase of the

haemorrhage, and the nurse and friends strictly charged to send

without delay on any return of the flooding. Several days elapsed

without any cause of alarm
;

but, on the 28th of January, it re-

turned, and was profuse at times. She wished to send for her

medical attendant
;
but the women about her said he could do no

good without pains. By this very absurd reasoning she was pre-

vented seeking timely relief. Towards morning she suddenly
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became so faint and sinking as to alarm every one about her,

A very urgent messuage was now sent to Mr. P—,
(the surgeon

who was to attend her), who hastened to render every assistance;

but she ceased to exist before he reached her home,

I have spoken of the manner in which turning is to be effected

in these different cases. The child must be reached by passing

the hand between the \iterus and the detached placenta, and not,

as some writers say, “ through the placenta.” In truth, it is no

easy matter to do so, even if such a plan were advisable. The ad-

vantages of the former plan are many :

—

1. Much less violence is done to the connection of the placenta

with the uterus, and thus the risk of increased haemorrhage is

prevented.

2. Much time and labour are saved.

3. M e can command the descent of the feet with greater cer-

tainty.

4. AVe may prevent the atony of the uterus by allowing the

waters to escape gradually, and at will.

5. We prevent the child from being entangled in the placenta,

and this does away with the inconvenience which would arise

from the increase of bulk, as in the former method the size of the

placenta is added to that of the child.

6. It prevents the violent and sudden separation of the placenta

from the uterus.

Much learned discussion has arisen as to the discovery of this

important disease. It was known in 1683 to Paul Portal that the

placenta sometimes adhered to the internal orifice of the uterus.

Similar cases were mentioned by Petit. Dr. 11. Lee is of opinion,

that we are indebted to Levret for the first accurate account of

the treatment of uterine haemorrhage depending on the attach-

ment of the placenta to the circumference of the cervix uteri.

His first work is dated 1753. The first edition of Dr. Rigby’s

Essay on Uterine Haemorrhage was published in 1776, exactly

twenty-three years after the memoir of Levret.

A case of unavoidable uterine haemorrhage might occur (Dr.

Lee relates one) in a woman with a deformed pelvis ;
such as

Smellie describes in his xxviii. plate, p. 159, where the head,

although compressed to only three inches in diameter, from

one parietal protuberance to another, was still too bulky to pass.
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In such a deformed state of the pelvis it is manifest that no full-

grovm child can be expelled, and it becomes our duty to take

sU'ps for the expulsion of the foetus before it is sufficiently large

to endanger the life of its unhappy parent.

ni.vri'EU IX.

tiOl’T* AND lUlKUMATlSM.

1st. iiuut.—On no subject has empiricism been more assidu*

ously and more mischievously pur.sued than in the treatment of

gout. 'I'he truth is, the majority of cases of gout we are called

to attend are chronic, and the remark 1 am about to make applies

not only to gout, but to other diseases of long standing; viz. that

not one chronic disease in twenty can be entirely removed, and all

we can hope for is to produce some mitigation of suffering. Thus,

when a patient has again and again been attacked with gout, a com-

plete cure is altogether out of the question, although we have it in

our power, in a great degree, to shorten the gouty paroxism, by

proper remetlies, which not only act specifically but also correct

that state of the constitution which ministers to it; and also by

attention to diet, the period of exemption may be considerably

prolonged and those disorganizations, which severe, protracted,

and repeatedly renewed gout, sooner or later produces, prevented ;

nor is this all
;
those fearful consequences may be averted which

arise when the gouty action extends to vital organs. When per-

sons have the disease for a great length of time, and it is either

unrelieved or maltreated some internal organ very commonly be-

• Gout ia derived from the latin word gntta a drop. In latin it ia now gene*
rally a)>oken of aa arthritit, by the older writera it waa termed podagra, when
it attacked the feet, chiragra, when it attacked the handa, and gonagra, when
it attacked the kneei.

U U
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comes affected
;
the gout is no longer confined to the hands or

feet, but the organs in one of the three great cavities of the body

become diseased, and then this affection may be regarded as one

of the most formidable attacking the human frame. The regular

practitioner cannot in this, more than in any other chronic affection,

hold out hope of cure
;
he cannot cure consumption, or cancer, or

tic douloureux; and what is the consequence? the patient is not

satisfied with anything short of the assurance that the disease

can be completely removed—the hoenst assertion of that able

physician, Dr. James Johnson, “ those who have seen most of

human maladies are well aware that the causes of chronic disease,

as the very word (chronic from chronos time) imports, are slow

and gradual in implanting themselves in the constitution and

when once fixed are equally if not more slow in their removal

;

not one in ten can be cured, and the most we can expect is a mi-

tigation of suffering,” is disregarded ; all this may be very well,

says the sufferer, but I hear a book has been written and a man

found to prove “ consumption curable," and that, if not in Eng-

land, in Germany every thing yields to the application of cold

water ;
dying men catch at straws and therefore we are quite pre-

pared to find the multitude following that man, who promises the

most,—to see princes and princesses, young and old, rich and poor,

without thotight, without reflection, hastening to become devo-

tees of this modern Ganges, and plunging into the Bethesda of

Grafenberg—truly Vincent Priessnitz thou art an angel, and

mightily hast thou troubled the waters of thy native pool. Cold

water is now the grand cure for the gout, “ it is in chronic dis-

eases that hydropathy flourishes and its disciples exult, and yet

it is in this very class of affections that the water cure produces

what its name implies, the water disease, and slays its thousands

jjot indeed in open manner, but in aslow, insiduous, and masked

character, when the victim is totally unconscious of the precipice

to which he is advancing and over which he will inevitably be

hurled.”* There are many diseases, the seeds of which may,

have been for years accumulating, which, though altogether con-

stitutional, are nevertheless of a migratory character, sometimes

appearing in the hand and at another in the foot; sometimes

* Excursions to some of the Principal Mineral Waters of England by J.

Johnson, M.D.
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shifting their seat from an internal to an external, and compara-

tively unimportant organ ; hence gout was formerly much desired,

as it is a very common thing for pt>rsons who have suffered in

various ways, to be much relieved after an attack of gout. It is

a fact, which cannot be denied, that when gout or rheumatism is

suddenly made to leave a joint either spontaneously or by the

assistance of medicine, some internal organ is attacked, and as

the new seat of the disease is not necessarily a sensitive part, the

metastasis is lauded as a cure
;
the unconscious victim remains in

the most happy security, until the internal alfcction has reached

a certain height, and then the disease is developed, but it is now

too late to think of a cure, the disease being beyond the power of

art. Now if men would take the trouble to act and think for

themselves, they would see that nature endeavours to counteract

the effects of certain morbid actions arising in internal organs by

throwing the onus on external parts, as familiarly illustrated in

ynut. Ilut if these sidutary effects are prevented, if we violently

repel the }>ain, check the inflammatory action, and remove the

swelling in the hands and feet by ice-cold water or eva}>orating

lotions, sooner or later some internal organ is attacked and the

unhappy patient hurried into eternity. I quite agree with Dr.

Johnson that in this drama llydrojHilhy is now playing an im-

portant jwrt. “ //V ore,' says he, dally in Ihe habit of seeing

the preciousfruits of the irater cure in the shape offuruncles,
carbuncles, dropsy, ami hypertrophy of the heart, internal ab-

scesses, and other grace consctpiences. These hoivecer tcUl

not be heeded—at least they nrill not make much impression on
the public 'till some great personage dies suddenly under the

Jfydro/mthic process, rchen the bubble w'tll burst and the water
< L RK shrink mthin its rational and salutary boundaries." By
salutary boundaries this experienced writer, means, that the dys-
pectic, hypochondriacal, and nervous, will be much benefited—
by a total abstinence from wine and oUier stimulants, vigorous
exercise, and the internal and external use of cold water, which
pro>es more efficacious than indolence and rejdetion at home
But the Doctor earnestly cautions all who are suffering from gout,
erysii>elas, tie douloureux, or any migratory disease to beware of
WET SHEETS, the PLUNGE INTO COM) WATER, while perspiring, and
the enormous ingurgitation of cold water, if they wish to avoid

D n 2
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enlargement of the heart, chronic inflammation of the lungs, con-

gestion of the liver, “ dropsy of the chest, or the disease of Job.”

One of the most important disorders of the secreting function

is produced by a superabundance of lithic acid in the urine. This

excess can only be present where a too great proportion is con-

tained in the blood from which it is secreted, and to this con-

tinued increase the various phenomena of gout and rheumatism

may be referred. This being the case, the first rule of practice is

to prevent its accumulation, or hold it in solution that it may pass

with the urine without pain or difficulty; the question at once

suggested by this enquiry will be, how is lithic acid formed? and

all chymists and physicians are agreed that lithic acid is a pro-

duct formed of the disintegrated albuminous or gelatinous tissues,

which having performed the purposes of their creation become

changed in their composition and resolve themselves into differ-

ent combinations of the same elements;* this change can only be

produced when oxygen is present and the supply is obtained by

respiration. Now as lithic acid is less highly oxygenized than

urea Professor Liebig contends, “ that an excess of lithic acid is

the result of an imperfect oxygenation of the decomposed tissues,

and that a more perfect oxygenation will convert the whole, or

greater portion of the lithic acid into urea.” Without repeating

the many objections that have been raised to this opinion of Lie-

big, I shall take the liberty of making an extract from the Keview

of Dr. Forbes, which I met with after the greater part of this

chapter was ready for the press ;

—

“ What proof says he, “ can be given that all the azotised matter of the

urine is derived from the disintegration of the animal tissues ? We are in-

formed by Liebig that it is so ;
and he even goes so far as to state that the

amount of azotized matter in the urine may be regarded as a measure of the

decomposition which takes place in the azotized tissues. But it may be asked,

how is this to be substantiated ? If we suppose that no more nutriment is re-

ceived into the system than is requisite to supply its wants we can readily admit

that no azotized matter will pass into the urine until it has performed its part

in the solid structure. But if tl;ere be a surplus, either in consequence of an

increase in the quantity of food, or a diminution in the demand, there would be

an accumulation of the nutrient materials of the blood, if means were not

adopted to prevent it ;
among the lower animals we apprehend such a super-

abundance will seldom occur. Far different is the case with the lords of the

* fJee a very able paper in Dr. Forbes’s Medical Review, No. xm.
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crestion ; the gratification of the palate, not the sati^sfactiou of the natural ap.

petite, is too often the object of desire
;
a heavy reckoning is thus prepared

for a subsequent day ; and who shall say that the punishment is not deserved."

It appears clear enough that if a greater portion of non-azotized

food is received into the system than the lungs can dispose of, it

is deposital as fat. But we have yet to moke entjuiry after the

azotized substances
;
they do not go to increase the muscles ; on

the contrary, the nutrition of the muscular textures of the body is

occasioned by the very cause which produces its disintegration.

Kvery one is aware of the effect of exercise in augmenting the

growth of the muscular tissues and thus it starves in two ways to

prevent the accumulation of azotized substances in the blood :

—

“ But will ProfcMor Liebig," continues the writer just quoted, " tell ui>,

when high feeding and inactive habits are combined how these substances arc

disposed of, except by passing in an altered condition, into the urine ? It is

very possible that in consequence of primary mal-ss«imilation (as Dr. IVout

rails it) resulting from a disordered state of the digestive organs, these matters

never could have been appropriated by the tissues, and hence they must either

have accumulated iu the blood, or be separst«l by a secreting process. But we

cannot see how the truly ossitnilahle matter cau be disposed of except hy a simi-

lar mode.” [page 504.]

When the body is in a healthy condition there is no waste, be-

cause the whole of the fibrin of the blood goes to supply the

demand
;
but wheji the 8Upj)ly is far greater than the demand, the

excess can only be removed hy the excretory organs, namely, the

shin and kidneys. I fear we must admit, ready as we are to ac-

knowledge our obligations to modern chymists, that it is ttx) much
the fashion of the nineteejith century to regard the human stomach

as a jar, into which certain substances have only to be thrown to

ensure inevitable results
; for my own part I have not the slightest

objection to their continuing to treat the human frame as a chym-

ical laboratory, but it may not be out of place to most respectfully

remind them that it is a mvino oxk. Still it appears from the

experiments of Dr. Golding Bird, that the theory of Liebeg, when
tested by the standard of observation, is altogether incorrect.

For if his theory be true, we ought to find the urea di-

minished and the uric acid increased, where there is a deficient

oxygenation
;

and that in consumption where the oxygenation

is excessive, the uric acid should altogether disappear, a glance

at the following table proves that this is not the case.
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Diseask. Qua
in 24

OricAcid

ntily
tioure of

Urea.

Proportion
of Uric Acid

to Urea.

Orains.
Healthy urine (general average) 8-1 255 1 30-37
(’lilorosis, minimum of five ca.ses .

.

1-8 77-5 1 43
Chlorosis, maximum of five cases . . . 6-0 172 1 29
Pulmonary emphyseniuwith extreme dyspnoea.

.

4-9 172 1 351
Phlhish, tubercles softened 6fi-7 ] 7-33

;j
Phthisis, three days before death 9-8 29-4 1

Morbis cordis, with jaundice 9-82 73.8 1 7-6
Acute hepatitis, with jaundice

, 11-18 Gl-6 1 5 fi

Jaundice 17-75 285-6 1 10-1
Milk-fever 19 133 1 7-47

Dr. Bence Jones and the disciples of Liebig cure the uric acid

diathesis in the following manner : 1st, hij giving a large supply

of oxygen, as by exercise, by cold air, by 7iitrous oxide ivater,

and by iron. 2nd, by dimhiishing the quantity of other sub-

stances on which the oxygen acts more readily than on the uric

acid ; that is, substances consisting of hydrogen, oxygen, and
carbon only—by abstaining from these as food, by removmg
them by aperients and siidorifics. 3rd, by keeping all the uric

acid in solution by aperients and sudorifics. Now, however

correct these rules may be in part, they are not so as a whole

—

all admit the advantage of exercise carried to a great extent, with-

out depressing the vital powers
;
[I attended a patient not long ago

in whom severe indisposition followed the carrying out of this

system beyond his strength.] But the principal objection has

been, and must now again be, raised, to the kind of diet most

useful in the lithic acid diathesis. I have at this moment a pa-

tient under my care who has been a sufferer for years, from the

lithic acid diathesis, and who has had the benefit of Dr. Front’s

valuable assistance. All the medicine that could be thought of

proved useless so long as he indulged in animal food three times

daily
;
but as soon as he was restricted to a small quantity of

meat once a day, the disease disappeared without the exhibition

of medicine, was re-produced by a return to his former habits,

and again removed by abstaining from this large quantity of ani-

mal food. It is well known that the greatest success has attended

the treatment of the lithic acid diathesis, by thus confining the

]>atient to farinaceous substances, and giving only a small quantity

of animal food
;

this treatment was founded on the idea that no-
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thing was morf likely to Jiminish the protluct, than taking away

the supply, and I am quite certain that I have again and again

experienced the value of this treatment in practice. On taking

up the admirable work of Dr. Graves, I found him asking, “ who

ever heard of a case of gout amongst the potato-eating peasantry

of Ireland V ” and Dr. Forl>es mentions a case in which no decided

relief was obtiiined until the patient was restricted to the Hindoo

diet of rice and capsicums; how very unfortunate that nature will

not adapt her maxims to suit the ingenuity of man ; how truly

unfortunate it is that in this most beautiful theory of Liebig

one thing is needful, viz. a confirmation by facts—why, in the

instance recorded in Dr, Forbes's publication, the patient according

to this theory of Liebig, ought to have expired at once, the rice

diet ought to have produced the most dreadful aggravation, rather

than a cure.

“ When,” »ay» the reviewer slreatiy quoted, “ we are shewn what becomes of

the azutized matter in the body of a man who eats twice as much as his inert

system requires for its reparation, we may begin to open our understandings to

this theory ; but st present they are obscured by a rioud which our unaided

common sense esnnot disperse. If tki* teere tkf true fjrplanation gout trould

bf one nf th* commonett ditratn nf the ill-fed labouring po/ntlalion, end com-

paratieelg rare ia the tururioue eritloerel.'’

Treatment of (lout.— Dr. Front remarks that lithic acid de-

velofHHl principally during the mal-assimiJation of the albuminous

textures may he considered as the characteristic feature of gout

;

and it is admitted, 1st.—that gout is an heriditary disorder and

that some part or other of the botlily organization disposes to it;

2d.—that there is a certain somethin^, a materies morbi, which ac-

ucmulates within the body and which admits of change of place

within, and removal from the bfxly ; :kJ.—that a fit of the gout

lends to remove this {M^culiar matter, whatever its nature, from

the system, either by the exen'tions or deposits in the jiarts

nllected. There is also umpiestionahly the closest conne.xion

between the condition of the gouty habit and the functions of the

kidneys and liver. Dr. Holland remarks, “ without venturing to

anti-date our future knowledge, by e.xprcssly defining the matter

of gout to be either litliic acid, or urea, or one of the lithic or pur-

puric salts, or any other highly azotized [)rinciple, it is impossible
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not to suppose that there is produced in the blood some animal

principle having close kindred with these, and morbid either in

kind or by excess—*a matter in the separation of which the kid-

neys are largely concerned, and the retention of which in the

system is the cause of various disorders, according to the age,

sex, temperament, or other peculiarities of the person affected/’

Hut leaving all theories for the present, and hoping that modern

enquiry in the great field of organic chymistry, will speedily throw

a light on many things concerning the exact nature of which we

are confessedly in a state of darkness, let us lastly direct our at-

tention to that which more nearly concerns both the practitioner

and the patient, and endeavour to offer a few practical observations

on the treatment of gout.

I have already stated the disease is not easy to eradicate, but

by the administration of colchicum its severity may be much dim-

inished. I have mentioned also that this medicine may be re-

garded as a specific in gout
;

for not only is its administration

followed by a removal of the pain and inflammation of the affected

joint, but it extends to the relief, and removal of the disease when

present in parts differently composed, or when assuming the most

irregular and changeable asjiects
;

for example, it frequently at

once removes that peculiar opthalmia present in gouty subjects,

when other local and general remedies have been again and again

used with little avail, and in every chronic variety of the com-

plaint, the beneficial effects of colchicum are too obvious to be

overlooked. And thus, as Dr. Holland well remarks, its power of

removing gouty inflammation from the joints, is subordinate to

its action on the matter of gout throughout the system, and it is

“ to the latter that we must look for an explanation of those effects

which may thus be deemed specific in every first sense of them.”

'I'his talented writer is also of opinion that colchicum exerts its

peculiar influence upon the kidneys, at any rate that its influence

upon them is better marked, and more considerable than on any

other part, and he draws this conclusion from the fact of the inti-

mate connexion between the gouty action and alteration or disor-

der in the secretion of the kidneys. We know on the highest au-

thority, that the average quantity of solid contents passed in the

urine in twenty-four hours amoiints to nearly two ounces, and in

all probability the separation of such matter is essential to health

;
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it is lliereforc easy to imagine the influence exerted on the system

by alterations in this Ainction, and the value of certain metlicines

which act directly upon it.

Dr. Cullen has judiciously laid down as indications of treatment

in gout, “ (o moderate the jxtroxysm and to prevent its recur

^

rence." The rule of many gouty sufferers appears to be exactly

the reverse, viz., to luisteti the parorytm^ and to increase its

violence, under the foolish idea that a severe attack exj>el8 from

the system more gouty matter tlian a weak one. This doctrine is

neither true, nor foundeil on experience; for, although, as already

statt'd, an attack of gout, sometimes removes pre-existing consti-

tutional derangement, the remark must be considered as only

apjdying to tlie earlier seizure.^, and does not hold good generally,

and the idea, tliat the quantity of gouty matter expelled, is in exact

projKjrtion to the st'verity of the fit, is erjually erroneous. The re-

marks I have to offer on the treatment of gout are very few and

simple. In a first attack, and in a constitution young and vigor-

ou.s, there can be no doubt that the more the disease is treated on

general principles, anti the less it is looked upon as a specific, or

hereditary complaint, the more effectiwl the relief, the more rapidly

will recovery take place, and the more j>erfect w'ill be the correction

of that pectiliar state of the system from which the attack has

arisen. If tlien I am called to a patient suffering from gout, of a

full habit, with a qtiick full pulse, hot skin, and loaded tongue, I

ant in the habit of treating the disease as if the fever and local

inflammation arose from any other cause, viz., by bleeding, purg-

ing, and low diet, and these must be employed in proportion to

the acuteness of the symptoms. I see no reason for supposing

this j)lan of treatment contra-indicated by the existing local in-

flammation, on the contrary, the longer it coutinties, the greater

will be the danger to the part—of disorganization, debility, or im-
p»‘ded motion ot the joints. With regard to topical remedies, as

the local inflammation has a tendency to subside, they are not

required ; it is very dangerous to apply cold to the part during an
attack of gout, and when the experiment is tried, nothing is

more common than for some internal organ to suffer; apoplexy
may Iw induced, or disease of the heart, or violent gastrodvnia

;

and, therefore, if any patiejjt he so insane as to attempt to put the
affected part into cold water. <luring an attack of gout, it is the

E u
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duty of his medical attendant to warn him of his danger. These
remarks of course apply only to the most simple form of the dis-

ease; when it arises in a constitution naturally feeble, vitiated by
other diseases, or hrolcen up by repeated attacks of gout, a some-
what different plan of treatment must be resorted to, and on the
accuracy with which the proper remedies for relief are adapted to

the existing powers, and suited to the concomitant derangements
of functions or structure will the ultimate success depend; by a
plan of treatment, calculated to restore the disordered action of
each impaired organ, should we carefully proceed to effect the

restoration of the whole body to a healthy condition, and surely,

this simple rule is more consonant with reason, than that plan of

treatment, so common, which arises from the idea that certain

symptoms are characteristic of gout, and which at once directs the

application of some supposed specific in every case, without refer-

ence to the direct operation of the remedy, or the physiological

changes its administration may produce.

With respect to colchicum, when the pulse is full and bounding,

the skin hot and dry, and other symptoms present, denoting a

high degree of fever and inflammation, blood-letting should always

precede its use
;

but in feeble constitutions, where the arterial

action is low, and the use of the lancet not indicated, colchicum

may at once be given with the most perfect propriety, and with

every prospect of affording immediate relief. “ A full dose of col-

chicum,” says Dr. Barlow, “purges copiously, allays pain, and

lowers the pulse,” and, he continues, “ these effects are produced

with greater certainty if the fulness of the circulation be pre-

viously reduced by blood-letting, and the mucous secretions of

the intestines evacuated.”—This advice is the offspring of consid-

erable experience, and comes from a man who has been most care-

ful to collect his information where alone it can be found, viz. at

the bed-side of the patient
;

it is in truth the result, longioris aevi

diligentia, and as such entitled to every respect. The reason Dr.

Barlow advises the abstraction of blood, previous to the exhibition

of colchicum in young and vigorous constitutions is obvious
;

colchicum only removes the fluid particles of the blood,—these are

quickly re-produced, and therefore, the relief the exhibition af-

fords, is of necessity greater and more permanent when preceded

by blood-letting, and in cases where bleeding is quite out of the
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quegtion, the patient frequently requires purging, before having

recourse to colchicum. I at once admit that a full dose of colchi-

cum given the moment an attack of gout comes on, will frequently

diminish pain, and abate inflammation; but is this all we require?

in our treatment of gout there is surely some other object to effect,

tlian affording a momentary cessation from pain—we are not to

combat symptoms, we must look to causes, and by restoring each

secretion to a healthy condition, endeavour, 1st,—to remove the

disease; 2d,—to prevent the occurrence of injury to the local

parts, wluch arc Uie seat of gout; and 3rd,—to prevent its return,

or if this cannot be effected, to lengthen tlie period between each

attack of it. Suppose then, we are called to a patient suffering

from gout under circumstances somewhat different to these already

pointed out; that is, to one who has many times being attacked

with the disease, and who has several fits every year— I should

give in such a case, if the symptoms were severe, a dose of blue

pill, or calomel, at bed time, witli James's powder. The skin

should always be active, for it is an outlet for Uie discharge of

excrementilious matter of tlie highest importance. The bowels

must also be acted u|K>n freely by saline ajicTients, the following

morning, and then we ought after this evacuation of the intes-

tinal canal, to commence the use of colchicum. And I would

give it in the following fonn :

—

Tr. vSf«. Cotch., 1*1 XXX

:

M«|:n. Sulphatis. 51; Magu. C«rb., gr. x ;

Tr. Csrd. Co., ^ij
;
.\que Menth. Pip., 51. ft. hauat. ter in die atun.

It PU. Hydrarg., gr. v. ; Pair. Jacobi, [sera] gr. ir. h. *.

The next day. if the action of the colchicum is not very violent,

it may be continued as before, or in smaller doses without the

Magn. Sulph. If the gout is evidently on the decline, I should
give on the third day, twenty drops of the Tr. of the seeds, morning
and evening, in a saline draught, and five grains of blue pill at

bed-time; in ray opinion colchicum ought never to be given with-
out it. Under this plan of treatment a mitigation of suffering is

gradually produced
; the pain moderates, the foot becomes swollen,

then desquamates, there is much itching for some days, and then
there is an end of the matter, at least for that time; but sooner or
later, the same scene will be re-enacted, the intervals between each
attack also become shorter and shorter, and the fits are of longer
duration, unless the most strict attention be paid to diet and the
state of the system.
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We will suppose the plan of treatment already pointed out, to

have been successful in a case of gout; the pain and swelling have
disappeared, the patient feels quite well, and wishes to return to

his usual avocations. Do the duties of the physician here cease,

are his professional services no longer required? I undoubtedly
consider that much more is required than the mere removal of
the disease from an affected Joint, and that we ought not to

leave our patient until some attempt has been made to remove
the gouty matterfrom the constitution, and Ifear that the eije

in dwelling upon the inflamed toe, or the suffering ankle, is apt
to become too microscopic to include the general state of the

system within the range of vision. A few large doses of the

the Tr. of the seeds of colchicum arefrequently sufficient to re^

more gouty inflammationfrom an affectedjoint ; but this is not

all we require ; enough, it is true, has been done to withdraw

the local attack, but not enough to prevent a speedy return
; a

portion of the gouty matter has beenflltered away by the action

of the colchicum upon the kidneys, but the medicine must for
some time be continued, if we wish to remove it altogetherfrom
the system, and I honestly thmk that this medicine may be

made a preventive as well as a curative ofgout.

After the local inflammation has subsided, I recommend colchi-

cum to be given in the following form ;

—

Extract! Colchici Acet., gr. xij ; Pil. Ilydrarg., gr. xx
;

01. Menth,
pip., ’n.vi. !M. in piliilas xij divide. Capiat i omni nocte,

^ Infusi Chirayta:, 5iij ; Potassii lodidi, gr, iij ; Tr. Card. Co., ji ;

Aquee, 5viij. M. ft. haustus ter in die sumendus.

Fifteen grains of the Potass. Bi-carb. every day, an hour before dinner.

Once or twice a week a saline aperient, \yith decoction of aloes,

or Tr. Ehubarb will secure a due action of the bowels. I would

not however, give up the exhibition of colchicum so soon, or limit

its use to the twelve pills in the above prescription
;

if the gums

become a little tender, the quantity of blue pill may be diminished

and the extract given in the same doses for another fortnight. I

have given it in gout, every night for nearly a month, in rheuma-

tism, every night repeatedly, for six weeks and do not remember one

case, in which it produced symptoms requiring its discontinuance.

By this repeated use of colchicum, we not only have it in our power

to remove an attack of local gouty inflammation, but also in a

great measure to remove it, for a time at least, from the systeni"
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Thus, by combining it with calomel and other purgatives at the

commencement of an attack of gout, and with henbane or opium

(morphine) in its more advanced stages, and with alkalies and

mild bitters towards its decline, and for the prevention of its re-

currence, we are furnished with nearly all that is re«|uired, as far as

medicine is concerned. I have already remarked, and may again

observe, that the kidneys are evidently the organs of the botiy

upon the disordered, or inefficient action of which, the phenomena of

gout dej>end. Each period of life exerts an important change on

the secretion of urine, both in the nature and projwrtion of its

several ingredients;* and it should be remembered that the de-

cline of inatihood is characterised by an excess of lithic acid which

continues nmre or less throtigh life ; this discharge takes place

with the most perfect safety, and often a large evacuation of this

* In the treatment of dii*ea»e it i* far too common a practice to direct atten-

tion to the removal of ayroptoina rather than to an examination of cauaea.

Thu*, medicine* are often given to correct sediment* in the urine, when their

free, and abundant discharge, is relieving the system. Dr. Barlow remarks

that “ much profitless scrutiny ha* been dev<»ted to the different impregnation*,

the specific gravity, and other pro|>ertie* of gouty urine. Tlie main fact revpect-

iag it t* that it contains what ought not to find its way into it, and the most

effectual way of purifying it is to cut off the morbid .supidiea by regulating the

diet and restoring due activity to the other excrrtoriea, for it is their deficiency

which throws upon the kidneys so much extraordinary labour. Light diet, a free

skin, and active bowels will clear the urine with little aid from chymkal cor-

rectives. These are, no doubt, proper a.'* adjuvants, where high degrees of aces-

cency or of alkalescence prevail ; but they are utterly inadequate for perfect

corrections, and their uae at best, if alone trusted to, is uncert.'iiii and short,

lived. We have no evidence that when taken by the mouth they ever reach the

bladder so a* to act on the concretiona deposited there. This truth the history

of calculous complaints establishes. From the tame source we learn that

when acid calculi cease to be deposited in consequence of the free use of alka-

lies, if these be continued, alkaline depositions take place, and thus the evil is

cliangrd, not removed. Both in calculus and gout our belief is that more may

be done in correcting the morbid state of urine, by re-establishing a healthy

balance in the constituents of the blood, avoiding all excess of diet or stimu-

lants, and keeping up an active state both of cuticular and intestinal excretion,

than can ever be effected by neutraJixing remedies. These should not be with-

held, but from the circumstance before mentioned caution is required in their

use, and at all events they should not, however efficient they may casually ap-

|)ear be suffered to supersede the far more effectual relief which rectifying the

fundamental error* of the constitution is capable of affording.”
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substance with the urine, produces much relief, and when inter-

rupted, becomes a source of grave and serious disease. I know a

patient who has been a sufferer from gout for years, in whom the

disease is seldom present when the urine contains a quantity of

this discharge, but who often suffers when it is no longer present.

With regard to diet precise rules cannot be laid down for the

regulation of every case
;
the rule of Sir Win. Temple, (himself a

great sufferer from gout) is perhaps the best. Simple diet limited

by every mans experience to his own easy digestion, and

thereby proportioning, as near as well can he, the daily repairs

to the daily decays of our wasting system." Perhaps the great

difference of opinion that exists with regard to a sparingly azotized

diet, arises from the fact, that it is for the most part only adopted

by those whose digestive organs are broken down by long and re-

peated excesses, which lead to repeated attacks of gout. But I

feel certain that if a young, and comparatively healthy man, be

attacked with gout, however strong the hereditary predisposition,

if he will vigorously adhere to a simple diet, as little azotized as

possible, and will combine this with exercise, and other prophy-

lactic measures, he may keep himself free from it. This was the

case with the late Dr. Gregory, of Edinburgh, who often used to

relate to his class the advantages of a close attention to diet, in his

own case. By attention to diet, and exercise, he did not mean

starvation on the one hand, and excessive exercise on the other.

He was accustomed in proof of this, to appeal to his own person,

the robust form, and fresh complexion of which, gave ample assu-

rance of its being sufficiently nourished, and to conclude his re-

marks by saying, “ you see gentlemen I am no starveling.” The

Doctor had a very serious attack of gout at an early period of life,

and by a continued course of abstemious living, reached an ad-

vanced age without experiencing any return.

I will also remark that the disease is promoted by indulgence

in wine. All fermented liquors do not appear to have the same

effect, and have perhaps, even a tendency to prevent it. It ap-

pears quite evident that the patient should be very abstemious,

living as low as he can to be in good health, and taking as much

exercise as he can bear. It is foolish to lay down a rule, and to

say,—a man attacked with gout must drink no wine, must drink

no beer, must drink nothing but water, and eat no meat. We
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may see two patients in one day ;—the first, Mr. A., will derive

benefit from leaving off all fermented liquors ;
the second, Mr. B.

must have a certain quantity of wine, his stomach being too weak

to digest his food without it, but with both, extreme temperance

is required, no more wine, and no more meat must be received

into the stomach than is absolutely required, and the exercise

nmst be so regulated, that the supply does not exceed the daily

waste of the body. With respect to the kinds of food : the more

simple the Iwtter—such as fresh mutton plainly boiled or roasted,

withotit any elaborate prejjaration or sauce ;
let them taste ns

mutton and beef, and not be so disguised by the talented French-

cook of the establishment, as to render it quite inqiossible to dis-

cover of what, the delightful dish set before you, is compostnl.

If wine be requirtnl, sherry and water is the best. .\11 acescent

wines (as champagne) should be carefully avoided : many persons

arc immediately attacked with gout, after taking llhenish wines,

or claret or champagne. Sherry for the most part agrees the best,

and therefore I recommend it, unless the patient knows that some

other wine suits him better
;
or a small quantity of brandy and

water;— whiskey and water fre<juently agrees very well, and on the

whole is preferable to sherry. I am here supposing, that from

hal)it, or some other circumstance, the stomach of the patient re-

cpiires such a plan to be adopted. Still I cannot conclude without

most strongly advising every scion of a family, the members of

which are liable to gout
;

everv’ young nobleman, whose father

was subject to it, when a severe attack occurs in early life, to en-

deavour, not only to get over the fit as soon as possible, birt also

to get ritl of the disease altogether, I would advise the patient

at once to give up wine, to live on the most simple food, to drink

nothing but water, to remain as short a time in bwl as possible,

and by continued exercise and j^oper evacuations, take care that

the balance of the s\ stem is not overturned, and the disease re-

produced. If a man thus attacked, is at once resolved to eradi-

cate the disease, I am certain, that it is in his power to do so.

The most important part of the treatment of gout is the preven-

tive; for if this, (however successfully the first paroxysm is re-

lieved,) be not assiduously pursued, the disease w'ili re-occur, and

ac«iuiring re<lotd>Ied impetus by repetition, will not fail in the end,

to inflict the usual penalties. 'I'he principles for the prevention of
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gout are the same througli all its stages ami conditions, modified

only by contingent circumstances. Of course, in proportion as

the general health becomes broken, and the power of sustaining

active treatment weakened, must gouty patients abate in their ex-

pectations of a complete cure, and be content with a mitigation

of their sufferings
;

still much may he done in the most extreme

cases ;—in all may fever be allayed, the bowels kept open, the

skin perspirable; the diet regulated, and contingent derangements

receive their appropriate treatment. In those wretched cases of

extreme disorganization, and broken health, where no exercise can

be taken, friction is extremely useful, and should be used at least

twice a day : all we can hope for here, is but little, and too much
ought not to be attempted

;
here colchicum is indeed a blessing,

the value of which is inestimable, and gives more relief than any

other drug with which we are acquainted.

Gout is evidently a disease of the rich and indolent, not of the

poor labourer, who toils all day, lives on the most simple food,

and whose
“ sleep

Is aery-light, from piire digestion bred,

And temperate vapours bland/'

It is the disease of indolence and repletion, and has a tendency to

destroy life, to cripple the joints, to make the existence of the suf-

ferer miserable; nor does the mischief end here; it passes on to

his unfortunate (children. There is an old saying in Scotland,

“live on a shilling a day and earn it, and you will never have

gout ’—this is simply true, and ought to have had more influence

on medical opinions
;
had men reflected on this simple fact how

many lives would have been spared
;
nutrition woidd not then

have been enjoined to keep up the strength, and wine would not

have been given to keep the gout from the stomach. I repeat

once more that the only effectual preventive of gout is temper-

ance, and understand, that hy temperance I mean, that whatever

is tahen into the stomach beyond what the wants of nature re-

quire is excess, and that thousands commit this habitual murder

without being aware ofit

;

for depend upon it, that if this excess

be continued, disease will sooner or later arise. All living bodies

are endowed by nature with certain determinate properties
;
men

also are under certain organic laws
;

if we obey them, the result

is health, long life, and happiness ;
if they are violated, disease is
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the inevitable consequence. If men will neither learn these laws,

nor be guided by them when they are known, they must pay the

jwnalty, must suffer for the crime, and doubtless they deserve the

punishment ;
and as I write my memory recalls cases of bloated

dropsy—of lirid asthnta, struggling for breath—of tottering

palsy—of yellorc-faced jaundice—of red-eyed delirium—of

limping gout, grinning with pain—of musing melancholy and

incurable insanity ; and if a pupil asks me the causes of these

fearful afflictions, I answer, they are too often the diseases of in-

temperance. Do I exaggerate the evils of improper food, of ex-

cessive indulgence in wine and ardent spirits? consult the expe-

rience of every practical physician.

“ Temperance," »ay* Burton, “ u a bridle of gold, and he who can use it

aright, is liker a god than a mao.’’

" If you would be well," aayi Abemethy, " live on sixpence a day and earn it."

" The pith," aaya Dr. James Johnson, " of all that has been written on

HYGtENK and the prevention of diseases—and of the Protean disorder among

the rest—might be included under two heads, almoat in two words

—

tkmpkrakcb

A.sD EXKRCI8E—we must keep the body active and the stomach empty."

Such are the opinions of men, whose education and experience,

entitle them to respect; but this knowledge is not alone confined

to the physician, all men know that luxurious feeding is injurious

to health, and rigid temperance beneficial; all teachers have taught

it, all experience proves it; “ hvet n,” said Euripides hundreds

of years ago,
“ Ewei Ti Sci wX-nv Xw)»v p(.ov9(y,

axTr,r, irup^ros S’ tiSfinypov.''

2d. Rheumatism.—Of the diseases liaving affinity to gout

there can be no doubt that acute rheumatism occupies a very

conspicuous place, including both the fibrous and synovial varieties

of this disorder, and what is generally termed rheumatic fever

—

like gout it is hereditaiy, of frequent and rapid translation from

an affected joint to an internal organ, and there is also a pecu-

liar disorder of the urinary secretions. Rheumatism is of two
kinds, the acute, and the chronic. In the former we have heat,

pain, and swelling of the joints : the wrists, shoulders, hips, and
knees being more generally invaded. The parts are generally hot,

and red, and the pain appears more acute in the theca of the ten-

F r
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dons, along which long red streaks may frequently be observed.

There is usually a quick full pulse—the pulse is full and soft, not

hard, but we are not to say there is no inflammation because the

pulse is not hard
;
the tongue is white and coated, the urine high-

coloured, depositing a lacteritious sediment. There is usually

profuse sweating, and the perspired fluid has often a very disa-

greeable sour odour
;
when the disease subsides, the heat abates,

the swelling gradually diminishes, but the parts do not descjuamate

as in gout. In the chronic, form the syTnptoms are the same as in

the acute, only of a less violent character; there is generally no
sweating, for after the disease has existed for a few weeks, the

perspiration ceases. This much assists our diagnosis, for if there

has been acute rheumatism, in the great majority of cases, there

will have been sweating in the earlier stages.

“ Rheumatic gout," Dr. Prout remarks, “ when the lactic and Rthic acids are

developed together (as they may be and often are), the phenomena may be sup-

posed to show that the mal-assimilation involves both the gelatinous and al-

buminous textures ; and that the accompanying disease partakes of a mixed

character
; or, in fact, constitutes, what is not improperly termed rheumatic

gout ;—a form of disease which, as every one knows, is usually of a much more

deep-seated and obstinate character, than either gout or rheumatism alone, ac-

cording to these views therefore, the lactic and lithic acids considered with

reference to rheumatism and gout, may be regarded somewhat in the light of

materies morborum
;
or strictly speaking, the undue presence of the acids, in

the urine, or elsewhere, in certain circumstances, may be viewed as indices of

the existence of certain diseased actions going on in the primary tissues of the

body, and which are known by the name of rheumatic gout."*

Treatment of Rheumatism—We must endeavour to remove

inflammation and subdue fever. In its early stages acute rheu-

matism usually yields to bleeding, purging, salines with colchicum

and antimony, and abstinence; but there are cases where these

means, however actively employed, will not succeed in restoring

the patient to health. After blood has been taken away, I usually

order in two or three hours, a dose of calomel and James’s Pow-

der, and after this an aperient draught, so that the bowels may be

thoroughly evacuated ;
the fever will then be much allayed, and

the pulse quieted by the following mixture :

—

it Tr. Sem. Colch., 3j ; Vin. Ant. Potass. Tart., 5j ;
Tr. Digitalis, mxxiv ;

Syr. Tolutani, jij ;
Mist. Camph., .^vss. Cajiiat coch. ij amjdaCtis horis.

• Prout on Stomach and Urinary Diseases, 3rd Ed., page 210— 11.
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Tlie extent to which depletion must be carried, and its repe-

tition, will depend upon the activity of the disease, and the age and

vigour of the patient, and the use of purgatives regulated by the

state of the bowels; so long as the evacuations are dark and foetid

this must be continued. A dose of calomel and compound rhubarb

pill every night, and an aperient draught every morning, will also

be required. The diet should consist of barley water, or toast and

water; during the innammatory stage, meat and all fermented

liquors must be withheld, it i.s no use to attempt to put out a fire,

by throwing water upon it with tire left, and fresh fuel with the

right hand. This plan of treatment will succeed in the majority

of cases, but now and then, as already stated, we meet with one

that will not yield
;
however, men of the greatest experience are

agreetl, that the antiphlogistic plan of treatment is the only one

that can be depended upon.

Ciironic liheumatinm .—What I have said already of the treat-

ment of acute, applies also to chronic rheumatism, if inflammation

be present; when it is not, friction and the vapour bath will be

particularly useful
;
but do not be too hasty in adopting the by

tar too general opinion that a chronic disease cannot be inflam-

matory. Cupping and leeches, followed by blisters, applied to

a joint often are of great use; but in those inveU'rate cases that

constantly occur in practice, no one remedy is to be relied on.

The (\tnnabts ludica, or Indian ilemp is said to have been suc-

cessful in certain cases of both acute and chronic rheumatism
;

but it was not tried until bleetling and antiphlogistic measures

had been resorted to
;

I fear like too many new remedies this will

prove no better than many other supposed specifics. The Oleum
Jecoris AselU (Cod liver oil) was first employed by Dr. Kay of

the Manchester Infirmary, and is now strongly recommended by
Dr. Dennett, in obstinate cases of gout and rheumatism. There
is a great deal of io<line in the yellow and brown kinds of the oil,

and hence, in all probability, their medicinal virtues. I have
tried it as an extenial application, with some advantage; internally,

in doses of half an ounce of the oil three times a day, without
manifest advantage, still from what I read, of its use in (Germany,
and the (lerinans think before they give us their opinions, I am
inclined to conclude that this, at the best, is only a doubtful rem-
edy, but neverlheless one deserving a trial in severe and obstinate
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cases. The medicine I have found most useful in chronic rheu-

matism, is the Hydriodate of Potash and the infusion of sarsapa-

rilla.—Dr. Auburn uses it both in the acute and chronic forms of

rheumatism, with great success. Mercury is also useful in chro-

nic as well as in acute attacks of rheumatism, and nothing is more

common, than, for those who have been suffering great pain, and

particularly if the pain be more severe in the night, to receive no

benefit, until they have undergone a course of mercury, and for

them to lose all pain the moment the mouth becomes sore. When
rheumatism affects the face, a full dose of stramonium given just

at the commencement of the paroxysm, often acts like a charm,

and prevents the attack.

When the heart becomes affected the most active treatment is re-

quired : large bleeding, calomel and opium, salines, and colchi-

cum
;
but the heart may be attacked with a disease of a less acute

character
;
the blood-vessels taking on that action which will ulti-

mately lead to hyperthrophy. The disease must here be also com-

bated with the same weapons—moderate bleedings, calomel and

opium; but these must be employed with the greatest caution
;
the

disease being of slow formation, and the changes produced, not of

a nature to be rapidly removed. The affection yields very slowly,

and it is only by the most steady perseverance, both on the part

of the patient and the physician, that a favourable result can be

hoped for.

When both local and general inflammation ceases, and the action

of the heart continues inordinate, oris often very violently excited,

a plaster of belladonna applied to the side is frequently the means

of quieting the heart’s motions.

Rheumatic gout, does not appear to shorten life, the first pa-

tient Dr. Hagarth saw with it, lived to the age of ninety-three.

The treatment depends upon the state of the constitution
;
much

relief is derived from the local application of leeches and repeated

blisters, which tend to reduce the swelling and restore the flexi-

bility of the affected parts. It may be necessary not only to

blister each finger, but every joint separately
;
but, if in the end,

the power of the hand be restored, the patient cannot regret the

pain and inconvenience which has produced so rich a reward,



CHAl^ER X.

DIEl', AND THE DISOllDEUiJ OF DIGIISTION.

The disease we arc about to investigate is generally called iu-

digestion, but I shall speak of it as a disorder of the digestive

organs at large, because indigestion applies only to affections of

the stomach, whereas this affection implicates the intestines as

well as the stomach
;
and indeed all the organs concerne<l, not

only in chylification, but also in excretion. The observations of

Dr. Beaumont under the extraordinary facilities afforded him in

the case of St. Martin, furnish us with some curious information

relative to the digestibility of food. On a Canadian, who had two

inches below the nipple, a permanent opening into his stomach

produced by a gun-shot wound, he trie<l various exjwriments, the

result of which I have collected and arranged in the following

table :

—

Tabu $kt%cing ik« relaiUe ^ certain kinda offood.

KIND or FOOD. ft

•(

o
X

M
K
li

J
X

RIND or rooo. m
«
D
O

t
Id

v;

X

Venison steak, broiled .... 1 35 Cod fish (cured dry) boiled 2

!

oi

Sacking pig, roasted 2 30 Flounder, fresh, fried .... 3 3o:

Lamb, fresh broiled 2 30 Salmon, salted, boiled .... 4 0
Beef steak

,
broiled 3 0 2 55<

Mutton, fresh, broiled 3 0 Oysters, fresh, roasted .... 3
Pork, broiled 3 16 Oysters, fresh, stewed .. .. 3 .30

Veal, fresh, broiled 4 0 OTutrr fionpr boilf^ 3 30
Boiled beef, salted 4 13 1 30;
Tripe, soused, boiled 1 0 fresh, raw 2 ol

Brains, boiled 1 45 2 L5j
Lieer of the ox, fresh boiled 2 0 Eggs, fresh, soft boiled. . .

.

3 l\

Salmon, fresh, boiled 1 30 Eggs, fresh, hard boiled .. 3 30'

fried 1 30 Eggs, fresh, fried 3 30|
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Dr. Btaumoiit discovered also, that digestion is facilitated by minuteness of
division and tenderness of fibre

; and prevented by opposite qualities. Venison
appears to be one of the most digestible substances, which he refers to its being
divisible into fine shreds, or small particles ; mutton and beef are also of easy

digestion, and in general, lean meats are more wholesome than fat; mutton is

more easily digested than veal, and brown and old flesh better than young meat.

Dr. Robinson addicted himself to taking an emetic every evening, and found,

that he brought up veal undigested, but when he dined on beef very little re-

mained. S.vusAGEs have sometimes acquired, by keeping, highly deleterious

qualities, which Buchner ascribes to the presence of a peculiar fatty acid, which
has been termed botulinic acid. Butter and cream (which is in fact butter,

mixed with a proportion of caseum or whey) are both injurious to dyspeptics.

The nutritive properties of milk consist of butter caseum, and sugar of milk.

Perhaps the phosphate of lime existing in milk renders it necessary as an aliment

for young animals, inasmuch as it is necessary to the formation of bone.

With the adult, milk frequently disagrees, and with most dyspeptics, is heavy

and difficult of digestion
; the reason of this may be ascribed to its oily consti-

tuentr, for ass’s milk, which contains little or no butter, usually agrees very well

with such patients. Cheese, more especially when toasted, is bad for dyspep-

tics
; cheese consists of caseum or curd coagulated, and contains more or less

butter. Stilton cheese is made from milk, to which cream is added
; Cheshire

and the best Gloucester, from unskimmed milk, and Parmesan and Suffolk

cheeses from skim-milk. Eggs are highly nutritious, and when lightly boiled

usually easy of digestion, the oil of the yoke renders it less easy of digestion

than the white. The flesh of the chicken is easily digested and very nutriti-

ous, and is often retained on the stomach when all other meats would be rejected.

The flesh of the partridge and phea.sant, is darker, contains more osma-

zome, and is more stimulating and less digestible than that of the bam-door

fowl. The flesh of the duck and goose is generally firm, fat, and difficult of

digestion. The flesh of the turtle, plainly dressed, is doubtless nutritious,

but rich turtle soup is very apt to disorder the stomach. Those fish which

abound in oily matter, as eels and salmon are the most nutritive and the least

digestible
;
the most wholesome are the cod, haddock, and sole. It must be

remembered that rich sauces, melted butter, &c., are all obnoxious to the sto-

mach, and must be strictly removed from the table of the invalid, Salmon,

EELS, HERRINGS, and SPRATS are filled with oil, difficult of digestion, and quite

unfit for the dyspeptic. Lobsters, crabs, cray-fish, prawns and shrimps

are all difficult of digestion ;
oysters seldom disagree. All kinds of bread

when eaten new, are injurious to dyspeptics. Biscuit often is preferable, and

generally agrees remarkably well. Pastry is highly prejudicial—“ all pastry

is an abomination,’' says Dr. Paris, “ I verily believe that one half the cases of

indigestion that occur after dinner parties may be traced to this cause.” Peas

and Beans are nutritious, but apt to occasion flatulence
;

the ches.nut, says

Dr. Pereira, “ possesses considerable nutritive power, and in London is used
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Mf food by the lower chu«ei!. It* tweetoess, etjiecially when routed, indicates

the presence of sui^r. No oil can be obtained from it by pressure, lu the raw

itate it i» very dithcult of digestion ;
it require* to be roasted to split the starch

grains which it contains, and thereby to render them readily digestible. Dys-

pejitic* ihonld carefully avoid chesnnta, even in the cooked state.” Tlie al-

MONO, walnut, iiazkl-nut, COCOA-NUT, which all contain more or les* oil,

are each very difficult of digestion. The i'Kacr, nectarine, m.umb, chebut,

and apricot—all the stone fruit* are difficult of digestion ; Dr. Ilraiuiiont

found tliat it required nearly two hour* for the artificial digestion of the |>rach.

Of //omoceoa* fruits, the pbar is the best. When quite ri|ie the okanoe is

rarely inadmissible. The melon, cucumber, veuetablr-marrow, all dis-

agree with the dyspeptic. The potato, when mature<I and pro|H*rly cooked, is

highly nutritious and easily digrstcHl. The tvrmp is easily digested, but now

and then creates flatulence ; the carbot b slightly nutritive, but contains a

volatile oil apt to disagree with those suffering from dyspc|>sia. The young

shoots of the ASPARAU'rs are nutritum.s. and if eaten w ithout melted butter are

easily digested. Ttie whole clam of leaves and leap-et.vles, used in salads

contain very little nonrbhment. and are apt to disorder the stum.-u-h. Spinach

usually relaxes the bowels, and the cabbage, caui.iplower, naoucoii, and

SWOT should not be eaten by dyspeptics. I have aln-ady {xjintcd out the iii-

juriuu.s propertiea of pastry, I must again remark that the leaf stalks uf Hiii -

BARB are very objectionable in certain constitutions, " I have seen,” says ifr.

I'rout, “ well marked instances, in which an oxalate of lime, nephritic attack,

has followed the free use of rhubarb, in the sha|ie uf tarts, |MUlicbtarly wlien the

patient has been in tlie habit of drinking at the same lime hard water.”

SoPT WATER u always to be |>refered to hard, bemuse it b a better solvent

of vegetable and animal matters, and again, the repealcil ingestion of the saline

constituents of hard water may in some diseases prove very injurious. Tea.

—

Much has been written, and yet great difference of opinion still exists, respec-

ting the precise effect* of thb beverage upon the system ; many of these may b«

referred to the water, the tenqieniturc at which it is taken, or the milk and

sugar which are added. Weak tea u very refreshing, and seldom disagree* ; it

is abo particularly valuable when we wish to remove a tendency to sleep.

CoPKEL is heating and stimulating, and often ilisordcni the bowel*, ('mocolail

i* very nutritious, and devoid of some of those pro|»erties which are said to ren-

der tea and coffee unwholesome : it u however, on account of the oil it contains,

difficult of digestion, and therefore unfit for dyspeptics. Cocoa is astringent,

and adapted for penioiu with relaxed trowels, it also contains little oil.

Beer.— ** That beer is nutrifive,” remarks Dr. Pereira, “ and irAcn used in

moderation, salubrious, can lutrdly be doubted. It proves a refreshing drink,

and an agreeable and valuable stimulus, and supjtort to those who have under-

gone much iKulily latigue. The poor labourer, who has rrjieutedly exjierieiiced

its invigorating property, will by no means admit the truth of Dr. Franklin's

Msertiou ' that a |>cony loaf and a pint of water yield mure uourbhmcnt than
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a pint of beer’. The hop operates as a tonic, and assists digestion/’ With

respect to dyspeptics, beer, as well as all other fermented fluids, are almost cer-

tain to disagree. By them therefore its use should be carefully avoided. It is

also very injurious to those having the lithic acid diathesis, and ought not to be

taken by the plethoric, and such as have a tendency to apoplexy. The ale»

prepared for the India market are the best, as they contain no saccharine mat-

ter, and twice the usual proportion of hops. Porter differs from ale in several

important particulars
j being made from high dried, or almost charred malt, the

saccharine matter is destroyed by heat, and therefore, porter is better for dys-

peptic and diabetic patients than ale. Wines.—In the chapter devoted to the

consideration of gout, the least injurious wines have been described. Dr. Paris

remarks,—“ there exists no evidence to prove that a temperate use of good

wine, when taken at seasonable hours, has ever proved injurious to healthy

adults;” and it must be admitted that persons who have been accustomed to

the temperate use of wine are likely to suffer, if their accustomed stimulus be

taken away. The red wines contain extractive and colouring matters (derived

from the grape) and are apt to disagree with some dyspeptics. By keeping,

wine deposits bi-tartrate of potash and colouring and extractive matters, which

are very apt to disagree with some patients ;
hence, old wines are to be taken in

preference to new. Ardent spirits are most decidedly injurious ; but in some

cases of dyspepsia very weak brandy and water may now and then be taken with

advantage. Soda water, ginger beer, and effervescing Lemonade, are

refreshing and grateful beverages, though by distending the stomach with gase-

ous air, they must prove injurious to the process of digestion.

In the treatment of diseases, attention to diet is a point of con-

siderable importance, and in none more so than the non-febrile

disorders of the digestive organs ;
and, even in the most perfect

health, how soon is disease invited by excess in the quantity, as

well as quality of food. In truth, attention to diet, to the kind

and nature of food is the very alpha and omega of existence, the

thermometer of our being. In the above table I have endeavoured

to point out, what experience informs us, are the best and most

wholesome kinds of food
;
the thoughts that have suggested them-

selves to me in practice have already been anticipated, and already

most faithfully communicated, by Dr. James Johnson; Dr. Coombe,

Dr. Southwood Smith, Dr. Holland, Dr. Paris, Dr. Wilson

Philip, and Dr. Todd, in the Cyclopaedia of Practical Medi-

cine, and I cannot confer a greater benefit on the student, than by

advising him to read them with the greatest attention.

With regard to taking food, the following simple rules are easily
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remembered, and their importance will at once be admitted by

every practical man; 1st.—Never sit down to dinner under a

sense of fatigue. If you can enjoy half an hour’s sleep before din-

ner, under such circumstances, so much the better. 2nd.—Dine,

from the most plainly cooked and simple food, and never allow

the stomach to be sufficiently filled to occasion a sense of uneasy

repletion. 3rd.—The rate of eating should l>e sufficiently slow to

allow thorough mastication, and this will prevent that heavy sen-

sation which follows the hasty swallowing of fixxl. 1th.—Never

indulge in violent exercise, either of body or mind, immediately

after a full meal. There is another rule that must not be omitted

—

one that Mr. Abernethy used rej)eatedly to dwell upon :—that the

stomach should have time to perform one task, before another was

commenced, and he always advised his patients to interpose not

less than six hours betwwn each meal. This is a good plan, it

allows three or four hours for the stomach to digest the food it has

received
;
and one or two hours respite from labour. But as this

distinguished member of our profession said again and again we

preach in vain on these topics
;
no |>er8on can be persuaded to j»ay

attention to his digestive organs, until death or the fear of death

is staring him in the face.”

“ Sera nimit vit’ e»t crastina riy' bodie.”

Dr. Watson gives us a very faithful sketch of the system of too

many in his valuable lectures ;

—

" 1 hsTc now in my mind a family consisting of a mother and three grown-np

daughters, who are continually ailing and valetndinary. They profess to have

great respect for my profesaional advice : yet I never can induce them to think

that their plan of eating it a bad one. They are not early risers. They get to

breakfast about half after ten, or eleven. At two they think it absolutely ne-

cessary to eat luncheon, which consiats of a mutton chop, or some hashed meat,

with vegetables. At six they dine : and at eight they drink tea : and then they

eat no more till the next breakfast. ,\nd this is just a picture of the habits of

scores of families. They huddle all their food into the stomach, at four periods,

within seven or eight hours ; and leave it idle for sixteen or seventeen.”

It is not my intention to describe the various symptoms of dys-

pepsia, bu^ may remark that certain diseases of the viscera and
thorax are not unfrequently induced by mere indigestion. Irre-

gularities of the pulse, palpitation of the heart, fits of asthma, are,

by no means, uncommon accompaniments of the disorders of di-

gestion
; and this fact may be attributed partly to the reflex syra-

u u
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pathy between the parts concerned, and partly to flatulence, which

prevents the descent of the diaphragm and impedes the action of

the heart and lungs. In such a state of things the patient is con-

tinually tormented with the thoughts of organic disease, and we

have to fight against hypochondriasis, one of the worst of the

concomitants of dyspepsia
;

I seldom see a case of dyspepsia, of

long standing, without this species of insanity. The disease is well

described by Cullen:

—

“ lyyspepsia—cum languorc, mcestitia, et metu, ex caosis non sequis,” and he

continues—“In certain persons there is a state of mind distinguished by the

concurrence of the following circumstances. A languor, listlessness, or want

of resolution and activity w'ith respect to all undertakings : a disposition to se-

riousness, sadness, and timidity : as to all future events, an apprehension of the

worst or most unhappy state of them : and therefore, often upon slight grounds,

an apprehension of great evil. Such persons are particularly attentive to the

state of tlieir own health, to even the smallest change of feeling in their bodies :

and from any unusual feeling perhaps of the slightest kind, they apprehend

great danger, and even death itself. In respect to all these feelings and appre-

hensions there is commonly the most obstinate belief and persuasion.

Dr. Abercromby says that in cases of indigestion, pain in the

stomach occurs under four different forms. In the first, pain is

felt when the stomach is empty, and the patient is comforted and

relieved when food is taken. This pain appears to be produced

by some acrimony of the fluids of the stomach, and is often at

once removed, by a little liquid magnesia, camphor mixture, and

aromatic spirit of ammonia. In the second variety the pain comes

on in violent paroxysms (the intervals between which are uncer-

tain) it is properly called gastrodynia, and often very untractable.

Dr. Abercromby has found the most effectual relief from a strong

purf^ati ve enema, and a mustard poultice laid upon the epigastrium

;

opiL is sometimes of use, hut in many cases under my care, I have

experienced the greatest advantage from hydrocyanic acid. A

third form of pain of the stomach does not commence until food

has been taken three or four hours, and this is the most common

kind of the complaint. The pain may sometimes be prevented by

the following draught, given immediately after dinner =

R Potass. Bi-carbonatis, gr. xx ,
Spin Ammon. Ar., nxxx ;

Tr. Zmzi-

beris, 5i; Mist. Camph., 5x. M.

I„ addition to this, I am in the habit of giving every night a

combination of aloes and sulphate of iron, and during the dV,

bismuth and rhubarb; this is a valuable remedy in certain form
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of gastric distress, and quite useless in others, which accounts for

the different opinions formed of its virtues by different practi-

tioners. I fancy the failure is to be attributed more to the im-

projMjr selection of cases than to the remedy. The last variety

of this painful affection comes on as soon as. food is taken, and

continues during the whole process of digestion, until vomiting

ensues, which gives instant ease. These cases arise from chronic

inflammation, or some morbid sensibility of the lining coats of

the stomach, and re<juire to he treated as such. Dr. James John-

son has found small doses of the nitrate of silver very serviceable,

and in a case recently under my care, it was of singular avail. A
|)cr8on named Quiball, residing at Newark, had long suffered from

this peculiar form of dyspepsia, and had consiilte<l various physi-

cians, but without benefit. I had been reading Dr. Johnson's

remarks the morning he called, and resolved to give the nitrate of

silver a trial. I began with i of a grain twice a day, gradually in-

crvased to i a grain three times daily, and in six weeks the man was

well. In another case (a female) the disease had existed for many

years; hcR* after the appli(?atiun of leeches to the epigastrium,

every other day for a fortnight, ami then a blister, 1 made use of

this remedy, increasing it to a grain three times a day
;

the result

was highly satisfactory. I am now in the habit of using it every

week, and have every reason to recommend it most strongly. Dr.

William Hunter, however, has laid down the gtapd principle on

which to treat all cases of chronic vomiting, not dependent u|>on

disease in other parts—viz. to reduce the <juantity of food to tliat

amount, whatever it may be, that the stomach is able and willing

to l)ear, and to make its quality as bland and as nutritious as pos-

sible.

I am well aware that these are but imj>erfect hints on the treat-

ment of this important class of disorders, they, however, irontaiii

the principles on which disorders of digestion are to be managed.

States of mind, and habits of body, such as mental trial, mental dis-

tress and solicitude, much study, want of exercise, exert a marked
sway over the functions of the digestive organs

; and our task is the

most difficult when the patient s anxiety relates to his own com-
plaints; when the mind dwells only on his state of health, and he
continually U-lls you his recovery is hopeless. If you say to him,
his ailments are imaginary, he laughs in your face, «leserts you, and
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places himself under the care of some abominable, villainous quack,

who fleeces his pocket, and ruins his health, by the continued

use of purgatives, the injurious effects of which I have already

pointed out [page 13]. If we can obtain the confidence of such a

one, much is already gained
;
get him to “ travel in search of

health

f

for a time to forget his business—to forget himself; keep

the mind ever engaged, and the eye eyer resting on some new
scene

;
thus, six weeks spent among the ipountains of Switzerland,

or upon the rivers of Germany, or in travelling through any plea-

sant part of our lovely island, will often do more in bringing the

dyspeptic hypochondriac, to a state of health than an eternity of

physicing and dieting at home : “ you cannot minister to a mind
diseased, throw physic to the dogs.” i

Hut these principles require to be understood, not only by the

physician, but by the patient also; they are of practical import-

ance in the care of every man's health, and in preventing the per-

nicious mis-representations and mal-practices of ignorant, crafty,

and designing charlatans
; and upon whom is it that the con-

temptible empirics of the present day live and fatten, while their

terrified and poisoned victims, quailing under their grimaces, and

swallowing their compounds, totter to an untimely grave ? It is

to the lamentable ignorance even of persons of education with

respect to the structure and functions of the human body, and

every thing relating to health and disease, that we must ascribe the

mischief we so frequently witness. But, thanks to the increasing

diffusion of physiological knowledge—the age of farce is almost

gone—the mist of delusion is fast fading away, and we discover

the first general dawning of the human mind. The days of the

NECROMANCERS—EXORCISTS and WIZARDS—of the POWDER OF

SYMP.VTHY the ELECTUARY OP THE THREE DEVILS the PLASTER

OP THE HAND OF GOD the ELIXIR OF LIFE the IMMORTAL CATHO-

LicoN—and numerous other infallible remedies of former times have

long been past—let us hope, those also of the St. John Longs

—

of the BALM OF GILEAD, the REAL BLESSING TO MOTHERS—MoRRI-

son’s and Parr’s pills are also numbered, and that for the future

we shall be permitted to live without groundless apprehension,
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